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DEFINITIONS 

 

- Budget impact analysis : An economic analysis focusing on the overall cost when implementing 

one of the evaluated interventions from the payer’s perspective over a given period of time. 

- Degraded medicine : Medicine with impairment of quality acquired in distribution chains, 

especially though heat and humidity. 

- Device error :In the field evaluation, refers to a error from the device (i.e. without detected user 

error) 

- Disability Adjusted Life Year (DALY) : A commonly used measure of burden associated with 

a health condition encapsulating life years lost and life years lived with disability. An intervention 

addressing this condition will often be assessed in the number of DALYs it averts. Averting one 

DALY is equivalent to gaining one year of life for an individual at full health. 

- False Negative (FN) : The sample tested is a substandard/falsified medicine and the device 

wrongly identified it as a genuine 

- False Positive (FP) : The sample tested is a genuine medicine and the device wrongly identified 

it as a substandard/falsified 

- Falsified medicine : Medicine with deliberately/fraudulent misrepresentation of its identity, 

composition or source (World Health Assembly, 2017). In this report, the falsified samples used 

contained either no API or the wrong API. 

- Field-collected samples/medicines (FCM) : Field-collected samples/medicines that were 

obtained from outlets (pharmacies, distributors) or from the manufacturers in the GMS states. 

This is in distinction to simulated samples/medicines (SM). 

- Field-tested : Refers to a device assessed near where the medicines were collected, as opposed 

to formal laboratory-based studies. 

- Fixed cost: The expenditures or costs (e.g. machine cost) that do not change based on the output 

rate (e.g. number of samples tested). 

- Incremental Cost-effectiveness Ratio (ICER) : Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio. The 

additional costs per unit of outcome attained with the introduction of a new intervention as 

compared with current practice. For example, an ICER of US$500 per DALY averted means that 

giving a patient one additional year at full health will cost an extra US$500. 

- Net monetary benefit : A summary value of cost and benefit for an intervention in monetary 

terms incorporating the willingness to pay threshold calculated as: [DALYs averted multiplied by 
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willingness to pay threshold minus incremental cost]. A positive net monetary benefit indicates 

that the intervention is cost-effective. 

- Non-destructive : Refers to a device which was used to test intact dosage units of medicines (e.g. 

tablets) either through packaging or without needing to scrape or perturb the dosage unit. 

- Portable : Refers to transportable equipment (i.e. intended to be moved from one place to another 

whether or not connected to a mains electrical supply) able to be carried by a maximum of two 

persons, that requires minimal set-up on arrival at the field detection site (set-up can be managed 

by technician-level staff after short training on the device). 

- Reference library : Refers to a library of measurements of authentic medicines collected by the 

device and with which the device compares the measurements obtained from a test sample. It is 

used most commonly in relation to libraries of spectra of authentic measurements stored within 

the software of a spectrometer (‘Spectral Reference Library’). 

- Sample : is defined as a single dosage unit from a single blister or primary packaging 

- Sampling : Collecting data about a sample with a device 

- Scan : refers to a single test conducted with a spectrometer on one sample 

- Sensitivity : Proportion of medicines that are detected as poor quality by the device out of all the 

medicines determined as poor quality by a reference technique. 

- Simulated samples/medicines (SM) : Samples/medicines that were prepared from raw active 

ingredients and excipients by chemists at the Georgia Institute of Technology (see methods 

section). 

- Specificity : Proportion of medicines that are identified as genuine by the device out of all the 

medicines determined as genuine by a reference technique. 

- Substandard medicine : Also called “out of specification”, these are authorized medical 

products that fail to meet either their quality standards or their specifications, or both (World 

Health Assembly, 2017). In this report, the substandard medicines used contain lower API than 

stated on their packaging or are simulated authentic products containing lower API than their 

authentic equivalents. 

- Test : refers to a single result returned by the device on one sample. This is equivalent to the term 

‘scan’ for spectrometers. 

- True negative (TN) : The sample tested is a genuine medicine and the device correctly 

identified it as a genuine 

- True positive (TP) : The sample tested is a substandard/falsified medicine and the device 

correctly identified it as a substandard/falsified 
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- User error : Misinterpretation of the device result by the user, leading to the wrong conclusion 

about a sample’s quality. 

- Variable cost : The expenditures or costs (e.g. reagent cost) that change according to output rate 

(e.g. number of samples tested). 

- Willingness to Pay (WTP) threshold:  In economic evaluation the ICER of an intervention will 

often be compared with a WTP threshold to assess whether the use of the intervention can be 

considered cost-effective. A common definition of the WTP threshold is the GDP/capita where 

the intervention is being considered for use. In Laos for example, an intervention with an ICER 

of US$500 would be considered cost-effective as this is less than the Laos GDP/capita of US$ 

2,353. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Medicines Regulatory Authorities (MRAs) are the keystone for the majority of interventions to 

prevent, detect and remove poor quality medicines before they reach patients. Innovative portable 

devices hold promise for empowering medicine inspectors in screening medicine quality in supply 

systems. However, regulators lack information on their performance, limitations and cost-

effectiveness. This project was undertaken as an independent evaluation and comparison of devices 

to provide evidence to allow MRAs to decide whether these new technologies are appropriate for 

screening of medicines quality in their countries.  

In a systematic review of the scientific literature, we found 62 studies in which 41 marketed or 

under-development portable devices were evaluated. This review identified very limited information 

on their performance (particularly in field settings), and major gaps of evidence, such as which APIs 

and which medicine formulations the devices can accurately test, their performance to quantitate APIs 

in finished pharmaceutical products, and abilities to identify substandard medicines.  

We included 11 devices in our study, of which four were included in a laboratory evaluation only 

and seven (in bold), were also tested by 16 medicine inspectors from the Lao MRA in a field 

evaluation study: four handheld spectrometers using infrared (MicroPHAZIR RX, NIRScan) or 

Raman (Progeny, Truscan RM); five portable devices using infrared (4500 aFTIR, Neospectra 2.5), 

liquid chromatography (C-Vue), thin-layer chromatography (Minilab), microfluidic technology with 

luminescence detection (PharmaChk); and two single-use disposable devices: one using paper-based 

colour test (PADs) and one using lateral flow immunoassay technology (RDTs).  

In the laboratory evaluation, all devices tested on simulated and field-collected branded medicines 

containing seven different anti-infectives (within each device’s capabilities to detect certain APIs) 

showed 100% sensitivities to correctly identify samples with 0% and wrong API after removal from 

their packaging except the NIRScan (91.5%). Specificities of 100% were observed for all devices, 
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except for the C-Vue (60.0%), PharmaChk (50.0%) and Progeny (95.5%). The two devices with 

stated abilities to quantitate APIs showed high sensitivities to correctly identify 50%/80% API 

samples in a pass/fail configuration (C-Vue : 100% and PharmaChk : 83.3%) whereas the RDTs, able 

to identify samples containing lower API than stated, showed a sensitivity of 17%. Spectrometers 

included in the evaluation were not stated to have the ability to identify medicines with lower API 

than stated using the device stock built-in algorithms available. Accordingly, the mentioned 

spectrometers showed limited sensitivities (from 6% to 50%). Of the field-evaluated devices the 

Minilab was the most sensitive to correctly identify 50%/80% API samples in the laboratory 

evaluation (59.5%), with significantly higher sensitivity than other devices (p<0.05), except the 

MicroPHAZIR (50%). 

The NIRScan was the fastest of the field-evaluated devices to test one sample, followed by the 

MicroPHAZIR RX whilst the PADs and the Minilab were the slowest devices. The time spent to 

inspect the pharmacy was significantly longer when using the devices compared to visual inspection 

only, for all the devices except the NIRScan and Truscan RM. The main errors made by medicine 

inspectors were the selection of the wrong reference library while using the Truscan RM, NIRScan, 

MicroPHAZIR RX (Truscan RM seemed to be less prone to this error) and wrong user interpretation 

of the PADs and 4500a FTIR results. When testing a set of samples, the PADs showed lower accuracy 

than other devices to correctly identify samples as poor or good quality, except the Progeny and the 

Minilab [no significant (p>0.05) statistical difference observed]. An under-development web-based 

reader of the results of the PADs could reduce sample misclassification. 

The Truscan RM had the highest fixed total costs over a 5-years period, followed by the Progeny, 

MicroPHAZIR, 4500a FTIR, NIRScan, and PADs. At the country level, all spectrometers were found 

to be cost-effective in settings with ‘high’ and ‘lower’ prevalence of falsified and substandard 

antimalarials and all were cost-effective compared with the baseline of visual inspections alone. The 
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NIRScan, that had the lowest initial cost per device (below US$5,000), was the most cost-effective 

in the two prevalence scenarios. 

Difficulties to assemble batches of quality-assured genuine medicines to create and update 

reference libraries, high costs of most devices, maintenance/calibration and low sensitivity to identify 

substandard medicines without highly trained operators using complex API-specific models were 

perceived as the main obstacles for the implementation of the field-evaluated spectrometers. Sample 

preparation and sourcing of consumables (for the Minilab only), level of training and results that were 

felt too user-dependent (for the PADs only) were the main barriers to the use of PADs and Minilab.  

Although we provide general recommendations of the best strategy to choosing devices adapted 

to different settings, major gaps of evidence were identified by our work: the lack of knowledge about 

the level of training required; the effect of the potential ‘false confidence’ on the device versus visual 

inspection of medicines; the best sampling strategies for field testing (standard operating procedures 

are required in different contexts in the absence of manufacturer guidelines); the APIs and medicines 

formulation each device is able to test (except for a few devices such as the Minilab or the PADs); at 

which level of the supply chain they would be best used (we believe this is highly setting dependent) 

and how the health system should adapt to optimise their use; the impact of tablet coatings, 

packagings and capsule shells on the performance of spectrometers. 

With the current evidence, it is unlikely that any one device would be able to effectively monitor 

the quality of all medicines. Much more work is needed to evaluate devices for the great diversity of 

medicines, and to expand our work with a platform, independent from device manufacturers, to 

evaluate new devices using standard protocols and samples. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Although the problem of poor quality medicines has probably been with us since the beginning 

of the trade in medicines (Saunders 1782; Newton et al. 2006a), its impact on global health has been 

largely under-recognised. The problem is not limited to low-resourced countries (Securing Industry 

2016, 2017a, 2017b), but the issue appears to be of greater magnitude there than in wealthier countries 

(Kaur et al. 2016; Tivura et al. 2016; Wafula et al. 2016). According to a recent report from the World 

Health Organization (WHO), ~10% of medical products circulating in low- and middle-income 

countries (LMICs) are either substandard or falsified (World Health Organization 2017c). 

Falsified (or fake) medicines are the result of criminal activity. These falsified medicines purport 

to be real, authorised medicines but are deliberately and fraudulently mislabelled with respect to 

identity and/or source (SF Medical Products Group, Essential Medicines and Health Products 2017). 

They usually have packaging that are copies of that of a genuine product. Falsified medicines may 

contain the correct amount of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) or the incorrect amount, 

wrong APIs and/or, more commonly, they do not contain the stated API(s). The term ‘falsified 

medicines’, adopted by the World Health Assembly in May 2017, references the public health issues 

of poor quality medicines rather than the term ‘counterfeit’ that refers to trademark infringement. 

Substandard medicines, on the other hand, result from negligence and errors made during the 

manufacturing process by authorized manufacturers. Inspection of the packaging is required to 

determine accurately whether a medicine is falsified. However, as countermeasures vary according 

to the type of ‘defect’, understanding the differences between the types of poor quality medicines is 

essential from a public health and regulatory perspective. 

Poor quality medicines have devastating consequences, including increased morbidity and 

mortality, economic losses and diminished public confidence in health systems. Poor quality 

antimicrobials, particularly those containing reduced quantities of APIs, may be key but neglected 
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drivers of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) (Newton et al. 2016). Medicines Regulatory Authorities 

(MRAs) are the keystone for the majority of potential interventions to prevent, detect and remove 

poor quality medicines. However, currently national  MRA medicine inspectors in LMICs performing 

post-marketing surveillance (PMS) largely rely only on their own senses and knowledge to detect 

circulating poor quality medicines (Roth et al. 2018). Samples may be sent to a formal chemical 

analysis laboratory for further advanced chromatographic assays [such as high-performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC)]. However, these assays are expensive, time-consuming, and not readily 

available in many countries. There is often significant delay between collection of the suspicious 

medicine and confirmation of its poor quality, with its harm spreading unchecked in the interim.  

Rapid detection of poor quality medicines in the field is a key factor to prevent unsafe poor quality 

medicines reaching patients to be able to inform timely actions. Over the last two decades a plethora 

of portable analysis screening tools have been developed to better equip medicine inspectors to detect 

suspect medicines, allowing some degree of objective analysis of medicines in the ‘field’. A review 

published in 2014 compared the suitability of the different existing chemical analysis technologies 

for LMICs (Kovacs et al. 2014), focusing on the different technologies available (e.g. Raman 

spectroscopy, colorimetry) rather than on the existing devices themselves.  

The diversity of devices for medicines quality screening holds great hope for empowering 

medicine inspectors, making their work more cost-effective and actionable, improving MRA capacity 

and protecting patients from the harm of poor quality medicines. However, there are enormous key 

gaps regarding the scientific evidence to inform national medicines regulatory authorities of the 

optimal cost-effective choice of device to detect and combat poor quality medicines (Roth et al. 2018).  

Further key aspects that have received minimal discussion include issues of device maintenance 

and quality assurance/quality control; the amount of training required for accurate use and the 

comparative cost-effectiveness of introducing devices within post market surveillance (PMS) 

systems.  
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This project was undertaken as an initial investigation to meet the urgent need for detailed 

investigation of devices to give evidence to allow MRAs to decide whether these new technologies 

are appropriate for screening of diverse medicines in their countries and if so, which ones, by whom, 

and at what position within the medicine surveillance system they are best used. Without such 

research these innovations will not realize their potential to improve medicine quality. 

The main Annexes can be found at the end of this report. A separate book compiling operating 

procedures of all the devices, training materials provided to the medicine inspectors during the field 

evaluation, as well as the complete publication of the systematic review of the literature submitted 

for publication, is also available (See the content of the book in the Supplementary Annex content 

section at the end of the present report). 

AIMS 
 

As part of the Results for Malaria Elimination and Communicable Diseases Control (RECAP) 

under the Regional Malaria and Communicable Disease Trust Fund (RMTF) at Asian Development 

Bank (ADB), this work aims to assess the accuracy, ease of use and cost effectiveness of different 

portable and handheld devices to identify substandard and falsified (SF) medicines across a variety 

of essential anti-infective medicines commonly used in the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) to 

treat malaria and bacterial infections.  
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METHODS 
 

OUTLINE 

 

 

At the start of the Inception phase we reviewed the published scientific literature on medicine 

quality screening devices, building on the work of  Kovacs et al. 2014, identifying candidate devices 

and reviewing the evidence base, revealing a diverse array of vital gaps. 

Fourteen devices were selected for laboratory evaluation. These devices were evaluated by 

chemists of the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, USA, who then selected devices to include 

in a field evaluation. The field evaluation was performed by public health scientists of the Lao-

Oxford-Mahosot Hospital-Wellcome Trust Research Unit (LOMWRU) and the Medicine Quality 

Group of the Infectious Diseases Data Observatory (IDDO) in Vientiane, Lao PDR (Laos). 

Concurrently with the laboratory and field evaluations, a cost-effectiveness analysis of the devices 
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selected for the field evaluation was performed by health economists of the Mahidol Oxford Tropical 

Medicine Research Unit (MORU) in the Faculty of Tropical Medicine, Mahidol University, Bangkok, 

Thailand. 

Seven APIs were chosen for testing in both the field and laboratory device evaluations: four 

antibiotics from four commonly used pharmacological classes [ofloxacin (OFLO), sulfamethoxazole-

trimethoprim (SMTM), azithromycin (AZITH) and amoxicillin-clavulanic acid (ACA)], and three 

anti-malarials [artemether-lumefantrine (AL), artesunate (ART) (intravenous/intramuscular 

formulation) and dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine (DHAP)]. 

The amount of the API of all the field collected medicines samples considered as genuine, used 

to test the devices in both the laboratory and field evaluation, was measured by ultra-performance 

liquid chromatography (UPLC), a widely accepted approach to medicine quality analysis, to confirm 

the expected quality of the samples.  

SELECTING DEVICES 

  

During the Inception phase of this project, prior to the conduct of a systematic review of the 

literature, a list of the available devices was created based on a (non-systematic) search of the 

scientific literature, Google searches, our experience, and advice from diverse stakeholders 

(Supplementary Annex 1).  

The general specifications when considering inclusion of devices were:  

 

 Portable, ideally handheld  

 Preference for battery-powered devices  

 Ideally, requiring minimal training of the user [but those requiring more highly-

skilled users were considered if likely to provide breakthrough in the evaluation of 

the quality of medicines (e.g. quantitative analysis of APIs)] 
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 Ideally, the device operates within a wide range of temperatures and conditions 

suited to fieldwork in tropical countries  

 Requires minimal sample preparation, ideally none 

 Requires minimum consumables and reagents, ideally none  

 Ideally it has been tested (published or unpublished work) with at least one 

pharmaceutical(s)  

 Must be adaptable for testing at least one of the APIs included in this project  

 

When multiple devices using the same technology (e.g. Raman spectroscopy) were available, 

the scientific literature and discussion with experts were used to guide selection. However, the 

evidence base comparing devices was extremely poor, making objective selection very difficult.  

The included devices, with their main characteristics are presented in Table 1.  

. 
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Table 1. Devices included in the study. Devices in bold were included in both laboratory and field 

evaluation phases 

Device name 
Manufacturer or 

Institution 

Market 

status 

Technology 

Main Specificiation 
Handheld Costc,d 

4500a FTIR 

Single Reflection 
Agilent Technologies M 

FTIR-MIR 

Spectral range  

4000cm-1-650cm-1 

N US$ 31,067 

CD3+ US FDA D 
IR and Vis Camera system 

with various LED sources 
Y Unknowne 

C-Vue C-Vue Ma Liquid chromatography N 

One unit with 214nm 

detector: ~US$ 4,950 
Stationary Column: ~US$ 

370 
Additional 254 nm 

detector: ~US$ 1,295 

Accessories for sample 
preparation : ~US$ 175 

Minilab 
Global Pharma Health Fund 

E.V. 
M TLC,  disintegration testb N 

US$ 2,510 (without 

reference standards) 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX analyser 
Thermo Scientific M 

FTIR - NIR 

Wavelength range 

1600nm-2400nm 

Y US$47,500 

Neospectra 2.5 

(SWS62221-2.5) 
Si-Ware M 

FTIR-NIR 

Wavelength range  

1350nm-2500nm 

N 

Neospectra 2.5: US$ 

3,000 
Light Source:  US$1,030 

White Reference Tile: 
US$310 

Fiberoptic Cable and 

Probe: US$1,261 
Probe Holder: US$67.83 

NIRscan (Beta 

version) 

Young Green Energy (the 

Global Good Fund 

developed the smartphone 

application)  

Mg 
NIR - Dispersive 

Wavelength range  

900nm-1,700nm 

Y 
US$1,199 (without 

smartphone) 

Paper Analytical 

Device 

University of Notre-Dame 

and Veripad (Kenya, New-

York and Boston) 

D Paper-based colour test Y (S) US$3 

PharmaChk Boston University D 
Microfluidic device with 

luminescence detection 
N Unknowne 

Progeny Rigaku M 
Raman  

1064 nm laser 
Y (ex-demo model) 

TruScan RM Thermo Scientific M 
Raman  

785 nm laser 
Y 

US$ 62,500 (including 

chemometric software 

package and tablet 

holder) 

Unnamed-Lateral 

flow immunoassay 

China Agricultural 

University of Beijing and 

University of Pennsylvania 

D 
Lateral flow immunoassay 

dipsticks 
Y (S) US$ 2-3f  

Single-quadrupole 

Qda MS 
Waters M Mass spectrometry N US$ 76,169 

Counterfeit Drug 

Indicator (CoDI) 

Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention (CDC), 

USA 

D 
Laser 

absorption/Fluorescence 
Y Unknowne 

D: Under development, FTIR: Fourier Transform Infrared, LED: Light-emitting diode, M: Marketed, MS: Mass spectrometry, N: No, NIR: 

Near infrared, Y: Yes, HPLC: High Performance Liquid Chromatography, NIR: Near Infrared, MIR: Mid-Infrared, TLC: Thin-layer 

chromatography, S: Single-use device 

a The device is available for purchase but has been only used as an educational tool 

b In this report, we only used the TLC testing (both qualitative and semi-quantitative analysis). According to the developers, weight and 

mass variation check will be provided in the next version of the device. 

c Ordering several devices to the manufacture is subject to potential reduced purchase cost 

d The costs reported here do not include VAT and may vary by country of purchase 

e The device was lent by the developer and is still under development, and not available for purchase as far as we are aware 

f Cost estimated by the manufacturer. The device is not marketed yet and is subject to variation. Purchasing several RDTs is subject to 

potential reduced purchase cost. 

g The near-infrared sampling unit is marketed but the smartphone application is not 
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE SCIENTIFIC 

LITERATURE 

 

A previous review compared the suitability of the different existing chemical analysis 

technologies for LMICs (Kovacs et al. 2014), but focused on the different technologies available (e.g. 

Raman spectroscopy, colorimetry) rather than on the existing devices themselves.  

With more devices and more data now available, we have undertaken a systematic review to 

understand the performance and main characteristics of portable devices for the field evaluation of 

medicines and identify the gaps in evidence for optimal device selection to inform policy decisions 

on which devices to use where and when. 

Here we present the outlines of the methodology used to conduct this review. The complete 

manuscript, submitted for publication to the BMJ Global Health, is available in the Supplementary 

Annex book (Supplementary Annex 2).  

SEARCH STRATEGY AND SELECTION CRITERIA 

 

The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines were 

followed. We searched for English language scientific articles on portable technologies used to assess 

the quality of pharmaceutical products, using Embase (from 1947), PubMed (from 1946), Web of 

Science (from 1900) and SciFinder (from 1840) to April 15, 2017. Search terms included those related 

to the equipment (e.g. ‘device’, ‘instrument’), terms referring to the portability of the equipment (e.g. 

‘portable’, ‘handheld’) and terms related to the quality of pharmaceutical products (e.g. ‘substandard’, 

‘falsified’).  

After removal of duplicates, titles and abstracts were independently screened for eligibility. 

References in English and French provided by colleagues working in the field, in addition to 
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references within reviews of specific techniques, and those in all included articles, were examined to 

identify additional relevant articles.  

All studies evaluating the performances/abilities of portable devices to assess any aspect of 

the quality of pharmaceutical products were included. This includes articles describing the device 

being tested in a laboratory environment, in field surveys, and proof-of-concept articles in which the 

authors stress the potential portability of a method. Devices currently under-development, (although 

not yet marketed) and devices no longer marketed but superseded by other devices, were included. 

Non-portable devices, devices used for testing the quality of non-pharmaceutical products or for 

identification of traditional medicines, devices for measuring APIs in biological fluids, and product 

security technologies were excluded. Patent application publications, articles on the development of 

a method (e.g. a new thin layer chromatography method) not intended for deployment in a field-

detection kit, reviews/general discussions and articles describing or comparing methods for spectral 

analysis (chemometrics) rather than the performance of the device itself, were also excluded. For 

included devices, additional information on objective characteristics (e.g. physical appearance, 

approximate cost and market status) was obtained via the manufacturers’ websites and requests to the 

manufacturers.  

KEY VARIABLES AND DEFINITIONS 

 

In this review, ‘portable’ refers to transportable equipment [i.e. intended to be moved from 

one place to another whether or not connected to a mains electrical supply (International 

Electrotechnical Comission 2016) able to be carried by a maximum of two persons], that requires 

minimal set-up on arrival at the field detection site (set-up can be managed by technician-level staff 

after short training on the device). Devices that require an initial laboratory phase set-up from highly 

trained staff (e.g. Raman spectrometers which require creation of a reference library and complex 
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processing of spectral data) but that are subsequently portable and easy-to-use in the field by 

technician-level staff were included.  

DATA ANALYSIS 

 

Data was extracted and entered in Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. For each device, the 

developer’s names, type of technology used, main technical specifications (e.g. resolution, spectral 

range), reported sensitivity, specificity and other laboratory or field-test results, practical aspects of 

the use of the device (e.g. the measurement time per sample, consumables required), and the pluses 

and minuses quoted by the authors were extracted when available. 

The quality of the included studies could not be objectively assessed because of the wide 

heterogeneity of study designs and a lack of consensus guidelines for reporting. 
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LABORATORY EVALUATION 

OVERVIEW - AIMS 

The aims of the laboratory phase evaluation were: 

 To set-up the instrumentation and develop protocols based on the instrument manufacturer’s 

default parameters. 

 To evaluate the simplicity and resource requirements of each device. 

 To evaluate and compare the performances of each device to distinguish between genuine, 

50% and 80% API medicines (mimicking frequent features of substandard medicines), and 

0% and wrong API medicines (mimicking frequent features of falsified medicines) under 

controlled conditions. 

 To distinguish instruments/devices that would be suitable for the field evaluation phase within 

this project. 

Each of the devices selected for the laboratory phase underwent the following series of 

evaluations by three investigators: 

1. A survey questionnaire to evaluate the physical, operational, and software characteristics and 

requirements of each instrument (Annex 1). 

2. Tests with a series of samples that were produced at the Georgia Institute of Technology, 

defined as simulated medicines (SM), and with a set of medicines that were collected from 

various sources, defined as field-collected medicines (FCM). 

 

The primary responsibilities were as follows: Investigator 1 focused on the Raman instruments; 

Investigator 2 focused on the NIR instruments, PADs, RDTs, and C-Vue and Investigator 3 focused 

on the Minilab.   
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DEVICE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

 

A form was completed by the reviewer of each device as it was being evaluated. The items 

covered included physical and operational aspects of the device (e.g. size, resource requirements, 

sampling details, battery life) and the software characteristics of the instrument (Annex 1). Results 

are presented in Supplementary Annex 3.  

SAMPLES TESTED 

 

To evaluate the various analytical technologies, each device was used to examine sets of field-

collected medicines (FCM) and ‘simulated medicines’ (SM) of the seven APIs1 that were prepared at 

Georgia Tech. Antibiotics and anti-malarials medicines were selected for their importance in terms 

of public health (first line treatment for various health conditions) in the Greater Mekong Subregion 

in particular. The APIs were amoxicillin-clavulanic acid (ACA), artemether-lumefantrine (AL), 

artesunate (ART) (intravenous/intramuscular formulation), azithromycin (AZITH), 

dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine (DHAP), ofloxacin (OFLO), and sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim 

(SMTM). 

A detailed list of all samples used can be found in Annex 2.  

  

                                                 

 
1 Antibiotics and anti-malarials medicines selected for their importance in terms of public health (first line treatment for 

various health conditions) in the Greater Mekong Subregion. 
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 Simulated medicines (SM)  

Tablets were produced using a tablet press after milling and mixing the ingredients. The detailed 

protocol for tablet production is in Annex 3.  

All simulated medicines were prepared as 100mg tablets (6mm in diameter) except for ART 

which remained as a powder, as in the intravenous/intramuscular finished product, to simulate iv/im 

Artesun®. These simulated medicines included, relative to medicines with API concentrations as 

found in genuine medicines : those with the correct concentration, those with 80% of the correct API 

concentration (mimicking substandard medicines), those with 50% of the correct API concentration 

(mimicking substandard medicines), those containing only excipients without API (mimicking 

falsified medicines), and those containing excipients and acetaminophen (ACET, paracetamol, 

mimicking falsified medicines with the wrong API). Paracetamol has been found in falsified 

medicines, wrongly labelled as another API (Newton et al. 2006b). These chemistry-medicine quality 

classifications are approximate as, for example, substandard medicines containing wrong API 

(Government of Pakistan 2012) and falsified medicines containing reduced API% have also been 

described (Newton et al. 2006b). 

The excipients to constitute the tablet mass consisted of bulking agents (cellulose, lactose, or 

starch) and, a lubricant (magnesium stearate) for the simulated tablets. The lubricant was excluded 

from the intravenous/intramuscular ART formulation because they were not pressed into tablets. Pure 

APIs for ART, AZITH, OFLO, and SMTM were purchased from TCI Chemical (Portland, OR, USA). 

Acetaminophen, cellulose, lactose, starch, and magnesium stearate were purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Pure APIs were used to make the tablets, except for ACA, AL, and 

DHAP. These, due to their high cost to purchase at quantities necessary to make enough SM for all 

the experiments, were sourced from genuine medicines obtained from various distributors and 

manufacturers (D-Artepp for DHAP, Coartem for AL, and AMK 1000 mg for ACA) by crushing 
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them, mixing the crushed powder and pressing them into simulated tablets. These re-crushed samples 

were then diluted to create tablets mimicking substandard medicines at the 80% and 50% 

concentrations of APIs using the excipients described above. The samples containing only excipients 

and those containing wrong active ingredients were also created as described above.   

Devices that were not limited to testing specific APIs were initially intended to test 61 

different SMs, including thirteen ‘genuine’ (100% API), twenty-one 80% API samples, twenty-one 

50% API samples, three excipient only samples, and three wrong API samples.  

 Genuine and falsified field-collected medicines (FCM) 

Field-collected medicines, including genuine and falsified medicines, were tested.  

Three to four different batches of genuine medicines were purchased from reliable local 

distributors/outlets in GMS countries or were given by their manufacturers. The falsified medicines 

were acquired from previous investigations and/or studies (Bernier et al. 2016a). Two samples were 

‘look-alike’ medicines i.e. they were stated as containing specific APIs (not one of the seven APIs 

included in this work) but the tablets were visually indistinguishable from genuine medicines included 

in the work [(i.e. the actual medicine is Diabeta® (chlorpropamide), but the tablets looks identical to 

Sulfatrim® (SMTM)] (Caillet et al. 2017), in order to mimic a falsified medicine with a wrong API.  

However, the quality control of the medicines used in our study by UPLC (see section 

Confirmatory testing of the medicines used in both the laboratory and field evaluation) showed that 

one or more batches of genuine medicines used to create the reference library of seven brands of FC 

genuine medicine were unexpectedly out of specification. We therefore had to discard twelve samples 

from the laboratory evaluation: 4 falsified AL, 1 look-alike (SMTM-brand like) and 7 genuine 

medicines (1 DHAP, 1 ACA, 1 AZITH, 2 SMTM and 2 AL). 
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CONSTRUCTION OF REFERENCE LIBRARIES 

Many spectroscopic instruments use libraries of previously recorded reference spectra that are 

stored in the device and are used to compare to the operator’s acquired test spectra. In this work, when 

possible, spectra of genuine SM and at least two different batches of genuine FCM samples were 

recorded to create each library database. Having at least two different batches of the same brands 

allowed some inclusion of inter-batch variability. 

SM and FCM 0% API, 50% API, 80% API and wrong API samples as well as one extra batch 

of genuine FCM were used in subsequent testing of the devices.  

Libraries were created by the expert chemists for the following devices: Progeny, Truscan RM, 

MicroPHAZIR RX, Neospectra 2.5 and 4500a FTIR. Each device had a unique method for library 

creation and each used different file types to save the libraries. Details can be found in Annex 4. The 

library for the NIRscan was developed at the Intellectual Ventures Laboratory in the USA because 

library creation was not yet available for field users of the product. For many devices requiring the 

creation of a reference library, specific software calculates the similarities between the library and the 

experimental spectra. However, for the Neospectra 2.5 the operators themselves must determine the 

similarity of the test results with the reference spectra. 

When the devices, except the Neospectra 2.5, are used to conduct spectral library comparisons, a 

correlation coefficient is calculated after the experimental spectra and library spectra are 

computationally compared. On devices that output pass/fail results, a threshold value is typically 

established to determine at what correlation coefficient a pass or fail is considered. For the Progeny, 

Truscan RM, and MicroPHAZIR RX that yield output pass and fail results, the threshold used was 

that from the manufacturers default values. For the NIRscan, the values are set by the developer of 

the software and libraries. Although the Agilent 4500 also generates a ‘hit quality’ score (a correlation 

coefficient), the user must determine the appropriate value to select. 
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DEVICE TESTING 

The wide variety of technologies and built in software required different sampling and data 

collection strategies. However, each instrument was tested following a similar set of guidelines for 

optimal comparability.  

Devices that automatically outputted binary pass/fail results (NIRscan, TruScan RM, 

MicroPHAZIR RX, Progeny) for each sample needed no transcription. For devices that 

computationally compared the experimentally collected spectra with every spectrum in the device’s 

master reference spectrum library and listed the most probable matches (Figure 1), a decision 

threshold was established a priori. For example, for the 4500a FTIR instrument, if the tested medicine 

appeared in the six highest matches with a ‘hit quality’ score > 0.9, the test result would be classified 

as a ‘pass’. If the tested medicine appeared in the six highest matches with a hit quality score < 0.9, 

it would be flagged as suspicious and the test repeated as per the protocols for the other spectrometers.  

Figure 1. Example of device returning matching values results - 4500a FTIR matching value 

display 

For instruments that gave quantitative results (C-Vue, PharmaChk), a threshold for acceptable 

API concentration was set for a pass or fail result. Because the reference ranges of % API(s) vary 

according to different pharmacopeias and for different APIs (Table 2), we decided for simplicity that 
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medicines containing less than 90% and more than 110% of the manufacturer’s stated amount of 

API(s) were considered as out of specification (OOS) for all the APIs included in this study. 

Table 2. US, International, Chinese and British pharmacopeia standards for the seven study 

APIs 

API US 

Pharmacopeia  

2017 

International 

Pharmacopeia 

2018 

Chinese 

Pharmacopeia 

2010 

British 

Pharmacopeia 

2018 

Artesunate (IV/IM powder) N/A 90-110% 93-110%  N/A 

Amoxicillin/Clavulanic acid (tablet) 90-110% 90-120%** 90-120% 90-105% 

Azithromycin (tablet) 90-110% N/A 90-110% 95-105% 

Sulfamethoxazole/Trimethoprim 

(tablet) 

93-107% 90-110% N/A 92.5-107.5%  

Ofloxacin (tablet) 90-110% N/A 90-110% N/A 

Dihydroartemisinin/Piperaquine 

(tablet) 

95-105%* N/A  N/A  N/A  

Artemether/Lumefantrine (tablet) N/A  90-110% N/A  N/A  

 

*USP monograph, 2013 - Dihydroartemisinin/Piperaquine tablets monograph was not available 

in USP 2017 

 

** Draft in preparation  

 

Neospectra 2.5, PADs, Minilab, and RDTs require visual interpretation by the operator to interpret 

pass/fail results. For some devices, in the absence of standardized procedures for interpretation of the 

device results (i.e. what to do if a sample fails the device test), the following testing procedure and 

interpretation were followed. More details can be found in each device’s experimental protocol 

(Annex 5). 
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For the spectrometers tested (4500a FTIR, MicroPHAZIR RX, Neospectra 2.5, NIRScan, Progeny, 

Truscan RM), if the first scan resulted in a ‘pass’, then the result was recorded as a ‘pass’. If the first 

scan resulted in a ‘fail’, then two more scans were performed (when possible, the tablet would be 

scanned on the reverse ‘face’ for the second scan, and another tablet would be scanned as a third scan; 

see the devices’ experimental protocols). The interpretation of the three scan results was conducted 

as follows: if the two subsequent scans were ‘fail’ then the sample was considered as ‘fail’; if the two 

subsequent scans were ‘pass’ then the sample was considered as ‘pass’; if one subsequent scan was 

‘pass’ and one was ‘fail’ then the sample was considered as a ‘fail’. 

 

 

For quantitative devices (PharmaChk, C-Vue), a similar protocol to that followed for spectrometers 

was followed. If the first test resulted in a ‘pass’ (see above), then the result was recorded as a ‘pass’. 

If the first test resulted in a ‘fail’, then two more tests were performed. The interpretation of the three 

test results was carried out as follows: if the two subsequent experiments were a ‘fail’ then the sample 

was considered as ‘fail’; if the two subsequent experiments were a ‘pass’ then the sample was 

considered as ‘pass’; if one subsequent experiment was a ‘pass’ and one was a ‘fail’ then the sample 

was considered as a ‘fail’. 

Spectrometers  

After shining a specific light onto a medicine, a signal (‘spectrum’) specific to the API and excipients 

contained in the sample is recorded by the instrument. The software in the instrument then classifies a 

sample as authentic or substandard/falsified, by comparing the similarity of he  sample spectrum to that 

of the genuine product. For devices with no software (Neospectra 2.5) the user has to visually compare 

the sample spectrum to reference spectrum to classify a sample as poor quality of not. 

PharmaChk; microfluidic device designed to quantify the amount of API in a sample 

C-Vue: different ingredients in a mixture are separated to obtain pure compounds to show their presence 

(or absence) and their quantity using specific detectors.  
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For the single-use RDT devices, for each experiment two RDTs were used as per the device protocol. 

The first RDT was used to test the most dilute solution to evaluate if a sample was genuine. The 

second RDT used a more concentrated solution to test if the sample was falsified or substandard. Two 

different batches of RDTs were tested for each set of experiments. Freshly prepared standard API 

solutions were used in all cases. If the first set of experiment resulted in a ‘pass’, then the result was 

recorded as a ‘pass’. If the first set of experiments resulted in a ‘fail’, then the sample was tested again 

once.  

 

 

For PADs, the failing samples were re-run once, as recommended by the developer. If the sample 

failed again, the sample was deemed poor quality. If the sample passed, it was retested one more time 

and best two out of three results were taken to determine the quality of the medicine.   

 

For the Minilab, extraction and dilution were performed once for each sample tested. Two reference 

samples on the plate (as per protocol) and three of the same sample dilutions were run in triplicate. If 

one of the sample spots was dissimilar from the other two, the experiment was rerun with a new 

sample preparation to confirm the quality of the sample.  

The Rapid Diagnosis Test (RDT) is a single use disposable API-specific immunoassay test.  Antibodies 

interact with the API and result in a red test line when there is insufficient or zero API. 

The Paper Analytical Device (PAD) : on a card are embedded 12 lanes, each containing a chemical 

compound that interacts with a specific functional group on a molecule of the product tested, to produce a 

colour barcode that is read by the user. 

The Minilab kit contains all the equipment necessary to conduct thin-layer chromatography and 

disintegration testing to test the quality of medicines. 
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For the spectrometers with ability to test intact tablets, manufacturer-supplied tablet holders 

were utilized if available (Progeny and Truscan RM). For the MicroPHAZIR RX and Neospectra 2.5, 

the laboratory team fashioned tablet sample holders using equipment that arrived with the device but 

was not specifically designed by the manufacturer for that purpose (see device specific section 

results). Most devices utilized a simplified operating protocol that was developed by the 

manufacturers, except for the Neospectra 2.5 and the C-Vue. More details about each device’s 

operating protocol can be found in the Supplementary Annex 4 to 14.    

Where applicable, FCM in transparent blister packaging (n=20 initially, 13 after removing the 

brands discarded because of poor quality reference library samples) were tested both in and out of the 

packaging for spectrometers that stated that could scan through packaging. One exception is for the 

intravenous/intramuscular formulation of ART samples due to this medicine consisting of a powder 

in a glass vial. NIR instruments could analyse the sample within the medicine vial while all the other 

instruments required the removal of the powder from the vial. For the Raman instruments, the ART 

powder was transferred into a polyethylene bag to accumulate enough of the powder into a thick-

enough sample for testing due to complications of getting a consistent signal while in a glass vial 

containing such small amounts of powder.  

The tests conducted in the laboratory evaluation phase were not conducted by investigators 

blinded to the quality of the medicines being tested. One of the primary reasons for this decision was 

that most of the data analysis was conducted by the instrument and/or software itself, with little to no 

user intervention. For example, the NIRscan, Progeny, Truscan RM, and MicroPHAZIR RX 

immediately outputted pass/fail results, for which the user had no data analysis input. The Neospectra 

2.5 spectra data were acquired in a blinded fashion and analysed by another blinded investigator as 

no library analysis capabilities were provided with the device’s software. Devices that required a 

visual inspection step (PADs, RDTs, Minilab) clearly include statements in the protocols indicating 

that any deviation from the reference sample would render a test sample to be classed as poor quality. 
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For quantitative devices, the results need to fall within pharmacopeia standards for a ‘pass’ result, 

(Table 2) so these cannot be biased by unblinded experiments. For example, the PharmaChk offers 

automatic API calculations and integration, respectively.  

An additional key reason for not conducting blinded analysis was the time constraints for the 

project and the tight deadlines to be met for shipping the devices for the start of the field phase in 

Laos. If blinded analysis would have been performed in the laboratory phase, these would have only 

revealed problems with instrument’s performance later, during the data analysis phase, meaning that 

correction of instrument protocols would not have been possible. Non-blinded analysis thus enabled 

rapid troubleshooting of the instrumental methods to ensure the data generated was of the highest 

quality while still meeting the project’s tight schedule.    

DATA ANALYSIS 

 

The binary pass and fail results for each sample were used to calculate the sensitivity and 

specificity values for each instrument. In this study, sensitivity was defined as the percentage of true 

positives over the total of true positives and false negatives. Specificity was defined as the percentage 

of true negatives over the total of true negatives and false positives. A true positive was defined as 

the sample being poor quality (substandard or falsified SM or FCM) with the device correctly giving 

a fail result. A false positive was defined as the sample being genuine (100% API SM or genuine 

FCM) but the device incorrectly giving a fail result. A false negative was defined as the sample being 

poor quality (substandard or falsified SM or FCM) and the device incorrectly giving a pass result. A 

true negative was defined as the sample being genuine (100% API SM or genuine FCM) and the 

device giving a pass result.  
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Results for the spectrometers that were stated to be able to scan the samples ‘through 

packaging’, ‘not through packaging’, or ‘through replacement packaging’ (e.g. a glass vial was used 

to scan the artesunate powder simulated samples) are presented separately in this report. 

Sensitivity and specificity are expressed as percentages and their 95% confidence intervals 

(95% CI). The exact confidence interval was based on Jeffreys’ confidence interval formula (Brown 

et al. 2001). When the lower limit of the interval was less than 0%, the lower limit is set to 0 and 

when the upper limit of the interval was more than 100%, the upper limit is set to 1. Sensitivities and 

specificities were compared using McNemar tests. 

Data analysis was carried out using Microsoft Excel 2013 and STATA 14.2. The level of 

significance was set at p=0.05 (two-sided).  

DEVICES SELECTED FOR THE FIELD EVALUATION 

The suitability of each device for the field study portion of the review was based on the device 

characteristics and operation and from the use of the devices in the laboratory. The devices selected 

for further evaluation in the evaluation pharmacy and their main characteristics are given in Table 3. 

We give clarification for some specific device issues below.  
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Table 3. List of devices tested in the laboratory evaluation that were selected for field-

evaluation (in green - those able to analyze the sample through transparent packaging, in red - 

those not able to analyze through transparent packaging) 

Device name Manufacturer/ 

Institution 

Technology API Sample 

set* 

Truscan RM  Thermo Scientific Raman All seven All 

MicroPHAZIR RX Thermo Scientific FTIR - NIR All seven All 

Progeny  Rigaku Raman 

Technologies 

Raman All seven All 

NIRScan Young Green Energy NIR- dispersive All seven All 

CD3+ US FDA Photometric analysis All seven All 

Paper Analytical 

Device (PAD) 

University of Notre-

Dame and Veripad 

Paper-based colour test Not AL, 

ART 

SMTM, 

OFLO 

Unnamed-Rapid 

diagnostic Test (RDT) 

Penn State University, 

USA 

Lateral flow 

immunoassay 

Only AL, 

ART, DHAP 

AL 

4500a FTIR Agilent FTIR-MIR 

 

All seven All 

GPHF-Minilab Global Pharma Health 

Fund, Germany 

TLC  All seven N/A 

 

NIR: near-infrared; FTIR: Fourier-transform infrared; ‘All’ refers to all of the medicines evaluated at Georgia Tech in 

the laboratory phase (see Appendix 1 for details); RDT: rapid diagnostic test; AL: artemether-lumefantrine; ART: 

artesunate; DHAP: dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine: N/A: not applicable : SMTM, Sulfamethoxazole-Trimethoprim; 

TLC: Thin-layer chromatography 

 

*see Phase 2, Step 3: Testing a sample set of medicines 

 

 

Although the RDTs were considered suitable for field testing, the developer was unable to 

supply sufficient samples of the devices within the timeframe of the project. As a result, RDTs were 

evaluated during the laboratory evaluation phase only.  

The CoDI could not be assessed at the Georgia Institute of Technology because of intellectual 

property issues. Tablets of SM and FCM were thus shipped to the developer for an internal assessment 

with the reviewer blinded to the identity and quality of the samples being assessed. The CoDI was 

then shipped to Laos for the field evaluation phase but the training given to the team in Laos was 

significantly limited compared to the other devices, for which the team was provided with face-to-

face training and practice with an expert chemist. For the CoDI, the Lao team followed the protocol 

provided by the developer but practice with an expert could not be organized. Consequently, although 

the field evaluation was still conducted in Laos with medicine inspectors, it was decided not to include 
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the results for the device in this report as it was felt that presenting the results would be an unfair 

picture. 

  The CD3+ is a unique device of its kind, since it is the only device with the ability to reveal 

differences in the packaging (including primary, secondary packaging and leaflets) as compared to 

its genuine counterparts. The device can also assess differences between the surface of tablets, either 

after removal, or even through transparent blisters. The testing of this device could not be completed 

on time and therefore the results of the device testing are not included in this report. Indeed, the CD3+ 

operates with two different types of lenses. A zoom lens is used to analyze dosage units and a wide-

angle fish eye lens for package and blister analysis. However, during the field-work, a 

misunderstanding led to medicine inspectors using only the zoom lens, risking significant bias in the 

performance results of the device. 

 The QDa mass spectrometer underwent a malfunction during the laboratory evaluation phase 

that therefore could not be completed on time. The results of the device testing will thus not be 

presented in this report. Further work will be conducted to complete this evaluation and presented at 

a later stage. 
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CONFIRMATORY TESTING OF THE MEDICINES 

USED IN BOTH LABORATORY AND FIELD 

EVALUATIONS 

 

 The amount of the active pharmaceutical ingredient(s) (API) of all the field collected 

medicines samples considered as ‘genuines’, used to test the devices in both the laboratory and field 

evaluation, was measured by ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC), a widely accepted 

approach to medicine quality analysis, to confirm the expected quality of the samples. UPLC analysis 

was performed by an independent laboratory and each API of each sample was, when possible (i.e. 

when the number of samples available was sufficient), measured twice with two different extractions 

that were conducted over a three months period (August and November 2017). Pharmacopeial 

methods using HPLC were adapted for UPLC primarily by using columns with smaller particle sizes 

and dimensions. This resulted in lower flow rates, smaller injection volumes and significantly 

shortened cycle times, while maintaining the required quality of separations.  Except for 

sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim, the C18 column chemistry specified in the pharmacopeial 

methods was used. Separations by UPLC provided the additional benefit of significant reductions in 

solvent use.  

Pharmacopeial protocols called for isocratic elution chromatography for all APIs except for 

artemether/lumefantrine. The UPLC methods therefore used isocratic mobile phase programs for all 

methods used. Relative proportions of mobile phases A and B were modified to improve separations 

and reduce cycle times. Mobile phase composition and detection wavelengths were identical or 

slightly modified from their pharmacopeial versions (Supplementary Annex 15). Detection 

wavelengths had to be altered when two APIs with different absorbance spectra were being analyzed 

(e.g. sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim). These changes improved measurements significantly.  

In most instances the solvents used for extractions were the same as used in the pharmacopeial 

methods. When these were altered, it simplified the solvents while ensuring the solubility of the active 
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ingredients. Whereas pharmacopeial methods often specify the extraction of multiple tablets, in this 

study samples were analyzed on a per tablet basis, often sampling a fraction of the ground tablet. 

Details about the analytical methods used and the calibration and standard metrics of the 

assays for each of the seven APIs are provided in Supplementary Annex 15. 

 

A pharmacopeial method was not available for dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine. Therefore, an 

HPLC method from the literature (Petersen et al. 2017) was adapted. 

 The simulated medicines could not be tested by UPLC at the time this report was being written 

because of the limited number of tablets available. These samples were kept until the end of the study 

as back-ups to make sure the investigators had enough material for testing. Consequently, the 

‘quality’ of the simulated samples was considered as of ‘controlled quality’. Two investigators were 

always present to minimize the risk of error during the preparation process. Falsified field-collected 

medicines were tested in previous work by mass spectrometry (Bernier et al. 2016a).  

 Because standard range of API(s) varies according to different pharmacopeias ( 

Table 2), medicines containing less than 90% and more than 110% of the manufacturer’s stated 

amount of API(s) were considered as out of specification (OOS) for all the medicines included in this 

study. 
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FIELD EVALUATION 

BACKGROUND 

Inspection of medicines quality in the Lao People's Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) is 

conducted by medicine inspectors from the Bureau of Food and Drug Inspection (BFDI) within the 

Ministry of Health. Inspectors undertake routine inspection of pharmacies (as well as manufacturers, 

wholesalers and distributors) bi-annually, focusing on adherence to legislation (i.e. appropriate 

paperwork is completed; appropriate medicine storage facilities; appropriately qualified personnel) 

and drug registration. A small proportion of the time during the routine inspections is allocated to 

assessment of the quality of medicines. 

In addition to these routine inspections, convenience sampling of certain medicines, such as 

particular anti-malarials and anti-retrovirals, is undertaken as part of specific projects supported by 

donors, including the United States Pharmacopeial convention-Promoting the Quality of Medicines 

programme (USP-PQM), and the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. These 

samples undergo initial screening using the GPHF-Minilab to identify samples which require 

pharmacopeial testing.  

Each of the 18 provinces in Lao PDR is supplied with a GPHF-Minilab, with one additional 

Minilab at three border checkpoints (a further 26 border crossing sites do not have Minilabs available 

for initial screening). The necessary consumables are provided under grants of the Global Fund to 

Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. Typically, samples are purchased from a selection of 

pharmacies in each district, and brought back to a central location in the province to be screened by 

thin layer chromatography, as per Minilab protocol. 

All samples which fail Minilab screening, and a further 10% of those which pass are then sent 

to the Food and Drug Quality Control Center (FDQCC) for confirmatory testing.  
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The aim of the field phase was to evaluate the utility and usability of the selected screening 

devices for drug inspection in a drug outlet in a LMIC setting, compared to current practice. The 

evaluation was conducted in Laos between September and December 2017. 

OVERVIEW  

An outline of the field evaluation phase is given in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Outline of the Field Evaluation Phase 

An Evaluation Pharmacy was constructed at Mahosot Hospital to resemble a Lao Class 2 

pharmacy (Caillet et al. 2015). After training the BFDI medicine inspectors on the use of devices, 

simulated drug inspections with the devices (four inspections per device) were carried out in an 

‘Evaluation Pharmacy’ specially prepared by the LOMWRU team at Mahosot Hospital, with the 

consent of the hospital. The GPHF-Minilab was tested by FDQCC inspectors, already trained in 

Minilab use, at their laboratory, in line with the current use of the Minilab in Laos. 

After each drug inspection, another set of testing with the devices was performed in an office 

outside the evaluation pharmacy: the quality of a pre-determined ‘sample set’ of medicines was tested 

by each medicine inspector in order to 1) facilitate direct comparison between the devices and 2) 

mimic a scenario where the devices are used in a similar manner to the current use of the Minilab in 

Laos i.e. are not performed in the inspected outlet. Minilab testing of selected samples was also 

performed to allow a comparison of the devices use with the current practice in Laos. Additionally, 
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focus group discussions with the field-evaluation BFDI participants were held to give further insight 

into the utility and usability of the field-tested devices to support PMS systems. 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE EVALUATION PHARMACY  

 

 

A room at Mahosot Hospital was set up to mimic a typical class 2 private pharmacy in Lao 

PDR (Caillet et al. 2015), stocked with a comparable range of APIs and volume of stock. In Laos 

there are three classes of pharmacy. Class 2 pharmacies are run by mid-level assistant pharmacists 

(non University degree) and are allowed to dispense about 200 chemical entities.  The pharmacy had 

mains electricity, running water, and electric light, but no other equipment in addition to what would 

be found in a normal pharmacy.  

A TinyTag (Gemini Ltd) miniature monitor was used to record ambient temperature to 

account for any variation in device performance due to ambient conditions.  

All stock was taken from existing or newly field-collected (medicines outlets, manufacturers 

or distributers from Laos and from GMS countries) LOMWRU samples. When possible, the stock 

consisted of complete blisters, in original packaging. The majority of the medicines containing the 

API of interest in the pharmacy were genuine medicines. The number of different APIs or 
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combinations of APIs in the evaluation pharmacy was forty-one, including the seven targeted APIs. 

However, during inspection, the inspectors were asked to focus on the seven APIs tested at the 

Georgia Institute of Technology during laboratory evaluation. The details on the samples stocked in 

the evaluation pharmacy for the APIs of interest are given in Annex 2. 

TRAINING THE TRAINERS 

Prior to drug inspection of the evaluation pharmacy with the devices, five members of the 

LOMWRU Medicine Quality Team were trained in the use of the devices, by the chemist overseeing 

the laboratory evaluation phase at the Georgia Institute of Technology over a period of 9 days. This 

training included: 

- Instruction and practice in basic operation, including switching on/off, calibration, and 

running a sample test. 

- An overview of the chemistry underlying each device. 

- Common potential errors encountered in using each device and how to avoid them. 

- Instruction and practice in retrieving stored data on the devices. 

- How to make new entries in the reference library (where applicable). 

Following the training, written SOPs and quick-start guides for all devices were produced in 

English and then translated into Lao for use in training the medicine inspectors (Supplementary 

Annex 4 to 14). 
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DEVICE INSPECTION OF THE EVALUATION 

PHARMACY 

 

Sixteen medicine inspectors, ten from the central Vientiane BFDI office and six from 

Vientiane City district offices, participated in the field evaluation. The medicine inspectors were all 

current employees of the Bureau for Food and Drug Inspection (BFDI) and carried out routine 

inspection of pharmacies as part of their roles.  

Each inspector was asked to carry out two to four inspections of the evaluation pharmacy: 

1. All performed an initial inspection, with no device (visual inspection only), as a baseline. 

2. One to three inspections, with one to three different devices (see below). 

All inspections were carried out independently by a single medicine inspector working alone. 

During the inspections, a ‘time and motion study’ was conducted. Two members of the LOMWRU 

Medicine Quality Team unobtrusively, with no conversation allowed, recorded what each investigator 

did on a form recording time and action, including which samples were chosen, the actions performed 

with the device and what errors were made whilst using the device. 

In total, four drug inspections (by four different inspectors) per each device (except for the 

Minilab) were conducted. 
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 Pilot study 

A pilot run of three initial inspections by three current pharmacy students from the Faculty of 

Pharmacy, UHS, was undertaken prior to the round of initial inspections described below in order to 

refine the time and motion study, the instructions given, and the actions recorded.  

 Initial inspection 

Inspectors were invited to Mahosot Hospital for 60-minute slots, and asked to carry out their 

inspection/sampling, without the devices, with the following scenario:

* 2015 was mentioned in the scenario to avoid bias because some of the medicines included in the 

evaluation pharmacy were meant to be expired at the time of the study in 2017.  

‘Assume it is June 2015*, and that all blisters have no tablets missing. A funder is 

conducting a project in Laos to look for suspicious, or poor quality, samples of the 

medicines containing the following active pharmaceutical ingredients: ofloxacin, 

azithromycin, amoxicillin-clavulanic acid, artemether-lumefantrine, 

dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine, artesunate (IV) and sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim. 

Please inspect this pharmacy, looking for suspicious or poor quality medicines 

containing these APIs. Collect any medicines that you would like to take for further 

quality testing, assuming that budget is no restriction. Please make a note of the sample 

codes of the collected medicines. If all medicines appear to be not suspicious, please 

select a random sample of 10% of those which passed, as per Minilab protocol. You 

have no time limit to complete your inspection and sampling.’ 
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Training requirements: 

For each device the four medicine inspectors were given two different types of training: 

● Two inspections were performed by two independent inspectors who received intensive 

written and verbal training. 

● Two inspections were performed by two inspectors who received only rudimentary verbal 

training. 

The inspectors who received the intensive training also received the rudimentary training prior to the 

inspection visit. 

All training was delivered by Lao pharmacists from the LOMWRU Medicine Quality Team, 

who had previously received intensive training.  

Inspectors were randomly assigned to a combination of training and devices, with the 

constraint that no inspector would test more than one handheld spectrometer (Progeny, 

MicroPHAZIR RX or Truscan RM) due to the similarity in their operating procedure, and that only 

inspectors from the district office would test the NIRScan. This was because some inspectors from 

the BFDI central Vientiane office had tested the NIRScan as part of a previous project.  

Randomisation was performed using an online random number generator. 

Intensive training 

 

Intensive training was delivered not less than 3 days prior to the inspection visit.  

This training consisted of: 

1. Presentation/overview of the device and underlying technology.  

2. Written SOP instructions. 

3. Opportunity to test the device on a ‘training set’ of medicines, consisting of two to seven 

different APIs, depending on the device used (different from the APIs of interest), under the 

supervision and instruction from the trainers, with the SOP available for reference. 
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During this training session, the Lao pharmacist observers from the LOMWRU Medicine Quality 

Team noted common problems that the inspectors experienced with the devices in order to refine the 

time and motion recording form for the inspection phase.  

Rudimentary training 

Rudimentary training was given separately for each device immediately prior to the inspection 

visit. On arrival for the inspection visit, all inspectors (including those who had received intensive 

training) received verbal instructions on how to use the device, and had 15 minutes to practise using 

the device on a single blister of genuine medicine. During this 15-minute period, the trainer was 

available to answer questions.  

All the inspectors were provided with a Quick guide (Supplementary Annex 4 to 14) in Lao 

language, irrespectively of the type of training.  

For further information on the content of intensive and rudimentary trainings for each device, 

please refer to Supplementary Annex 4 to 14. 

The following steps were followed for each inspection visit: 

1. Rudimentary training in the LOMWRU office room prior to the inspection. 

2. Provision of a set of ‘quick start’ instructions for reference. 

3. Provision of a written scenario: 
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4. Drug inspection in the evaluation pharmacy, accompanied by the Lao observer. 

 

The work plan for the drug inspections was constructed so that no inspector would test more 

than one of either the MicroPHAZIR RX, TruScan RM or Progeny due to the similarity in operating 

procedure for each of the devices.  

For devices able to test through packaging, the inspectors were encouraged to scan through 

the blister when possible (only transparent blisters can be scanned through). However, an unpackaged 

sample of the tablet was provided in a small zipped bag attached to each blister in the pharmacy for 

all medicines if the inspector wished to test the unpackaged medicine. This was because of the limited 

number of medicines in the evaluation pharmacy, and to preserve the complete blisters/ampoules as 

much as possible to avoid inspection bias introduced by progressively having more incomplete 

blisters/fewer ampoules stocking the pharmacy. No sample of unpackaged artesunate powder was 

* 2015 was mentioned in the scenario to avoid bias because some of the medicines included in the 

evaluation pharmacy were meant to be expired at the time of the study in 2017.  

Assume it is June 2015*, and that all blisters have no tablets missing. A funder is 

conducting a project in Laos to look for suspicious, or poor quality, samples of the 

following APIs: ofloxacin, azithromycin, amoxicillin-clavulanic acid, artemether-

lumefantrine, dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine, artesunate (IV), sulfamethoxazole-

trimethoprim.   

Please inspect this pharmacy, looking for suspicious or poor quality medicines 

containing these APIs, using the device as you think appropriate. Where medicines 

need to be removed from the packaging prior to testing, we will provide you with an 

alternative equivalent sample.  

Please record the sample number and result (pass/fail) of every assessment you make 

with the device on the sheet provided (record samples twice if you assess them twice; 

3 times if assessed 3 times etc). Collect any medicines that you would like to take for 

further quality testing, assuming that budget is no restriction. Please also select a 

random sample of 10% of those which passed, as per Routine Drug Inspection 

Protocol. 

Please make a note of the sample numbers of the collected medicines. You have no 

time limit to complete your inspection and sampling. 
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provided due to limited stock. For the 4500a FTIR which required testing of the unpackaged powder, 

the observers assisted in opening the ampoule with scissors. 

No feedback was given during the inspections as to whether the chosen samples were good or 

poor quality medicines.  

Prior to the initial inspection, the participants were asked to sign a document stating that they 

would not discuss the work with other participants to the study. All the participants were then invited 

at the end of the study to focus group discussions on their views on both the study design and issues, 

if any, they had with the devices.  

After each evaluation pharmacy inspection with devices, each inspector was asked to 

participate in testing of a sample set of medicines (see next section).  

TESTING OF A SAMPLE SET OF MEDICINES 

To facilitate direct comparison between the devices for the time taken for actions, and to 

mimic a scenario where the devices are used in a similar manner to the current use of the Minilab, 

three sample sets of medicines were prepared (Table 4). One sample set contained genuine and 

falsified samples of artemether-lumefantrine (AL), one contained genuine and simulated falsified 

samples of sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim (SMTM), and one contained genuine and simulated 

substandard samples of ofloxacin (OFLO). The use of three sample sets ensured that no inspector 

assessed each sample set more than once over all the inspections they performed.  

Sample sets consisted of single tablets of each sample, with packaging removed, presented in 

transparent zip-lock plastic bags labelled with the brand name, manufacturer, and dosage. 
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Table 4. Details of sample testing sets 

API Study Code Brand name Quality  

SMTM 

G269/SPS20 Sulfatrim  G – Field-collected 

G541/SPS21 Sulfatrim  G – Field-collected 

G558/SPS16 Diabeta 250 “F” - Look-alike (resembles 

Sulfatrim) - Field-collected 

SPS03 Simulated medicine* (made by 

Georgia Tech) 

G – simulated medicine 

SPS04 Simulated medicine* (made by 

Georgia Tech) 

S – 50% API simulated medicine 

SPS02 Simulated medicine* (made by 

Georgia Tech) 

F – 0% API simulated medicine 

AL 

MM17-

01/SPS06 

IPCA G - Field-collected 

SS0044/SPS07 IPCA F - Field-collected 

G592/SPS22 Coartem (exp) S – field-collected (artemether = 

88% by UPLC) 

G593/SPS09 Coartem (in-date) G - Field-collected 

LC6/SPS10 Coartem F - Field-collected 

LC10/SPS11 Coartem F – field collected 

OFLO 

G569/SPS14 Oflocee G - Field-collected 

G557/SPS15 Ofloxacin G - Field-collected 

G555/SPS13 Di-Flo G- Field-collected 

SPS05 Simulated medicine * (made by 

Georgia Tech) G - Simulated medicine 

SPS01 Simulated medicine * (made by 

Georgia Tech) S - 50% API simulated medicine 

SPS02 Simulated medicine* (made by 

Georgia Tech) 

F – 0% API simulated medicine 

 

G: genuine; F: falsified; S: substandard 

 

 

Medicine inspectors were asked to use the instrument to determine the quality of the 

medicines in the sample set after the drug inspection of the evaluation pharmacy.  

For each sample set, the Lao observer unobtrusively, and with no conversation allowed, 

recorded what each investigator did on a form recording time and action, including which samples 

were chosen and actions with the device and what errors were made (Annex 6). 
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ASSESSING THE BASELINE: GPHF-MINILAB TESTING 

All samples selected as suspicious, and a random sample of 10% of the samples considered 

‘genuine’ and therefore not chosen by the inspectors in the initial evaluation pharmacy inspections, 

were selected for testing with the Minilab.  

One tablet per blister or one ampoule were tested. Three laboratory technicians from the 

FDQCC familiar with use of the Minilab (they had received formal training and are involved in 

training provincial inspectors in the use of the Minilab) were asked to assess the selected samples, 

blinded to their quality, using the procedure outlined in the Minilab manual for each API. This 

included disintegration testing and TLC. Samples were divided by API, and each inspector tested all 

samples of two or three APIs of interest. Each technician was also given all the medicines used in one 

of the three sample sets (AL, OFLO, SMTM) to assess, whilst being observed by a member of the 

LOMWRU study team. During sample set testing, time and motion results were recorded for each 

sample, using the same categories as for the novel devices.  

TIME AND MOTION STUDY 

A time and motion method was used. The actions of the inspectors, including any mistakes 

made, and the time taken to perform different tasks (see below), were recorded by independent 

observers from the LOMWRU study team as the inspector completed the specific tasks as described 

in the previous sections (inspection of the evaluation pharmacy and inspection of the sample sets).  

Times were recorded (when applicable) by the observers while the medicine inspectors were 

completing the tasks during the initial inspection and inspections with the devices in the evaluation 

pharmacy: 

 Calibration (when applicable): starts at beginning of calibration process, finishes when 

device is ready to perform a test 
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 Inspecting stock: begins when the inspector starts to inspect stock for APIs of interest; ends 

when the inspector opens the packaging of an API of interest. This has not been included in 

the results as it is an artefact of the experimental set-up and does not adequately represent a 

‘real-life’ process – partly because the inspectors repeated inspections of the pharmacy over 

the course of the project, and the time spent inspecting stock during each consecutive 

inspection reduced as the inspectors became more familiar with the experimental set-up. 

 Visual inspection: starts when the inspector opens the secondary packaging or takes a look 

at primary packaging to inspect, ends when the inspector brings his/her hand to the device.2  

 Sampling: starts when the inspector is about to start using the device (e.g. touches device, or 

removes tablet from zip-lock bag to begin testing). Ends when the inspector puts pen to paper 

to record result or when the device returns result (for devices which require result 

interpretation).  

 Recording: starts when the inspector puts pen to paper to record the result and ends when the 

pen is put back down and the inspector begins one of the earlier phases again. For the PADs 

and the 4500a FTIR devices this starts when the inspector starts to read the result of the test.   

The same time phases were recorded during the sample set evaluation, except for visual inspection 

(no medicine packaging was provided for this evaluation), instrument set-up and device calibration. 

Timing definitions of the different phases were adapted for the sample set evaluation, as follows: 

- Sampling: begins when the inspector starts to use the device (e.g. opens bag containing tablet 

to begin sampling; touches and starts to use device). Ends when the process to obtain a result 

is started (e.g. ‘scan’ button is pressed; or PAD is put into the solvent). 

                                                 

 
2 For initial inspection, this step ends either when the inspector went back to inspecting stock, or when they put pen to 

paper to start recording 
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- Analysing: begins when the process to obtain a result is started, ends when the device returns 

the result. 

- Interpreting and recording: begins when the inspector starts looking at the result, ends when 

the pen is put down from recording the result on the record sheet. For devices returning results 

which require interpretation (e.g. PADs, CoDI, 4500a FTIR), this includes time take to 

interpret the result. 

USER OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE AND FOCUS GROUP 

DISCUSSION 

After completion of each inspection of the evaluation pharmacy and sample set testing with the 

devices, the medicine inspectors were asked five open-ended questions, developed for the purpose of 

this study, by face-to-face interviews. These questions aimed to get valuable immediate insights into 

device usability from the inspectors (Annex 7). The questions were administered in Lao language by 

Lao research assistants with no prompting as to the expected responses. 

Focus group discussions were organized following completion of the inspection phase to add 

depth to these initial opinions, and to hear inspector views on both study design and the issues, if any, 

they had with the devices. Outline of the discussions are available in Annex 8. 

MEASURED OUTCOMES 

The overall aim of the field evaluation was to assess device usability (degree to which a device 

can be used by users to achieve device objectives) from the perspective of Lao medicine inspectors, 

all of whom can be considered potential end users of the devices.  
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Usability was assessed within the following domains (ISO 2017): 

1. Effectiveness: the ability of users to complete tasks using the system, and the quality of the 

output of those tasks. It is the efficacy in the real world clinical environment of the device.  

2. Efficiency: the level of resource consumed in performing tasks 

3. Satisfaction: users’ subjective reactions to using the system 

Effectiveness was measured by: 

1) The extent to which the protocol for device use was followed by the inspectors, 

determined by: 

a. Real time observation of device use in the evaluation pharmacy and sample set 

testing, with observed mistakes recorded by the observer. 

b. Review of the stored data in the device (when available). 

2) The number of samples wrongly categorised (when the inspector’s final decision about 

sample quality differed from the UPLC result) per inspection of the evaluation 

pharmacy. Wrong categorisation can be due to error(s) at any point in the process of 

testing: 

a. Preparation of the sample and device prior to testing. 

b. During device analysis.  

c. User reading of the result. 

d. User interpretation of the result. 

The final result for the sample (reached at point d) above) is the sum of the previous steps; 

errors introduced at any stage may result in the sample being wrongly categorized. For example, a 

sampling error may be made, but not realised by the user and unobserved by the observer, and the 

device will return a wrong result. Due to a failure to observe the error at step a), the error in reading 
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at step b) will be wrongly attributed to an inherent error from the device (termed a ‘device error’ in 

the analysis). 

 The overall effectiveness of the inspection is thus a combination of the inspector’s ability to 

correctly use the device and the device ability to deliver the correct test result (‘correct’ where the 

result returned by the device is the same as that given by UPLC, the current gold standard test).   

In this report, the ‘test’ results are presented in parallel to the ‘sample’ results. A ‘test’ refers 

to a single result returned by the device on one sample. The ‘test’ result is the result returned by the 

device at step b) above (regardless of whether the correct protocol was followed in step a), but 

assuming that the result is interpreted correctly by the user in step c) (e.g. for the PADs, the result of 

the test (c) is reported by interpretation of the lanes results in (b), assuming that the result in each lane 

was correctly reported on the record sheet). A ‘sample’ is defined as a single dosage unit from a 

unique blister stocked in the evaluation pharmacy. The ‘sample’ result is the overall inspector 

classification of the sample (the result reported in step d) above), as recorded on the inspector record 

sheet, regardless of error in the preceding steps.  

Efficiency 

We assessed the level of resource (primarily time) consumed by the device in performing 

the desired task. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

For evaluation pharmacy inspection  

- Total time spent in evaluation pharmacy inspection at initial inspection and using devices 

was described using median and range. Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were performed to test the 

differences between each device and the initial inspection. 
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- Number of samples wrongly categorized: the percentage of the number of samples 

wrongly categorized out of the total number of samples tested over all the inspections per device, 

with 95% confidence intervals, are presented, and compared by device pairs using Fisher’s exact tests.  

Wilcoxon rank sum tests was used to compare the number of samples wrongly categorised in 

inspections with devices versus initial inspections without devices. 

- Number of samples tested per evaluation pharmacy inspection was described using median 

and range. The Dunn test was then used for pairwise comparisons of the devices. 

 

For sample sets 

- The total time spent per sample and the time spent in the different phases (sampling, 

analyzing and recording phases) among devices were described using medians and ranges. 

Differences of the times between devices were examined using mixed effect generalised linear 

regression models to obtain the estimated devices’ effect compared to the reference devices adjusted 

for training group and sample set as factors and inspectors and observers as cluster specific random 

effect. The assumption of the linear model is that time has a normal distribution. Our data 

demonstrated a skewed distribution for time and we therefore used the variable transformed to natural 

logarithm.  

- Correct/wrong classification of samples during sample set testing among devices was 

described using frequency, percentage, and 95% CI of the percentage of samples wrongly/correctly 

categorized as good or poor quality. Difference in the success in correctly classifying samples during 

sample set testing between devices was examined using mixed effect logistic regression to obtain 

adjusted odds ratios, adjusted for training group and sample set as factors and inspectors as cluster 

specific random effect. 

All tests were performed using a 5% (0.05) significance level. Microsoft Excel 2013 and 

STATA version 14.0 were used for analyses. 
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User satisfaction 

The information collected by questioning immediately after inspection, and then later in focus 

group discussion are summarized and presented as narratives with emerging common themes. 
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COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 

OVERVIEW  

The incremental costs and cost-effectiveness of six portable devices for medicine quality 

testing when used for inspections at drug outlets in Laos were estimated. All devices were compared 

with a baseline of visual inspections alone. This analysis conservatively focuses only on the benefit 

of the devices in detecting falsified and substandard antimalarial artemisinin combination therapies 

(ACTs) and aims to explore whether deployment of the devices is justified from an economic 

perspective, considering any incremental costs of inspection and sampling, and benefits measured in 

disability adjusted life years (DALYs) averted by removing substandard or falsified medicines from 

distribution in the specific drug outlets where they are detected. It is vital to note that this analysis is 

highly context specific. 

LIST OF EVALUATED PORTABLE DEVICES 

Six of the fourteen devices included in the laboratory evaluation are included in this cost-

effectiveness analysis. Eight were excluded due to either limited data or practical limitations in terms 

of whether the device could realistically be used in the routine field inspections. The C-Vue, 

Neospectra 2.5, PharmaChk, Lateral flow immunoassay, and CoDI are thus not included. This 

pertains specifically to the Minilab, which is currently used for the nationwide drug surveys in Laos, 

but the size of the device is considered too big and its operation too complicated to be used in routine 

inspections in or near medicine outlets. The evaluated devices were: 

1. TruScan RM 

2. MicroPHAZIR RX 

3. 4500a FTIR 
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4. Progeny 

5. NIRScan 

6. PADs 

MALARIA BURDEN 

The annual confirmed number of patients with malaria in Laos was reported as 36,043 in 2015 

by WHO (World Health Organization 2016). All these cases are assumed to occur in 5 provinces 

comprising of 42 districts where almost all falciparum malaria in Laos is concentrated: 1) 

Savannakhet, 2) Salavan, 3) Sekong, 4) Champasak, and 5) Attapeu. Patients are assumed to be 

equally distributed across the five districts and they are assumed to have equal access to 10 drug 

outlets per district. 

PREVALENCE OF SUBSTANDARD AND FALSIFIED 

ANTIMALARIALS 

The relative prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines is one of the key determinants 

of the cost-effectiveness of the devices. This analysis was therefore performed under two hypothetical 

scenarios with high and lower prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines (see details below). 

The actual prevalence of poor quality ACTs in Laos is not well described, although the available 

evidence indicates a large decline in recent years in the prevalence of falsified antimalarials and 

modest falls in the prevalence of substandard antimalarials (Tabernero et al. 2015). These prevalence 

scenarios are for illustrative ‘what if’ purposes only and do not represent the current position of ACT 

quality in Laos. Importantly ACTs in Laos are currently available for free at the Village Health 

Worker level whilst others are available to purchase through the Public-Private Mix (PPM) system at 

pharmacies. More data are needed on health seeking behaviour to inform these models. In the baseline 
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comparator, visual inspection was assumed to be able to detect 25% of substandard and 50% of 

falsified ACTs in each of the two scenarios. 

  High prevalence Lower prevalence 

  scenario scenario 

Genuine 60% 85% 

Substandard 20% 10% 

Falsified 20% 5% 

MODEL STRUCTURE (MEDICINES AND PATIENTS) 

Medicines Model 
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Patients Model 

 

 
 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 

A decision tree model with two components was developed to simulate inspection scenarios 

at the pharmacy level where the devices could be deployed, as compared with visual inspection alone 

(see Model Structure). The first component is the Medicine model that simulates the inspections at 

the pharmacy level where the stocks of ACT brands are screened by inspectors. The Patients model 

simulates health outcomes for malaria cases prescribed with an ACT from the stock (which can be 

genuine, substandard, or falsified). Each pharmacy was assumed to stock three ACT brands which 

are used with equal frequency amongst malaria patients obtaining treatment from the pharmacy.   

The modelled scenarios assume that one device is available for each of the 42 districts for 

biannual inspections of 10 pharmacies per district. In each pharmacy and for each medicine the 

inspectors take either one, two, or three samples in each sampling strategy. Higher numbers of 

samples taken by the inspectors imply a higher probability of the device correctly detecting 

substandard and falsified medicines, but also an increased probability of false positives (i.e. the device 

mistakenly indicating that a sample is not genuine). Performance of the six devices was derived from 

the laboratory evaluation results at Georgia Tech, estimating the probabilities for the device providing 

a correct result for either genuine medicines (API≥80%), substandard (80%>API>0%) or falsified 
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medicines (API=0% or wrong API). For two and three repeat sample strategies, the probability of the 

device indicating a non-genuine sample was raised to the power of the number of samples taken. The 

accuracy estimates were derived from the samples tested after removal from their packaging (see 

Estimates for the Performance of devices used in the model; Table 6). 

Samples classed as fail by the device are assumed to be sent for formal reference laboratory 

testing by high cost high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The whole batch of ACTs 

with the suspected poor quality results in the outlet was assumed to be replaced with genuine ACTs, 

implying a, at least, temporary improvement in the proportion of genuine medicines at the outlets. 

This was assumed to last for one month before returning to the previous baseline level. False positive 

test results, wrongly classifying a genuine sample as a fail by the portable devices, incur unnecessary 

and high costs of HPLC testing. If the device indicates a genuine medicine no further action is taken 

and therefore if the sample was in fact substandard or falsified, patients remain at higher risk of severe 

outcomes. The devices therefore can provide a temporary reduction in the probability of patients 

being treated with substandard and falsified antimalarials which we assume have no therapeutic 

effect. Patients who are treated with substandard or falsified medicines would therefore have a higher 

probability of progressing to severe malaria which increases their risk of death (See Table 5). 

It is important to recognise that this analysis centres on the ability of devices to detect both 

falsified and substandard medicines, whereas not all devices are in fact marketed as being able to 

quantify API; therefore, their capability to detect substandard (as opposed to falsified) medicines is 

likely to be limited. The cost-effectiveness of the devices will therefore be dependent on the relative 

abundance of these different types of poor quality medicines in a community. As the prevalence of 

different poor quality medicines will change through time and space making concrete cost-

effectiveness analysis difficult and very context specific. 
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LIST OF MODEL PARAMETERS 

Table 5. List of parameters used in the cost-effectiveness analysis model 

Parameters  Values Reference 

Total malaria cases per year (Laos, year 2015) 36,056  (World Health Organization 2016) 

Number of districts (where malaria cases were reported) 42 
 

Number of pharmacies inspected, per district per inspection 10 Laos MRA (current practice) 

Number of ACT brands, per pharmacy 3 Assumed 

Ratio between ACT stock and number of malaria case 3 Assumed 

Total number of malaria cases, per pharmacy per year  86  Cases/facility 

Total ACT stock of all brands, per pharmacy 258  

Number of sample, per brand  1-3 Assumed 

Number of inspection, per pharmacy per year 2 Laos MRA 

Number of months genuine replacement ACTs in place until 

returning to baseline levels 1 Assumed 

Economic data     

Number of inspectors, per visit 5 Laos MRA 

Hours of inspection, per pharmacy 1 Assumed 

Number of pharmacy visit, per day 2 Assumed 

Inspector’s salary per hour (US$ 144 or 1.2 million LAK per 

month) 0.9 Hospital data 

Per diem (per day) (250,000 LAK) 30 Hospital data 

Cost of device (up front and subsequence over 5 years) See table below Data collection 

Cost of test, per sample (consumable material and reagents) See table below Data collection 

Cost of confirmation quality analysis with HPLC (1.245 million 

LAK), per sample   US$ 149.4 

Cost of ACT, per tablet   US$ 0.78 (Lubell et al. 2014) 

Cost of inpatient care for severe malaria (per case)      US$ 65 (Lubell et al. 2014) 

Years of life with disability (YLD) 0.02 Assumed 

Years of life lost (YLL) 20 Assumed 

Willingness to pay (GDP per Capita) threshold (Lao) US$ 2,353 United Nations data 2016 

Transition Probability 
 

  

 Risk of severe malaria (Standard) 0 (Lubell et al. 2011) 

 Risk of severe malaria 

 (average of children and adults) 0.24 

 Risk of death severe malaria 0.15 

 Risk of death non-severe malaria 0 
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PARAMETER INPUTS 

The total cost of inspections includes the costs of devices, consumables and inspectors. Costs 

of devices were estimated based on the fixed costs and variable costs and were derived from either 

the manufacturer’s response to a list of questions sent by email, quotations, or the supplier’s website.  

The fixed cost was composed of the instrument purchase costs and maintenance costs assuming a 

five-year shelf life. Variable costs were estimated based on the consumable items including reagents 

and supporting material used for each assay as well as additional time spent per sample by inspectors 

for each device as observed in the field evaluation. These variable costs depend on the sampling 

strategy of either one, two, or three samples and the number of ACT brands assuming there are three 

ACT brands at every pharmacy. The cost of HPLC confirmatory testing and ACT replacement were 

also calculated assuming that all samples failing a device test were tested with HPLC, and non-

genuine stocks replaced with genuine ACTs. 

The costs of inspections were estimated based on the assumption that there are 5 inspectors 

(pharmacists) per district to perform inspections at 10 pharmacies. All inspectors visit 2 pharmacies 

per one field trip. The number of total hours and visits is affixed to their salary and per diem rate to 

calculate the total cost per inspection. Cost of additional inspection time for each device was derived 

from the time spent per sample recorded in the ‘time and motion study’ applied with the pharmacists’ 

salary rate (See Table 56). 

Patients treated with a non-genuine medicine are at higher risk of becoming severely ill and 

dying of malaria, and these adverse outcomes are converted into Disability Adjusted Life Years 

(DALYs), using the duration of disability due to malaria illness and the number of years of life lost 

from early deaths due to malaria. The disability weight and number of life years lost per death due to 

malaria was taken from the literature (Lubell et al. 2014). The full economic evaluation model in the 

excel file can be accessed from the link provided in Annex 11. 
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The incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICER) of each device in both scenarios (high and 

lower prevalence of substandard and falsified antimalarials) were calculated3, and the model for each 

single ACT brand is then scaled up to the pharmacy level for all three ACTs, then to the district and 

country levels to estimate their respective total costs and DALYs averted. Devices are considered 

cost-effective when the incremental cost per DALY averted is below the assumed willingness to pay 

threshold (WTP) of US$ 2,353, the 2016 Laos GDP per capita, as recommended by the WHO. 

A series of one-way sensitivity analyses to determine the effect of results if the parameter 

values deviated from the point estimates was performed. A plausible range for key parameters 

including the cost of the devices (-50% and +20%), test performance (-30% and +30%), and DALYs 

(-20% and +20%) were applied to the model. The results are presented in a tornado diagram to show 

the magnitude of the effect on the cost-effectiveness of each device. In addition, an alternative 

scenario of purchasing one device per province instead of one per district (5 instead of 42), was also 

evaluated. A comparative cost-effectiveness analysis and budget impact analysis were also 

performed. 

                                                 

 
3 Note that the ICER for each device are currently calculated individually as compared with no inspection. If all devices 

are available and policy makers need to choose between them then the ICER needs to be recalculated by comparing the 

more costly and effective devices with less costly and effective ones. 

ICER: Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio; the additional cost due to the inspection divided by the additional health 

benefits in terms of DALY averted. 

DALYs: Disability Adjusted Life Years; number of life year with full disability. 
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ESTIMATES FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF DEVICES 

USED IN THE MODEL 

Accuracy of all devices are derived from the laboratory evaluation on ACTs (not using assays 

through packaging) adapted from the laboratory investigation results at the Georgia Institute of 

Technology in the first phase of the study (Table 6). 

 

Table 6. Device probabilities to identify genuine, substandard and falsified medicines used in 

the cost-effectiveness analysis 

 

  

Device 
Medicine 

quality* 

1-sample 2- sample** 3-sample** 
Device:   

Fail 
Device: Pass Device:   

Fail 
Device:  

Pass 

Device:   

Fail 
Device: 

Pass  
Genuine 0 1 0 1 0 1 

 TruScan RM Substandard 0.42 0.58 0.66 0.34 0.80 0.20 
  Falsified 1 0 1 0 1 0  

Genuine 0 1 0 1 0 1 
 MicroPHAZIR 

RX 

Substandard 
0.5 0.5 0.75 0.25 0.88 0.13 

  Falsified 1 0 1 0 1 0  
Genuine 0 1 0 1 0 1 

 4500a FTIR Substandard 0.33 0.67 0.56 0.44 0.70 0.30 
  Falsified 1 0 1 0 1 0  

Genuine 0 1 0 1 0 1 
Progeny  Substandard 0.08 0.92 0.16 0.84 0.23 0.77 

  Falsified 1 0 1 0 1 0  
Genuine 0 1 0 1 0 1 

 NIRScan  Substandard 0.33 0.67 0.56 0.44 0.70 0.30 
  Falsified 0.95 0.05 1 0 1 0  

Genuine 0 1 0 1 0 1 
 PADs Substandard 0 1 0 1 0 1 

  Falsified 1 0 1 0 1 0 
 

*Genuine drugs (API≥80%), Substandard (80%>API>0%) and Falsified medicine (API=0%) 

**Probabilities to detect quality of medicines of 2- and 3-sample strategy were derived from the probability of getting positive outcome of 

individual sample (1-sample test) with multiplicative property. 
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MULTI-STAKEHOLDERS MEETING 

 

The meeting aimed to enable discussions of the advantages/disadvantages, cost-effectiveness 

and optimal use of medicine quality screening devices in the medicine supply chains between major 

stakeholders, to develop policy recommendations for MRAs and partners. This meeting was held in 

Vientiane in April 2018. 
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METHODOLOGY LIMITATIONS 

 

This study is the first attempt, as far as we are aware, of a comparison of the diagnostic 

accuracy and cost-effectiveness of a diversity of different medicine quality screening tools across a 

range of different APIs. It has been pilot and exploratory in nature and we hope that the data within 

and the limitations and difficulties we encountered will form the basis for much-needed further work 

to clarify the advantages and disadvantages of devices with different medicines used at different 

positions within the supply chains of different countries. Here, we list some of the issues we 

encountered that we hope will help inform further work after this project. 

 

 

1. General 

 

 

a) Only one unit of each device was evaluated, limiting reproducibility and reliability 

evaluations. We did not investigate the potentials for variability between devices of the same 

model. 

b) Only seven APIs (11 if we count four co-formulated formulations), all antimicrobials and all 

sourced from one region, were evaluated. As there are 424 single or co-formulated APIs on 

the WHO Essential Medicines List (including 141 single or co-formulated anti-infective 

APIs), this represents a small minority of the global medicine supply. This limits the 

generalisability of these findings.  How, for example, these devices will perform for anti-TB 

medicines, oral contraceptives and thyroxine, is unknown. 

c) Reference libraries for the devices were made by recording the spectra of medicine samples 

which were assumed to be genuine medicines (obtained from large wholesalers or directly 

from manufacturers). All samples were sent for UPLC analysis, but results were not received 

until after completion of much of the laboratory and field-testing. Some of the samples whose 
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spectra were recorded as reference library entries were found to be poor quality. As a result, 

we did not have access to good reference library comparators, and it was decided to discard 

results from testing of all affected brands (7 brands in laboratory evaluation and 3 brands in 

the field evaluation). 

d) The disintegration test available in the Minilab kit was not used in this study which may have 

resulted in biased performance results. 

 

2. Laboratory evaluation 

 

a) For devices that required threshold values to output pass/fail results, we only used the default 

parameters. Hence, potential enhancements in sensitivity and specificity could be made by 

optimizing these threshold values for specific medicines.  

b) Reference library creation differed between all instruments due to the wide variety of data 

capture and software capabilities of each device (see methods section Construction of 

reference libraries).  

c) The tests conducted in the laboratory evaluation phase were not conducted blinded from the 

identity of the medicine quality which may resulted in distortion of the device performance 

findings. 

d) There was very limited medicine batch to batch variation in generation of reference library 

spectra. For the simulated medicines only one batch of samples was available due to the time 

constraints of the project. For field collected samples, 2-4 batches per medicine were utilized. 

Different ingredients and batches may have slightly different specifications for the same 

materials that may manifest in difference reference spectra. Ideally, five different batches or 

lots are required for a library based on the MicroPHAZIR RX instruction book. How this 
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differs between medicines and devices, and how the number of batches would affect the 

results of the performances of the devices is unknown. 

e) There are also differences in device specific library creation methods when attempting to 

introduce variability with batch to batch variation. For the NIRscan and MicroPHAZIR RX 

some variability was introduced into a single library entry. For the Progeny and Truscan RM 

variability was introduced by creating different library entries for different samples.  

f) The simulated medicines did not have tablet coatings. Field-collected medicines containing 

ACA, OFLO, and DHAP had coatings. For the field-collected coated tablet analysis using the 

non-destructive devices, the medicines were not destroyed to test the internal contents of the 

medicine. Assuming a tablet coating is a barrier to interrogate the internal contents of the 

tablet, analysis of the coated tablet is unlikely to accurately reflect API concentration in the 

tablet core. This issue is likely to lead to problems with detection of substandard medicines if 

the degradation/poor manufacturing of the internal contents of the tablet differ from the 

degradation/poor manufacturing of the coating. For example, if the internal content of the 

medicine degrades faster than the coating, there may not be a significant signal change in 

coating analysis to indicate that the sample is suspicious. Coating analysis could potentially 

scrutinize deviations from the coating of a good quality to a poor quality medicine as poor 

coatings could degrade faster. 

g) Because of time constraints of the project for devices in which operational protocols needed 

to be developed in the laboratory (Neospectra 2.5, C-Vue), only basic experiments were 

conducted. For example, for data analyses and processing for the Neospectra 2.5 and the C-

Vue, basic extractions, solvent optimizations, and experimental optimizations were utilized. 

Further optimization of these devices would enhance these analyses.   

h) The non-significant results of the paired comparisons of sensitivity and specificity should be 

interpreted with caution. For example, the sensitivity of the NIRScan (91.5%) and that of the 
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4500a FTIR (100%) were found not significantly different (see Comparative evaluation of 

devices - Laboratory evaluation p195). This is potentially because of the limited sample size 

to perform this test. Based on these results, the number of samples needed to conclude to a 

statistical difference of sensitivities, with an alpha error of 5% and a statistical power of 80%, 

would be at least 90. The results of our study could be used to calculate the appropriate sample 

size to compare the sensitivity or specificity between different devices. 

i) Using spectrometers, we tested SM samples containing 0% API against SM samples 

containing 100% of the API of interest and the same excipients. The NIRScan wrongly 

identified SM 0% API samples as ‘good quality’ when compared to SM 100% ofloxacin 

samples (because the ofloxacin peak was slightly out of the spectrum, see p.131). Falsified 

medicines are likely to contain different excipients than the authentic medicines, although 

scientific evidence to support this assumption is lacking. Therefore, it is very likely that the 

‘real-life’ sensitivity of the NIRScan to identify falsified medicines would be higher than that 

observed in our study. It is important to note that, however, other IR and Raman devices have 

successfully detected the 0%API containing samples versus their 100%API counterparts. 

 

3/ Field evaluation 

 

a) Repeated inspection by the same inspectors of the same ‘pharmacy’ will increase familiarity 

and therefore reduce the time taken to inspect (the 4th inspection is likely to be faster than the 

1st inspection, independently of the device used). Deviations from the original block 

randomization plan occurred during the evaluation due to limited availability of the medicine 

inspectors.  

b) Not enough tablets were available to scan after removal from the blisters. Therefore, tablets 

removed from their blisters were provided in a small zipped bag attached to each blister in the 

pharmacy for all medicines if the inspector wished to test the unpackaged medicine. 
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c) There was limited availability of inspectors due to their other work commitments. According 

to the protocol there should have been at least 7 days between inspections. In practice some 

inspectors conducted different inspections with different devices on the same day. 

d) In the Evaluation Pharmacy, samples were taken from multiple lots and brands. Inspectors 

were specifically told not to take expiry date into account when inspecting as our stock 

contained samples past-expiry that were still of good quality. They were also advised to 

overlook other important normal cues for visual inspection (inclusion on national list of 

registered medicines, condition of packaging, storage conditions) during their inspection, 

limiting the resemblance of the experimental set-up to their standard practice. 

e) For the Truscan RM and Progeny (the two Raman devices) the reference library entry for 

artesunate powder was created through a polythene bag in which the powder was placed. At 

the time of field-testing, the inspectors were mistakenly told that these two devices could 

examine artesunate through the vial. In addition, artesunate samples could not be tested 

outside of the glass vial packaging in the pharmacy because of difficulty in opening the 

packaging. All inspectors thus chose to sample through the vial, and almost all of the samples 

failed the device evaluations. Artesunate is not therefore included in the true positive/true 

negative values quoted for these two devices, but is counted in the total number of samples 

and scans performed in the pharmacy, because those numbers are used more as a marker of 

how much the inspectors were able to do in the time they spent in the pharmacy. 

f) We did not include evaluation of inter-observer variability in using the devices in the 

evaluation pharmacy data analyses 

g) We have attempted to record the common mistakes made by inspectors in using these devices, 

by direct observation and by review of the device memory after testing (where memory 

exists). However, it should be noted that the ability to detect an error was limited by the 
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observers’ ability to identify these errors, which was in turn limited by their non-expert status 

and inexperience in conducting such studies.  

h) The field-study team received training, from the laboratory team, in device use in a language 

that were not their first language. There was no direct training from the 

manufacturer/developer, and limited time to gain experience with the devices prior to training 

the inspectors. As a result, some mistakes were made in training delivery, particularly in 

advice about interpretation of results with the 4500a FTIR (see device-specific results 

section).  

4/ Cost-effectiveness analysis 

 

The cost-effectiveness analysis is reliant on many assumptions as to how the devices will 

eventually be used in the field, which to a great extent is not yet known. The results are also heavily 

dependent on the context in which they may be used. We assumed, for instance, that one device is 

purchased per district, whereas in reality fewer devices could be purchased and circulated between 

districts, implying a lower cost per inspection than used in our analysis, and further improving their 

cost-effectiveness; this is briefly demonstrated in the sensitivity analysis. The results of the analysis 

therefore should be interpreted as conservative (i.e. more likely to under- rather than over-estimate 

the cost-effectiveness of the devices) and as general 'ballpark' figures as to how cost effective they 

may actually be. 

We also focus only on the benefits of detecting substandard and falsified artemisinin 

combination therapies (ACTs), whereas in fact most devices would be used to test the quality of a 

broader range of medicines. We also focus only on the benefits of assuring high quality medicines in 

terms of their therapeutic effect for patients. There are, however, other potential benefits to medicine 

quality testing, such as averting toxic effects of other substances that have been found in falsified 
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medicines, and potentially the impact poor quality medicines could have on the development and 

spread of antimicrobial resistance, itself a global health concern. 

Our model aims to capture the costs and benefits of the devices when used at the final drug 

outlet points, rather than higher up the distribution chain where they could potentially have a greater 

impact. If for example the devices are used at border customs check points where larger drug batches 

are concentrated and transit, the detection of substandard or falsified medicines might result in the 

removal of a larger volume of poor quality medicines than that achieved at the final drug outlet points. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Results are presented in sub-sections dedicated to each device individually, including general 

information on the device (i.e. basic specifications and how it functions), the results of the laboratory 

evaluation and user opinion, the field testing and the cost-effectiveness analysis. For more detailed 

information on the operating procedures of each device and specifications, please refer to 

Supplementary Annex 4 to 14. 
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SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE SCIENTIFIC 

LITERATURE 

 

The systematic review of the literature of scientific evidence on portable technologies used to 

assess the quality of pharmaceutical products, demonstrated a burgeoning diversity of technologies 

and devices becoming available for the field detection and evaluation of medicines (See complete 

manuscript submitted to the BMJ Global Health in Supplementary Annex 2)  

Of the 5,718 reports screened, 282 full text papers were assessed for eligibility. Of these, 62 

matched the inclusion criteria and were included in the review.  

In total, 41 devices (including 21 handheld devices, 4 lab-on-a-chip single use devices and 12 

under development), were identified (Table 7). Additional devices are available but there is no 

scientific evidence regarding their performance in the public domain. 
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Table 7. Main characteristics of portable devices included in the literature review. 
Devices in italics have been superseded. See supplementary Annex 2 for reference articles 

details 

Technology Name of the device (developer) Market status*§ 

Approximate 

Purchase cost 

(USD)§ 

Handheld 

** 

Raman 

TruScan RM (Thermo Scientific, previously Ahura) M >20,000 Y 

FirstDefender TruScan (Thermo Scientific) N-Superseded by TruScan RM - Y 

NanoRam (B&W Tek) M >20,000 Y 

MiniRam II (B&W Tek) 
N-Superseded by i-Raman (B&W 

Tek) 

N/A (i-Raman: 

>20,000) 
N 

MIRA (Metrohm) M >20,000 Y 

Raman Rxn1 Microprobe (Kaiser Optical) M Unknown N 

EZRaman-I (TSI, Inc) M Unknown N 

EZ Raman M Analyzer (Enwave Optronics) Unknown - Y 

 CBEx (Metrohm Raman) M 5,000-20,000 Y 

NIR - Fourier Transform 

MicroPhazir (Thermo Scientific) M >20,000 Y 

Phazir RX (Polychromix) 
N-Superseded by MicroPhazir 

(Thermo Scientific ) 
N/A Y 

Phazir RX (Thermo Scientific) 
N-Superseded by MicroPhazir 

(Thermo Scientific ) 
N/A Y 

Luminar 5030 (Brimrose) M Unknown Y 

Target Blend Analyzer (Thermo Scientific) M Unknown N 

Multipurpose Analyzer (Bruker Optics) M Unknown N 

NIR - Dispersive 

MicroNIR (JDSU) ¥ 
M - Taken over by Viavi 

Solution 
>20,000 Y 

D-NIRS (School of Science and Technology, Kwansei 

Gakuin University) ¥ 
D Unknown N 

SCiO (Consumer Physics) M 10-500 Y 

RxSpec 700Z (ASD) 
N-Superseded by other 

technologies from ASD 
Unknown N 

MIR - Fourier Transform 

MLp (A2 technologies) 

N-Superseded by 4500 Series 

Portable FTIR (Agilent 

Technologies) 

Unknown N 

Nicolet iS 10 (Thermo Scientific) M Unknown N 

Exoscan (A2 Technologies) 
N –Now commercialized by 

Agilent (Exoscan 4100) 
>20,000 Y 

Combined NIR/MIR - 

Fourier Transform 

TruDefender FT (Thermo Scientific) M Unknown Y 

FT/IR-4100 (JASCO, Tokyo, Japan) 
Superseded by FT/IR-4600 

(JASCO) 
Unknown N 

Cary 630 (Agilent) M >20,000 N 

TLC, disintegration test α GPHF Minilab (Global Pharma Health Fund E.V.) M 5,000-20,000 N 

Camera system with various 

LED sources 

CD3/CD3+ (Counterfeit Detection Device version 

3/3+) (US FDA) ¥ 
D 500-5,000 Y 

Lateral flow immunoassay 

dipsticks 

Unnamed (China Agricultural University, Beijing and 

University of Pennsylvania) ¥ 
D <10 L 

Paper-based devices 

PAD (Paper Analytical Devices) (University of Notre 

Dame) ¥ 
D <10 L 

aPAD (Iodometric titration on paper card) ¥ 

(University of Notre Dame)  
D <10 L 

Paper-based microfluidic strip (Unnamed) ¥ (Oregon 

State University) 
D Unknown L 

Ion mobility spectrometry 
IONSCAN-LS (Smiths Detection, Danbury) M Unknown N 

SABRE 4000 (Smiths Detection, Danbury) M Unknown Y 

Capillary electrophoresis Unnamed (Hanoi University of Science) ¥ D Unknown N 

Reflectance 

SOC-410 Directional Hemispherical reflectometer M >20,000 Y 

Glossmeter-Unnamed (University of Eastern Finland) 
¥ 

D Unknown Y 

Dissolution microfluidics with 

luminescence detection 
PharmaChk beta 1.1 (Boston University) ¥ D Unknown N 

Mass spectrometry 
Mini 10 mass spectrometer (Purdue University) D Unknown Y 

QDa single quadrupole (Waters) M 50,000 N 

Nuclear quadrupole 

resonance (NQR) 
Unnamed  (King’s College, London) ¥ D Unknown N 

Reflectance colour 

measurement 
X-rite eye-one (Regensdorf) M Unknown Y 

Low-cost laser 

absorption/fluorescence 

CoDI (Counterfeit Drug Indicator) (Centres for 

Disease Control and Prevention) 
D 10-500 Y 

Refractometry AR200 digital refractometer (Leica Microsystems) M 500-5,000 Y 

Pressure changes 

measurement (respirometer) 
Speedy Breedy (Bactest) M 500-5,000 N 

*D: Under development; M: marketed; N: no longer marketed 

**Y: Yes; N: No; L: Lab-on-a-chip or disposable device 

§: Information from manufacturer website or direct contact with manufacturer 
¥ Indicates devices for which all articles found in our review were written by author(s) not independent from the manufacturer/develeoper 

α According to the developers, weight and mass variation check will be provided in the next version of the device. 

LED: Light-emitting diode 
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Sensitivity data were found for few devices and were mostly derived from results of laboratory 

testing on a small number of samples of a few APIs. The median (range) number of APIs that were 

assessed per device was only 2 (1-20), a very meagre proportion of the ~7,000 global international 

non-proprietary names of pharmaceutical substances (World Health Organization, Guidance on INN). 

The main conclusion of the review is that there is a vitally important lack of independent 

evaluation of most devices, particularly in field settings. Many gaps of evidence were highlighted.   
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DEVICE PERFORMANCE 

The devices are described in alphabetical order, according to name.  
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4500A FTIR SINGLE REFLECTION 
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Manufacturer/Developer Agilent 

https://www.agilent.com/en/products/ftir/ftir-compact-portable-systems/4500-series-

portable-ftir 

Technology overview The 4500a is a portable bench-top mid-infrared Fourier transform spectrometer. All the optics, 

including the Michelson interferometer and sampling window, are self-contained in the 

instrument. An external command module such as a Windows-based smartphone or a computer 

(a desktop was used in the laboratory evaluation and a laptop for the field evaluation in our 

study) controls the instrument. The device can only be used with powdered samples that are 

placed and pressed onto a diamond attenuated total reflectance sample window. The instrument 

compares the experimental spectrum recorded with the stored library pre-selected by the user. 

The software outputs all the possibilities of the sample’s identity along with their ‘hit quality 

score’. 

Ensuring consistent sample pressure of the attenuated reflectance accessory is important for 

collection of spectral signals.  

The device cannot operate in the field without a computer. A Windows based smartphone 

could be used (not tested in this study). 

Samples are destroyed in the analysis 

APIs tested All seven APIs/combination of APIs 

Specifications 

Dimensions: 220 mm x 290mm x 190mm (Instrument only) 

Weight: 6.8kg (Instrument only) 

Power source: Lithium Ion Battery 11.1V 7.8Ah (internal battery) 

Spectral range: 4000 cm-1 to 650 cm-1 (2500 nm to 15384 nm) 

Internal File Storage Size: Master computer/phone dependent  

Library/Data File Size: Entire Library for this study 53 kB; Data file about 30 kB each 

Usable life:10 years4 

Cost5 

Capital cost 

• One Agilent 4500 unit: ~US$ 31,067 

• Laptop computer: ~US$ 500 

Recurring costs 

• Required consumable material: ~US$ 0.09 per run 

Reference library Prior to library spectra collection, a scanning method must be created for the instrument. 

Scanning methods control the number of scans and calculations executed by the instrument. 

Library spectra are tied to the scanning methods that were used. Library spectra cannot be 

transferred from one scanning method to another if the parameters of the method are different.      

Calibration 

considerations 

Performance and stability tests should be performed by the user (minimum annually, but more 

often recommended). Minimum annual laser frequency calibration test should be performed 

using a polystyrene test sample provided by the manufacturer. 

Testing abilities Falsified medicines screening potentially possible for all medicines, provided that formulation-

specific reference libraries are available. The current algorithms utilized for the device have not 

been developed for substandard medicines detection. Algorithms should be developed on an 

API-specific basis to enhance detection. Formulation-specific device. 

Method consideration 

for the present study 

The 4500a FTIR is set up to return the six highest matches of the sample spectrum to the 

reference library entry. The following procedure was agreed with laboratory evaluators to 

interpret the result: if the tested medicine appeared in the six highest matches with a ‘hit quality’ 

score > 0.9, the sample would ‘pass’. If the tested medicine appeared in the six highest matches 

                                                 

 
4 According to the device manufacturer 
5 The costs reported here do not include VAT 

https://www.agilent.com/en/products/ftir/ftir-compact-portable-systems/4500-series-portable-ftir
https://www.agilent.com/en/products/ftir/ftir-compact-portable-systems/4500-series-portable-ftir
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with a hit quality of < 0.9, it should be flagged as suspicious and the test repeated as per protocol 

used for other spectrometers. 

As the device is not claimed by the manufacturer to be able to detect substandard medicines 

with the spectral processing algorithms used in this study, the key results presented in Table 8 are the 

performance observed to identify 0% API and wrong API samples. 

Including both simulated and field-collected samples, 119 samples were tested with the 4500a 

FTIR (Table 8).   

The 4500a FTIR showed sensitivity (CI 95%) of 100% (93.3-100%) for the identification of 

0%API and wrong API samples, and 28.6% (15.7-44.6%) for the identification of 50% and 80% API 

samples, with specificity (CI 95%) of 100% (85.8-100%). For all poor quality samples (n=95), 

sensitivity was 68.4% (58.1-77.6%) (Table 8).  

We were unable to test the ability of the device to check the authenticity of the accompanying 

5% sodium bicarbonate vial required for reconstituting the artesunate for injection. 
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Table 8. Performance of the 4500a FTIR by API and by type of samples tested (0%/wrong 

API samples vs 50%/80% API) in the laboratory evaluation phase.  

The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with 

no or with wrong APIs, consistent with the ability of the device as stated by the 

manufacturer/developer 

 

  

  

  

In comparison to genuine medicines (n=24) 

0% API and wrong API samples (n=53) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=42) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=95) 

Sensitivity  

(95% CI) 

Specificity  

(95% CI) 
Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Sensitivity  

(95% CI) 

Total, not through 

packaging (n=119) 
100 (93.3-100) 100 (85.8-100) 28.6 (15.7-44.6) 68.4 (58.1-77.6) 

Antimalarials (n=51) 100 (87.7-100) 100 (47.8-100) 33.3 (13.3-59) 73.9 (58.9-85.7) 

AL (n=24) 100 (79.4-100) 100 (15.8-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 81.8 (59.7-94.8) 

ART (n=14) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (15.8-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 66.7 (34.9-90.1) 

DHAP (n=13) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 66.7 (34.9-90.1) 

Antibiotics (n=68) 100 (86.3-100) 100 (82.4-100) 25 (9.8-46.7) 63.3 (48.3-76.6) 

ACA (n=15) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (29.2-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 66.7 (34.9-90.1) 

AZITH (n=16) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (39.8-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

OFLO (n=19) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (59.0-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 66.7 (34.9-90.1) 

SMTM (n=18) 100 (59.0-100) 100 (47.8-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 69.2 (38.6-90.9) 

 

The 4500a was able to correctly characterize all the simulated and field collected falsified 

medicines. All the field collected and simulated genuine medicines were also all correctly 

characterized as being genuine. None of the 80% API concentration simulated substandard samples 

were correctly characterized as being poor quality. For the 50% API concentration simulated 

substandard samples, 9 of the 21 samples were incorrectly characterized as being genuine. All the 

50% API SM samples of AZITH (3 of 3) were incorrectly characterized as being genuine and all the 

50% API SM samples of the 7 APIs that contained cellulose were also incorrectly characterized as 

being genuine. Although the 80% API samples were incorrectly characterized, there were noticeable 

decreases in the value of the ‘hit quality’ from the genuine samples. While all the genuine samples 

contained ‘hit quality score’ above 0.990, 19 of the 22 80% API samples and all the 50% API samples 

were below this value.  
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As for the laboratory testing, the 4500a FTIR was set up to return the six highest matches of 

the sample spectrum to the reference library entry, provided that the ‘hit quality’ was greater than 

0.80. After discussion with the expert chemist, the following procedure was agreed for interpreting 

the results: if the tested medicine appeared in the six highest matches with a ‘hit quality’ > 0.9, the 

sample would be classed as a ‘pass’. If the tested medicine appeared in the six highest matches with 

a ‘hit quality’ of <0.9, it should be flagged as suspicious and the test repeated as per other 

spectrometers protocol 6 . Prior to inspecting the pharmacy, however, the instructions given to 

inspectors were incorrect, due to a misunderstanding by the trainer. They were told that if the specific 

brand/API name was not returned as the top match, they should treat the sample as suspicious, and 

repeat the test two times. The final result would come from the most commonly occurring in the three 

tests.  

The ‘scan results’ below (Table 9) are the results returned by the device, as recorded in the 

device memory, applying the rule that a ‘hit quality’ of > 0.9 to the correct brand and API can be 

taken as a ‘pass’, whereas any ‘hit quality’ < 0.9 to the correct brand and API should be regarded as 

a fail. ‘User decision’ refers to the final decision recorded by the inspector on their record sheet during 

the inspection and is influenced by the training delivered. The ‘user decision’ results thus should be 

interpreted with caution as the performance of the 4500a FTIR in the field evaluation may have been 

underestimated (similarly, regarding only the scan result may lead to an overestimate of the device 

performance on the field, as it does not take into account user error). 

 

                                                 

 
6 If the first scan resulted in a ‘pass’, then the result was recorded as a ‘pass’. If the first scan resulted in a ‘fail’, then 

two more scans were performed. The interpretation of the three scan results was done as follow: if the two subsequent 

scans are ‘fail’ then the sample is considered as ‘fail’; if the two subsequent scans are ‘pass’ then the sample is 

considered as ‘pass’; if one subsequent scan is ‘pass’ and one is ‘fail’ then the sample is considered as a ‘fail’. 
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Table 9. Results from evaluation pharmacy inspections with the 4500a FTIR by four 

inspectors. Numbers in parentheses are the numbers including all brands of medicines tested, 

including samples from brands subsequently found to have reference library spectra obtained from 

poor quality reference samples (as per UPLC analyses). Numbers in red are highlighted to indicate a 

‘wrong’ classification by device and/or user. 

API 

Number 

of 

samples 

Number 

of scans 

Scan resulta User decision (sample)b Extra scans 

due to 

instructions 

errorc 

Extra 

scans 

due to 

device 

errord 
TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP 

ACA 4 6 5 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 1 1 

ART 4 5 5 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 

DHAP 0 (4) 0 (6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AL 5 10 3 0 0 6 1 0 1 3 2 0 

OFLO 9 9 9 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 

SMTM 3 (6) 3 (8) 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 0 

AZITH 6 8 7 0 1 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 

Total 31 (38) 41 (52) 32 0 2 6 25 0 3 3 6 2 
 

TN: true negative; TP: true positive; FN: false negative; FP: false positive 

a Indicates the result given by the device, as recorded by the inspector, and checked by the study team in the device memory post-inspection. 

Where ‘match quality’ is > 0.9, the device result is deemed ‘genuine’ with no further testing required. Match quality < 0.9 means the test 

result has deemed the sample ‘suspicious’. 
bAs recorded by the inspector on the record sheet, vs UPLC results 
c Interpretation error was caused by the inspectors being given the wrong instructions as to how interpreting the matches given by the 

device 
d According to device memory 

 

 

Table 10. Results from sample set testing for the 4500a FTIR: AL and OFLO sample set 

tested twice by a total of 4 inspectors. Numbers in parentheses are the numbers including all 

brands of medicines tested, including samples from brands subsequently found to have reference 

library spectra obtained from poor quality reference samples (as per UPLC analyses). Numbers in 

red are highlighted to indicate a ‘wrong’ classification by device and/or user. 

 

 

TN: true negative; TP: true positive; FN: false negative; FP: false positive 
a Indicates the result given by the device, as checked by the study team in the device memory post-inspection. Where ‘match quality’ 

is > 0.9, the device result is deemed ‘genuine’ with no further testing required. Match quality < 0.9 means the test result has deemed 

the sample ‘suspicious’. 
b As recorded by the inspector on the record sheet, vs UPLC results 

API 

Number 

of 

samples 

Number 

of scans 

Device (scan) a Device (sample) User decision (sample) Device 

error TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP 

AL 12 (8) 24 (14) 6 0 0 8 4 0 0 4 3 0 1 4 0 

OFLO 12 17 10 1 0 6 8 1 0 3 8 1 0 3 1 

Total 24 (8) 41 (14) 16 1 0 14 12 1 0 7 11 1 1 7 1 
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Across the four evaluation pharmacy inspections (Table 9) and sample sets (Table 10), a total 

of 93 tests were performed with the device. Over all the 93 scans, only three (3.2%) device errors 

were noted: two in evaluation pharmacy testing and one in sample set testing. In one case, the device 

failed to return a result for genuine Augmentin (‘no match’ found). In the second, the device failed to 

match the spectrum of one brand of AZITH with that of the tested brand (of note, none of the six 

‘matched’ brands displayed by the device were brands containing AZITH). In the third, a substandard 

brand of OFLO was identified as genuine in the sample set testing (with a matching value of 0.925). 

In all cases, there was no identifiable user error. A total of 80 out of 83 (96.4%) scans in both the 

evaluation pharmacy and sample sets returned the expected results in comparison to UPLC reference. 

During evaluation pharmacy inspections, the three samples out of 41 (7.3%) tested against 

genuine reference library samples that were wrongly classified as failing resulted from a user 

interpretation error of the device result (Table 9). These errors were made by three inspectors, two 

with basic training, and one with intensive training. User interpretation errors resulted in a total of 6 

unnecessary additional scans in the evaluation pharmacy, and 8 unnecessary additional scans for the 

sample set testing. All interpretation errors were due to the medicine not being returned as the top 

match in the table of results, and therefore being wrongly identified as ‘suspicious’ by the inspector. 

As mentioned previously, this was due to an error in the training delivered and is therefore not a fair 

reflection of the accuracy of the device.   

Very few user errors were observed during the evaluation pharmacy inspections or sample set 

evaluations. The most common error (apart from interpretation of the result, which can be attributed 

to incorrect training, as mentioned above) was forgetting to rename the sample spectrum after 

acquisition, leading to the result being stored with a default file name in the device memory. This had 

no direct consequences during evaluation pharmacy drug inspections where results were also noted 

on paper but would affect the traceability of sample results in practice. 
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Even with these user interpretation errors, the median number of samples (range) wrongly 

categorised during evaluation pharmacy inspections was 1 (0-1), significantly lower than for initial 

inspections (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum) (Table 55). Comparing between devices, this was also 

significantly lower than the number wrongly categorised in inspections with the PADs (p < 0.05) 

(Table 52) but was not significantly different to any of the other devices. There was no significant 

difference in the number of samples tested during evaluation pharmacy inspections with the 4500a 

FTIR compared to the other devices (p > 0.05 for all pairs, Dunn test).  

In sample set testing, two out of 20 (10.0%) samples were wrongly categorised: one due to 

device error (see above) and one due to user interpretation error (one user with basic training). 

Overall, the proportion (95% CI) of wrongly categorised samples across the four inspections was 

9.7% (2.0-23.8%), which was not significantly different from any other devices tested (p > 0.05, 

Table 52), except the PADs that resulted in a higher proportion (p = 0.014). 

Median (range) total time taken per sample during sample set testing was 5 min 16 sec, 

significantly longer than the other spectrometers, (p < 0.01, mixed effects generalised linear 

regression), but significantly less time than with the PADs and Minilab (both of which took 

significantly longer per sample, p < 0.001, mixed effects linear regression). Broken down by phase, 

the majority of the extra time taken was concentrated in ‘sampling’ [median sampling time = 242 sec 

(106-619) sec compared to 50 (16-116) sec for the NIRScan (fastest device)], which is consistent 

with the need to crush the sample prior to testing, and for cleaning the device in between samples. 

The 4500a FTIR is significantly faster (p < 0.001, mixed effects linear regression) than all other 

devices except the MicroPHAZIR RX for the ‘analysis’ phase. 
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Expert chemist 

 The Agilent 4500a is a portable benchtop mid-infrared spectrometer that operates very 

similarly to most non-portable units. On screen step by step protocols for sampling the medicine in 

question do help minimize confusion when first using the device and ensure proper sampling during 

every experiment. Once the user understands that spectra recorded for specific libraries must have 

used the same scanning method that the library was built with, library creation was simple and 

intuitive. Results were easy to interpret and extract. The software and instrument would freeze 

occasionally, requiring a full instrument and software restart. Another issue was that the initial test 

for window cleanliness of the sampling window occasionally resulted in a ‘fail’. This occurred even 

after being cleaned multiple times with wipes and isopropanol. However, resetting the instrument 

typically solved this problem.  

Medicine inspectors 

Immediately after inspection with the 4500a FTIR, all inspectors reported that the device was 

easy-to-use, and produced trustworthy results. They liked the table of matches, with its list of APIs 

and % match, as this helped with identifying the contents (medicines of unknown identity) and quality 

of samples. However, all inspectors also commented that testing involved a large number of steps, 

and crushing and calibration were time-consuming. They felt this would limit its use in pharmacy 

inspections, especially if a large number of samples was to be tested.  

In the focus group discussions, one inspector liked that the device is different than other 

devices in that there is no need to select any information to run a sample. However, its heavy weight, 

that makes it hard to carry in the field, was a recurring issue during the focus group discussions. As 

in the post-inspection survey, it was often raised that the sampling procedure is too complicated: 

crushing samples, cleaning sampling window.  
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“It’s quite wasting time having to crush samples and cleaning carefully between each test even 

when we test the same sample.” 

Two inspectors claimed the results given by the device are reliable, especially when they saw, 

while testing twice the same sample, that the matching values in the two tests were very similar.  

One of the inspector who also used the Progeny spectrometer expressed his preference for the 

Progeny because there is no need to set-up, clean the device, crush the sample; it takes less space and 

it is handheld. 

In both group discussions the issue of the lack of space for the 4500a FTIR and the computer 

in the pharmacy outlets was raised. 

“[…] in most of the big pharmacies in our country there's no place to test, people queue for 

hours to get their medicines; there's no way to place the heavy device like this and computer and 

if we want to test it's just rarely possible.” 

However, they all agreed it should be suitable in manufacturers and distributors where there 

is a laboratory. 

All four inspectors suggested that the device should be lighter. One inspector recommended 

that the device lid cover could integrate a computer screen to avoid the need for a separate computer. 

One inspector would like to have an accessory to collect the left-over powder after testing the samples.

The operational costs of the 4500a FTIR in the Laos context were estimated to be US$31,925 

for purchase and maintenance costs, and US$0.04 for the recurrent costs per sample (Table 11). 

With the willingness to pay threshold of Laos GDP per capita, implementing the inspection 

with the 4500a FTIR and 1-sample strategy is cost-effective in both the high prevalence scenario7 

                                                 

 
7 Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 
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and the lower prevalence scenario8 (Table 12).  For the high prevalence scenario, using the 4500a 

FTIR was estimated to be cost-effective with US$ 890 per DALY averted (US$ 541,295 with 667 

DALYs averted). For the lower prevalence scenario, implementing the 4500a FTIR compared with 

visual inspections was also cost-effective with US$ 1,699 per DALY averted (US$ 377,726 with 222 

DALYs averted). 

 

Table 11. Fixed costs of the drug inspection with the 4500a FTIR (US$) in the Laos setting, 

2017 

 

4500a FTIR 

Capital cost  

- Initial cost for a device (with 5-year lifetime) 

- Laptop 

31,067 

500 

Subsequent cost 
 

- Replacement cost of the battery (over 5 years) N/A 

- Light bulb  N/A 

 - Other material, solvent, and maintenance  N/A 

Shipping Cost 358 

Total cost of device over 5 years 31,925 

Unit cost of test per sample 0.09 

 

 

  

                                                 

 
8 Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 
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Table 12. High and lower prevalence scenarios - comparison of the 4500a FTIR 

implementation with visual drug inspection (1-sample strategy) 

4500a FTIR Incremental Cost 

(US$) 

Disability adjusted life 

years (DALY) averted* 

Incremental cost-

effectiveness ratio 

(ICER)** 

High 

prevalence 

scenario*** 

 541,295   667   811 

Lower 

prevalence 

scenario*** 

 377,726   222   1,699  

 

*A commonly used measure of burden associated with a health condition encapsulating life year lost and life years 

lived with disability. An intervention addressing this condition will often be assessed in the number of DALYs it 

averts. Averting 1 DALY is equivalent to gaining one year of life for an individual at full health. 

** The additional costs per unit of outcome attained with the introduction of a new intervention as compared with 

current practice. For example, an ICER of US$500 per DALY averted means that giving a patient 1 additional year 

at full health will cost an extra US$500. 

***High prevalence scenario:20% substandard, 20% falsified medicines; Lower prevalence scenario: 10% 

substandard, 5% falsified medicines 
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* The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong 

APIs, consistent with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer 

 Main results Comments/suggestion

s 

Laboratory 

evaluation 

 Sensitivity (95%CI)a Specificity (95%CI)a    

0% and wrong API 100% (93.3-100) 

100% (85.8-100) 

Developing API-specific 

algorithms could improve 

device performance to 

identify poor quality 

medicines with low API 

50% and 80% APIb 28.6% (15.7-44.6) 

All poor quality samples 68.4% (58.1-77.6) 

Strengths 

-High accuracy to identify samples with no or wrong API 

Limits 

-None of 80% API medicines samples correctly identified as ‘fail’b 

-Almost half of 50% API samples not correctly identifiedb 

-All AZITH 50% samples and all substandard containing cellulose were incorrectly identifiedb 

Field 

evaluation  

Main results – drug inspectionc 
-3 out of 6 samples selected for further analysis were correctly identified as ‘fail’ 

-Median (range): 

N° of samples tested: 7 (5-12) 

N° samples wrongly categorized: 1 (0-1) 

-Total time spent in pharmacy: 59 min 44 s 

Main results – sample sets testing 

Median total time per sample: 5 min 16 s 

 

 

User errors 

Very few: wrong interpretationc; acquired sample spectrum not renamed 
Errors in renaming would 

affect traceability 

Cost-

effectiveness 

analysis 

Cost of device (initial and recurrent over 5 years) US$ 31,925 

Cost per sample (reagent and consumable material) US$ 0.09 

ICER in a high prevalence scenariod baseline: US$ 811 

More effective with higher costs compared with visual inspections in high 

prevalence scenario. Cost-effective in high prevalence scenario. 

ICER in a lower prevalence scenarioe baseline: US$ 1,699  

More effective with higher costs compared with visual inspections in lower 

prevalence scenario. Cost-effective in lower prevalence scenario. 

 

User 

satisfaction 

Plus: Step by step protocols available; results easy to interpret and extract; 

trustworthy results to medicine inspectors; table of matches with correlation 

values appreciated; no need to select reference library; useful for identifying the 

contents of medicines of unknown identity 

 

Minus:  reference library creation needed; computer required for sample testing; 

occasional freezing of the software; cleaning sampling window time consuming; 

device felt to be too big and heavy; high number of steps required to perform  

analysis; destroys sample; errors in naming of samples could affect traceability 

Computer screen could be 

integrated into the lid of 

the suitcase; Windows 

based smartphone can be 

used (not tested in the 

current study) 

Comparative 

evaluation 

No significant differences in sensitivity compared to other devices to identify 0% and 

wrong API samples. Higher specificity than the C-Vue. 

Longer total time per sample compared to other spectrometers  

Shorter time per sample compared to PADs and Minilab 

 

a  Sensitivity and specificity for quality assessment of the dosage unit not through the packaging 

b   Algorithms should be developed on an API basis to enhance detection of lower API samples (this was not performed in the present study, 

therefore these results should be interpreted with caution)  

c Interpretation error because of wrong instructions as to how interpreting the matches given by the device –this  may have underestimated the 

device performance 

d  High prevalence scenario : Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 

e Lower prevalence scenario :  Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 

API, Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient; AZITH, Azithromycin; DALY, Disability Adjusted Life Year; ICER, Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio  
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C-VUE 
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Manufacturer/

Developer 

C-Vue Chromatography 

www.c-vuelc.com/ 

Technology 

overview 

The C-Vue is a portable liquid chromatography device that can separate and detect APIs based on their chemical 

structure. The basic components include a pump, six-port injector, column, detectors, and computer for data recording. 

From the injector, the solvent flow goes towards to the column and then onto two detectors connected in series. One 

detector is a zinc lamp (214 nm) and the other detector is a mercury lamp (254 nm). To record data from both detectors 

at the same time, two computers are required. Samples are loaded into the injector via a syringe through a syringe filter. 

To initialize injection and record the LC run, the user must turn the valve on the injector and simultaneously hit the 

“Start” button in the C-Vue software to record data . Once data has been collected, the results can be immediately 

analysed through the C-Vue software to obtain peak retention, height, and area information manually. This data can be 

processed directly on the C-Vue software or exported to other data analysis software.  

The device cannot operate in the field without computer(s). 

Samples are destroyed in the analysis  

APIs tested ACA, OFLO, SMTM
9
 

Specifications 

Dimensions: 20.3 cm x 20.3 cm x 61 cm 

Weight: 21.8 kg (with battery and Pelican case) 

Power source: Mains as tested or optional 14 amp/hr battery for remote operation 

Light sources: 214nm (Zn) and 254nm (Hg) 

Internal File Storage Size: Master computer dependent 

Library/Data File Size: Library N/A; About 2kB per minute of experiment 

Usable life: estimated to 5 years10 

Cost11 

Upfront cost 

• C-Vue with 214nm detector: ~US$ 4,950 

• Stationary Column (Millipore Chromolith RP18e 25 x 4.6 mm): ~US$ 370 

• Additional 254 nm detector: ~US$ 1,295 

• Computer : ~US$ 500  

• Tool and Accessory Kit for sample preparation : ~US$ 175 

Recurring costs 
• Battery replacement if applicable (expected 5-years life: US$ 60) 

• Maintenance cost (expected for 5-years life): : US$ 150-1250  

• Average required consumable cost:. Total per sample = Calibration Preparation (done once prior to the analysis of 

one or many of  the same API samples) ~ US$ 2.41 + Sample Preparations and Analysis ~ US$ 2.05 (includes one 

sample injection ~ US$ 0.98 and Sample Preparation which creates enough sample solution for multiple injections~ 

US$ 1.07). E.g for 10 samples of the same API total cost ~ US$ 22.91 

Calibration 

considerations 

Calibration curves must be generated daily for every batch of runs. 

Method 

adaptation for 

the present 

study 

First, the mobile phase is prepared and loaded into the C-Vue. In this study, only water and methanol were used as 

solvent, with disodium phosphate as a buffer where applicable. Four-point calibration curves were prepared for each 

API. For co-formulated medicines containing a combination of APIs, both APIs were prepared in the same calibration 

solution, so calibration of both APIs could be done simultaneously. Of the seven APIs included in this study, only OFLO, 

SMTM, and ACA could be measured by the C-Vue with a response recorded on the mercury detector only. The zinc 

detector had no measurable response to the APIs at the concentration used in this study. Not formulation-specific. 

Reference 

library  

None 

Testing 

abilities 

The instrument can detect changes of  >=1-2% relative in the concentration of the API without any software or 

hardware changes or enhancements. The sensitivity to changes in API can be determined by statistically determining 

the injection repeatability mean (area under curve for API) and multiply the SD by 3 to determine a discernible 

change. 

                                                 

 
9 ART, AZITH, and DHAP could not be quantified because there was no signal response for these APIs up to 2,000 ppm level. Lumefantrine and 

piperaquine were detected and could be quantified;.However, because these API are part of combinations of active ingredients, and their combined 

API artemether and dihydroartemisinin could not be detected with the C-Vue’s current set-up, these medicines were not evaluated. 
10 According to the device developer 
11 The costs reported here do not include VAT 
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The developers state that the C-Vue can quantitate the amount of API and hence was assumed to 

be able to detect API in all samples tested. In this report the quantitative results were converted into 

a binary pass or fail result to allow comparisons with other devices. Samples containing less than 

90% or more than 110% of the manufacturer’s stated amount of API(s) were considered as failing the 

test. 

Including both simulated and field-collected samples, 52 samples were tested with the C-Vue 

(Table 13). 

The C-Vue showed sensitivity (95% CI) of 100% (82.4-100%) for the identification of 0% 

API and wrong API samples, and of 100% (81.5-100%) for the identification of 50% and 80% API 

samples, with specificity (95% CI) of 60.0% (32.3-83.7%). For all poor quality samples (n=37), 

sensitivity (95% CI) was 100% (90.5-100%) (Table 13).  

We did not test the ability of the device to check the authenticity of the accompanying 5% 

sodium bicarbonate vial required for reconstituting the artesunate for injection. 

Table 13. Performance of the C-Vue by API and by type of samples tested (0%/wrong API 

samples vs 50%/80% API) in the laboratory evaluation phase 

 In comparison to genuine medicines (n=15) 

 0% API and wrong API samples 

(n=19) 

50% and 80% API 

samples (n=18) 

All poor quality samples 

(N=37) 

 Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 

Specificity (95% 

CI) 

Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, not through 

packaging (n=52) 

100 (82.4-100) 60 (32.3-83.7) 100 (81.5-100) 100 (90.5-100) 

Antimalarials (n=0) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

AL  N/A N/A N/A N/A 

ART N/A N/A N/A N/A 

DHAP N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Antibiotics (n=52) 100 (82.4-100) 60 (32.3-83.7) 100 (81.5-100) 100 (90.5-100) 

ACA (n=15) 100 (54.1-100) 0 (0-70.8) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (73.5-100) 

AZITH (n=0) N/A N/A N/A N/A 

OFLO (n=19) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (59-100) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (73.5-100) 

SMTM (n=18) 100 (59-100) 40 (5.3-85.3) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (75.3-100) 
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The C-Vue correctly classified all the 50% and 80% API, and 0% and wrong API samples as 

distinct from the genuine samples. All the field collected OFLO samples were correctly classified as 

being good quality. The specificity of the device was lower when attempting to analyse those co-

formulated medicines with two active ingredients (ACA and SMTM) using this study’s methods. The 

C-Vue was able to distinguish all the 50% and 80% API, and 0% and wrong API samples with the 

lowering API concentration trends from genuine medicines down to zero API. One difficulty was that 

for field collected and simulated genuine samples, 2 of the 5 SMTM and none of the ACA samples 

C-Vue results fell within the passing threshold concentration. For SMTM, trimethoprim results were 

the farthest from the passing threshold concentration and for ACA, clavulanic acid was the farthest 

from specifications. The clavulanic acid problem was more significant for the field-collected samples 

because as little as 0 to 10% of clavulanic acid was measured, which was not consistent to what was 

measured via UPLC which characterized the field collected samples as being good quality. The ACA 

signals were an order of magnitude lower in signal intensity than for SMTM and OFLO. One potential 

reason for the loss of accuracy for ACA and SMTM may be a problem with the extraction methods 

utilized during sample preparation in which the API did not fully extract from the whole medicine. 

Another potential issue is that of potential matrix effects caused by dissolving whole tablets. 

Calibration curves were prepared with pure stock API and the excipients in the medicines may 

interfere by decreasing the signal stability or intensity. In addition, poorer ACA signal intensities 

would make it more difficult to detect API concentration changes.   
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Expert Chemist 

 

 The C-Vue is a simplified version of a laboratory grade bench top liquid chromatograph. 

Although there was no signal response with the zinc detector for the APIs tested, the mercury detector 

had significant signal response to all the APIs tested and generated clean chromatograms with a steady 

baseline. Operation and set-up were more intensive than a laboratory grade chromatography 

instrument. However, for someone with liquid chromatography experience, the system was very 

intuitive to use. The single syringe pump limits the mobile phase to an isocratic flow which can limit 

the possibilities for optimizing the conditions for elution of the APIs. The software contains all the 

basic functions and is intuitive to use for data collection and analysis. One of the significant problems 

was ensuring that all the steps necessary were accomplished consistently between samples. This can 

be difficult to keep track of for a large number of samples. These steps for every run include: setting 

pump pressure, loading the injector, injecting the sample, and pressing the “START” button at the 

same time as the injection. Sample preparation is consistent with that of laboratory grade instrument. 

To run a dual detector liquid chromatography set-up, two computers would be required.  

The C-Vue was not selected for the field-based studies as it required too much training and 

resources. Significant sample preparation, significant time to conduct experiments, and involved 

user data processing are required for completing sample analysis.  

As the C-Vue was not included in the Field Evaluation, this device was not included in the 

cost-effectiveness analysis.
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Note: The C-Vue was judged unsuitable for field-evaluation in this study due to the high level of 

training and resources required for operation in or near pharmacies. Significant sample preparation, 

significant time to conduct experiments, and involved user data processing are required for 

completing sample analysis. However, the C-Vue could be a useful device for provincial level 

medicine quality analysis laboratories. 

 
*The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong APIs, consistent 

with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer 

 

 Main results Comments/suggestions 

Laboratory 

evaluation 

 Sensitivity Specificity    

0% and wrong 

API 
100 (82.4-100) 

60.0 (32.3-83.7)  
50% and 80% 

API 
100 (81.5-100) 

All poor quality 

samples 
100 (90.5-100) 

Strengths 

-High accuracy to identify samples with no or wrong API 

- Correct identification of all 50 and 80% API medicines, with quantitation 

of API 

Limits 

-Limited performance to identify genuine samples of 

co-formulated medicines 

Performance may have 

been affected by sample 

extraction in the study 

User 

satisfaction 

Plus: Intuitive system for experienced analysts; No 

reference library creation required 
 

Minus: Intensive operation and set-up; two computers 

required to run dual detector set-up; Destroys sample; 

Chemicals required; requires experienced end-users 

 

Comparative 

evaluation 

No significant differences in sensitivity compared 

to other devices to identify 0% and wrong API 

samples and lower specificity than all other devices 

except the Progenya 

 

 

 

a Paired-wise comparisons with PharmaChk and RDT could not be performed  

API, Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient 
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MICROPHAZIR RX 
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12 According to the device manufacturer 
13 The costs reported here do not include VAT 
14 Ordering several devices from the manufacture is subject to potential reduced purchase cost 

Manufacturer/

Developer 

ThermoFisher Scientific  

https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/MICROPHAZIR RX 
Technology 

overview 

The MicroPHAZIR RX is a handheld near-infrared spectrometer. The device is controlled using a LCD screen and buttons 

on the top of the instrument. After the user logs into the device, the user selects the reference library they would like to 

compare the sample with, inputs the information about the sample, scans, and the device gives a pass/fail result. As an 

alternative to manually entering sample details and selecting the reference library, a barcode reader is built into the device 

to optimise the sample data chain of custody and reference library selection. Although reference library spectra are 

collected by the device, creating and editing reference libraries entries can only be done on an external computer. For 

compiling reference libraries and exporting data from the device, a USB connects the MicroPHAZIR RX with the external 

computer. On the computer, one software package communicates and transfers data to the device, while another software 

package generates the spectral libraries for the device. A barcode scanner is built into the MicroPHAZIR RX to keep track 

of samples that are scanned, and to allow automated selection of the appropriate reference library. 

The device can operate in the field without a computer. Samples are not destroyed during analysis 
APIs tested  All seven APIs/combination of APIs 
Specifications Dimensions: 25 cm (H) x  23 cm (W) x 10 cm (D) 

Weight: 1,250 grams  

Spectral Range: 1600 nm to 2400 nm 

 Power source: Li-ion battery 

Internal File Storage Size: Not disclosed 

Library/Data File Size: Up to 10,000 library entries; about 6,000 data scans can be stored in total 
 Usable life: 8,000 hours12 

Cost13 Capital cost  MicroPHAZIR RX Basic unit: ~US$ 47,50014 

 Recurring costs 

 Cost per run (consumables needed): ~US$ 0.04 

 Battery replacement (expected 2-years life): ~US$ 2535 

 Replacement of light bulb (2-years life): ~US$ 1505 

 Approximate annual maintenance cost: ~US$ 755 

Reference 

library  

The user is guided to collect five spectra of the same sample, a process called collecting signatures. This allows for the 

introduction of some variability into the reference library collection, such as batch variation or sample position to yield an 

average spectrum to compare to. Once the spectra are collected, they must be uploaded to a computer for processing (two 

software packages must be downloaded on the computer). The user selects the mathematical functions desired, and the 

software then outputs a single library file that contains all the selected spectra to be uploaded to the MicroPHAZIR RX.  

Reference library and test spectra file types are unique to this instrument.   
Calibration 

considerations 

A ‘self-test’ must be performed at least daily. A ‘calibration reference test’ should be run to correct for any slight alignment 

changes (e.g. after the plastic nose cover is removed to change the light bulb, any time the instrument is exposed to large 

thermal excursions or mechanical vibrations or airplane transportation, any time the instrument is not used for long periods 

of time or loses accuracy). As part of Good Manufacturing Practices requirement, an annual certification test must be 

performed. This requires the user to scan five standards provided by the manufacturer. After the test, the data files must 

be sent to Customer Support of the manufacturer for analysis and reporting back to the user. Formulation-specific device. 
Method 

adaptation for 

the present 

study 

Tablets that were significantly smaller than the diameter of the sampling window were placed under a sample cover 

constructed from the calibration sample holder (after discussion with the manufacturer’s technical staff). This consisted of 

a plastic block mounted to the front nose of the device that reduced the ambient light entering the detector. This calibration 

sample holder contained a 18mm diameter hole across which the calibration sample was placed, facing the sample window. 

This space was covered with electrical tape to make a darkened cavity where the sample tablet was located. The default 

inbuilt mathematical function was used for data processing. 
Testing 

abilities 

Falsified medicines screening potentially possible for all medicines, provided that formulation-specific reference 

libraries are available. The current algorithms available in the device have not been developed for substandard medicines 

detection. Algorithms should be developed on an API basis to enhance detection. 

Ability to test through transparent blisters and glass vials with reference library created using packaged samples. 
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As the device is not claimed by the manufacturer to be able to detect substandard medicines 

with the spectral processing algorithms used in this study, the key results in Table 14 reflect the 

performance to identify 0% API and wrong API samples. 

Including both simulated and field-collected samples, 105 samples were tested after removal 

from their packaging, 13 could also be tested through their medicines packaging and 13 through a 

replacement packaging (Table 14).   

The MicroPHAZIR RX showed sensitivity (CI 95%) of 100% (92.5-100%) for the 

identification of tablets taken from their packaging (tablet sampling directly) with 0% API and wrong 

API, and 50% (32.9-67.1%) for the identification of 50% and 80% API samples, with specificity (CI 

95%) of 100% (84.6-100%). For all poor quality samples (n=83), sensitivity was 78.3% (67.9-86.6%) 

by scanning the tablet samples directly (Table 14).  

Sensitivity (CI 95%) and specificity (CI 95%) of analysis of tablets through the packaging (13 

field collected samples, including one intravenous/intramuscular artesunate genuine sample in a glass 

vial) were 100% (69.2-100%) and 100% (29.2-100%), respectively, for 0% API and wrong API 

samples. No field-collected substandard medicines were available for scanning through the 

packaging. 

Simulated 0% API and wrong API (n=6), and 50% and 80% artesunate samples (n=6) scanned 

through a replacement glass vial15 were identified with sensitivity (CI 95%) of 100% (54.1-100%) 

and 66.7% (22.3-95.7%), respectively, and specificity (CI 95%) consistently at 100% (2.5-100%) 

(Table 14). The sensitivity (CI 95%) and specificity (CI 95%) to identify all poor quality samples 

                                                 

 
15 Borosilicate glass. Insufficient genuine parenteral artesunate vials were available for testing and therefore 

replacement vials were used. 
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(n=12) through a replacement glass vial were 83.3% (51.6-97.9%) and 100% (2.5-100%), 

respectively. 

We did not test the ability of the device to check the authenticity of the accompanying 5% 

sodium bicarbonate vial required for reconstituting the artesunate for injection. 

Table 14. Performance of the MicroPHAZIR RX by API and by type of samples tested 

(0%/wrong API samples vs 50%/80% API) in the laboratory evaluation phase.  

The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with 

no or with wrong APIs, consistent with the ability of the device as stated by the 

manufacturer/developer) 

  In comparison to simulated and field-collected genuine medicines (n=22) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=47) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=36) 

All poor quality samples 

(N=83) 

  
Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, not through 

packaging (n=105) 
100 (92.5-100) 100 (84.6-100) 50 (32.9-67.1) 78.3 (67.9-86.6) 

Antimalarials (n=37) 100 (84.6-100) 100 (29.2-100) 50 (21.1-78.9) 82.4 (65.5-93.2) 

AL (n=24) 100 (79.4-100) 100 (15.8-100) 50 (11.8-88.2) 86.4 (65.1-97.1) 

ART (n=0)* N/A N/A N/A N/A 

DHAP (n=13) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 50 (11.8-88.2) 75 (42.8-94.5) 

Antibiotics (n=68) 100 (86.3-100) 100 (82.4-100) 50 (29.1-70.9) 75.5 (61.1-86.7) 

ACA (n=15) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (29.2-100) 50 (11.8-88.2) 75 (42.8-94.5) 

AZITH (n=16) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (39.8-100) 50 (11.8-88.2) 75 (42.8-94.5) 

OFLO (n=19) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (59-100) 50 (11.8-88.2) 75 (42.8-94.5) 

SMTM (n=18) 100 (59-100) 100 (47.8-100) 50 (11.8-88.2) 76.9 (46.2-95) 

  In comparison to simulated and field-collected genuine medicines (n=3) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=10) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=0) 

All poor quality samples 

(N=10) 

 Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, through medicine 

packaging (n=13)** 
100 (69.2-100) 100 (29.2-100) N/A N/A 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=1) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=6) 
50% and 80% 

API samples (n=6) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=12) 

 Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Specificity (95% CI) 

Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total through 

replacement packaging 

(n=13)*** 

100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 66.7 (22.3-95.7) 83.3 (51.6-97.9) 

*Not applicable - powder cannot be tested with the device - ART samples were thus scanned through packaging ; **Packaging 

available with medicine (blister or glass vial for one field collected ART sample) ; *** Insufficient genuine parenteral artesunate 

vials were available for testing and therefore borosilicate replacement vials were used. 
 

 

The MicroPHAZIR RX correctly classified all the following SM samples: excipient only 

(n=21), wrong API (n=21), and 50% API concentration (n=21). For the 80% API concentration SM 
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samples, only 1 of the 20 samples was correctly classified as being poor quality. All the simulated 

and field-collected genuine samples were identified correctly. All of the falsified field collected 

medicines were also correctly identified as being poor quality. Overall, slightly reduced API 

concentrations were not well distinguished by the instrument. However, the ability to detect such 

samples is not a stated claimed ability of the MicroPHAZIR RX with the current spectral processing 

algorithms. 

Although the MicroPhazir RX has a built-in barcode scanner that can be used by the operator 

to correctly select the appropriate reference library, it was not utilized. None of the primary packaging 

of the samples tested in our study had barcodes to present. 

Overall, 79 scans of a total of 57 samples16 were performed with the device during four 

inspections of the pharmacy by four medicine inspectors (Table 15). 

  

                                                 

 
16 A ‘sample’ here is defined as a single dosage unit from a unique blister stocked in the evaluation pharmacy. A ‘scan’ 

refers to a single result returned by the device on one sample. if this is consistent across the report, suggest to add these 

for the definitions at the report beginning 
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Table 15. Main errors made by the four inspectors during the evaluation pharmacy 

inspections with the MicroPHAZIR RX. All brands of medicines tested, including samples from 

brands subsequently found to have reference library spectra obtained from poor quality reference 

samples (as per UPLC analyses). Numbers in red are highlighted to indicate a ‘wrong’ classification 

by device and/or user. 

API 

Total of 

samples 

tested 

Total scans 

performed 

Samples 

tested using 

wrong 

method 

Scans  

performed 

using wrong 

methoda 

ACA 7 12 1 2 

ART 7 9  0 0 

DHAP 7 9  0 0 

AL 8 13  1 1 

OFLO 9 12 0 0 

SMTM 8 10 0 0 

AZITH 10 14  1 2 

Total 57 79 3 5 
 

a ‘wrong method’ refers to the inspector either failing to put the sample in the device before 

testing, or selecting the wrong reference library (see text below) 

 

Table 16. Performance of the MicroPHAZIR RX during evaluation pharmacy inspections by 

three inspectors. Results for samples from brands subsequently found to have reference library 

spectra obtained from poor quality reference samples (as per UPLC analyses) are not presented, and 

results from one inspection (10 samples, 10 scans) are removed because of concerns over the 

reference library uploaded to the device. Numbers in red are highlighted to indicate a ‘wrong’ 

classification by device and/or user. 

Scans performed against correct 

reference library 

Inspector classification of 

samples b 

Samples wrongly 

categorisedc-user 

interpretation error 

API TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP  

ACA 7 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 

ART 7 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 

DHAP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AL 4 0 0 6 3 0 0 3 0 

OFLO 9 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 

SMTM 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

AZITH 10 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 

Total 40 0 0 6 30 0 0 3 0 
 

TN: true negative; TP: true positive; FN: false negative; FP: false positive 
aWe believe that an error occurred during the editing of the reference library of the device by the inspectors (in order to update the 

sample names in the library), leading to increased number of errors from the device during one of four inspections. Consequently, 

we excluded these inspection results from this table 
bSample classification as recorded by the inspector on the record sheet, regardless of reference library used 
cTotal number of samples wrongly classified (=FP + FN) over all four inspections 
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Five of 51 (9.8%) scans performed by the three inspectors using a genuine reference library 

were performed using the wrong method (see Table 15). All of these mistakes were made by the 

same inspector, who had received rudimentary training. Of these five, two were performed against 

the wrong reference library entry: the correct brand and API were selected, but the inspector selected 

the reference library spectrum recorded ‘through packaging’ rather than ‘not through packaging’. The 

inspector recognised the mistake and did not record these scan results. The remaining three scans 

made in error were from failing to insert the sample before running the test. Apart from these, no 

other user mistakes were noted by observers during inspections or sample set testing with the device. 

The ability of the user with rudimentary training to recognise a wrong result due to operating error 

and self-correct to improve accuracy suggests that the device is relatively easy-to-use, even with a 

minimal level of training, hence improving its reliability in a field-setting.  

Results from testing of three sample sets (SMTM, OFLO, and AL) are reported in Table 1717. 

The MicroPHAZIR RX correctly categorised as failed the 50% API samples of both OFLO and 

SMTM in all four tests. There were 2 device errors (2 FP on one sample of OFLO) over a total of 31 

scans (6.4%), leading to 1 genuine sample being wrongly selected as suspicious by one inspector out 

of 16 samples tested (6.3%).  

  

                                                 

 
17 One further test of the SMTM sample set is not reported due to the poor quality reference library used in this 

inspection. 
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Table 17. Results from sample set testing - MicroPHAZIR RX (SMTM, OFLO, and AL 

sample sets, each tested once by one inspector)a. Results for brands found to have reference 

library spectra recorded from poor quality samples, as per UPLC analyses, are not presented. 

Numbers in red are highlighted to indicate a ‘wrong’ classification by device and/or user. 

API 
Device (scans) User classification (sample)b Device 

error 

User 

error TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP 

AL 6 0 0 9 3 0 0 3 0 0 

OFLO 3 0 2 4 3 0 1 2 1 0 

SMTMc 1 0 0 6 1 0 0 3 0 0 

Subtotal 10 0 2 19 7 0 1 8 1 0 

Total 31 16 2 0 
 

a We believe that an error occurred during the editing of the reference library of the device by the investigators (in order to update the 

sample names in the library), leading to increased number of errors from the device during one of four inspections. Consequently, we 

excluded this sample set testing results from the present table 
b sample classification as recorded by the inspector on the record sheet, regardless of reference library used 
c Results from two genuine samples have been removed due to the poor quality of the samples used to create the reference library for this 

brand 
d total number of samples wrongly classified (=FP + FN) over all four inspections 
 

 

Discounting the tests for which there may have been a problem with the reference libraries, 

15 of 16 (94%) samples in sample set testing were classified correctly. Pairwise-comparison over all 

devices using mixed effects model (with device as the main factor, adjusting on training and sample, 

and clustering by inspector, Table 54) suggest this is significantly better than the PADs (p=0.027) 

but not significantly different to any other device. 

Although training (in both rudimentary and intensive sessions) was given in use of the sample 

holder (calibration holder modified by laboratory team for small tablets to prevent from ambient light 

interferences), none of the inspectors chose to use this during either the evaluation pharmacy 

inspections or the sample set testing, possibly contributing to some of the observed device errors18, 

particularly with the simulated medicines in the sample sets (the simulated medicines tablets are 

small, and ambient light can easily interfere with the collected spectra). Artesunate was tested inside 

the glass vial by all inspectors, with the MicroPHAZIR RX returning the correct result in all 9 tests. 

                                                 

 
18 Refers to an inherent error from the device (i.e. with no noticeable user error) 
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Median time per sample for sample set testing was 2 minutes 14 sec (Table 56), making the 

MicroPHAZIR RX one of the fastest devices per scan, slightly [but significantly (p<0.001)] slower 

than the NIRScan, but significantly faster than all the other devices (p < 0.001) (Table 56). Median 

total time spent in the evaluation pharmacy with the MicroPHAZIR RX was 50 min 6 sec, 

significantly longer when compared to the initial inspection without device (p=0.0269).  

Due to the relatively fast speed of analysis, one inspector felt able to perform multiple tests 

on the same sample, even when a ‘pass’ result was obtained in the first test, giving greater him/her 

confidence in the device results.  

Expert chemist 

The MicroPHAZIR RX is comfortable to hold in one hand, despite its heavy weight, due to 

the device’s pistol grip design. The instrument is operated by buttons located below the LCD screen 

which can be somewhat cumbersome and time consuming when first using the device. The user 

interface is simple to understand and use, although some training is required to find functions such as 

generating new filenames or syncing the device to a computer. The MicroPHAZIR RX has a large 

sampling window of 11.5 mm diameter and tablets can be smaller than that window which can allow 

ambient light from entering the detector, which may cause problems during analysis. Initial 

instrument set-up with the computer was straightforward, which includes downloading and uploading 

‘signatures’ (manufacturer specific term for spectra used to generate reference libraries), libraries, 

and experimental data.  

The most difficult aspect was the processing of signatures to generate libraries. We did not 

find uploading the signatures to the desired library to be straightforward. In addition, editing 

signatures libraries after building them seemed not to be possible unless the user starts with re-
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uploading the same signatures. The library generation software does allow for a large amount of 

algorithmic customizability for spectral processing, potentially enhancing analysis. However, we 

believe that only experts should be performing this and do not expect that this would be needed for 

routine inspection work. 

 

Medicine inspectors 

 

Immediately after inspection with the MicroPHAZIR RX, all of the inspectors felt that the 

MicroPHAZIR RX was a reliable, precise device, returning comprehensive results which gave 

confidence in the quality of a sample and provided very useful further information on the potential 

identity of suspicious samples. There were minor comments on its usability: two inspectors 

commented on the long calibration time, which they felt might hinder its use in routine inspections; 

another commented that the buttons were quite hard to press, making it harder to use than some of 

the other devices. The sample window indicator, which shows the inspector whether the sample is 

sufficiently covered by the sample window to produce a reliable result when sampling, was cited as 

a helpful additional feature, giving the inspector additional confidence in their sampling technique. 

The ability of the device to test through packaging was also felt by the inspectors to increase its 

usefulness on the field. 

During the focus group discussions, although the device was often described as easy to use, 

comfortable and fast enough to scan samples, some drawbacks were mentioned. One inspector 

mentioned the long time to perform the set-up and calibration as a barrier for routine inspection in 

the pharmacy. When asking about what they did not like, three inspectors agreed that the device is 

heavy and hard to carry.  

One inspector mentioned that the device froze during the drug inspection and all the records 

made in the pharmacy were lost, which made her think that the device would waste her time.  
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Because the difficulty to navigate with the current buttons was mentioned, suggestions for 

improvement of the device focused on the device design. Improvement of the navigating system (e.g. 

a touch screen system) and of the portability were mentioned.  

“It takes times to type each letter and when we used the device for long time" 

One inspector stated to dislike the handle of the device and would rather have a stationary 

device. 

“I would change the design, it would be likely no handle part but just use the device 

stationary (lay device on a surface), reduce the weight of device and smaller size, typing button 

should be easier to type” 
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The operational costs of the MicroPHAZIR RX in the Laos context were estimated to be US$ 

48,753 for purchase and maintenance costs, and US$0.04 for the recurrent costs per sample (Table 

18 and Table 19).  

With the willingness to pay threshold of Laos GDP per capita, implementing the inspection 

with MicroPHAZIR RX and 1-sample strategy is cost-effective in both high prevalence scenario19 

and lower prevalence scenario20 (Table 19). For the high prevalence scenario, using MicroPHAZIR 

RX was estimated to be cost-effective with US$ 946 per DALY averted (US$ 736,229 with 778 

DALYs averted). For the lower prevalence scenario, implementing the MicroPHAZIR RX compared 

with visual inspections was also cost-effective with US$ 1,987 per DALY averted (US$ 552,214 with 

278 DALYs averted). 

Table 18. Fixed costs of the drug inspection with MicroPHAZIR RX (US$) in the Laos setting, 

2017 

MicroPHAZIR RX 

Capital cost  

- Initial cost for a device (with 5-year lifetime) 47,500 

Subsequent cost  

- Replacement cost of the battery (over 5 

years) 
506 

- Light bulb  300 

 - Other material, solvent, and maintenance  300 

Shipping Cost 147 

Total cost of device over 5 years 48,753 

Unit cost of test per sample 0.04 

 
 

  

                                                 

 
19 Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 
20 Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 
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Table 19. High and Lower prevalence scenario - comparison of MicroPHAZIR RX 

implementation with visual drug inspection (1-sample strategy) 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX 

Incremental Cost 

(US$) 

Disability adjusted life 

years (DALY) 

averted* 

Incremental cost-

effectiveness ratio (ICER)** 

High prevalence 

scenario*** 

 736,229   778   946  

Lower prevalence 

scenario*** 

 552,214   278  1,987  

*A commonly used measure of burden associated with a health condition encapsulating life year lost and life years lived 

with disability. An intervention addressing this condition will often be assessed in the number of DALYs it averts. Averting 

1 DALY is equivalent to gaining one year of life for an individual at full health. 

** The additional costs per unit of outcome attained with the introduction of a new intervention as compared with current 

practice. For example, an ICER of $500 per DALY averted means that giving a patient 1 additional year at full health will 

cost an extra US$500. 

***High prevalence scenario:20% substandard, 20% falsified medicines; Lower prevalence scenario: 10% substandard, 

5% falsified medicines 
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*The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong APIs, consistent 

with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer 

 Main results Comments/suggestions 

Laboratory 

evaluation 

 Sensitivitya Specificitya    
0% and wrong API 100% (92.5-100%) 

100 (84.6-100) 
Developing API-specific algorithms could 

improve device performance to identify 

poor quality medicines with low API 

50% and 80% APIb 50.0% (32.9-67.1%) 

All poor quality 

samples 
78.3% (67.9-86.6%) 

Strengths 

-High accuracy to identify samples with no or wrong API 

-Good performance through packaging for 0% and wrong API identification 

-Good sensitivity to identify 50% API samplesb 

Limits 

- Low sensitivity to identify 80% API samples 

Algorithm for detecting reduced API 

samples could potentially improve low API 

samples detection 

Field 

evaluation  

Main results - drug inspection 
-Median (range): 

N° of samples tested: 11 (8-15) 

N° samples wrongly categorized: 0 (0-0) 

-Time spent in pharmacy: 37 min 8 s 

Main results - sample sets testing 

Median total time per sample: 2 min 14 s 

 

 

User errors 

-Selection of the wrong reference library entry 

Errors made by inspector with rudimentary 

training; self-correction of user errors has 

been observed; Importance of user training 

to select formulation-specific reference 

library entries 

Cost-

effectiveness 

analysis 

Cost of device (initial and recurrent over 5 years) US$ 48,753 

Cost per sample (reagent and consumable material) US$ 0.04 

ICER in a high prevalence scenarioc  baseline: US$ 946 

More effective with higher costs compared with visual inspections in high 

prevalence scenario. Cost-effective in high prevalence scenario.  

ICER in a lower prevalence scenariod baseline: US$ 1,987 

More effective with higher costs compared with visual inspections in 

lower prevalence scenario. Cost-effective in lower prevalence scenario. 

 

User 

satisfaction 

Plus: Easy to use for end user; trustworthy results to medicine inspectors; 

Averaging spectra for reference library creation possible to take into 

account variability between batches or within batches; Barcode reader to 

1/enhance traceability 2/reduce analysis time spent entering sample details; 

Initial instrument set-up straightforward; Sample window indicator helpful 

and provides additional confidence in results; Does not destroy sample; 

Computer not needed 

 

Minus: Reference library creation needed; heavy device; Buttons hard to 

press; Calibration and set-up of the device relatively prolonged; Need to 

select reference library prior to analysing - subject to user errors; Small 

tablets hard to scan; Processing of reference libraries creation and updating 

not straightforward 

 

Comparative 

evaluation 

-No significant differences of sensitivity compared to other devices to 

identify 0% and wrong API samples and higher specificity than the C-Vue 

- Faster total time per sample compared to other devices except the 

NIRScan (longer time per sample than the NIRScan) 

 

a  Sensitivity and specificity for quality assessment of the dosage unit not through the packaging 
b Algorithms should be developed on an API basis to enhance detection of lower API samples (this was not performed in the present study, therefore 

these results should be interpreted with caution) 
c High prevalence scenario: Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 
d Lower prevalence scenario:  Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 

API, Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient; DALY, Disability Adjusted Life Year; ICER, Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio 
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MINILAB 
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21 According to the device manufacturer, the Minilab should contain protocols and equipment for testing a total of 100 API in 2019 

(10 more API to be added to the current kit) 
22 According to the developers, a third component, a quick check on tablet and capsule mass to see variations and deficiencies in 

weight indicating poor and non-uniform dosing using an electronic pocket balance will be made available to a future model of the kit. 
23 According to the device manufacturer 
24 The costs reported here do not include VAT 

Manufacturer/D

eveloper 

Global Pharma Health Fund E.V. 

https://www.gphf.org/en/minilab/ 

Technology 

overview 

The Minilab kit comes in a case with all the equipment necessary to conduct experiments to test the quality 

of 90 different APIs21. After an extraction and a series of dilutions unique to each API, the diluted sample is 

spotted onto a TLC plate, alongside 2 reference standard solutions. The TLC plate base is submerged in a 

few millimetres of the mobile phase liquid. After the TLC plate has been developed, the plate is subjected to 

API specific detection methods including ultraviolet light detection and chemical staining (iodine, sulfuric 

acid, and ninhydrin). Pass/fail results are based upon the travel distance (retention factor), size and intensity 

of the sample spots compared to the reference standards. A second component to the Minilab is disintegration 

testing (not evaluated in the current study), in which a sample is placed into a standardized solution and the 

time taken to disintegrate/dissolve is measured. Deviations in the time of tablet and capsule disintegration 

can reveal a potential poor quality medicine.22 

The device can operate in the field without a computer. 

Samples are destroyed in the analysis  

APIs tested All seven APIs/combination of APIs 

Specifications Dimensions: 52 cm (H) x 83  cm (W) x 29 cm (D) 

Weight: 25 kg 

Power source: 4 AA Batteries for each UV light source 

Usable life: Minimum 5 years for reagents and solvents in their original packaging; Approximately 2 years 

for authentic secondary reference standards. May be shorter for antiretrovirals.23;  Starter kit chemicals: 

capacity sufficient for approximately 1000 TLC runs 

Cost24 Capital  cost 
• Minilab TLC Test Kit unit: ~US$ 2,510 

TLC Test Kit unit includes Manual Caliper, Laboratory glass, Thermometer, Spatula and Pestle, Scissors, 

Blade/Scalpel, Aluminum foil, Funnel, Straight pipette, Hot plate, Test-tube rack, UV-hand lamp and 

Battery, TLC Dipping Chamber, etc. 

• Reference standard: ~US$ 270 (for a set of 12 antimalarials) 

Recurring costs 

• Required solvents and consumable material: ~US$ 6.96 per run 
Reference 

library 

considerations 

Preparing the reference standard solutions requires a stock of genuine medicines for every API. Good storage 

practices and routine stock checks are necessary to ensure the quality of these reference samples. The 

protocol states to use the entire medicine for preparation. This produces enough reference solution for 

hundreds of experiments, but the reference solution cannot be used for longer than 2 days as the APIs are 

more prone to degradation in solution. In the laboratory phase of the study, UPLC-confirmed genuine 

medicines were used for reference sample preparation.   
Calibration 

considerations 

None 

Considerations 

for the present 

study 

The thin layer chromatography (TLC) portion of the Global Pharma Health Fund Minilab was evaluated. 

Due to issues with shipment to the laboratory in Georgia Tech, USA, the kit was not supplied with reference 

samples and chemicals. Reference samples were derived from medicines in the investigators stockpile that 

were confirmed by UPLC to be genuine and the chemicals were sourced from distributors. Due to the 

timeframe of the present study and the difficulties encountered by Georgia Tech in shipping reagents to Laos, 

Minilabs owned by the Lao FDQCC and the University of Health Sciences were used in the field evaluation. 

Not formulation-specific device 

Testing abilities Verifies label claims on drug identity and content and detects counterfeit medicines containing the wrong, 

much too high, much too low or zero levels of active ingredients.7 Because TLC experiments of the 

samples tested are run together with 80% and 100% API reference standard solutions, the Minilab TLC 

methods allow a range of 80 to 100 % API as lower and higher acceptable limits. 
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As the device is not claimed by the manufacturer to be able to detect 80% API substandard 

medicines, the key results in Table 20 are the performance to identify 0%API and wrong API 

samples. 

The Minilab showed sensitivity (CI 95%) of 100% (93.3-100%) for the identification of 0% 

API and wrong API samples, and of 59.5% (43.3-74.4%) for the identification of 50% and 80% API 

samples, with specificity (CI 95%) of 100% (85.8-100%). For all poor quality samples (n=95), 

sensitivity was 82.1% (72.9-89.2%) (Table 20).  

We did not test the ability of devices to check the authenticity of the accompanying 5% sodium 

bicarbonate vial required for reconstituting the artesunate for injection. 

Table 20. Performance of the Minilab by API and by type of samples tested (0%/wrong API 

samples vs 50%/80% API) in laboratory evaluation phase. The sensitivities in red show the 

performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong APIs, consistent 

with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer/developer) 

 In comparison to genuine medicines (n=24) 

 0% API and wrong API samples (n=53) 50% and 80% API 

samples (n=42) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=95) 

 Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 

Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, not through 

packaging (n=119) 

100 (93.3-100) 100 (85.8-100) 59.5 (43.3-74.4) 82.1 (72.9-89.2) 

Antimalarials (n=51) 100 (87.7-100) 100 (47.8-100) 66.7 (41.0-86.7) 87 (73.7-95.1) 

AL (n=24)* 100 (79.4-100) 100 (15.8-100) 66.7 (22.3-95.7) 90.9 (70.8-98.9) 

ART (n=14)* 100 (54.1-100) 100 (15.8-100) 83.3 (35.9-99.6) 91.7 (61.5-99.8) 

DHAP (n=13)* 100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 50 (11.8-88.2) 75 (42.8-94.5) 

Antibiotics (n=68) 100 (86.3-100) 100 (82.4-100) 54.2 (32.8-74.4) 77.6 (63.4-88.2) 

ACA (n=15) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (29.2-100) 83.3 (35.9-99.6) 91.7 (61.5-99.8) 

AZITH (n=16) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (39.8-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 66.7 (34.9-90.1) 

OFLO (n=19) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (59-100) 50 (11.8-88.2) 75 (42.8-94.5) 

SMTM (n=18) 100 (59.0-100) 100 (47.8-100) 50 (11.8-88.2) 76.9 (46.2-95) 

 

  Overall the Minilab was able to distinguish all the simulated and field collected 0% and 

wrong API samples as poor quality medicines. For the simulated medicines at 50% the correct API 

concentration, only 1 of the 21 samples (AZITH with lactose) was not correctly identified as being 
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poor quality. A majority (76.2%) of simulated 80% API samples were misclassified as being genuine 

except for 2 of the 3 ACA samples, 2 of the 3 ART samples and 1 of the 3 AL samples. All the 

simulated and field-collected genuine samples were identified correctly. All the falsified field 

collected medicines were also correctly identified as being poor quality. Overall, slightly but 

significantly reduced API concentrations are not well distinguished by the device.  

Of the evaluation pharmacy samples tested (40 genuine and three falsified medicines), all 

were correctly categorised by the Minilab (TLC and disintegration) (Supplementary Annex 16). 

Overall, median (range) total time per sample processing in sample set testing was 34 minutes 

23 seconds (25 min 40 sec – 90 min 8 sec), significantly higher than any of the other devices tested 

(p < 0.001). All the phases (sampling, analysing, interpreting/recording) took significantly longer 

compared to other devices (Annex 9). It should be noted that the technicians ran several samples 

concurrently on the same TLC plate, so the total time to complete the different samples tests allowed 

us to only calculate an estimate of the total time per sample. However, there is significant sample 

preparation required for each sample, including preparation of two reference sample solutions, as well 

as time for the development of the TLC, inevitably contributing to the much longer total time per 

sample.  

It should be noted that there was significant variation in the time taken to test samples for the 

Minilab among the three FDQCC technicians, which was consistent with user experience and 

familiarity with the device. Though all FDQCC technicians have received official training and are 

actively involved in delivering training in use of the Minilab to provincial staff, the observers noticed 

significant differences in self-confidence between users. For example, one technician conversed with 

observers during testing (despite instructions not to) and appeared to lack confidence in testing 
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technique, repeatedly re-checking written protocols and also with colleagues in the laboratory at 

various stages of the testing process.  

In sample set testing, all genuine medicines and 0% API/wrong API samples (n=3) were 

correctly identified (Table 21). All 50% API (n=2) samples tested were incorrectly identified as 

genuine (false negative), consistent with other studies which show reduced sensitivity of the Minilab 

for testing non-extreme deviations from the stated content.  

Table 21. Results from Minilab testing of sample sets conducted by 3 FDQCC Lao 

technicians. Numbers in red are highlighted to indicate a ‘wrong’ classification by device and/or 

user. 

 Testsa Samplesb 

API TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP 

AL 6 0 0 6 3 0 0 3 

SMTM 6 2 0 4 3 1 0 2 

OFLO 8 2 0 2 4 1 0 1 

Total 20 4 0 12 10 2 0 6 
 

aResults of all separate TLC tests run (i.e.. equivalent to one lane on a TLC plate) 
bOverall sample classification by Lao technician 

FDQCC, Food and Drug Quality Control Center 

Expert chemist 

 

 The TLC portion of the Minilab is a comprehensive chemistry kit that includes all the 

equipment necessary to evaluate the quality of medicines. High throughput analyses can be 

challenging if a wide variety of active ingredients need to be analyzed since many of the extraction, 

dilution, and TLC development solutions vary significantly from one API to another. Protocols for 

sample preparation and analysis were well described, illustrated and detailed through every step of 

the experimental process. Visual variations between the 100% and 80% reference samples can be 

difficult to see, primarily after sulfuric acid staining of the TLC plate. However, this did not prevent 

the test from distinguishing very poor quality substandard and falsified medicines from the genuine 
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ones. Safety must be taken into greater consideration since concentrated acetic acid, hydrochloric 

acid and sulfuric acid are utilized in the experiments.  

 

Medicine inspectors 

  

As the inspectors did not evaluate the MiniLab, this section is not included. 

 

 

 

As Minilab was not used in outlets, this device was not included in the cost-effectiveness 

analysis.  
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Note: The Minilab field evaluation analyses were conducted by three laboratory technicians from the Food and 

Drug Quality Control Center familiar with use of the Minilab (they had received formal training and are 

involved in training provincial inspectors in the use of the Minilab) 

 
*The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong 

APIs, consistent with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer 

 

 Main results Comments/suggestions  

Laboratory 

evaluation 

 Sensitivitya Specificitya    

0% and wrong API 100 (93.3-100) 

100 (85.8-100)  
50% and 80% APIb 59.5 (43.3-74.4) 

All poor quality 

samples 
82.1 (72.9-89.2) 

Limits 

-Most 80% API samples incorrectly identified as genuine 
 

Strengths: 

-High accuracy to identify samples with no or wrong API 

-Good sensitivity to identify 50% API samples 

-Only three 80%API samples correctly identified as failingb 

Field 

evaluation  

Main results 

-Median total time per sample: 34 min 23 sec 

-All evaluation pharmacy samples tested were correctly identified 

-In Sample set testing the two 50% API samples were incorrectly 

identified as genuine 

 

 

User 

satisfaction 

Plus: All equipment necessary provided; Well described, detailed and 

illustrated protocols; Mains electricity not required 
 

Minus: Safety hazards and waste due to chemical waste; Destroys 

sample; large and heavy; sample testing takes a relatively long time. 

Several samples of the 

same API can be run 

simultaneously 

Comparative 

evaluation 

-No significant differences in sensitivity compared to other devices to 

identify 0% and wrong API samples. Higher specificity than the C-Vue 

-Longest total time per sample compared to other devices 

Several samples of the 

same API can be run 

simultaneously 
a Sensitivity and specificity for quality assessment of the dosage unit not through the packaging 
b Because TLC experiments of the samples tested are run together with 80% and 100% API reference standard solutions, the 

Minilab TLC methods allow a range of 80 to 100 % as lower and higher acceptable limit. These results should be thus 

interpreted with caution. 
c High prevalence scenario: Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 
d Lower prevalence scenario:  Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 

API, Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient; AZITH, Azithromycin; FN, False negative; FP, false positive; SS, Sample set; TP, true 

positive 
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NEOSPECTRA 2.5 
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25 According to the device manufacturer 
26 The costs reported here do not include VAT 
27 A new model, the Neospectra 2.5 Micro (a lower cost module) has been made available during the course of the current work, but 

it has not been tested in this study 

Manufacturer/ 

Developer 

Si-Ware  Systems 

http://www.si-ware.com/Neospectra 2.5/ 

Technology 

overview 

The Neospectra 2.5 is a near infrared modular instrument that can be set-up to the user’s specifications using either 

components supplied by the manufacturer or components sourced from third parties. The component that Si-ware 

manufactures contains a Michelson interferometer (an optical module needed to deconvolute the infrared signal) 

and a detector. The other components necessary and provided by Si-Ware for this study were the following: a light 

source with a high intensity dongle, a white reflective tile, a Thor Lab fibre optic probe holder, and a Thor Labs 

fibre optical cable and sampling probe. Utilizing these components, it is possible to test tablets outside and within 

their blisters. All the components provided connect to each other with a simple twist lock connection. The 

Neospectra 2.5 connects to a computer via a USB cable. The computer acts as the software user interface and 

command module for the detector. 

The device cannot operate in the field without a computer. Samples are not destroyed during analysis.  

APIs tested All seven APIs/combination of APIs 

Specifications Dimensions: Neospectra 2.5 unit: 7.9 cm (H) x  5 cm (W) x 2.5 cm (D) ; Light Source : 15cm (H) x 7.8cm (W) x 

3.7cm (D) ; Fiber Optic Cable and Probe 0.6 cm (Ø) x 1 m (L) 

Weight: Neospectra 2.5 = 125 g;  Light Source = 900 g; Fiber Optic Cable = 100 g; White Reflective Tile = 27.3 

g; Probe Holder = 117 g 

Spectral range : 1350 – 2500 nm 

 Power source: USB connection for the Neospectra 2.5 unit only. Light source and computer powered from mains 

electricity 

Internal File Storage Size: Master computer dependent 

Library/Data File Size: Library N/A; Data file size about 13 kB 

 Usable life: 10 years (Neospectra 2.5 unit)25 

Cost26 Capital cost (sourcing parts individually)27 

 Neospectra 2.5 Unit: ~US$ 3,000 

 Light Source (Avantes AVALIGHT-HAL-MINI): ~US$ 1,030 

 White Reference Tile (Avantes): ~US$ 310 

 Fiberoptic Cable and Probe (Thor Labs FG550LEC-YCABLE-SP)US$ 1261 

 Probe Holder (Thor Labs RPH): ~US$ 67.83 

 Computer laptop: ~US$ 500 

Recurring costs 

 No significant cost per run  

Reference 

library 

considerations 

As sold, the software for the Neospectra 2.5 does not contain library function capabilities. However, SI-ware 

offers a software kit to help interface the module with third party or user generated software/code. Thus, one could 

create custom library software specifically designed for medicine quality analysis.     

Calibration 

considerations 

Prior to analysis, a background scan of the white reference tile must be taken. A wavenumber correction function is 

also available if there is deviation in the wavenumber and can be done internally automatically or with an external 

reference sample.   

Method 

adaptation for 

the present 

study 

The sampling probe was set-up with a clamp so that sampling window was parallel to the table. Tablets could then 

be placed and kept on the probe window without the user having to hold the probe, thus minimising variance due to 

probe movement. Due to the lack of a library comparison software function, the experimental spectra were visually 

compared to reference spectra by overlaying the experimental and reference spectra in the same computer window. 

To minimize bias, the first investigator conducted the experiments and a second investigator was blinded and 

evaluated these data.  Formulation-specific device. 

Testing 

abilities 

Falsified medicines screening potentially possible for all medicines. With additional analytical software, the 

instrument should be able to detect significant changes in the concentrations of the active ingredient. Algorithms 

should be developed on an API basis to enhance detection. 

Able to test through transparent blisters and glass vials. 
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As the device is not claimed by the manufacturer to be able to detect substandard medicines 

with the spectral processing algorithms used in this study, the key result in Table 22 is for the 

accuracy of detection of 0%API and wrong API samples. 

Including both simulated and field-collected samples, 105 samples were tested after removal 

from their packaging with the Neospectra 2.5, 13 could also be tested through their medicines 

packaging and 13 through a replacement packaging. 

The Neospectra 2.5 showed sensitivity (CI 95%) of 100% (92.5-100%) for the correct 

identification of tablets taken from their packaging with 0%API and wrong API, and of 5.6% (0.7-

18.7%) for the identification of 50% and 80% API samples, with specificity (CI 95%) of 100% (84.6-

100%). For all poor quality samples (n=83), sensitivity was 59% (47.7-69.7%) by scanning the tablet 

samples directly (Table 22).  

Sensitivity (CI 95%) and specificity (CI 95%) of analysis of tablets through the packaging (13 

field collected samples, including one intravenous/intramuscular artesunate genuine sample in a glass 

vial) were 100% (69.2-100%) and 100% (29.2-100%), respectively, for 0%API and wrong API 

samples. No field-collected substandard medicines were available for scanning through the 

packaging. 

Simulated 0%API and wrong API (n=6), and 50% and 80% artesunate samples (n=6) scanned 

through a replacement glass vial28 were identified with sensitivity (CI 95%) of 100% (54.1-100%) 

and 50.0% (11.8-88.2%), respectively, and specificity (CI 95%) of 100% (2.5-100%). The sensitivity 

(CI 95%) to identify all poor quality samples (n=12) through a replacement glass vial was 75.0% 

(42.8-94.5%) (Table 22). 

                                                 

 
28 Borosilicate glass. Insufficient genuine parenteral artesunate vials were available for testing and therefore borosilicate 

replacement vials were used. 
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We did not test the ability of devices to check the authenticity of the accompanying 5% sodium 

bicarbonate vial required for reconstituting the artesunate for injection. 

Table 22. Performance of the Neospectra 2.5 by API and by type of samples tested (0%/wrong 

API samples vs 50%/80% API) in laboratory evaluation phase. The sensitivities in red show the 

performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong APIs, consistent 

with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer/developer) 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=22) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=47) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=36) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=83) 

  
Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Specificity (95% CI) 

Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 

Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 

Total, not through 

packaging (n=105) 
100 (92.5-100) 100 (84.6-100) 5.6 (0.7-18.7) 59 (47.7-69.7) 

Antimalarials (n=37) 100 (84.6-100) 100 (29.2-100) 16.7 (2.1-48.4) 70.6 (52.5-84.9) 

AL (n=24) 100 (79.4-100) 100 (15.8-100) 0 (0-45.9) 72.7 (49.8-89.3) 

ART (n=0)* N/A N/A N/A N/A 

DHAP (n=13) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 66.7 (34.9-90.1) 

Antibiotics (n=68) 100 (86.3-100) 100 (82.4-100) 0 (0-14.2) 51 (36.3-65.6) 

ACA (n=15) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (29.2-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

AZITH (n=16) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (39.8-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

OFLO (n=19) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (59-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

SMTM (n=18) 100 (59-100) 100 (47.8-100) 0 (0-45.9) 53.8 (25.1-80.8) 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=3) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=10) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=0) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=10) 

 Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Specificity (95% CI) 

Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 

Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 

Total, through 

packaging** (n=13) 
100 (69.2-100) 100 (29.2-100) N/A 100 (69.2-100) 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=1) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=6) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=6) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=12) 

 Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Specificity (95% CI) 

Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 

Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 

Total through 

replacement 

packaging*** (n=13) 

100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 50.0 (11.8-88.2) 75.0 (42.8-94.5) 

*Not applicable - powder cannot be tested with the device - ART samples were thus scanned through packaging ; **Packaging 

available with medicine (blister or glass vial for one field collected ART sample) ; *** Insufficient genuine parenteral artesunate 

vials were available for testing and therefore borosilicate replacement vials were used. 

 

 For all the 0% and wrong API simulated samples, the data analyst observed differences in the 

spectra between the reference and the experimental samples which raised suspicion of the sample in 
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question being of poor quality. The 80% and 50% API sample spectra were visually indistinguishable 

from the reference spectra, except for all the 50% API simulated ART samples (3/3) and 2 out of the 

3 of the 50% API simulated DHAP samples. All the field-gathered genuine sample spectra were 

consistent with the reference spectra collected. All the field-gathered falsified samples had visual 

spectral anomalies that rendered the samples suspicious. 

 The primary reason for poor substandard medicine detection is due to the need for visually 

inspecting spectra instead of using algorithms to examine differences computationally as is done by 

most spectral instruments. NIR spectra typically does not have many distinctive and sharp features, 

unlike Mid-IR and Raman, which makes visual analysis difficult.  

The Neospectra 2.5 was not selected for the field study due to the need for software 

development to achieve library comparative function capabilities. Although experimentally collected 

spectra could be visually inspected by the user and compared to reference spectra, this technique was 

relatively time consuming and is subject to significant bias relative to the other techniques in the 

study. Portability was also a concern because of the different power sources that were required for 

the device. The light source used for this evaluation was powered from the mains, while the 

Neospectra 2.5 unit itself was powered by a USB connection from the detector to the control 

computer.   

Expert chemist 

 

The Neospectra 2.5 offers a highly modular detection unit that can be developed for the user’s 

specific application. The device is easy to set-up, use, and is small. Prior to conducting experiments, 
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a background using the white reflective tile is critical for obtaining a good sample spectrum, thus 

cleaning the probe and tile was very important. The Neospectra 2.5 software package does not include 

the capability to generate and computationally compare the library reference spectra and sample 

spectra. In terms of both data analysis processing time and accuracy, the addition of reference library 

processing capabilities in the software would help eliminate bias, speed up processing, and ensure 

consistency between samples. When processing the spectra with the current software, some of 

samples had to be revaluated by the data analyst due to uncertainty between minute differences in the 

spectra, to ensure a definitive pass or fail result.  

 

Medicine inspectors 

  

As the inspectors did not evaluate the Neospectra 2.5, this section is not included. 

As the Neospectra 2.5 was not included in the Field Evaluation, this device was not included 

in the cost-effectiveness analysis. 
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Note: The Neospectra 2.5 was not selected for the field evaluation study due to the need for software 

development to achieve library comparative function capabilities. Although experimentally collected spectra 

could be visually inspected by the user and compared to reference spectra, this technique was relatively time 

consuming and is subject to significant bias relative to the other techniques in the study. Portability was also a 

concern.  

 
*The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong 

APIs, consistent with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer 

 

 

 

Main results Comments/suggestions 

Laboratory 

evaluation 

 Sensitivitya Specificitya    

0% and wrong API 100 (92.5-100) 

100 (84.6-100) 

Developing library 

functionality could improve 

analysis times and 

sensitivities to identify poor 

quality medicines with low 

API 

50% and 80% APIb 5.6 (0.7-18.7) 

All poor quality 

samples 
59 (47.7-69.7) 

Strengths 

-High accuracy to identify samples with no or wrong API (both 

not through and through packaging) 

-Good performance through packaging for 0% and wrong API 

identification 

 

 

Limits 
-Limited performance to identify 50% and 80% API samplesb 

(except all three ART and two out of three DHAP samples) 

 

Potentially improved 

identification with 

development of algorithms 

(vs visual inspection of 

spectra) 

User 

satisfaction 

Plus: Easy to set-up; Small size  

Minus: No ability to computationally compare the spectra; 

Reference library creation needed; Computer required 
 

Comparative 

evaluation 

No significant differences of sensitivity compared to other 

devices to identify 0% and wrong API samples and higher 

specificity than the C-Vue 

 

 

a Sensitivity and specificity for quality assessment of the dosage unit not through the packaging 

b Algorithms should be developed on an API basis to enhance detection of lower API samples (this was not 

performed in the present study, therefore these results should be interpreted with caution) 
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NIRScan (BETA VERSION) 
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29 According to the device developer 
30 The costs reported here do not include VAT 
31 Ordering several devices from the manufacture is subject to potential reduced purchase cost 

Manufacturer/ 

Developer 

Young Green Energy  

http://www.young-green.com/en/about_1.php 

Technology overview The NIRscan consists of two separate devices; a near-infrared sampling unit and a smartphone 

that runs an Android® based operating system. The near infrared sampling unit contains all 

the hardware necessary for sampling the target (light source, sampling window, optics, and 

detector) and operates cooperatively with the smartphone. The smartphone acts as the unit’s 

user graphical interface, command module for the sampling unit, and data storage for the 

device. Communication between the sampling unit and smartphone is achieved using 

Bluetooth® wireless technology. 

The device can operate in the field without a computer. 

Samples are not destroyed during analysis.  

APIs tested All seven APIs/combination of APIs 

Specifications 

Dimensions: NIR instrument 8 cm (H) x  6 cm (W) x 4 cm (D) 

Android Phone for data collection 15 cm (H) x  7.5 cm (W) x 0.5 cm (D) 

Weight: 135 grams (NIR unit) 

Power source: both the NIR unit and smartphone are powered by internal lithium ion 

batteries and can be recharged using the same micro-USB cable  

Spectral range: 900 nm to 1700 nm 

Internal File Storage Size: Master smart phone dependent 

Library/Data File Size: Entire library size for study 73kB; Data file size about 11 kB 

Usable life: estimated to 5 years29 

Cost30 

Upfront cost 

• One NIR unit: ~US$ 1,19931 

• Smartphone ~US$ 200 

Recurring costs 
• NIR unit battery replacement (expected 5-years life): ~US$ 30 

• Required consumable material: ~US$ 0.04 per run 

Calibration 

considerations 

The user does not need to or cannot calibrate the device.  

Reference library 

considerations 

Reference library entries could only be created by the developer of the application (based in 

the USA) for this project. Genuine samples of the medicine had to be sent to the developer, 

who, after processing and creating the reference library entry, sends the updated reference 

library file (from an email or cloud based server) to the end user, who must place it in the 

correct folder on the smartphone for use. We understand that the developers are implementing 

a system for end-user reference library creation but we did not have access to this system. 

Formulation-specific device. 

Testing abilities Falsified medicines screening potentially possible for all medicines, provided that  

formulation-specific reference libraries are available. 

The current algorithms available in the device have not been developed for substandard 

medicines detection. Algorithms should be developed on an API-specific basis to enhance 

detection. 

Able to test through transparent blisters and glass vials with reference library created using 

packaged samples. 
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As the device is not claimed to be able to detect substandard medicines, the key results in 

Table 23 are the performance to identify 0%API and wrong API samples. 

Including both simulated and field-collected samples, 105 samples were tested after removal 

from their packaging with the NIRScan, 13 could also be tested through their medicines packaging 

and 13 through a replacement packaging. 

The NIRScan showed sensitivity (95% CI) of 91.3% (79.2-97.6%) for the identification of 

tablets scanned after removal from their packaging with 0%API and wrong API, and of 32.4% (18.0-

49.8%) for the identification of 50% and 80% API samples, with specificity (95% CI) of 100% (84.6-

100%). For all poor quality samples (n=83), sensitivity (95% CI) was 65.1% (53.8-75.2%) by 

scanning the tablet samples directly (Table 23).  

Sensitivity and specificity of scans through the packaging (13 field collected samples in total, 

including one intravenous/intramuscular artesunate sample in a glass vial) were 100% for 0%API and 

wrong API, 50% and 80% API samples. 

Simulated 0%API and wrong API (n=6 vs n=1 simulated genuine), and 50% and 80% API 

samples (n=6 vs n=1 simulated genuine) scanned through a replacement glass vial were correctly 

identified as failed with sensitivity (95% CI) of 100% (54.1-100%) and 50.0% (11.8-88.2%), 

respectively, with specificity (95% CI) at 100% (2.5-100%) (Table 23). The sensitivity (95% CI) to 

correctly identify as failing all poor quality samples (n=12) through a replacement glass vial were 

75.0% (42.8-94.5%). 

We did not test the ability of devices to check the authenticity of the accompanying 5% sodium 

bicarbonate vial required for reconstituting the artesunate for injection. 
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Table 23. Performance of the NIRScan by API and by type of samples tested (0%/wrong API 

samples vs 50%/80% API) in the laboratory evaluation phase. The sensitivities in red show the 

performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong APIs, consistent 

with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer/developer 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=22) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=47) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=36) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=83) 

  Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, not through 

packaging (n=105) 
91.5 (79.6-97.6) 100 (84.6-100) 30.6 (16.3-48.1) 65.1 (53.8-75.2) 

Antimalarials (n=37) 95.5 (77.2-99.9) 100 (29.2-100) 33.3 (9.9-65.1) 73.5 (55.6-87.1) 

AL (n=24) 100 (79.4-100) 100 (15.8-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 81.8 (59.7-94.8) 

ART (n=0)* N/A N/A N/A N/A 

DHAP (n=13) 83.3 (35.9-99.6) 100 (2.5-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 58.3 (27.7-84.8) 

Antibiotics (n=68) 88 (68.8-97.5) 100 (82.4-100) 29.2 (12.6-51.1) 59.2 (44.2-73) 

ACA (n=15) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (29.2-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 66.7 (34.9-90.1) 

AZITH (n=16) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (39.8-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

OFLO (n=19) 50 (11.8-88.2) 100 (59-100) 0 (0-45.9) 25 (5.5-57.2) 

SMTM (n=18) 100 (59-100) 100 (47.8-100) 83.3 (35.9-99.6) 92.3 (64-99.8) 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=3) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=10) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=0) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=10) 
 Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, through 

packaging (n=13)** 
100 (69.2-100) 100 (29.2-100) N/A 100 (69.2-100) 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=1) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=6) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=6) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=12) 
 Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, through 

replacement 

packaging (n=13)*** 

100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 50 (11.8-88.2) 75.0 (42.8-94.5) 

*Not applicable - powder cannot be tested with the device - ART samples were thus scanned through packaging ; **Packaging 

available with medicine (blister or glass vial for one field collected ART sample) ; *** Insufficient genuine parenteral artesunate 

vials were available for testing and therefore borosilicate replacement vials were used. 

 

One notable issue encountered was with simulated ofloxacin (OFLO) samples. All the 0%, 

50% and 80% API concentration SM OFLO tablets were incorrectly characterized as being genuine 

medicines. Two reasons can be attributed to the incorrect classification for the OFLO samples. First, 

the spectral range of the instrument could limit the available information that could be used to 

distinguish good and poor quality OFLO samples. There were very few spectral differences between 

the good and poor quality SM samples for the software to analyse and classify correctly, resulting 
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from the chemical structure of OFLO. The second reason was a problem with the library processing. 

There was one peak around the 1600 nm at the edge of the spectral range that could be used to 

distinguish the falsified (excipient only) sample from the genuine medicine. The library processing 

software could be modified to take this peak into greater account and distinguish the falsified and 

genuine medicines.  

All the SM 50% and 80% AZITH samples also were not correctly identified but 0% samples 

(n=3) were correctly identified as being poor quality. For the other five APIs for the SM samples 

(ACA, ART, AL, DHAP, SMTM), 10 out of 21 samples containing 50% APIs concentration were 

correctly classified as being poor quality and this number dropped to 4 out of 21 samples for the 80% 

concentration APIs. One notable sample in the SM set was for SMTM. The NIRScan correctly failed 

all the three of the 50% SMTM samples and 2 out of 3 of the 80% API concentration samples. 

Overall, the NIRscan was accurate in detecting 0% and wrong API samples in both the field 

collected and simulated medicines but was less accurate in detecting reduced API samples. However, 

the ability to detect such substandard samples is not a stated claimed ability of the NIRScan. 

Results from the evaluation pharmacy inspections by four independent inspectors are given 

below (Table 24 and Table 25). Over four inspections, 81 tests were performed, and 53 samples 

tested32. 

  

                                                 

 
32 A ‘sample’ here is defined as a single dosage unit from a unique blister stocked in the evaluation pharmacy. A ‘test’ 

refers to a single result returned by the device on one sample.  
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Table 24. Main errors made by four inspectors during the evaluation pharmacy inspections 

with the NIRScan. Numbers in parentheses are the numbers including all brands of medicines 

tested, including samples from brands subsequently found to have reference library spectra obtained 

from poor quality reference samples (as per UPLC analyses). 

API 
Total samples 

tested 

Samples tested 

against wrong 

reference librarya 

Total scans 

performed 

Scans against 

wrong reference 

libraryb 

ACA 7 4 9 4 

ART 6 3 13 9 

DHAP 0 (6)   0 (4)  0 (8) 0 (6)  

AL 6 1 11 1 

OFLO 8 0 11 0 

SMTM 4 (10) 1 (3)  9 (18)  1 (7) 

AZITH 8 2 11 (11) 2 

Total 39 (53)  11 (17)  64 (81) 17 (29) 
 

aWhen the sample was tested against the wrong reference library entry 

 b according to device memory 

 

Table 25. Performance of the NIRScan during evaluation pharmacy inspections by four 

inspectors. Numbers in parentheses are the numbers including all brands of medicines tested, 

including samples from brands subsequently found to have reference library spectra obtained from 

poor quality reference samples (as per UPLC analyses). Numbers in red are highlighted to indicate a 

‘wrong’ classification by device and/or user. 

API 

Device 

errora 

(No. of 

scans) 

Scans performed by user 

against the right reference 

libraryb 

Inspector classification of 

samplec 
Samples 

wrongly 

categorisedd 
TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP 

ACA 0 5 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 

ART 1 3 0 1 0 4 0 2 0 2 

DHAP - - - - - - - - - - 

AL 2 3 2 0 5 3 1 0 2 1 

OFLO 0 11 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 

SMTM 3 (3) 4 0 3 0 3 0 1 0 1 

AZITH 0 9 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 

Total 3 (6) 
35 2 4 5 33 1 3 2 

4 
46 39 

 

TN: true negative; TP: true positive; FN: false negative; FP: false positive 
awith no observable user error 
bincluding only scans performed against right reference spectra 
csample classification as recorded by the inspector on the record sheet, regardless of reference library used 
dtotal number of samples wrongly classified (=FP + FN) over all four inspections 
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The most common user mistake identified was the selection of the wrong reference library 

with which to compare the sample scanned. A total of 81 scans (of 53 samples) were performed across 

four inspections of the evaluation pharmacy. Of these, 29 (35.8%) scans affecting 17 samples were 

made with the user selecting the wrong reference library for comparison. Nineteen (65.5%) of these 

mistakes were made by one inspector, who received the ‘rudimentary’ training. For five (17.2%) of 

the 29 scans performed (affecting five samples), the user recognized the mistake and repeated the test 

against the correct reference library and did not include the initial incorrect result when deciding on 

the final classification of the sample. As a result, this did not lead to final sample misclassification. 

Of the 17 samples, eleven were from brands with genuine reference spectra. Of these, three (27.3%) 

were misclassified as suspicious as a result of using the wrong reference library (i.e. the inspector did 

not realise their mistake, the device returned a ‘fail’ result, and the sample was subsequently wrongly 

classified as suspicious) and one (5.9%) was misclassified as suspicious as a result of ‘device error’. 

All of the wrongly-selected reference libraries were of the correct API but of the incorrect brand, 

highlighting the importance of acquiring and appropriately using formulation-specific reference 

libraries for every medicine to be tested with the device.  

Six of 64 (9.4%) scans (affecting 3/42 samples) performed without observed user error gave 

false results (4 false positive, and 2 false negative). The most commonly affected medicine was 

SMTM, for which 3 of 10 tests (on 2 samples of the same brand, Strimside®) during the same 

inspection gave a false positive result. Hence, these genuine samples were incorrectly classified using 

the NIRScan as poor quality. 

Considering only samples for which genuine reference spectra were present, 39 samples were 

scanned over the four inspections, of which five (12.8%) samples failed. Three of these five (60%) 

were false positives (four resulting from user error, and one from device error33), and two (40%) were 

                                                 

 
33 Refers to an inherent error from the device (i.e. with no observable user error in device use) 
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true positives. The median (range) number of samples wrongly categorised per inspection was 1 (0-

2) out of a median (range) of 10 (7-12) samples tested. Overall, the proportion of wrongly categorised 

samples across the four inspections was 10.4% (0-14.3%), which was not significantly different from 

any other devices tested (p > 0.05,Table 52), except the PADs that resulted in a higher proportion (p 

= 0.024). 

Table 26. Results from sample set testing with NIRScan. Brands with reference library entries 

recorded from poor quality specimens have been removed. 

API 

Device (test) - for those with 

correct reference library 

comparison 

Device (sample) Device 

mistake 

Wrong 

reference 

library 

selected TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP 

OFLO 4 0 0 4 6 0 2 4 0 10 

AL 2 0 0 8 2 0 0 4 0 0 

Total 6 0 0 12 8 0 2 8 0 10 

 

   

During sample set testing one falsified Coartem sample was wrongly identified as genuine 

(with no obvious user error) by one inspector who obtained two false negative scans. One inspector 

(the same inspector with basic training who made nineteen mistakes in the evaluation pharmacy) 

consistently selected the wrong reference library entry over all six samples in the set, leading to two 

samples being wrongly categorised as failed.  

Median total time spent in the evaluation pharmacy by the inspectors with the NIRScan was 

the shortest of all tested devices (32 min 33 sec) (Table 56), and was not significantly different to the 

time taken to perform the initial inspection without a device (25 min 16 sec, p = 0.443) (Table 57). 

This is consistent with sample set testing by the inspectors, in which the NIRScan had the fastest 

median (range) time per sample [(1 min 34 sec (35 sec - 2 min 44 sec)] and was significantly faster 

than for all other devices tested (Table 56, p < 0.001).  
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Expert chemist 

 

Overall, the NIRscan was an easy to operate device. Users familiar with operating 

smartphones can easily operate this device due to the simple graphical user interface and Android-

based operating system. One key issue for implementation is that reference library creation requires 

genuine samples to be sent to the developer in the USA, limiting rapid updating. One downside to the 

user interface is the lack of ability to input additional identification information to the spectra files 

such as sample details (brand, code number), making chain of custody difficult unless precise written 

notes are taken with precise time stamps recorded. The filename of the spectral files includes scan 

date and time. 

 

Medicine inspectors 

From immediate post-inspection feedback, the medicine inspectors who used this device noted 

the advantages as they saw them as: 

- Size: small enough to be easily portable (3 out of 4 inspectors) 

- Fast analysis time 

- Easy-to-use compared to other devices they tested  

All medicine inspectors felt the NIRScan would be useful to them in their routine pharmacy 

inspections, but all stated that the lack of capability to update the reference library locally was a key 

limitation to its use. 

During the focus group discussions, four inspectors agreed that it is the most portable device 

and the easier and faster operated device by running an application on the phone. “It is the easiest to 

operate, portable and good scanning device.” 

Two out of four inspectors however, underlined the limited reference library entries and 

acknowledged that is would gain usability if users could create their own reference libraries. In 
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addition, they all agreed that a great improvement would be the ability to test other formulations such 

as liquids. 

 When asking their level of trust on the NIRScan results, all four inspectors fairly trusted the 

device: “We give more than 70% of reliability.”  

Four inspectors believed that the device would be suitable to test in many different sites of the 

pharmaceutical supply chain: pharmacies, manufacturer’s sites, distributor’s sites and border check 

points. 

The estimated operational costs of the NIRScan in Laos are US$ 1,555 for purchase and 

maintenance costs, and US$ 0.04 for the recurrent costs per sample (Table 27).  

With the willingness to pay threshold of Laos GDP per capita, implementing the inspection 

with NIRScan and 1-sample strategy is cost-effective in both high prevalence scenario34 and lower 

prevalence scenario35 (Table 28). For the high prevalence scenario with 1-sample strategy, using 

NIRScan was estimated to be cost-effective with US$ 391 per DALY averted (US$ 252,641 with 647 

DALYs averted). For the lower prevalence scenario, implementing the NIRScan compared with 

visual inspection was also cost-effective with US$ 436 per DALY averted (US$ 176,548 with 217 

DALYs averted). 

  

                                                 

 
34 Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 
35 Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 
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Table 27. Fixed costs of the drug inspection with NIRScan (US$) in the Lao setting, 2017 

NIRscan 

Capital cost  

- Initial cost for a device (with 5-year lifetime) 

including smartphone cost  
1,399 

Subsequent cost  

- Replacement cost of the battery (over 5 

years) 
30 

- Light bulb  N/A 

- Other material, solvent, and maintenance  N/A 

Shipping Cost 126 

Total cost of device over 5 years 1,555 

Unit cost of test per sample 0.04 

 

Table 28. High and Lower prevalence scenarios - comparison of NIRScan implementation 

with visual drug inspection (1-sample strategy) 

NIRScan 
Incremental Cost 

(US$) 

Disability adjusted life 

years (DALY) averted* 

Incremental cost-

effectiveness ratio 

(ICER)** 

High 

prevalence 

scenario*** 

252,641 647 391 

Lower 

prevalence 

scenario*** 

176,548 217 436 

 

*A commonly used measure of burden associated with a health condition encapsulating life years lost and life 

years lived with disability. An intervention addressing this condition will often be assessed in the number of 

DALYs it averts. Averting 1 DALY is equivalent to gaining one year of life for an individual at full health. 

** The additional costs per unit of outcome attained with the introduction of a new intervention as compared 

with current practice. For example, an ICER of US$500 per DALY averted means that giving a patient 1 

additional year at full health will cost an extra US$500. 

***High prevalence scenario:20% substandard, 20% falsified medicines; Lower prevalence scenario: 10% 

substandard, 5% falsified medicines 
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*The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong APIs, consistent 

with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer 

 Main results Comments/suggestions 

Laboratory 

evaluation 

 Sensitivitya Specificitya    

0% and wrong API 93.1 (86.6-99.6) 

100 (100-100) 

Developing API-specific 

algorithms could improve 

device performance to 

identify poor quality 

medicines with low API 

50% and 80% APIb 28.6 (14.9-42.3) 

All poor quality samples 66 (56.7-75.3) 

Strengths 

-High sensitivity to identify samples with no or wrong API 

-100% and 80% accuracies to identify 50% API and 80% API simulated 

medicines of SMTM, respectively 

 

 

Limits 
-No falsified OFLO correctly identified 

-Limited performance to identify medicines with reduced amount of APIb 

-Good performance through packaging for 0% and wrong API identification 

Issue with either the 

generated OFLO library or 

inherent issue of the device 

Field 

evaluation  

Main results - drug inspection 
-2 out of 7 samples selected for further analysis were TP (5 were FP) 

-Median (range): 

N° of samples tested 10 (7-12) 

N° samples wrongly categorized: 1 (0-2) 

-Median time spent in pharmacy: 31 min 19 s 

Main results - sample sets testing 

Time per sample: 1 min 34 s 

 

 

User errors 

-Selection of the wrong reference library entry 

Self-correction of user errors 

has been observed; 

Importance of user training 

to select formulation-

specific reference library 

entries 

Cost-

effectiveness 

analysis 

Cost of device (initial and recurrent over 5 years) US$ 1,555 

Cost per sample (reagent and consumable material) US$ 0.04 

ICER in a high prevalence scenarioc baseline: US$ 391 

More effective with higher costs compared with visual inspections in high 

prevalence scenario.  Cost-effective in high prevalence scenario. 

ICER in a lower prevalence scenariod baseline: US$ 436 

More effective with higher costs compared with visual inspections in lower 

prevalence scenario. Cost-effective in lower prevalence scenario. 

 

User 

satisfaction 

Plus: Easy to use (smartphone application greatly appreciated), fast, small and 

light, computer not needed; Averaging spectra for reference library creation 

possible to take into account variability between batches or within batches 

 

Minus: Reference library creation needed; reference libraries cannot be made 

by users; lack of local capability to update reference libraries; lack of ability to 

input identification information to the spectra files (sample details), limiting 

data traceability; Not able to test liquids without pre-treatment 

 

Comparative 

evaluation 

-No significant differences of sensitivity compared to other devices to identify 

0% and wrong API samples and higher specificity than the C-Vue 

-Fastest total time per sample 

 

a  Sensitivity and specificity for quality assessment of the dosage unit not through the packaging 
b Algorithms should be developed on an API basis to enhance detection of lower API samples (this was not performed in the present study, 

therefore these results should be interpreted with caution) 
c High prevalence scenario: Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 
d Lower prevalence scenario:  Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 

API, Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient; DALY, Disability Adjusted Life Year; ICER, Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio ; OFLO, Ofloxacin  
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PAPER ANALYTICAL DEVICES (PAD) 
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36 The costs reported here do not include VAT 
37 Lane A:  DMAC detects anilines and indoles, and Lane I : Napthaquinone sulfonate + acid detects anilines were used 

to detect sulfamethoxazole; Lane B:  Iodoplatinate detects tertiary amines (confirms lanes D and E) was used to detect 

sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim. 

Manufacturer/ 

Developer 

University of Notre-Dame 

Technology 

overview 
The Paper Analytical Device (PAD) is a colorimetric test that requires water and a spatula-like tool to 

use. On a card are embedded 12 columns known as ‘lanes’, each containing a unique colorimetric test 

that interacts with a specific functional group on a molecule of the product tested. The medicine powder 

to be tested is applied to the PAD by depositing and compressing a line in the middle of the card with a 

spatula like tool, across all the lanes. The base end of the card is then placed into water (ordinary water 

can be used according to the developer but deionized water is preferred to limit the chance of 

interferences), which travels up the card by capillary action to dissolve the reagents. As the dissolved 

reagents pass through the deposit line, they interact with the API/excipients and the resulting chemical 

reaction is captured by the appearance or non-appearance of a colour in each lane. The final colour code 

that is generated is used to determine if a certain API is present in the sample by comparing the colour 

code to a reference colour code. 

The device can operate in the field without a computer. 

Samples are destroyed in the analysis.  
APIs tested Amoxicillin, Azithromycin, Piperaquine, Ofloxacin, Sulfamethoxazole 
Specifications Dimensions:  11 cm (H) x 7 cm (W) x 0.1 cm (D) 

Weight: 1.5 grams  

Power source: None – single use device 

Usable life: The developers estimate that the PADs should be used within 4 months of manufacture 

and within a maximum of 3 weeks once the zipped aluminum bag has been opened. 

Cost36 • ~ US$ 3 per PAD (per test)  

• Required popsicle stick, aluminum foil and water: ~ US$ 0.06 
Calibration 

considerations 
N/A 

Reference 

library 

considerations 

A reference photo (API specific colour code) is required. Reading the PAD can currently be done by 

comparing by eye the experimental card to the reference photo provided by the developer with 

instructions on how to read the code provided by the developer. 

There are ongoing efforts from the developers and partners to develop and test a smartphone application 

so that the results of the test can be computationally analyzed. 
Considerations 

for the present 

study 

The PADs used in this study were experimental cards. They were adapted by the developer (three lanes 

of chemicals were added to the originally developed PADs), to allow testing of the 5 APIs included in 

the present study37. However, there were no chemical reagents in the lanes that would enable the 

screening of clavulanic acid and dihydroartemisinin. In addition, the developers claimed that, although 

there are trimethoprim-specific lanes in the PADs, its absence in SMTM formulations would not be 

reliably detected because of its low relative amount in SMTM formulations.  

The PADs were read by comparing with printed reference photographs provided by the developer 

(printed copies used as reference in the laboratory; on-screen images displayed on smartphone used in 

the field).  

The PADs were shipped in sealed foil storage bags with no special requirements, exposed to 

temperatures from 10 – 40°C during transportation. They were received approximately 2 months before 

being used, and stored in their original sealed bags at approximately 4°C prior to testing.  
Testing abilities The PADs used were designed to detect the presence of the API (and of some potential wrong API), 

but cannot be used to quantitate the amount of API, i.e. they have no ability to detect substandard 

medicines (both containing low and high API). Not formulation-specific device. 
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As the paper analytical devices (PADs) are not claimed to be able to detect substandard 

medicines, the key result in Table 29 is for 0%API and wrong API samples that approximates to 

falsified medicines. 

Including both simulated and field-collected samples, 81 samples were tested after removal 

from their packaging with the PADs. 

All tablets with 0%API and wrong API, correctly failed the PADs test [sensitivity (95% CI): 

100.0% (88.8-100.0%)] but none of the 50% and 80% API samples were correctly identified 

[sensitivity (95% CI): 0% (0-11.6%)]. Genuine medicines were identified with specificity (95% CI) 

of 100.0% (83.2-100%). For all poor quality samples (n=61), sensitivity (95% CI) was 50.8 % (37.7-

63.9%) (Table 29).  

We did not test the ability of devices to check the authenticity of the accompanying 5% sodium 

bicarbonate vial required for reconstituting the artesunate for injection. 

Table 29. Performance of the PADs by API and by type of samples tested (0%/wrong API 

samples vs 50%/80% API) in laboratory evaluation phase. The sensitivities in red show the 

performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong APIs, consistent 

with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer/developer 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=20) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=31) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=30) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=61) 

  Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total not through 

packaging (n=81) 
100 (88.8-100) 100 (83.2-100) 0 (0-11.6) 50.8 (37.7-63.9) 

Antimalarials (n=13) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

AL (n=0)* N/A N/A N/A N/A 

ART (n=0)* N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Piperaquine (n=13)* 100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

Antibiotics (n=68) 100 (86.3-100) 100 (82.4-100) 0 (0-14.2) 51 (36.3-65.6) 

Amoxicillin (n=15)* 100 (54.1-100) 100 (29.2-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

AZITH (n=16) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (39.8-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

OFLO (n=19) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (59-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

Sulfamethoxazole (n=18)* 100 (59-100) 100 (47.8-100) 0 (0-45.9) 53.8 (25.1-80.8) 
 

*AL, ART, Dihydroartemisinin, Trimethoprim and clavulanic acid cannot be tested with the device   
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Over four inspections by four inspectors with the PADs in the evaluation pharmacy, 29 samples 

were tested (one test per sample), and 22 errors were counted, leading to a total of 11 samples (37.9%) 

being wrongly identified as suspicious38 (Table 30). 

Table 30. Performance of the PADs during evaluation pharmacy inspections by four 

inspectors. In the field evaluation, only genuine medicines were available for the APIs that the 

PADs can test. Thus, the only possible results here are True Negative or False Positive. 

API 
Inspector classification of samplea,b Number of samples wrongly 

identified as suspicious 
TN FP 

Amoxicillin 4 0 0 

ARTc N/A N/A N/A 

Piperaquine 2 2 2 

ALc N/A N/A N/A 

OFLO 2 6 6 

Sulfamethoxazole 7 0 0 

AZITH 3 3 3 

Total 18 11 11 
 

TN: true negative; FP: false positive 
aAll inspectors performed only one test per API and per sample. Consequently, the number of samples tested equals the number of tests 

performed 
bThis is the classification of the sample, as given on the inspector record sheet 
cThe PADs used in this study do not have the capability to test artesunate or artemether-lumefantrine. 

  

 

In the written protocol, and also in both rudimentary and intensive training, the inspectors were 

instructed to photograph the PAD result three minutes after removal from the solvent (they were 

provided with a smartphone), prior to reading and interpreting the result. In practice, this was done 

inconsistently39, and only 14 of the 29 PADs results in the evaluation pharmacy were photographed.   

Different types of errors were observed: 

                                                 

 
38The PADs were only used to test genuine medicines in the evaluation pharmacy because the only poor quality 

medicines stocked in the pharmacy were falsified AL. The PADs currently cannot test AL 
39 The first inspector to test the PADs did not take any photos during evaluation pharmacy inspection (8 samples) and 

sample set testing (6 samples). In the subsequent inspections, inspectors were prompted to photograph the PADs. 
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1. Wrong lane read by the user: the user recorded results in the wrong lane columns on the 

inspector record sheet (Figure 3), suggesting that the incorrect lanes being interpreted by the 

inspector  

 

2. Wrong colour: one or more of the PAD lanes did not show the expected colour (according to 

the supplied reference photographs) for the medicine tested (confirmed by comparison with 

the photograph when possible40) – i.e. the colour pattern displayed on the PAD was not 

consistent with a genuine sample41 

3. User interpretation error: the user correctly read and recorded the colour pattern, but came to 

the wrong conclusion about the quality of the sample based on the pattern seen [e.g. for ACA, 

they would correctly note ‘green’ in C, ‘dark green’ in F and the absence of ‘cherry red’ in K 

(should be present in a genuine sample), but deemed the sample ‘genuine’ despite this 

suspicious result)] 

  

                                                 

 
40

 Where a photograph existed, a ‘wrong colour’ result recorded on the inspector record sheet was verified by review of 

the photograph. Where no photograph existed, the inspector record is the only evidence. If the photograph was not taken 

at the advised time point (3 minutes after removal from the water), it is possible that the colours observed in the 

photographs are inaccurate, which should be considered a ‘user’ rather than ‘device’ error. The time elapsed between 

removal of the PAD from the water and taking the photograph was not recorded, hence we cannot further categorise error 

in these results.  
41 All evaluation pharmacy samples tested with the PADs were good quality (confirmed by UPLC); the PADs used here 

cannot evaluate artemisinin-based medicines, and the only poor quality medicine stocked in the pharmacy was artemether-

lumefantrine. 

Figure 3. Inspector record sheet (left) for an AZITH sample (in blue pen). Lane interpretation instructions for 

AZITH are given (right). The inspector has read colours in lane B and F rather than D and F (wrong lane read); has not 

realised the mistake and classified the sample as genuine (correct categorisation, wrong reasons). 
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Table 31. Main errors made by four inspectors during the evaluation pharmacy inspections 

with the PADs 

 

API Tests/Samplesa 

Type of error 

Wrong 

lane read 

by the 

user 

Wrong colour in PAD 

laneb Wrong user 

interpretation of lane 

results 
Inspector 

record 

Photo 

confirmation 

Amoxicillin 4 1 1 0 0 

ARTc N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Piperaquine 4 2 2 1 2 

ALc N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

OFLO 8 1 5 2 0 

Sulfamethoxazole 7 0 1 0 1 

AZITH 6 1 5 1 1 

Total 29 3 14 4 4 
 

aAll inspectors performed only one test per API and per sample. Consequently the number of samples tested equals the number of tests 

performed 
bAs recorded on the inspector record sheet. This was confirmed by review of a photograph, where the photograph existed (see ‘Photo 

confirmation’).  
cThe PADs used in this study do not have the capability to test artesunate or artemether-lumefantrine. 

 

The most common error that occurred was a PAD lane displaying the wrong or no colour and 

hence leading to the wrong result (14 errors, 4 confirmed by review of photographed PAD results). 

This occurred most commonly for samples of AZITH (lane F showing no colour – an error which is 

known to developers) and OFLO (lane D not showing a blue colour – it was noted by the developers 

that this colour is quick to fade). It is notable that this mistake did not occur in sample set testing 

where eight OFLO samples were tested (Table 31).  

An inspector, with rudimentary training, continued to use the same visibly contaminated water 

(presumably because some of the chemicals from the PADs contaminated the water) as the solvent 

for multiple PADs during testing in the evaluation pharmacy, although all the inspectors were told, 

before running a new sample, to change the water if contamination occurred. In addition, in the 

evaluation pharmacy none of the inspectors tested any sample more than once, although during the 
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training they were all notified to perform a re-run test in case of failure of a test, as specified by the 

developer of the PADs.  

Other ‘user interpretation’ errors were made both in the evaluation pharmacy and in sample 

set testing: either reading the wrong lanes or the inspector coming to the wrong conclusion about the 

interpretation of the displayed colour bar code, despite each lane being independently ‘read’ 

correctly42. This supports the impression that the training given may have been insufficient for all 

inspectors, and more practice with result interpretation should be given prior to use in the field.  

 

Table 32. Results from sample set testing – Paper analytical devices Numbers in red are 

highlighted to indicate a ‘wrong’ classification by device and/or user. 

Device resulta Inspector 

classification of 

sampleb 

Wrong lane 

read by 

user 

Wrong colour 

(confirmed by 

photo) 

User 

interpretation 

of lane results 

API TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP 

OFLO 3 0 0 1 8 1 0 3 0 0 0 

SMTM 6 1 0 5 4 2 2 4 0 1 5 

Total 9 1 0 6 12 3 2 7 2 1 5 
 

aThis refers to the actual device result, as determined by review of the photograph by the investigator of the study (available for 16 of 24 

samples tested) 
bInspector classification of the sample, as recorded on inspector record sheet. 
 

The median (range) number of samples wrongly categorised per evaluation pharmacy 

inspection was 2 (1-6), which was not significantly different to initial inspection (p = 0.6311, 

Wilcoxon rank sum). The median (range) number of samples tested per inspection was 7.5 (5 – 9), 

which was not significantly lower than for other devices (p > 0.05, Dunn test). However, significantly 

longer time was spent in the pharmacy [median (range) 93 min 20 sec (48 min 48 sec - 133 min 36 

sec)] compared to any of the other devices tested (p < 0.05 for all paired comparisons). Overall, the 

                                                 

 
42 Interestingly, for four of 29 samples in the evaluation pharmacy, although a number of mistakes were made during 

PAD use (user reading the wrong lanes, or the device displaying the wrong colour), overall the sample was correctly 

categorised. 
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proportion (95% CI) of wrongly categorised samples across the four inspections was 37.9% (20.7-

57.7%), which was significantly different from all other devices tested (p < 0.05, Table 52).  

The median (range) time to test one sample in sample set testing [10 min 19 sec (7min 52 sec 

– 14 min 27 sec), Table 56] was significantly longer than for any of the other devices tested, apart 

from the Minilab (34 min  23 sec, p < 0.0001). This was most pronounced in the analysis phase43, 

during which the time taken for the device to produce a result was significantly longer than for any 

other devices (p < 0.001) except the Minilab (median analysing time = 18 min 54 sec (p < 0.001). 

Sample preparation time was comparable to the 4500a FTIR (which also requires sample destruction) 

and interpreting and recording time was not significantly different to the 4500a FTIR or Progeny (p 

> 0.05). A large proportion of the time taken in the analysis phase was the time taken for water to be 

drawn up the card (set to 3 minutes by the developer) which cannot be reduced.  

Of the three false negative results obtained in sample set testing, one was a substandard OFLO 

sample. The other two were falsified SMTM samples which correctly gave a ‘falsified’ colour 

barcode as observed by the investigator on the picture of the PAD, but were interpreted incorrectly 

by the user. Both false positive results were a consequence of user interpretation error.  

Although the PADs make no claim to be able to detect medicines with reduced API, three of 

four substandard samples in sample set testing were correctly identified as suspicious.  

Expert chemist 

 

 The PADs are a very simple chemical-based testing device and worked as expected, 

confirming the presence of an API in a given sample. Sample preparation was as simple as crushing 

                                                 

 
43 For the PADs, the analysis phase began when the PAD is placed into the water , included time for the water to  reach 

the end of PAD; removal of the PAD from water; and waiting for 3 minutes for colours to develop (mayat same time 

possibly preparing next sample). Ended at the end of the 3 minutes or the soonest time after the 3 minutes for 

development that the inspector picked up the PAD or picked up their pen to record the result. 
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the tablet and applying the sample powder on the indicated line. Typically, after a PAD was 

developed, the colors would be read at the top of the card to identify the API. In some lanes, the color 

must be read where the sample was applied to the card. This can be difficult because the sample can 

cover up the color, especially if the sample was applied in a thick layer on the PAD. For example, 

AZITH on lane F turns purple at the swipe line if the API is present, but can be covered up by the 

sample itself. Sample powder can be scraped off after the PADS have been developed. One 

recommendation would be changing the water after every sample (no recommendation exists in the 

current operating procedures), as powder applied to the card can fall off directly into the development 

water, a potential source of cross-contamination. Unique serial numbers for each individual PAD and 

being able to write the sample information at the top of the device help with the chain of custody.  

 

Medicine inspectors 

 

Immediately after inspection, the inspectors liked the simplicity of the PADs, with their lack 

of reliance on electricity or other instrumentation. However, all commented that the ‘wet chemistry’ 

element, with the need to prepare the sample and have working space to carry out the analysis, as 

well as the relatively long analysis time, would limit its usefulness in a routine pharmacy inspection 

setting.  Two out of four inspectors felt the analysis and interpretation of the final result was difficult, 

and one inspector (who had received rudimentary training) specifically commented that they did not 

have much confidence in the results. However, another inspector (who also received rudimentary 

training) stated that he enjoyed doing the visual comparison with the reference and found the PADs 

easy-to-use; his only suggested improvement was an increase of the number of APIs that the PADs 

are able to test.  

During the focus group discussions, the low-cost of the PADs, their practicability and the need 

for only few accessories and no other chemicals were again claimed as of great interest, underlying 

the benefits for use in low and middle-income countries. However, the inspectors did not like the 
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difficulty to prepare the sample by crushing and were also worried that the volume of water used for 

running the test may not be sufficient, or too much, without knowing the impact of inadequate amount 

of water on the results. One inspector stated that the sampling process was complicated and not 

standardized enough: 

“We need to crush the sample which we do not know if it was fine enough then press it on paper and we 

cannot tell if it was well spread. For water that we used as a solvent, we didn't know how much we need to 

pour in the tank.” 

When asking about the trust on the device results, most inspectors were quite concerned that 

the interpretation of the colour code was too much user-dependent. 

“Even if we can see the color and can compare with the reference, we can make mistake on interpretation.” 

“For example, in the protocol it’s said it's pink and in reality it's a faded pink so it depends on the user's 

eyesight and his/her decision. So, it's difficult to tell the actual color.” 

 All four inspectors felt that it may not be appropriate to test medicine quality in pharmacies 

or at the distributors sites because of the time taken to run the test, and also because of the destructive 

feature of the PADs. They mentioned the lack of budget to buy the medicines as a barrier for 

destructive technique use in the field. However, two inspectors acknowledged that it would be useful 

to test raw materials in manufacturers sites.  

Most of the comments about the features to improve the PADs usability in the routine practice 

were on the interpretation of the colour code: 

“The shown color should be a clear straight color for example pink is pink, not pinkish-purple.” 

It was also suggested to integrate a ‘ditch’ into the PAD so that the sample is placed in a more 

standardized way. 

“It should have a little ditch for sample placing for example we have to fulfil the ditch then dip into water.” 
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The estimated operational costs of the PADs in the Laos context are US$ 126 for 

transportation costs, and US$ 3.06 for the cost per sample (Table 33). 

With the willingness to pay threshold of Laos GDP per capita, implementing the inspection 

with PADs and 1-sample strategy is cost-effective in both high prevalence scenario44 and lower 

prevalence scenario45 (Table 34). For the high prevalence scenario, using PADs was estimated to be 

cost-effective with US$ 425 per DALY averted (US$ 188,938 with 445 DALYs averted). For the 

lower prevalence scenario, implementing the PADs compared with visual inspection was also cost-

effective with US$ 596 per DALY averted (US$ 66,261 with 111 DALYs averted) 

 

Table 33. Fixed costs of the drug inspection with PADs (US$) in the Lao setting, 2017 

PADs 

Capital cost  

- Initial cost for a device (with 5-year lifetime) N/A 

Subsequent cost 
 

- Replacement cost of the battery (over 5 

years) 

N/A 

- Light bulb  N/A 

- Other material, solvent, and maintenance  N/A 

Shipping Cost 126 

Total cost of device over 5 years 126 

Unit cost of test per sample 3.06 

 

  

                                                 

 
44 Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 
45 Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 
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Table 34. High and lower prevalence scenario - comparison of PADs implementation with 

visual drug inspection (1-sample strategy) 

PADs Incremen

tal Cost 

(US$) 

Disability adjusted life 

years (DALY) averted* 

Incremental cost-

effectiveness ratio 

(ICER)** 

High prevalence 

scenario*** 

 188,938  445   425  

Lower prevalence 

scenario*** 

 66,261   111   596  

 

*A commonly used measure of burden associated with a health condition encapsulating life years lost and 

life years lived with disability. An intervention addressing this condition will often be assessed in the 

number of DALYs it averts. Averting 1 DALY is equivalent to gaining one year of life for an individual at 

full health. 

** The additional costs per unit of outcome attained with the introduction of a new intervention as 

compared with current practice. For example, an ICER of US$500 per DALY averted means that giving a 

patient 1 additional year at full health will cost an extra US$500. 

***High prevalence scenario:20% substandard, 20% falsified medicines; Lower prevalence scenario: 

10% substandard, 5% falsified medicines 
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*The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong 

APIs, consistent with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer 

 

 Main results Comments/suggestions 

Laboratory 

evaluation 

main results 

 Sensitivitya Specificitya    

0% and wrong API 100 (88.8-100) 

100 (83.2-100) 

 

50% and 80% APIb 0 (0-11.6) The PADs cannot test samples 

with lower API amount than 

stated 
All poor quality 

samples 
50.8 (37.7-

63.9) 

Strengths 

-High accuracy to identify samples with no or wrong API  

Limits 

-Limited performance to identify medicines with reduced amount of APIb 

Field 

evaluation  

Main results - drug inspection 
-Median (range): 

N° of samples tested: 7.5 (5-9) 

N° samples wrongly categorized: 2 (1-6) 

-Time spent in pharmacy: 87 min 12 s 

Main results - sample sets testing 

Time per sample: 10 min 20 s 

 

 

User errors 

User interpretation error 

An automated application 

system for reading cards likely 

to improve results interpretation 

(development ongoing) 

Cost-

effectiveness 

analysis 

Cost of device (initial and recurrent over 5 years) No upfront cost as they  

are disposable devices  

Cost per sample (reagent and consumable material) US$ 3.06 

ICER in a high prevalence scenarioc baseline: US$ 425 

More effective with higher costs compared with visual inspections in high 

prevalence scenario. Cost-effective in high prevalence scenario. 

ICER in a lower prevalence scenariod baseline: US$ 596 

More effective with higher costs compared with visual inspections in lower 

prevalence scenario. Cost-effective in lower prevalence scenario. 

 

User 

satisfaction 

Plus: Easy-to-use; No electricity required; No other chemicals than water 

required; Computer not needed 
 

Minus: Destroys sample; Sample preparation; Results interpretation 

difficult, requires fair level of training and practice; Potential cross-

contamination of cards if contaminated water used for several tests; 

Limited confidence in abilities to correctly crush and spread samples on 

the PADs by inspectors; Need for space; Short shelf-life; Colour blindness 

and user-dependence limit interpretation of results 

Requires fair level of practice 

to interpret correctly 

Comparative 

evaluation 

-No significant differences of sensitivity compared to other devices to 

identify 0% and wrong API samples and higher specificity than the C-Vue 

-Longer total time per sample compared to other devices, except Minilab 

(significantly shorter total time per sample compared to Minilab) 

Several samples can be run at 

the same time 

 

a  Sensitivity and specificity for quality assessment of the dosage unit not through the packaging 
b The PADs used in this study were designed to detect the presence of the API (and of some potential wrong API), but not to quantitate 

the amount of API, i.e. substandard medicines (both containing low and high API) cannot reliably be tested. 

c High prevalence scenario: Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 
d Lower prevalence scenario:  Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 

API, Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient; DALY, Disability Adjusted Life Year; ICER, Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio 
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PHARMACHK 
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Manufacturer/Developer Boston University 

No website available 

Technology overview The PharmaChk is a portable microfluidic device designed to quantify the amount of API 

in a sample, it is based on luminescence chemistry. The system comes in two major 

components: the experimental apparatus and an external computer. The experimental 

apparatus is supplied in a hard case and includes: syringe pumps, a sampling chamber (or 

dissolution vessel) with a sonicator, a cartridge containing the microfluidic channels, and 

the detector. Detection of the API is based on a chemical reaction that causes the API to 

luminesce. Currently the device is limited to detecting ART. A single detector measures 

the luminescent light coming from each channel of the device where the references at 

100%, 50% and 10% of the correct API concentration are run simultaneously.  

Three types of solutions must be prepared before analysis: the probe solution, the 

reference standard solutions, and the tested sample solution. The probe for ART consists 

of a solution containing hematin, fluoroscein, and luminal. The sample solution is 

prepared by a single extraction of the API. The external computer that acts as the 

command module for the PharmaChk is connected via a USB cable.  

The device cannot operate in the field without a computer. 

Samples are destroyed in the analysis  

APIs tested Artesunate 

Specifications Dimensions: 50 cm (H) x  42 cm (W) x 21 cm (D) 

Weight: 13.2 kg  

Wavelength Detection: 425 nm, 525nm 

 Power source: Mains Electricity  

Internal File Storage Size: Master computer dependent 

Library/Data File Size: Library N/A; Data file size about 17 kB 

 Usable life: unknown, prototype development 

Cost Unknown (device under-development) 

Calibration 

considerations 

Detectors occasionally need focus adjustment to clearly see all the microfluidic 

channels for quantitation. An automatic calibration curve is constructed using the 100%, 

50% and 10% of the correct API reference standards, no user input required. 

Reference library 

considerations 

Reference samples at 100%, 50% and 10% of the correct API concentration are needed 

for the calibration of the device. These can be prepared either using the raw API or 

medicines containing the right amount of the API of interest. 

Method adaptation for 

the present study 

The prototype of the PharmaChk was tested by the chemist investigator, who was trained 

by the developer of the PharmChk within the developer laboratory. This work could not 

be conducted at Georgia Tech because the PharmaChk was undergoing ongoing 

development and testing and could not be removedfrom the developer’s laboratory. The 

testing of the samples included in this study was conducted without the intervention of 

the developer. 

Testing abilities Aptamers or other specific reactions to detect each API need to be developed. Among the 

APIs selected for this study, when the current project started the device was only able to 

test artesunate samples.  

The developers states that the device can determine %API. 

Not formulation-specific device. 
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The developers state that the PharmaChk is able to quantitate the amount of ART in tablets. 

In this report the quantitative results were converted into a binary pass or fail result to allow 

comparisons with other devices. Samples containing less than 90% or more than 110% of the 

manufacturer’s stated amount of API(s) were considered as failing the test. 

Including both simulated and field-gathered ART samples, 14 samples were tested with the 

PharmaChk with sensitivity46 of 100.0% (54.1-100%) and specificity of 50.0% (1.3-98.7%) (Table 

35).  

We did not test the ability of devices to check the authenticity of the accompanying 5% sodium 

bicarbonate vial required for reconstituting the artesunate for injection. 

Table 35. Performance of the Pharmachk to identify artesunate samples by type of samples 

tested (0%/wrong API samples vs 50%/80% API) in laboratory evaluation phase 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=2) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=6) 
50% and 80% 

API samples (n=6) 

All poor quality samples 

(N=12) 

  Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total not through 

packaging (n=14) 
100.0 (54.1-100) 50.0 (1.3-98.7) 83.3 (35.9-99.6) 91.7 (61.5-99.8) 

 

 Overall, the PharmaChk was able to correctly characterize that all the 0%, wrong API and 

50% concentration API samples were poor quality. One of the three 80% API concentration API was 

incorrectly classified as being good quality. The field collected genuine sample was correctly 

identified as being good quality; however, the genuine SM was not. Although the genuine simulated 

                                                 

 
46 A pass was considered if the result of the artesunate content was between 90-110%, please refer to methods 

section  
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product failed, it was just out of specification (51.6mg vs. the USP specification of 54.0-64.0mg). 

One potential reason for the misclassification is the potential for the reagents to degrade over time.  

The PharmaChk was not selected for the field-based studies because the instrument is 

undergoing continued development and upgrades to improve reliability, simplicity, and expand the 

realm of APIs that can be analysed.  

Expert chemist 

 

One unique feature of the device is that the calibration reference samples at 100%, 50% and 

10% of the correct API concentration are run simultaneously with the sample being analysed in the 

microfluidic cartridge in four separate channels. The instrument was designed to minimize the amount 

of sample preparation that the user must do prior to sample injection into the detector. Currently the 

user must prepare all the reagents necessary to carry out the reactions and conduct a primary 

extraction of the medicine. One downside to the current reagents utilized are that they are time 

sensitive and may degrade and lead to incorrect results if left in the instrument for too long. The 

external computer controls the experimental apparatus and guides the user through the experimental 

process providing photographic instructions. At the end of the experiment, the software provides the 

concentration of API in the sample. 

 Medicine inspectors 

As the inspectors did not evaluate the PharmaChk, this section is not included. 
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As the PharmaChk was no included in the field evaluation, this device was not included in the 

cost-effectiveness analysis. 

Note: The PharmaChk was not selected for the field-based studies because the instrument is 

undergoing continued development and upgrades to improve reliability, simplicity, and to expand the 

realm of APIs that can be analysed.  

 
*The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong 

APIs, consistent with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer 

 

 Main results Comments/suggestions 

Laboratory 

evaluation 

 Sensitivity Specificity    

0% and wrong API 100.0 (54.1-100) 

50.0 (1.3-98.7) 

 

50% and 80% API 83.3 (35.9-99.6) 
 

All poor quality samples 91.7 (61.5-99.8) 

Strengths 

-High accuracy to identify samples with no or wrong API 

-Correct identification of all 50% API medicines, and one of the 

three 80% API, with quantitation of API 

 

 

Limits 
-One of the two simulated 100% API samples tested could not be identified as ‘pass’. The FC 

genuine was correctly identified. 

User 

satisfaction 

Plus: Calibration reference samples run simultaneously with sample  

being tested; Quantitation of APIs ; Photographic instructions 
 

Minus: Destroy sample; Sample preparation; Chemicals required; 

Computer not needed; Degradation of reagents over relatively short 

time 

Development plan to 

have device preloaded 

reagent solutions 

Comparative 

evaluation 

No significant differences in sensitivity and specificity compared 

Minilab, RDTs and 4500a FTIR to identify 0% and wrong API 

samplesa 

 

 

a Among the seven APIs included in this work the PharmaChk only had the ability to test artesunate samples.. The 

only comparison that could be conducted for the PharmaChk performance with testing artesunate powder outside 

of packaging was with the 4500a FTIR, the Minilab and the RDTs, limiting paired wise comparisons. 

API, Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient 
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Progeny 
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Manufacturer/Developer Rigaku 

https://www.antech.ie/product-category/handheld-analysis/ 

Technology overview The Progeny is a portable Raman instrument that uses a 1064 nm laser as the excitation source to 

minimize potential sample fluorescence signals. The entire device can be set-up and operated using the 

touchscreen graphical user interface built into the instrument and no computer is required. This includes 

generating reference libraries and analysing data. The Progeny comes with a base that doubles as a 

charging platform and device holder for easier sampling. The instrument can be powered from the mains 

or by interchangeable lithium ion battery packs. Data can be exported via USB cable or through Wi-Fi 

in PDF format to an external computer. A barcode scanner is built into the Progeny to keep track of 

samples that are scanned, and to allow automated selection of the appropriate reference library.    

The device can operate in the field without a computer.  

Samples are not destroyed during analysis.  

APIs tested All seven APIs/combination of APIs 

Specifications Dimensions: 8 cm (H) x  30 cm (W) x 7 cm (D) 

Weight: 1.6 kg  

Excitation wavelength: 1064 nm 

Spectral range: 200 to 2500 cm-1 

 Power source: Li-ion battery 

Internal File Storage Size: 64 GB and expandable by the manufacturer 

Library/Data File Size: Library linked to data file; Data file size about 100 kB each (pdf, xml, txt) 

 Usable life: 10 years
47

 

Cost48 Capital cost
49

 

 One Progeny unit: ~US$ 61,317 

Recurring costs 

 Cost per run (consumables needed): ~US$ 0.04 

 Battery replacement (expected 2-years life): ~US$ 290
50

 

Calibration 

considerations 

Daily calibrations are recommended to ensure device consistency. A calibrant (benzonitrile) is provided 

by the manufacturer at purchase. After a successful calibration lasting ~30 seconds, the sample can be 

loaded and is ready for analysis. 

Reference library 

considerations 

Reference library spectra creation is simple. The user records the spectrum of a good-quality sample is 

using “Scan Mode”, presses the ‘create reference library’ button, creates a name for the reference 

library spectra, and adds the spectrum to the appropriate library folder.  

Method adaptation for 

the present study 

The artesunate powder samples proved to be difficult to analyze because there was little API powder to 

work with (Artesun® has 60mg of ART in a 10mL glass vial). Due to the power of the laser, bulkiness 

of the device, and lack of sample to obtain a good signal, the API had to be removed from the glass vial 

and placed into a small polyethylene bag to accumulate enough powder in as small of area as possible 

to generate a good, reproducible signal. In the absence of a recommended protocol as to which function 

to use by the developer to test the quality of a medicine, the ‘Analyze’ function (search for a match in 

the whole library) was first run and ‘Application’ function was then run twice (refer to experimental 

protocol for details on interpretation). 

Testing abilities Falsified medicines screening potentially possible for all medicines, provided that formulation-

specific reference libraries are available. 

The current algorithms available in the device have not been developed for substandard medicines 

detection. Algorithms should be developed on an API-specific basis to enhance detection. 

Ability to test through transparent blisters and glass vials with reference library created using packaged 

samples. 

Formulation-specific device. 

  

                                                 

 
47 According to the device manufacturer 
48 The costs reported here do not include VAT 
49 Cost may vary based on location; Ordering several devices to the manufacturer is subject to potential reduced purchase cost 
50 According to the device manufacturer 
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As the device is not claimed by the manufacturer to be able to detect substandard medicines 

with the spectral processing algorithms used in this study, the key results in Table 36 are for the 

accuracy of detection of 0%API and wrong API samples. 

Including both simulated and field-collected samples, 105 samples were tested after removal 

from their packaging with the Progeny, 12 could also be tested through the medicines packaging and 

13 through a replacement packaging for ART. 

The Progeny showed sensitivity (CI 95%) of 100.0% (92.5-100%) for the identification of 

tablets removed from their packaging with 0%API and wrong API, and of 16.7% (6.4-32.8%) for the 

identification of 50% and 80% API samples, with specificity (CI 95%) of 95.5% (77.2-99.9%). For 

all poor quality samples (n=83), sensitivity was 63.9% (52.6-74.1%) by scanning the tablet samples 

directly (Table 36).  

Sensitivity (CI 95%) and specificity (CI 95%) of analysis of tablets scanned through their 

packaging (12 field collected samples) were 100% (69.2-100%) and 100% (15.8-100%), respectively 

for 0% API/wrong API samples. No field-collected substandard medicine was available for scanning 

through the packaging.  

Simulated 0%API and wrong API (n=6), and 50% and 80% parenteral artesunate powder 

samples (n=6) scanned through a replacement plastic bag51 were identified with sensitivity (CI 95%) 

of 100% (54.1-100%) and 16.7% (0.4-64.1%), respectively (Table 36). The sensitivity (CI 95%) to 

identify all poor quality samples (n=12) through the replacement plastic bag was 83.3% (51.6-97.9%). 

We did not test the ability of devices to check the authenticity of the accompanying 5% sodium 

bicarbonate vial required for reconstituting the artesunate for injection. 

                                                 

 
51 Polyethylene bag used to hold the powder once removed from glass vial 
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Table 36. Performance of the Progeny by API and by type of samples tested (0%/wrong API 

samples vs 50%/80% API) in laboratory evaluation phase. The sensitivities in red show the 

performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong APIs (ability of 

the device consistent with the claims by the manufacturer/developer) 

  In comparison to simulated and field-collected genuine medicines (n=22) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=47) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=36) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=83) 

  Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, not through 

packaging (n=105) 
100 (92.5-100) 95.5 (77.2-99.9) 16.7 (6.4-32.8) 63.9 (52.6-74.1) 

Antimalarials (n=37) 100 (84.6-100) 100 (29.2-100) 8.3 (0.2-38.5) 67.6 (49.5-82.6) 

AL (n=24) 100 (79.4-100) 100 (15.8-100) 0 (0-45.9) 72.7 (49.8-89.3) 

ART (n=0)* N/A N/A N/A N/A 

DHAP (n=13) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 16.7 (0.4-64.1) 58.3 (27.7-84.8) 

Antibiotics (n=68) 100 (86.3-100) 94.7 (74-99.9) 20.8 (7.1-42.2) 61.2 (46.2-74.8) 

ACA (n=15) 100 (54.1-100) 66.7 (9.4-99.2) 50 (11.8-88.2) 75 (42.8-94.5) 

AZITH (n=16) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (39.8-100) 16.7 (0.4-64.1) 58.3 (27.7-84.8) 

OFLO (n=19) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (59-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

SMTM (n=18) 100 (59-100) 100 (47.8-100) 16.7 (0.4-64.1) 61.5 (31.6-86.1) 

  In comparison to simulated and field-collected genuine medicines (n=2) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=10) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=0) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=10) 
 Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, through 

medicine packaging 

(n=12)** 

100 (69.2-100) 100 (15.8-100) N/A 100 (69.2-100) 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=1) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=6) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=6) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=12) 
 Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, through 

replacement 

packaging (n=13)*** 

100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 16.7 (0.4-64.1) 83.3 (51.6-97.9) 

*Not applicable - powder cannot be tested directly with the device - ART samples were thus scanned through replacement 

packaging ; **Packaging available with medicine (blister or glass vial for one field collected ART sample) ; *** Insufficient 

genuine parenteral artesunate vials were available for testing and therefore borosilicate replacement vials were used. 

 

The following results for the Progeny were interpreted based on the pass/fail threshold that 

the analyze function must indicate if the sample passes or fails. The Progeny was able to correctly 

characterize all the simulated and field collected falsified medicines. All the field collected and 

simulated genuine medicines were also all correctly characterized as being genuine except for 

Augmentin (ACA) which the Progeny incorrectly characterized as Roxithroxyl. As provided, the 

Progeny came equipped with the manufacturer’s master library of a variety of different medicines, 

food stuffs, powders, liquids, etc. One potential explanation for this mischaracterization is that the 
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Raman signal for the Augmentin and Roxithroxyl are similar because they potentially have the same 

tablet coating recipe. Most likely the laser and resulting signals are not able to penetrate either into 

or from the inner contents of the tablet where the API is. No other simulated samples, which do not 

contain any other coating, or field collected ACA samples were mischaracterized in this way. None 

of the 80% API simulated samples were correctly characterized as being poor quality. For the 50% 

API simulated samples, 14 of the 21 were incorrectly characterized as being genuine. Only all the 

ACA 50% API samples were correctly characterized as being poor quality. All the OFLO and AL  

50% APIs samples and two-thirds of all the other remaining APIs (ART, AZITH, DHAP, & SMTM) 

were mischaracterized as being genuine. 

Although the Progeny has a built-in barcode scanner that can be used by the operator to 

correctly select the appropriate reference library, it was not utilized. None of the primary packaging 

of the samples tested in our study had barcodes to present. 

The Progeny has two scanning modes, ‘analyse’ and ‘application’ (see Supplementary 

Annex 12). For the field evaluation, inspectors were instructed to use the ‘analyse’ function to inspect 

all medicines initially and, if the ‘top match’ result did not match the brand and API tested, to repeat 

the test using the ‘application’ function, selecting the reference spectrum for the brand of interest. A 

‘no match’ result was obtained during an ‘analyse’ test if the sample spectrum failed to achieve a 

greater than 80% match with any stored spectra in the reference library. 

A summary of results from testing in the evaluation pharmacy is given in Table 37. 
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Table 37. Number of samples tested and scans performed during four inspections of the 

evaluation pharmacy with the Progeny. Numbers in parentheses are the numbers including all 

brands of medicines tested, including samples from brands subsequently found to have reference 

library spectra obtained from poor quality reference samples (as per UPLC analyses) 

API Number of samples Total scans 

ACA 4 9 

ARTa 6 16 

DHAP 0 (4) 0 (4) 

AL 4 9 

OFLO 7 12 

SMTM 3 (7) 5 (13) 

AZITH 6 7 

Total 30 (38) 58 (70) 
 

 aSamples were scanned through the glass vials by the inspectors, although reference library was created by scanning 

through a replacement packaging (see text below) 
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Table 38. Performance of the Progeny during evaluation pharmacy inspections by four inspectors. Numbers in parentheses are the numbers including all 

brands of medicines tested, including samples from brands subsequently found to have reference library spectra obtained from poor quality reference samples 

(as per UPLC analyses) 
 

API 

Analyse function (Scans)a Application function (Scans)a 

 Application function (Scans)a 
Inspector classification of 

sampleb 

Match: 

brand and 

API 

Match: 

API, not 

brand 

Match: 

wrong API 
No match 

Number of 

samples 

tested 

Number of 

scans 

Wrong 

library 

chosen 

TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP 

ACA 3 1 0 0 3 5 1 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 

ARTa 0 0 0 6 6 10 1 4 0 5 0 3 0 3 0 

DHAP 0 (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (4) 0 0 0 

AL 0 2 0 2 3 5 0 3 0 0 2 3 0 0 1 

OFLO 3 3 1 0 3 5 2 3 0 0 0 5 0 2 0 

SMTM 1 (2) 3c (5) 0 0 1 (3) 2 (6) 0 (2) 1 (4) 0 0 0 3 (7) 0 0 0 

AZITH 6 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 

Total 13 (18) 9 (11) 1 8 17 (19) 26 (30) 4 (6) 
16 

(19) 
0 5 2 

24 

(32) 
0 5 1 

 

a Scans performed against correct reference library 
b Sample classification as recorded by the inspector on the record sheet, regardless of reference library used 
cOne user performed ‘analyse’ test twice in the same sample (deviation from protocol) 
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Table 39. Results from four sample sets tests (SMTM by two inspectors, OFLO and AL by one inspector each). Numbers in parentheses 

are the numbers including all brands of medicines tested, including samples from brands subsequently found to have reference library spectra 

obtained from poor quality reference samples (as per UPLC analyses). 

 

API 
Total Analyse function (scans) Application function 

(scans) 

Application 

function result 

Inspector 

classification of 

samplea 
Number 

of 

samples 

Total scans 

Analyse 

function + 

application 

function 

For genuine or substandard 

(50% API) samples 

 

No 

match 

(all 

samples) 

Non-

genuine 

(matched 

dominant 

ingredient) 

Number 

of 

samples 

tested 

Number 

of scans 

Wrong 

method 

chosen 

TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP 

   Match: 

brand 

and 

API 

Match: 

API, 

not 

brand 

Match: 

wrong 

API 

             

SMTM 8 (12) 18 (26) 0 4 0 1 4 7 10 0 2 3 0 5 2 2 0 4 

OFLO 6 11 2 2 0 0 2 3 5 0 1 0 2 2 3 1 1 1 

AL 4 (6) 12 (18) 0 2 0 0 0 4 12 0 4 0 0 4 2 0 0 2 

Total 18 (18) 41 (44) 2 8 0 1 6 14 27 0 7 3 2 11 7 3 1 7 
 

aSample classification as recorded by the inspector on the record sheet, regardless of reference library used 
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A total of 38 samples were tested in the evaluation pharmacy inspections, and 70 scans 

completed (Table 37). Of those tested against a genuine reference library spectrum, 13 samples 

correctly matched the brand on the first ‘analyse’ scan. Nine samples matched the API but not the 

brand, and eight samples52 (7 genuine, 1 non-genuine) showed no match or matched the wrong API 

and brand (Table 39). 

In the evaluation pharmacy, of eight samples (nine tests) where the ‘analyse’ function matched 

the API but not the brand (seen most often for SMTM and OFLO, for which the largest number of 

brands were included in the pharmacy), no samples were wrongly classified overall. For eight of these 

nine tests (seven of eight samples), the inspector followed up the ‘analyse’ result with the appropriate 

method using the ‘application’ function, which matched the correct brand and API. The remaining 

one sample was declared ‘genuine’ by the inspector (who had received intensive training) without 

running a further ‘application’ function test (deviation from the suggested protocol).  

One issue with using the ‘application’ function is the opportunity for the user to select the 

wrong reference library spectrum for comparison. Of 30 scans made using the ‘application’ function 

in the evaluation pharmacy, the wrong library was chosen in six scans (five samples involved), two 

scans (two samples) by an inspector with intensive training who may have realised the mistake and 

repeated the test using the correct reference library and four scans (three samples) by an inspector 

with rudimentary training who realised the mistake and repeated the test using the correct reference 

library for two out of four scans (two samples). Errors in selecting appropriate reference libraries 

could have been avoided if the built-in barcode had been used. However, none of the samples tested 

in our study had barcodes to present. 

 

                                                 

 
52 Nine tests with ‘analyse’ function as one inspector performed the ‘analyse’ test twice on the same sample (deviation 

from protocol). 
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Over the four inspections, two samples of OFLO (different brands) were wrongly classified 

as fail (both by one inspector with rudimentary training). In both cases, the ‘Analyse’ scan did not 

match to API and brand, and the ‘Application’ scans were either incorrectly performed (wrong 

reference library chosen) or incorrectly interpreted by the user.   

Artesunate, sampled inside the glass vial, presented a particular problem for the ‘analyse’ 

mode: no match was obtained for any of the six samples tested. All six samples were then tested with 

the ‘application’ function; of the ten scans performed correctly (using the correct reference library), 

four returned a ‘pass’ result whereas six returned a ‘fail’. As a result, three samples failed (false 

positive) overall. However, as for the Truscan RM, the reference library spectrum was taken from  

powder inside a polythene bag, due to problems with obtaining a strong signal from the sample inside 

packaging during the laboratory phase. The inspectors were unable to extract the powder during the 

pharmacy inspections (the glass vial is, appropriately, very difficult to open) and hence sampled 

inside packaging for all artesunate tests.  

In sample set testing (Table 39), the Progeny failed to match the correct brand and API for 

the two SMTM samples tested (after brands with reference library spectra taken of poor quality 

medicines were removed), but both were correctly categorised on further testing with the ‘application’ 

function. All falsified samples were correctly identified as such. Despite matching to the API on 

‘application’ function, one genuine OFLO sample was incorrectly identified as suspicious after failing 

twice an ‘application’ test against the correct reference library. The source of this error is unclear: of 

the 11 genuine OFLO samples tested across both pharmacy and sample set, this error occurred for 

only one sample.  

Overall, the number of user errors made during sample set testing was lower than in the 

evaluation pharmacy: in 29 scans using the application function, the wrong method was selected only 

once (one sample of a brand subsequently removed from the analysis due to having a reference library 

spectrum from a poor quality sample). There was no significant difference in the number of samples 
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wrongly categorised during evaluation pharmacy inspection with the Progeny compared to the initial 

inspection (p = 0.0792, Wilcoxon rank sum). Overall, the proportion (95% CI) of wrongly categorised 

samples across the four inspections was 8.3% (1.0-27.0%), which was not significantly different from 

any other devices tested (p > 0.05, Table 52), except the PADs that resulted in a higher proportion 

wrongly categorised (p = 0.023).  

Median (range) total time per sample in sample set testing was 4 min 32 sec, significantly 

higher than the two NIR devices (NIRScan and MicroPHAZIR RX, p < 0.05, Table 56). Total test 

time per sample was not significantly different between the two Raman devices (Progeny and Truscan 

RM, p = 0.514)53, but ‘analysing’ and ‘ recording’ were significantly longer for the Progeny compared 

to the Truscan RM (median analysing time = 20 sec vs 87 sec; respectively p = 0.001).  

Expert chemists 

Users familiar with smartphone-like technology should find the Progeny interface simple to 

use. However, some functions seem hidden at first when operating the device straight out of the box. 

For example, after a spectrum is recorded, changing the instrument-generated filename is not very 

apparent (the filename does not look selectable to the user at first glance) and some functions require 

the user to swipe the screen which is not immediately apparent. Attempting to use the Progeny as a 

handheld device can be quite cumbersome, due to the relatively heavy weight (1.6kg) combined with 

the large width and no pistol grip, making it difficult to hold with just one hand. 

 

Medicine inspectors 

                                                 

 
53 Note that the validity of the test may be weakened by the very small sample size and wide range of the Truscan 

results (70.5 – 471 sec) compared to the Progeny (98 – 363 sec).   
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Overall, immediately after inspection with the Progeny, the inspectors were impressed by the 

large number of medicines in the reference library, which they felt would enhance its utility in 

pharmacy inspection, and felt that the result obtained was precise and reliable. Two out of four 

inspectors cited the ability of the device to return a ‘closest’ match for suspicious samples as their 

favourite feature. However, it was also felt to be quite slow to scan, and three inspectors out of four 

commented that the touchscreen was not very responsive, increasing the time taken to record sample 

details. It was felt to be heavy and therefore less portable compared to the other handheld 

spectrometers. Three inspectors also commented that the supplied tablet holder was difficult to use 

with smaller tablets. 

In the focus group discussions, inspectors stressed the ability of the device to scan through 

packaging as a plus. However, three inspectors agreed that the device is heavy.  

“It's a heavy device due to the steel body, I was always worried to drop the device every time I 

used it.” 

Two of the inspectors mentioned that the typing system is hard even though it’s a touchscreen 

system. The slow set-up and analysis were mentioned by one of them although an inspector claimed 

that the analysis is fast but that entering the sample details after the analysis takes long, because of 

the difficulty to type with the touch screen. It is important to note that the Progeny does have buttons 

to utilize to select settings, select experiments, and type information; however, in most cases these 

were not utilized to enter samples details after the scanning. The Progeny used in this study was an 

ex-demo model. The manufacturer stated that this might be the reason why the touchscreen was 

slowly responsive. However, with the time constraints for this project, we were not able to return the 

device to the manufacturer to investigate this issue. 

The lack of adaptability of the tablet holder for small size tablets analysis was mentioned 

twice as a problem. 

“Smaller tablets always dropped out, I have to stand vertically then place the sample.” 
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When questioned about how much they trust the device results, two inspectors from different group 

discussions says they trust it ’50-50’. 

One acknowledged the ability of the device as a screening technique only: “[…] the device 

cannot be sure for 100%, we only know the identification, for example we set the device if it's 

greater than 0.90 then it passed, if the second time you scan the same sample the match value is 

reduced by 0.05, it is substandard. I'd say it's just a first/basic scanning before sending to the big 

laboratory “. 

Interestingly, another inspector claimed to trust the device to around 90-95%. One potential 

reason for this may be that this inspector liked having matching value displayed by the device (rather 

than a binary ‘pass/fail’ result): “One good point I like to tell is it has correlation number like how 

much is the match between the sample and the reference. And it also shows the other matches.” 

All inspectors agreed that the device would be useful for drug inspections in different levels 

of the pharmaceutical supply chains: pharmacies, manufacturers, distributors and border checkpoints 

although one mentioned its heaviness and large size as a potential barrier to inspect pharmacy outlets. 

Suggestions for development resulted from the previous comments: a tablet holder that can be used 

for small tablets, the device body should be lighter, and a more responsive touchscreen. One inspector 

also suggested an in-device calibration process rather than the current calibration that has to be run 

with the provided standard vial and its specific holder. 

The estimated operational costs of the Progeny in the Laos context are US$ 61,317 for 

purchase and maintenance cost, and US$0.04 for the costs per sample (Table 40). 
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With the willingness to pay threshold of Laos GDP per capita, implementing the inspection 

with Progeny and 1-sample strategy is cost-effective in the high prevalence scenario54 but not cost-

effective in the lower prevalence scenario55 (  

                                                 

 
54 Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 
55 Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 
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Table 41). For the high prevalence scenario, using Progeny was estimated to be cost-effective 

with US$ 1,514 per DALY averted (US$ 757,651 with 500 DALYs averted). For the lower 

prevalence scenario, implementing the Progeny compared with visual inspection was not cost-

effective with US$ 4,496 per DALY averted (US$ 624,751 with 139 DALYs averted) 

 

Table 40. Fixed costs of the drug inspection with Progeny (US$) in the Lao setting, 2017 

Progeny 

Capital cost  

- Initial cost for a device (with 5-year lifetime) 61,317 

Subsequent cost 
 

- Replacement cost of the battery (over 5 

years) 

580 

- Light bulb  N/A 

- Other material, solvent, and maintenance  N/A 

Shipping Cost 163 

Total cost of device over 5 years 62,061 

Unit cost of test per sample 0.04 
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Table 41. High and lower prevalence scenario - comparison of Progeny implementation with 

visual drug inspection (1-sample strategy) 

Progeny Incremental Cost 

(US$) 

Disability adjusted life 

years (DALY) averted* 

Incremental cost-effectiveness 

ratio (ICER)** 

High 

prevalence 

scenario*** 

757,651   500  1,514  

Lower 

prevalence 

scenario*** 

 624,751   139 4,496  

 

*A commonly used measure of burden associated with a health condition encapsulating life years lost and life years lived 

with disability. An intervention addressing this condition will often be assessed in the number of DALYs it averts. Averting 1 

DALY is equivalent to gaining one year of life for an individual at full health. 

** The additional costs per unit of outcome attained with the introduction of a new intervention as compared with current 

practice. For example, an ICER of US$500 per DALY averted means that giving a patient 1 additional year at full health will 

cost an extra US$500. 

***High prevalence scenario:20% substandard, 20% falsified medicines; Lower prevalence scenario: 10% substandard, 5% 

falsified medicines 
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*The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong 

APIs, consistent with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer 

 

 Main results Comments/suggestions 

Laboratory 

evaluation 

 Sensitivitya Specificitya    

0% and wrong API 100 (92.5-100) 

95.5 (77.2-99.9) 

Developing API-specific 

algorithms could improve 

device performance to identify 

poor quality medicines with 

low API 

50% and 80% APIb 16.7 (6.4-32.8) 

All poor quality samples 63.9 (52.6-74.1) 

Strengths 

-High accuracy to identify samples with no or wrong API 

-Good performance through packaging for 0% and wrong API identification 

 

 

Limits 
No 80% API samples identified as ‘fail’ 

Poor sensitivity to identify 50% API samples (except ACA samples) 

Issue to identify one brand of FC ACA (issue with coating?) 

Scanning of ART through glass vial not possible 

False positives using the 

'Analyse' function were 

observed because of 

similarities of spectra between 

brands of the same API 

Field 

evaluation  

Main results - drug inspection 
-Median (range): 

N° of samples tested: 6 (4-8) 

N° samples wrongly categorized: 0 (0-2) 

-Time spent in pharmacy: 46 min 52 s 

Main results - sample sets testing 

Time per sample: 4 min 33 s 

 

 

User errors 

-Errors to select the right reference library using the 'Application' function 

-Difficulty to properly scan the ART sample in a glass vial that only contained 60 

mg of API 

Self-correction of user errors 

has been observed; 

Importance of user training to 

select formulation-specific 

reference library entries 

Cost-

effectiveness 

analysis 

Cost of device (initial and recurrent over 5 years) US$ 62,061 

Cost per sample (reagent and consumable material) US$ 0.04 

ICER in a high prevalence scenarioc baseline: US$ 1,514 

More effective with higher costs compared with visual inspections in high 

prevalence scenario. Cost-effective in high prevalence scenario.  

ICER in a lower prevalence scenariod baseline: US$ 4,496 

More effective with higher costs compared with visual inspections in lower 

prevalence scenario. Cost-effective in lower prevalence scenario. 

 

User 

satisfaction 

Plus: Simple procedure for reference library creation; Easy-to-use; Large number of 

in-built reference libraries; Easy interpretation (return of the closest match 

appreciated); Computer not needed 

 

Minus: Reference library creation needed; Averaging spectra for reference library 

creation to take into account variability inter-batch or of dosage units from same 

batches not possible (spectra individually added in the library); Heavy weight; Large 

width; Touchscreen not very responsive increasing the time to record; Different 

functions may be confusing for end users in administrative mode; Tablet holder 

difficult to use for small tablets; Daily calibration with chemicals (provided at 

purchase) 

 

Comparative 

evaluation 

Longest testing time per sample of all non-destructive spectrometers except the 

Truscan RM (users mentioned slowness); faster than 4500a FTIR, PADs and 

Minilab 

 

a  Sensitivity and specificity for quality assessment of the dosage unit not through the packaging 
b Algorithms should be developed on an API basis to enhance detection of lower API samples (this was not performed in the present study, therefore 

these results should be interpreted with caution) 
c High prevalence scenario: Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 
d Lower prevalence scenario:  Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 

ACA, Amoxicillin-clavulanic acid; API, Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient; ICER, Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio  
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RAPID DIAGNOSTIC TEST (LATERAL FLOW 

IMMUNOASSAY) 
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56 The costs reported here do not include VAT 
57 Cost estimated by the manufacturer. The device is not marketed yet and is subject to variation. Purchasing several 

RDTs is subject to potential reduced purchase cost. 

Manufacturer/Developer Pennsylvania State University 

Technology overview The RDTs are a single use disposable API-specific immunoassay test. 

Antibodies interact with the API and result in a red test line when there is 

insufficient or zero API. The user performs an alcohol extraction of the 

medicine sample and dilutes the extract with water into a low and high 

concentration sample. For the first run, the user adds 3 drops of the low 

concentration sample into the well of the RDT cartridge and waits 5 

minutes for the RDT to develop. The control line must appear for every 

experiment or the test is deemed invalid. In the presence of a control line, 

the absence of the red test line deems the test sample to be a good quality 

medicine. If the test line appears, the sample must be retested on a new 

RDT using the higher concentration sample solution. If the red test line is 

absent in testing with the high concentration solution, the medicine is 

deemed substandard since the lower concentration sample test failed. If 

the red test line appears in testing with the high concentration solution, 

the sample is deemed falsified since the API may not be present. RDTs 

must be stored in the fridge. Developers state that the shelf-life with 

correct storage is one year. 

The device can operate in the field without a computer. 

Samples are destroyed in the analysis.  

APIs tested Dihydroartemisinin, Artesunate 

Specifications 

Dimensions:  7 cm (H) x 2 cm (W) x 0.5 cm (D) 

Weight: 4.1 g 

Power source:  None needed 

Usable life: 1 year if kept in a 4°C fridge 

Cost56 
~US$ 2-3 per RDT57 

Consumables (Alcohol, water) 

Calibration 

considerations 

None 

Reference library 

considerations 

None 

Method adaptation for 

the present study 

Artemether testing results were not included during the study because the 

positive control experiments conducted using pure stock artemether, and 

the UPLC confirmed genuine Coartem samples were both classed as 

being poor quality following the RDT protocols. 

Testing abilities Ability to identify substandard medicines stated by the developer, 

without mention of the upper threshold of %API in substandard 

medicines that can be detected by the device. 

Not formulation-specific device. 
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The devices are claimed to be able to detect substandard and falsified artesunate and 

dihydroartemisinin. Including both simulated and field-collected samples, 27 samples were tested 

after removal from their packaging. All tablets with 0%API and wrong API, correctly failed the RDT 

test [sensitivity (95% CI): 100% (73.5-100%)].  The 50% and 80% API samples were correctly 

identified as failing with a sensitivity (95% CI) of 16.7% (2.1-48.4%). Genuines were identified with 

specificity (95% CI) of 100% (29.2-100%). For all poor quality samples (n=24), sensitivity (95% CI) 

was 58.3% (36.6-77.9%) (Table 42).  

Table 42. Performance of the RDTs by API and by type of samples tested (0%/wrong API 

samples vs 50%/80% API) in laboratory evaluation phase. 

  In comparison to simulated and field-collected genuine medicines (n=3) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=12) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=12) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=24) 

  Sensitivity (95% CI) Specificity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, not through 

packaging (n=27) 
100 (73.5-100) 100 (29.2-100) 16.7 (2.1-48.4) 58.3 (36.6-77.9) 

Antimalarials (n=27) 100 (73.5-100) 100 (29.2-100) 16.7 (2.1-48.4) 58.3 (36.6-77.9) 

ART (n=14) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (15.8-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 66.7 (34.9-90.1) 

Dihydroartemisinin (n=13) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

 

 Although the devices are stated as able to identify 50 and 80% API samples, none of the 

80% API ART and DHAP samples were correctly identified as poor quality. Two of the three 50% 

ART samples were correctly identified as failing but none of the 50% DHAP samples were 

characterized correctly. 
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The RDTs were not included in the field evaluation because the developer was unable to 

supply sufficient stock for testing within the timescale of the study. 

Expert chemist 

 

 The RDTs were simple to use with relatively easy to interpret results. Sample preparation did 

take some time due to the requirement for preparing a minimum of 3 different solutions per sample. 

The initial extraction was the only step to require preparation calculations and the use of easily 

available solvents such as alcohol and water minimized the difficulty of the experiment. RDTs are 

widely used for the diagnosis of malaria, in which the presence of parasite antigens in a patient’s 

blood is indicated by a coloured line in the RDT pad, along with the control line. The evaluated RDTs 

for detecting antimalarials in samples has the reverse interpretation, with the presence of a band 

indicating that the sample did not contain antimalarials. This will be confusing and clear training will 

be needed if the tests are used by health workers also using malaria RDTs. The pictorial description 

of the results in the protocol helped with correct interpretation. The major issue with the test was that 

the artemether tests did not seem to work. Using UPLC confirmed genuine medicines and use pure 

stock artemether and following the protocols sample prep concentrations, the RDTs resulted in 

classifying these genuine samples as being poor quality. The colour of the test and control lines were 

sometimes not consistent between devices. Red colours ranged from a dark red thick line to a very 

light red and almost pink line for either or both the control and test line which is likely to confuse the 

device users.  

Medicine inspectors 

  

As the inspectors did not evaluate the RDTs, this section is not included. 
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As the RDTs were not included in the field evaluation, this device was not included in the 

cost-effectiveness analysis. 
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Note: The RDTs were not included in the field evaluation because the developer was unable to supply 

sufficient stock for testing within the timescale of the study. 

 

 
*The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong 

APIs, consistent with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer 

 

 Main results Comments/suggesti

ons 

Laboratory 

evaluation 

 Sensitivity Specificity    

0% and wrong API 100 (73.5-100) 

100 (29.2-100) 

 

50% and 80% API 16.7 (2.1-48.4) 

 All poor quality 

samples 
58.3 (36.6-77.9) 

Strengths 

-High accuracy to identify samples with no or wrong API  

 

 

Limits 

-None of 80% API samples correctly identified as ‘fail’b 

-One out of three 50% ART and all 50% dihydroartemisinin samples incorrectly 

identified as ‘pass’ 

User 

satisfaction 

Plus: Easy-to-use (same as malaria rapid diagnostic); Integrated 

quality control (control line); Electricity not required; Computer 

not needed 

 

Minus: Interpretation can be counterintuitive (lane appearing at 

test line means sample fails); Destroys sample; Sample 

preparation needed; Interpretation can be counterintuitive 

(appearance of the test line means sample fails); Two tests (one 

at low and one at high concentration) to determine the sample as 

'no API' or as 'API present but lower amount than stated’; Does 

not quantitate API; Colours of tests can be  inconsistent (light 

pink to red) which can be confusing to users; Co-formulated ACT 

cannot be fully characterized (only artemisinin derivatives can be 

tested); Short shelf-life; Chemicals required. 

 

Comparativ

e evaluation 

No significant differences of sensitivity compared to other 

devices to identify 0% and wrong API samplesa 

 

 

a Among the seven APIs included in this work the RDTs only had the ability to test artesunate and 

DHAP samples (only artemisinin derivatives are tested). No comparisons of performance with the C-

Vue could thus be performed (ART and DHAP not tested with the C-Vue) 

API, Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient; ART, Artesunate; DHAP, Dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine 
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Truscan RM 
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Manufacturer/ 

Developer 
ThermoFisher Scientific 

https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/TRUSCANRM?SID=srch-srp-TRUSCANRM   

Technology 

overview 
The Truscan RM is a handheld Raman instrument that utilizes a 785 nm laser as the excitation source. The instrument 

is operated by buttons located below the LCD screen source. A barcode scanner is built into the Truscan RM to keep 

track of samples that are scanned, and to allow automated selection of the appropriate reference library. Three 

sampling apparatuses come with the device: a tablet holder, a vial holder, and a sampling cone. The tablet holder 

holds the sample tablet in an enclosed container with a strong spring to press the tablet flush against the sampling 

window. Only tablets with thickness < 7mm and able to withstand the force of the spring can be used with the tablet 

holder. Oral forms that are too thick, in powder form, or in a blister pack are tested with the nose cone, which acts as 

a spacer for ensuring the correct distance between the sample and the device aperture for proper focusing. To start 

analysis, samples are either placed in the tablet holder or held flush against the nose cone and are then scanned. The 

instrument gives a pass/fail result. The data can be exported to PDF format via a computer to generate reports. To 

access all the features including the generation of reference libraries, the TruScan RM must be connected to a 

Windows computer via a special dongle and ethernet cable (USB cable connection is not possible). The I.P. addresses 

on the computer and TruScan RM must be set-up and appropriate firewall permissions given to the Truscan RM to 

communicate with the computer. An additional print to PDF software (novaPDF) must be installed on the computer 

and set to the default printer for the computer, and the Truscan sync software package must be downloaded to the 

computer.  

The device can operate in the field without a computer. 

Samples are not destroyed during the analysis  
APIs tested All seven APIs/combination of APIs 

Specifications
 

Dimensions: 21 cm (H) x 11 cm (W) x 4 cm (D) 

Weight : 900 grams 

Excitation wavelength : 785 nm 

Spectral range : 250 to 2875 cm-1 

Power source: Li-ion battery 

Internal File Storage Size: Not disclosed 

Library/Data File Size: Up to 10,000 library entries; about 6,000 data scans can be stored in total 

Usable life: 8,000 hours
58

 

Cost59 Capital cost
60

 

 Truscan RM unit, Truetools Chemometric Software Package (with Solo by Eigenvector), and Tablet 

holder: ~US$ 62,500 

Recurring costs 

 Cost per run (consumables needed): ~US$ 0.04 

 Battery replacement (expected 2-years life): ~US$ 11219 
Calibration 

considerations 
A performance check is conducted at least annually using a polystyrene standard and the vial holder supplied by the 

manufacturer. 
Reference 

library 

considerations 

For reference library creation the user selects a specific function known as ‘collecting signatures’ (‘signature’ is the 

spectrum of the genuine medicine). Collecting signatures uses the same process as collecting experimental spectra. 

These signatures are then uploaded from the Truscan RM to the computer. On the computer, the signatures are added 

to a reference file containing all the information about the sample. All reference files are then uploaded to the Truscan 

RM to generate a reference library. The user may upload many signatures to the same reference file to introduce 

variability potentially caused by repositioning or batch effects. All the reference libraries are managed on the 

computer and then downloaded to the Truscan RM. On the Truscan RM, the appropriate library must be selected and 

then the instrument is ready to sample. 
Method 

adaptation for 

the present study 

Although the user may upload many signatures to the same reference library entry to introduce potential variability 

caused by repositioning or by batch effects, only one was uploaded per sample to be equivalent to the other Raman 

instrument –Progeny) which can only upload one spectrum per library entry. 
Testing abilities Falsified medicines screening potentially possible for all medicines, provided that formulation-specific reference 

libraries are available. The current algorithms available in the device have not been developed for substandard 

medicines detection. Algorithms should be developed on an API-specific basis to enhance detection. 

                                                 

 
58 According to the device manufacturer 
59 The costs reported here do not include VAT 
60 Ordering several devices to the manufacturer is subject to potential reduced purchase cost 
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Ability to test through transparent blisters and glass vials with reference library created using packaged samples. 

Formulation-specific device.  

As the device is not claimed by the manufacturer to be able to detect substandard medicines 

with the spectral processing algorithms used in this study, the key results in Table 43 are for the 

accuracy of detection of 0%API and wrong API samples. Including both simulated and field-collected 

samples, 105 samples were tested after removal from their packaging with the Truscan RM, and 12 

could also be tested through their medicines packaging and 13 through a replacement packaging. 

The Truscan RM showed sensitivity (CI 95%) of 100.0% (92.5-100%) for the identification 

of tablets removed from their packaging with 0%API and wrong API, and of 22.2% (10.1-39.2%) for 

the identification of 50% and 80% API samples, with specificity (CI 95%) of 100.0% (84.6-100%). 

For all poor quality samples (n=83), sensitivity was 66.3% (55.1-76.3%) by scanning the tablet 

samples directly (Table 43).  

Sensitivity (CI 95%) and specificity (CI 95%) of analysis of tablets scanned through their 

packaging (12 field collected samples) were 100% (69.2-100%) and 100% (15.8-100%), respectively 

for 0% API/wrong API samples. No field-collected substandard medicine was available for scanning 

through the packaging.  

Simulated 0%API and wrong API (n=6), and 50% and 80% parenteral artesunate powder 

samples (n=6) scanned through a replacement plastic bag61 were identified with sensitivity (CI 95%) 

of 100% (54.1-100%) and 33.3% (4.3-77.7%), respectively (Table 43). The sensitivity (CI 95%) to 

identify all poor quality samples (n=12) through the replacement plastic bag was 66.7% (34.9-90.1).  

                                                 

 
61 Polyethylene bag used to hold the powder once removed from glass vial 
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Table 43. Performance of the Truscan RM by API and by type of samples tested (0%/wrong 

API samples vs 50%/80% API) in the laboratory evaluation phase. The sensitivities in red show 

the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong APIs , 

consistent with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer/developer 

 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=22) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=47) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=36) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=83) 

  
Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Specificity (95% CI) 

Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, not through 

packaging (n=105) 
100 (92.5-100) 100 (84.6-100) 22.2 (10.1-39.2) 66.3 (55.1-76.3) 

Antimalarials (n=37) 100 (84.6-100) 100 (29.2-100) 41.7 (15.2-72.3) 79.4 (62.1-91.3) 

AL (n=24) 100 (79.4-100) 100 (15.8-100) 0 (0-45.9) 72.7 (49.8-89.3) 

ART (n=0)* N/A N/A N/A N/A 

DHAP (n=13) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 83.3 (35.9-99.6) 91.7 (61.5-99.8) 

Antibiotics (n=68) 100 (86.3-100) 100 (82.4-100) 12.5 (2.7-32.4) 57.1 (42.2-71.2) 

ACA (n=15) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (29.2-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

AZITH (n=16) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (39.8-100) 50 (11.8-88.2) 75 (42.8-94.5) 

OFLO (n=19) 100 (54.1-100) 100 (59-100) 0 (0-45.9) 50 (21.1-78.9) 

SMTM (n=18) 100 (59-100) 100 (47.8-100) 0 (0-45.9) 53.8 (25.1-80.8) 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=2) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=10) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=0) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=10) 

 Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Specificity (95% CI) 

Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, through 

packaging (n=12)** 
100 (69.2-100) 100 (15.8-100) N/A 100 (69.2-100) 

  In comparison to genuine medicines (n=1) 

  0% API and wrong API samples (n=6) 
50% and 80% API 

samples (n=6) 

All poor quality 

samples (N=12) 

 Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Specificity (95% CI) 

Sensitivity (95% 

CI) 
Sensitivity (95% CI) 

Total, through 

replacement 

packaging (n=13)*** 

100 (54.1-100) 100 (2.5-100) 33.3 (4.3-77.7) 66.7 (34.9-90.1) 

 

*Not applicable - powder cannot be tested with the device - ART samples were thus scanned through packaging; **Packaging available with 

medicine (blister or glass vial for one field collected ART sample) ; *** Insufficient genuine parenteral artesunate vials were available for testing 

and therefore borosilicate replacement vials were used. 

 

We did not test the ability of devices to check the authenticity of the accompanying 5% sodium 

bicarbonate vial required for reconstituting the artesunate for injection. 

The Truscan RM was able to correctly characterize all the simulated and field collected 0 

%/wrong API medicines. All the field collected and simulated genuine medicines were also all 

correctly characterized as being genuine. All the 80% API concentration DHAP simulated samples 

were correctly characterized as being poor quality while the all the others were mischaracterized as 
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being genuine. Fourteen of the 21 simulated samples with 50% API were incorrectly characterized as 

being genuine. All the AZITH, 2 of the 3 DHAP, and 2 of the 3 ART 50% API samples were correctly 

characterized as being poor quality while the remaining 50% API samples were mischaracterized as 

genuine.  

Although the Truscan RM has a built-in barcode scanner that can be used by the operator to 

correctly select the appropriate reference library, it was not utilized. None of the primary packaging 

of the samples tested in our study had barcodes to present. 

Overall, 52 scans of a total of 38 samples62 were performed with the device during four 

inspections of the pharmacy by four medicine inspectors (Table 44). 

Table 44. Results from evaluation pharmacy inspections with Truscan RM by four inspectors. 

Numbers in parentheses are the numbers including all brands of medicines tested, including samples 

from brands subsequently found to have reference library spectra obtained from poor quality 

samples (as per UPLC analyses). 

 

API 
Total samples 

tested 

Total scans 

performed 

Samples tested 

against wrong 

reference 

library 

Scans against 

wrong 

reference 

library 

Samples 

wrongly 

categorized 

ACA 4 4 0 0 0 

ARTa 5 14 0 0 0 

DHAP 0 (4) 0 (4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 

AL 4 7 0 0 0 

OFLO 8 9 3 3 0 

SMTM 5 (8) 5 (8) 2 (2) 2 (2) 0 

AZITH 5 6 0 0 0 

Total 31 (38) 45 (52) 5 5 0 
 

aSamples were scanned through the glass vials by the inspectors, although reference library was created by scanning through a 

replacement packaging (see text below) 

 

  

                                                 

 
62 A ‘sample’ here is defined as a single dosage unit from a unique blister stocked in the evaluation pharmacy. A ‘scan’ 

refers to a single result returned by the device on one sample. 
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Table 45. Performance of the Truscan RM during evaluation pharmacy inspections by four 

inspectors. Results for samples from brands subsequently found to have reference library spectra 

obtained from poor quality reference samples (as per UPLC analyses) are not presented. Numbers 

in red are highlighted to indicate a ‘wrong’ classification by device and/or user. 

API 

Device 

error (No. 

of scans) 

Scans performed against correct 

reference libraryb 

Inspector classification of 

samplesc 

TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP 

ACA 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 

ARTa (14) 0 0 (14) 0 0 0 (5) 0 

DHAP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AL 0 1 0 0 6 1 0 0 3 

OFLO 0 5 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 

SMTM 0 3 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 

AZITH 0 6 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 

Total 14 19 0 (14) 6 23 0 (5) 3 
 

TN: true negative; TP: true positive; FN: false negative; FP: false positive 
aSamples were scanned through the glass vials by the inspectors, although reference library was created by scanning through a replacement 

packaging. These results might thus be distorted because of the potential effect of different packaging on the performance of the device (see 

text below).  
bIncluding only scans performed against the correct  reference library entry (according to device memory) and discounting brands for 

which the reference spectrum was recorded from a poor quality sample 
cSample classification as recorded by the inspector, regardless of reference library used but discounting brands for which the reference 

spectrum was recorded from a poor quality sample 

 

 

The most notable finding was the inability of the TruScan RM to correctly screen for 

parenteral artesunate powder quality through the glass vial: every test of artesunate through the glass 

vial performed with the device gave a false positive result (14/14 tests of five samples), leading to all 

five genuine samples being wrongly identified as suspicious. This is most likely due to all the 

inspectors choosing to scan the artesunate through the glass vial packaging, whereas the reference 

library entry was generated for the artesunate powder re-packaged into a thin polythene bag63. In the 

evaluation pharmacy inspections, all the inspectors chose to sample artesunate through the supplied 

glass vial, likely because the glass vial is sealed with a metal cap, which is very difficult to remove 

(impossible to remove without tools such as scissors or a knife).  

                                                 

 
63 The reference library used in the inspections was generated by the expert users at Georgia Tech. It was created from 

artesunate powder sampled through a thin polythene bag. This decision was taken by the laboratory team as they were 

unable to obtain a good quality spectrum of artesunate while it remained in the supplied glass vial. The field study 

trainers may have not been clear enough to the medicine inspectors that sampling through packaging would be a 

problem, and the inspectors were informed that the Truscan RM could sample through all transparent packaging, 

including the glass vial.   
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In addition, the volume of powder in the artesunate vial is very small and needed to be tapped 

down to the bottom of the vial when sampled in order to maximise the probability of the device 

returning the correct result. Observers noted that this was not done routinely by inspectors for the first 

scan of the sample, although it was done if a second or third scan of the vial was carried out. Due to 

the small volume of powder, the overall Raman signal is likely to be weak, and further attenuated by 

the glass packaging. For larger volumes of powder in vials, it is possible that the stronger signal would 

allow sampling through the glass vial. 

 In one inspection, the inspector recorded on the recording sheet that he thought the sample 

was genuine despite the ‘fail’ result given by the device but acknowledged that he would be obliged 

to take the sample for further testing anyway. We did not test the ability of devices to check the 

authenticity of the accompanying 5% sodium bicarbonate vial required for reconstituting the 

artesunate for injection. 

The most common user error was the selection of the wrong reference library with which to 

compare the sample scanned. Of the 52 scans of 38 samples performed, five (9.6%) scans affecting 

five samples (13.1%) were made with the user selecting the wrong reference library for comparison. 

In each case, the reference library selected was for a medicine containing the same API but of a 

different brand. The device returned the correct result in each case, and no samples were wrongly 

categorised as a result.  

After removing results from testing of artesunate for the reasons described above, no samples 

were wrongly categorised by inspectors during evaluation pharmacy testing. As a result of this lack 

of variation in observations, it was not possible to compare performance against other devices.  
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Table 46. Results from sample set testing with the Truscan RM. Samples from brands 

subsequently found to have reference library spectra obtained from poor quality reference samples 

(as per UPLC analyses) are not presented. Numbers in red are highlighted to indicate a ‘wrong’ 

classification by device and/or user. 

API 

Scans performed by 

inspector against 

correct reference 

librarya 

Inspector 

classification of 

samplesb 

Number of 

scans 

against 

wrong 

reference 

library 

Device 

error 

(scans)c 

Device 

error 

(samples)d 

TN FN FP TP TN FN FP TP 

SMTMc 2 2 0 8 2 2 0 4 0 2 2 

OFLO 5 2 0 4 8 1 0 3 5 2 1 

Total 7 4 0 12 10 3 0 7 5 4 3 
 

TN: true negative; TP: true pitive; FN: false negative; FP: false positive 
aIncluding only scans performed against the correct reference library entry (according to device memory) and discounting brands for 

which the reference spectrum was recorded from a poor quality sample 
bSample classification as recorded by the inspector, regardless of reference library used but discounting brands for which the reference 

spectrum was recorded from a poor quality sample 
cNumber of scans for which the device returned an erroneous result with no obvious user error 
dNumber of samples affected by the ‘device error (scans)’. NB: this did not necessarily lead to the sample being wrongly categorised as 

more than one scan per sample was performed. 

 

 

In sample set testing, one inspector, who had received ‘intensive’ training and tested the 

OFLO sample set failed to select the correct library64 for 5 out of 6 samples tested (8 scans), instead 

selecting a library for the different brand of the same API65. This did not lead to any samples being 

wrongly categorised, supporting the observation in the evaluation pharmacy that this device may be 

less sensitive to formulation-specific variations than the NIR devices. No other inspectors made 

method selection errors. The four false negative results recorded by the device were from testing (with 

no observable user error) three 50%-80% API SM samples (one OFLO and two SMTM): the Truscan 

RM gave a ‘pass’ result for 4 out of 5 scans, leading to both samples being incorrectly categorised as 

genuine. The other OFLO substandard sample was tested against the wrong reference library entry 

(wrong brand containing different API selected), though correctly gave a ‘false’ (true positive) result 

                                                 

 
64 The Truscan is first run after selecting the formulation-specific library for the tested medicine (called ‘method’ in the 

device), giving a ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ result. If it fails to match the reference spectrum, the whole library of stored spectra is 

then automatically searched by the device to find the ‘closest match’, which is displayed on the screen, together with the 

‘Fail’ result. 
65 The same inspector accounted for 5/9 wrong reference library selections during evaluation pharmacy inspection 
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in all three scans performed. The device correctly identified all 0% API SM samples and FC/SM 

genuines in sample set testing.  

Median (range) total time to test a sample in sample set testing was 2 min 27.5 sec, slower 

than the NIRScan (median total time 93.5 sec, p < 0.001) and the MicroPHAZIR RX (p = 0.002) but 

not significantly different from the Progeny (p = 0.514). Analysis and recording time were 

significantly faster for the Truscan RM compared to the Progeny (the other Raman instrument tested 

in the present study), which may be due to the device’s sampling strategies, signal acquisition, and 

signal processing. Indeed, as mentioned above, when the start button is pressed, the Truscan RM first 

runs a comparison with the selected formulation-specific library for the tested medicine (called 

‘method’ in the device). If it fails to match the reference spectrum, then the whole library of stored 

spectra is automatically searched by the device to find the ‘closest match’, which is displayed on the 

screen, together with the ‘Fail’. The initial scan on the Progeny, on the other hand, was conducted in 

the present study in the ‘analyse’ mode, which searches through the entire reference library to find 

the closest match (which is the result displayed on the screen), which might explain the longer 

analysis time for the Progeny. 

There was no significant difference in the number of samples tested or scans performed in 

evaluation pharmacy testing compared to any of the other devices.  

Expert chemist 

 

The instrument is intuitive to use and the steps are clearly outlined in the on-screen 

instructions. The most difficult task in using the Truscan RM was the initial set up of the master 

computer for the device, requiring significant computer skills. The Truscan RM and computer 

communicate via an ethernet cable requiring I.P. addresses and firewall permissions to be set-up on 

both the instrument and computer. There are also several software packages that need to be installed 
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that also require significant set-up to work properly. However, after initial set-up, the software is 

simple and easy to use to upload data and generate reference libraries. The device was comfortable 

to hold with two hands and sampling fixtures such as the tablet holder and cone were easy to install 

and durable. Scan times were based on signal intensity, so samples with low signal intensity scanned 

for longer times. The buttons can be cumbersome when looking for the correct library spectra to 

initially select if the list is long. 

Medicine inspectors 

Overall, from immediate feedback post-inspection, the inspectors felt that the device could be 

useful to them in pharmacy inspections but would be limited by what was perceived to be a slow 

analysis time relative to the other handheld spectrometric devices, and also by the relative bulkiness 

of the carry case. One inspector also had doubts over the reliability of the results, as he correctly 

identified that the device consistently gave the wrong result for artesunate sampled through the glass 

vial (see above). In addition, the supplied tablet holder was felt by one inspector to be difficult to use 

with small tablets.  

In the focus group discussion, the slow analysis of the Truscan RM was not mentioned during 

the focus group discussion but the heaviness was mentioned, as compared to the NIRScan. Three out 

of four inspectors found it is easy and comfortable to use. Three inspectors agreed that it is bothersome 

to change the tablet holder and the cone for scanning through packaging test. 

“I think it's annoying to pull out the tablet holder for every new testing.” 

All of the inspectors claimed to have at least 70% confidence in the device results. However, they 

recognized that this was dependent on the users to correctly follow the protocol for making the 

reference library correctly.  

“We trusted the device 70 - 90% because all the settings were already well set. If we performed 

the procedure correctly on making the reference library, it should work as we have set. Whatever 

it says Pass or Fail, we'll go with it.” 
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They all felt that the device was suitable to use in different levels of the supply chain: 

pharmacies, manufacturers’ plants, distributors and border check points. In each test performed in the 

evaluation pharmacy, if the device gave a fail result for the first time they retested again for 

confirmation. Of these tests, if one failed and one passed, they then tested for the third time: 

“We retested a failing sample in the mock pharmacy. If it failed again then we suspect that 

sample would be spurious.” 

When asking for desired improvement of the device for their daily work, they mostly focused 

on the body of the device, which they felt should be lighter. Three inspectors mentioned the usefulness 

of developing only one ‘sample holder’ that would enable to scan the tablet both through and out of 

packaging, instead of the current system in which one cone is used for scanning through the blister 

and one tablet holder is used for analyzing the tablet out of the packaging. One inspector also 

suggested to develop ability to test through non-transparent blisters, and to add a searching box for 

the brand names to select the ‘method’, instead of the current system that only allows to select the 

brand name in a ‘folder of brands first letter’, the desired brand being then looked for with scroll 

function throughout the folder. 

The estimated operational costs of the Truscan RM in the Laos context are US$ 62,750 for 

purchase and maintenance costs, and US$ 0.04 for the recurrent costs per sample (Table 47).  

With the willingness to pay threshold of Laos GDP per capita, implementing the inspection 

using Truscan RM with 1-sample strategy is cost-effective in the high prevalence scenario66 but not 

cost-effective in the lower prevalence scenario67 (Table 48). For the high prevalence scenario, using 

                                                 

 
66 Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 
67 Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 
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Truscan RM was estimated to be cost-effective with US$ 1,171 per DALY averted (US$ 845,983 

with 723 DALYs averted). For the lower prevalence scenario, implementing the Truscan RM 

compared with visual inspection was not cost-effective with US$ 2,687 per DALY averted (US$ 

624,751 with 250 DALYs averted). 

Table 47. Fixed costs of the drug inspection with Truscan RM (US$) in the Lao setting, 2017 

Truscan RM 

Capital cost  

- Initial cost for a device (with 5-year lifetime) 62,500 

Subsequent cost  

- Replacement cost of the battery (over 5 years) 112 

- Light bulb  N/A 

- Other material, solvent, and maintenance  N/A 

Shipping Cost 138 

Total cost of device over 5 years 62,750 

Unit cost of test per sample 0.04 

  

Table 48. High and Lower prevalence scenario - comparison of Truscan RM implementation 

with visual drug inspection (1-sample strategy) 

 

Truscan 

RM 

Incremental Cost 

(US$) 

Disability adjusted life 

years (DALY) averted* 

Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio 

(ICER)** 

High 

prevalence 

scenario*** 

 845,983   723   1,171  

Lower 

prevalence 

scenario*** 

 624,751   250   2,687  

 

*A commonly used measure of burden associated with a health condition encapsulating life years lost and life years lived with disability. An 

intervention addressing this condition will often be assessed in the number of DALYs it averts. Averting 1 DALY is equivalent to gaining one 

year of life for an individual at full health. 

** The additional costs per unit of outcome attained with the introduction of a new intervention as compared with current practice. For 

example, an ICER of US$500 per DALY averted means that giving a patient 1 additional year at full health will cost an extra US$500. 

***High prevalence scenario:20% substandard, 20% falsified medicines; Lower prevalence scenario: 10% substandard, 5% 

falsified medicines 
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*The sensitivities in red show the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines with no or with wrong APIs, consistent 

with the ability of the device as stated by the manufacturer 

 Main results Comments/suggestions 

Laboratory 

evaluation 

 Sensitivitya Specificitya    

0% and wrong API 100 (92.5-100) 

100 (84.6-100) 

 

50% and 80% APIb 22.2 (10.1-39.2) Developing API-specific 

algorithms could improve device 

performance to identify poor 

quality medicines with low API 
All poor quality samples 66.3 (55.1-76.3) 

Strengths 

-High accuracy to identify samples with no or wrong API 

-Good performance through packaging (except through glass vial for ART samples)  

for 0% and wrong API identification 

-Good performance to identify 80% API DHAP samplesb 

 

 

Limits 
Poor sensitivity to identify 50% API samples (except AZITH samples, 2 of the 3 DHAP and 2 of the 3 ART samples)  b 

Poor sensitivity to identify 80% API (except DHAP samples) b 

Field 

evaluation  

Main results - drug inspection 
-Median (range): 

N° of samples tested: 6 (5-9) 

N° samples wrongly categorized: 0 (0-0) 

-Time spent in pharmacy: 36 min 28 s 

Main results - sample sets testing 

Time per sample: 2 min 14 s 

 

 

User errors 

Selection of the wrong reference library entry 

Did not lead to wrong 

classification of samples 

supporting the fact that the 

device may be less sensitive to 

formulation- specific variations 

than NIR devices 

Cost-

effectivenes

s analysis 

Cost of device (initial and recurrent over 5 years) US$ 62,750  

Cost per sample (reagent and consumable material) US$ 0.04 

ICER in a high prevalence scenarioc baseline: US$ 1,171 

More effective with higher costs compared with visual inspections in high prevalence 

scenario.  

ICER in a lower prevalence scenariod baseline: US$ 2,687 

More effective with higher costs compared with visual inspections in lower prevalence 

scenario but not cost-effective. 

 

User 

satisfaction 

Plus: Several batches of the same reference sample can be added to the reference library 

to take into account variability; Easy to use for end user, step-by-step screen instructions; 

When sample fails to match the selected reference library spectrum, the whole library of 

spectra is searched by the device looking for the closest match; Computer not needed for 

field-testing 

 

Minus: Reference library creation needed; Averaging spectra to take into account the 

variability inter-batch or of dosage units from the same batch not possible (spectra 

individually added in the library); Initial set-up of master computer and software packages 

difficult, requiring IT skills; Difficulties to scroll down with buttons when looking for the 

reference library; Tablet holder not adapted to larger or smaller  sized tablets; Bothersome 

to change tablet holder and cone; Heavy weight 

 

Comparati

ve 

evaluation 

-No significant differences in sensitivity compared to other devices to identify 0% and 

wrong API samples; higher specificity than the C-Vue 

-Same total time per sample as Progeny but slower than NIRScan (faster than 4500a FTIR) 

 

a  Sensitivity and specificity for quality assessment of the dosage unit not through the packaging 
b Algorithms should be developed on an API basis to enhance detection of lower API samples (this was not performed in the present study, therefore 

these results should be interpreted with caution) 
c High  prevalence scenario : Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 20% and 20%, respectively 
d Lower prevalence scenario :  Prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines: 10% and 5%, respectively 

API, Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient; ART, Artesunate; AZITH, Azithromycin; DALY, Disability Adjusted Life Year; DHAP, Dihydroartemisinin-

Piperaquine; ICER, Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio  
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COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF DEVICES 

 

LABORATORY EVALUATION 

As most of the devices included in this work are not claimed to be able to detect substandard 

medicines with the functions used in the present study (except the PharmaChk, the RDTs and the C-

Vue), the key results presented in Table 49 are the performance to identify 0% API and wrong API 

samples.  

In the laboratory evaluation, all devices showed 100% sensitivity to correctly identify tablets 

with 0% or wrong API after removal from their packaging (Table 49) except the NIRScan that 

showed a sensitivity of 91.5% (95% CI : 79.6-97.6%). Specificities of 100% were observed for most 

of the devices, except for the C-Vue [60.0% (32.3-83.7%)], PharmaChk [50.0% (1.3-98.7%)] and 

Progeny [95.5% (77.2-99.9%)].  
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Table 49. Performances of the 11 devices to correctly identify poor quality medicines (outside 

of their packaging)  in the laboratory evaluation. The sensitivities and specificities in red show 

the performance of the device to identify poor quality medicines, consistently with the ability of the 

device as stated by the manufacturer/developer 

 

Because of the limited number of samples available for testing through packaging, together 

with the inabilities of some devices to test certain APIs, the sample size to perform comparative 

statistical tests was too small to have sufficient power for statistical analysis. We only present in this 

section comparisons of the performances of the devices to identify 0% API and wrong API samples 

in which the dosage form was scanned directly, as these were the biggest sets of samples tested.  

 

At the time of this study, among the seven APIs included in this work the PharmaChk only 

had the ability to test artesunate samples, limiting the paired-wise comparisons with other devices 

that were used to test artesunate powder through packaging only. The only comparison that could be 

conducted for the PharmaChk performance was with the 4500a FTIR, RDTs and the Minilab. 

However, only eight samples (six 0%/wrong API samples and two genuine samples) were tested by 

the devices, limiting the statistical comparison of performance. 

Paired-wise comparisons of the sensitivities showed that no device had significantly lower or 

higher sensitivities to correctly identify 0% and wrong API samples than any other device (Table 

50). However, the statistical power of the McNemar’s tests (with an alpha error of 5%) used to 

 

0% API and wrong 

API samples 
Genuines 

50% and 80% API 

samples 

All poor quality 

samples 

  
Sensitivity 

(95% CI) 
n 

Specificity 

(95% CI) 
n 

Sensitivity 

(95% CI) 
n 

Sensitivity 

(95% CI) 
n 

4500a FTIR 100 (93.3-100) 53 100 (85.8-100) 24 28.6 (15.7-44.6) 42 68.4 (58.1-77.6) 95 

C-Vue 100 (82.4-100) 19 60 (32.3-83.7) 15 100 (81.5-100) 18 100 (90.5-100) 37 

MicroPHAZIR RX 100 (92.5-100) 47 100 (84.6-100) 22 50 (32.9-67.1) 36 78.3 (67.9-86.6) 83 

Minilab 100 (93.3-100) 53 100 (85.8-100) 24 59.5 (43.3-74.4) 42 82.1 (72.9-89.2) 95 

Neospectra 2.5 100 (92.5-100) 47 100 (84.6-100) 22 5.6 (0.7-18.7) 36 59.0 (47.7-69.7) 83 

NIRScan 91.5 (79.6-97.6) 47 100 (84.6-100) 22 30.6 (16.3-48.1) 36 65.1 (53.8-75.2) 83 

PADs 100 (88.8-100) 31 100 (83.2-100) 20 0 (0-11.6) 30 50.8 (37.7-63.9) 61 

PharmaChk 100 (54.1-100) 6 50.0 (1.3-98.7) 2 83.3 (35.9-99.6) 6 91.7 (61.5-99.8) 12 

Progeny 100 (92.5-100) 47 95.5 (77.2-99.9) 22 16.7 (6.4-32.8) 36 63.9 (52.6-74.1) 83 

RDT 100 (73.5-100) 12 100 (29.2-100) 3 16.7 (2.1-48.4) 12 58.3 (36.6-77.9) 24 

TruScan RM 100 (92.5-100) 47 100 (84.6-100) 22 22.2 (10.1-39.2) 36 66.3 (55.1-76.3) 83 
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compare the sensitivities between the NIRScan (sensitivity of 91.5%) and other devices (sensitivities 

of 100%) ranged from only 15% (comparison with RDTs) to a maximum of 62% (comparison with 

the C-Vue). The statistical power was 52% for all other devices. More samples would be needed to 

be tested to give objective conclusions for significant differences between devices with a power of 

80%. 
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Table 50. Paired-wise comparisons of the sensitivity [(expressed as % (95% CI) in grey] of the devices to identify 0% and wrong API 

samples tested, outside their packaging, in the laboratory evaluation. P-value of the McNemar tests (n=number of 0%/Wrong API 

medicines assessed by both devices of the pairs) is presented. In red the pairs for which a significance difference was observed. 

 

  4500a FTIR C-Vue 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX Minilab 

Neospectra 

2.5 NIRScan PADs PharmaChk Progeny RDT TruScan RM 

4500a FTIR 100 (93.3-100)                     

C-Vue 1 (n=19) 100 (82.4-100)                   

MicroPHAZIR 

RX 1 (n=47) 1 (n=19) 100 (92.5-100)                 

Minilab 1 (n=53) 1 (n=19) 1 (n=47) 100 (93.3-100)               

Neospectra 2.5 1 (n=47) 1 (n=19) 1 (n=47) 1 (n=47) 100 (92.5-100)             

NIRScan 0.1250 (n=47) 0.2500 (n=19) 0.1250 (n=47) 1 (n=47) 0.1250 (n=47) 91.5 (79.6-97.6)           

PADs 1 (n=31) 1 (n=19) 1 (n=31) 1 (n=31) 1 (n=31) 0.1250 (n=31) 100 (88.8-100)         

PharmaChk 1 (n=6) N/A N/A 1 (n=6) N/A N/A N/A 100 (54.1-100)       

Progeny 1 (n=47) 1 (n=19) 1 (n=47) 1 (n=47) 1 (n=47) 0.1250 (n=47) 1 (n=31) N/A 100 (92.5-100)     

RDT 1 (n=12) N/A 1 (n=6) 1 (n=6) 1 (n=6) 1 (n=6) 1 (n=6) 1 (n=6) 1 (n=6) 100 (73.5-100)   

TruScan RM 1 (n=47) 1 (n=19) 1 (n=47) 1 (n=47) 1 (n=47) 0.1250 (n=47) 1 (n=31) N/A 1 (n=47) 1 (n=6) 100 (92.5-100) 

N/A, not applicable - when no samples could be tested by both devices; a PharmaChk currently only has the ability to test Artesunate. Since artesunate powder can only be tested with 4500a FTIR, Minilab and RDTs, most 

paired comparisons with PharmaChk could not be performed. 
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Specificity of the C-Vue was significantly lower than that of all other devices except for the Progeny 

(p=0.0625) (Table 51). The performances of the PharmaChk and RDTs could not be compared 

because the C-Vue was limited to test ACA, OFLO and SMTM in the present study. All other paired 

comparisons of devices specificities showed no statistical difference. Because only few genuine 

medicine samples were available for specificity calculations, the interpretation of statistical 

comparisons is limited. The statistical power of the McNemar’s tests (with an alpha error of 5%) used 

to compare the specificities between the Progeny (specificity of 95.5%) and most of the other devices 

(specificities of 100%) were only 16% (comparison with 4500a FTIR, MicroPHAZIR RX, Minilab, 

Neospectra 2.5, NIRScan, Truscan RM ). The statistical power was 63% when comparing the Progeny 

with the C-Vue, and only 16% when comparing the Progeny with the PADs. The statistical power for 

the test to compare PharmaChk specificity with RDT’s was only 9%. More samples would be needed 

to be tested to give objective conclusions for significant differences between devices with a power of 

80%.  
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Table 51. Paired-wise comparisons of the specificity [(expressed as %(95% CI) in grey] of the devices to  identify genuine samples 

tested, outside their packaging, in the laboratory evaluation. P-value of the McNemar tests (n=number of genuine medicines assessed by 

both devices of the pairs) are presented. In red the pairs for which a significance difference (p <0.05) was observed. 

 

  4500a FTIR C-Vue 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX Minilab Neospectra 2.5 NIRScan PADs PharmaChk Progeny RDT TruScan RM 

4500a FTIR 100 (85.8-100)                     

C-Vue 0.0313 (n=15) 60 (32.3-83.7)                   

MicroPHAZIR 

RX 1(n=22) 0.0313 (n=15) 100 (84.6-100)                 

Minilab 1(n=24) 0.0313 (n=15) 1(n=22) 100 (85.8-100)               

Neospectra 2.5 1(n=22) 0.0313 (n=15) 1(n=22) 1(n=22) 100 (84.6-100)             

NIRScan 1(n=22) 0.0313 (n=15) 1(n=22) 1(n=22) 1(n=22) 100 (84.6-100)           

PADs 1(n=20) 0.0313 (n=15) 1(n=20) 1(n=20) 1(n=20) 1(n=20) 100 (83.2-100)         

PharmaChk 1(n=2) N/A N/A 1(n=2) N/A N/A N/A 50 (1.3-98.7)       

Progeny 1(n=22) 0.0625 (n=15) 1(n=22) 1(n=22) 1(n=22) 1(n=22) 1(n=20) N/A 95.5 (77.2-99.9)     

RDT 1(n=3) N/A 1(n=1) 1(n=3) 1(n=1) 1(n=1) 1(n=1) 1(n=2) 1(n=1) 100 (29.2-100)   

TruScan RM 1(n=22) 0.0313 (n=15) 1(n=22) 1(n=22) 1(n=22) 1(n=22) 1(n=20) N/A 1(n=22) 1(n=1) 100 (84.6-100) 

 

N/A, not applicable - when no samples could be tested by both devices; a PharmaChk currently only has the ability to test artesunate. Since artesunate powder can only be tested with 4500a FTIR, Minilab 

and RDTs, most paired comparisons with PharmaChk could not be performed. 
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Paired-wise comparisons of the sensitivities to correctly identify 50% and 80% API samples 

were also performed (Annex 10). The C-Vue showed a significantly higher sensitivity than any other 

devices to correctly identify 50% and 80% API samples, with 100% sensitivity (CI 95%: 81.5-100) 

for their detection. The Minilab was the most sensitive of the field-evaluated devices to correctly 

identify 50% and 80% API samples, with significantly higher sensitivity [sensitivity (CI95%): 59.5% 

(43.3-74.4%)] than other devices, except the MicroPHAZIR RX [sensitivity (CI 95%) 50.0% (32.9-

67.1%), p=0.6250]. The Minilab also showed higher sensitivity than the laboratory-evaluated RDTs 

[sensitivity (CI 95%) 16.7% (2.1-48.4%), p=0.0313] but lower sensitivity than the C-Vue [sensitivity 

(CI 95%) 100% (81.5-100%), p=0.0158]. The MicroPHAZIR RX showed higher sensitivity to 

correctly identify 50% and 80% API samples than all other spectrometers except the NIRScan 

(p=0.0936). The Neospectra 2.5 [sensitivity (CI 95%): 5.6% (0.7-18.7%)] had lower sensitivity than 

other spectrometers except the Progeny [sensitivity (CI 95%): 16.7% (6.4-32.8%)]. The PADs 

showed significantly lower sensitivity to correctly identify 50% and 80% API samples than the other 

devices except the RDTs and the Neospectra 2.5. 
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FIELD EVALUATION 

A number of measures of effectiveness are available for comparison between the devices. All 

of these are limited by the small sample sizes in the present study, both in terms of number of 

inspections carried out with each device and the number of samples stocked, particularly of poor 

quality medicines.  

 

The ability of users to complete tasks using the system can be described by the number of 

deviations from user protocol observed in use of the device. For the spectrometers requiring selection 

of a formulation-specific reference library prior to testing (Truscan RM, NIRScan, MicroPHAZIR 

RX), the most commonly-occurring error was selection of the wrong reference library. For devices 

requiring some user interpretation (4500a FTIR, PADs), the most common error was in user 

interpretation of the result68.   

The proportion of samples wrongly categorised per inspection can be used as a proxy to 

measure the quality output of pharmacy inspections with the devices. Again, this is limited by the 

small number of samples tested, which was further reduced by the post-hoc removal of some brands 

due to the poor quality specimens used in reference library construction. A pairwise comparison of 

the percentage of samples wrongly categorised over all inspections with devices is presented in Table 

52.  

                                                 

 
68 For a more detailed description of errors made with specific devices, please see device-specific results sections. 
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Table 52: Pairwise comparisons of the percentage of samples wrongly categorised over all inspections out of total samples tested overall 

with the devices (brands removeda) in the evaluation pharmacy inspections. 

P-values for comparison between devices using Fisher’s exact test.  

 

 MicroPHAZIR RX Truscan RM Progeny 4500a FTIR NIRScan PADs 

MicroPHAZIR RX        

Truscan RM - b      

Progeny 0.167 0.225     

4500a FTIR 0.103 0.242 1.000    

NIRScan 0.118 0.144 1.000 1.000   

PADs <0.001 <0.001 0.023 0.014 0.009  

% samples wrongly categorised 

(CI 95%)  over all the inspections 

with the device 0 (0-10.3) 0 (0-13.2) 8.3 (1.0-27.0) 9.7 (2.0-23.8) 10.3 (2.9-24.2) 37.9 (20.7-57.7) 
 

a Results from brands subsequently found to have reference library spectra obtained from poor quality reference samples (as per UPLC analyses) 

were not included in this analysis. 
b No samples were wrongly categorised in inspections with the Truscan RM or MicroPHAZIR RX once brands with poor quality reference spectra 

were removed. 
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This analysis suggests that significantly more samples were wrongly categorised 

during inspection with the PADs compared to the other devices. No samples were wrongly 

categorised during any inspections with the Truscan RM or MicroPHAZIR RX.   

A similar result was seen in sample set testing69. Table 53 presents the summary of 

the results (inspector classification of samples during the samples set testing) by device. 

Table 53: Summary of results from sample set testing. 

Devices 

Inspector classification 

of samplesa 

Number of 

independent 

samplesb 

N° of inspectors who tested 

OFLO, AL and SMTM sample 

sets c 

Incorrect Correct  OFLOd SMTMd ALd 

4500a FTIR 1 17 9 2 0 2 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX 
1 12 13 1 1 1 

Minilabe 2 15 13 1 1 1 

NIRScan 2 16 9 2 0 2 

PADsf 11 13 12 2 2 0 

Progeny 4 13 13 1 2 1 

Truscan RM 3 17 10 2 2 0 
aResult as stated on inspector record sheet, as compared with UPLC. Some sample sets were tested more than once. 
bNumber of independent samples tested over all sample set tests by all inspectors (some sampleswere tested several times by 

different inspectors) 
cNumber of inspectors testing each sample set with the device. 
dAfter removal of brands with reference library entries from poor quality samples, these sample sets comprised: OFLO – four 

genuine; one 50% API; and one 0% API sample; SMTM: one genuine; one 50% API; and two 0%/wrong API samples; AL: one 

genuine and two 0% API samples. 
eSome samples were tested several time with the Minilab 
f Brands with reference library entries from poor quality samples were not discarded because the PADs did not use reference 

library entries from these samples 

 

Device success in correctly classifying samples (as recorded on the inspector record 

sheet) in the sample set testings was analysed using a mixed effect logit model, clustered by 

inspectors, with device, training, and sample set as independent factors. The odds ratio (p-

value) of devices to correctly classify sample are presented (paired results) in Table 54. 

                                                 

 
69 Due to the issues of samples discovered to be poor quality after completion of field-testing, a 

number of samples have been removed from the analysis of device performance in sample set testing. 

Sensitivity and specificity data are not quoted here due to the small number of samples and tests. 
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Table 54: Odds ratio (p-value) of test device (row) vs reference device (column) 

classifying sample correctly during sample set testing. (mixed effect logit model, with 

independent factors in the model being: device, type of training and sample set, and 

clustered by inspectors) 

Test results from brands with poor quality test or reference specimens have been 

omitted. Significant differences (p < 0.05) are shown in red. 

 

 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX Minilab NIRScan PADs Progeny Truscan RM 

4500a FTIR 0.97 (0.983) 9.03 (0.127) 2.19 (0.534) 18.52 (0.016) 12.52 (0.054) 2.77 (0.419) 

MicroPHAZIR RX   9.30 (0.129) 2.36 (0.522) 19.11 (0.015) 12.90 (0.052) 2.85 (0.405) 

Minilab     0.25 (0.273) 2.05 (0.453) 1.39 (0.749) 0.31 (0.295) 

NIRScan       8.09 (0.033) 5.46 (0.123) 1.21 (0.857) 

PADs         0.67 (0.607) 0.15 (0.021) 

Progeny           0.22 (0.112) 

  

Results suggest that there were no significant differences in the accuracy of devices 

to classify the medicines included in the sample sets, apart from the PADs, which were 

significantly less accurate in correct classification than other devices except the Minilab and 

the Progeny, adjusted for training status and sample set tested and clustered by inspectors. 

Of the devices tested in our study, the PADs required the most user interpretation of 

results before a ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ result was reached. Both require the user to make a subjective 

judgement on the likeness of the test sample result to the reference result, based on visual 

appearance. As discussed in the PADs-specific section (p. 141), the majority of these errors 

(5 of 8 mistakes identified in sample set testing) arose from user misinterpretation of the PAD 

colour pattern. 

Attempts to reduce result variability due to user interpretation may improve device 

accuracy: a web-based application which automates reading of the PAD and returns a ‘pass’ 

or ‘fail’ result is currently being pilot-tested, with plans to commercialise the device in the 

near future (personal correspondence with developer). If accurate, this has significant 
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potential in reducing sample misclassification due to user reading and interpretation errors 

and may therefore significantly improve device performance. 

The mixed effect logit model also showed that overall the inspectors with intensive 

training were more likely to correctly categorize the samples as good or poor quality 

compared to those with rudimentary training, with an odds-ratio of 4.65 (95% CI 1.37-15.75) 

adjusted for devices and sample set tested and clustered by inspectors.  

As a measure of effectiveness of the evaluated device vs inspection without devices, 

Wilcoxon rank sum tests were performed on the number of samples wrongly categorised in 

initial inspections compared to inspections with each device70.  

Table 55: Comparison of samples wrongly categorised in inspections with devices vs 

initial inspection (Wilcoxon rank sum)  

Significant differences (p < 0.05) of the number of samples wrongly categorized (inspection 

with device vs inspection without device) are shown in red 

 

Device Z P 

Median (range) 

samples wrongly 

categorised 

Median (range) 

samples tested 

4500a FTIR -2.088 0.0368 1 (0-1) 7 (5-12) 

MicroPHAZIR RX 2.622 0.0087 0 (0-0) 11 (8-15) 

NIRScan 1.589 0.1121 1 (0-2) 10 (7-12) 

PADs -0.48 0.6311 2 (1-6) 7.5 (5-9) 

Progeny 1.755 0.0792 0 (0-2) 6 (4-8) 

Truscan RM 2.645 0.0082 0 (0-0) 6 (5-9) 

Initial inspection (no device)   2 (1-14) N/A 

 

From this limited data set, it appears that the median number of samples wrongly 

categorised in inspections with the 4500a FTIR, MicroPHAZIR RX and Truscan RM was 

significantly lower than the median number wrongly categorised in initial inspections. These 

                                                 

 
70 Note that brands stocked in the pharmacy were changed between inspections, so the number of samples 

stocked in the pharmacy was not consistent between inspections. However, because the number of samples 

‘tested’ by visual inspection in initial inspections is so much higher than the number tested with devices, 

comparing proportions of samples wrongly categorised out of total samples tested is not a meaningful 

comparison between initial inspections and inspections with devices.  
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crude statistics do not take into account the variability between inspectors nor the variation 

in the number of samples inspected between inspections and should therefore be interpreted 

with caution.  

The field evaluation did not aim to detect differences in device accuracy between the 

spectrometers. The reader is referred to the laboratory evaluation for further performance 

comparison. 

 

Efficiency 

 

Defined as ‘The level of resource consumed in performing the task’ 

 

 

Time per sample 

 

Figure 4 and Figure 5 present the median time per sample over four inspectors for 

each device and for each phase (sampling, analysing, recording) during the sample set testing. 
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Figure 4. Median time taken per phase (seconds) per sample tested, per device, in 

sample set testing71 

 
Figure 5. Median time taken per phase (seconds) per sample tested (Minilab not 

shown), in sample set testing, by device72 

                                                 

 
71 Sampling begins when the inspector starts to use the device (e.g. opens bag containing tablet to begin sampling, touches 

and starts to use device), ends when the process to obtain a result is started (e.g. ‘scan’ button is pressed; or PAD is put 

into the solvent); Analysing begins when the process to obtain a result is started, ends when the device returns the result; 

Interpreting and recording begins when the inspector starts looking at the result, and ends when the pen is put down 

from recording the result on the record sheet 
72 Sampling begins when inspector starts to use the device (e.g. opens bag containing tablet to begin sampling; touches 

and starts to use device), ends when the process to obtain a result is started (e.g. ‘scan’ button is pressed; or PAD is put 

into the solvent); Analysing begins when the process to obtain a result is started, ends when the device returns the result; 

Interpreting and recording begins when the inspector starts looking at the result, and ends when the pen is put down 

from recording the result on the record sheet 
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The Minilab and PADs (median total times per sample of 34 min 23 sec and 10 min 

20 sec, respectively), the only two ‘wet chemistry’ devices, took the inspectors significantly 

longer total time per sample compared to other devices (p< 0.001) (Table 56).  

 

Table 56: Pairwise comparisons of the median total time taken per sample in sample 

set testing. 

P-values for comparison between devices for ln(total time) using mixed effects generalised 

linear regression model with device and training as independent factors, and clustered by 

inspectors and observers. Significant differences (p < 0.05) of the total time between the 

devices are shown in red 

 

 NIRScan 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX Truscan RM Progeny 

4500a 

FTIR PADs Minilab 

Median total 

time (seconds) 93.5 134 147.5 272.5 316 619.5 2062.75 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX <0.001        

Truscan RM <0.001 0.002       

Progeny <0.001 <0.001 0.514      

4500a FTIR <0.001 <0.001 0.009 0.004 <0.001    

PADs <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001    

Minilab <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001   

 

Overall testing of a sample with Minilab took the inspectors significantly longer than 

all other devices including the PADs (p < 0.001). The PADs and 4500a FTIR (the two devices 

which require sample preparation prior to testing) had similar sampling times (4 min and 2 

sec and 3 min 49 sec).  

The total time per sample the inspectors used the NIRScan was significantly shorter 

than for any of the other devices tested. The device does not require sample preparation and 

does not have the facility to record sample details on the device which may explain these 
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results. Indeed, the NIRScan was significantly faster in the sampling73 and analysing74 phases 

compared to all other devices (p< 0.001) (Annex 9). It was also faster than other devices in 

recording phase except the MicroPHAZIR RX (p=0.777). The NIRScan is unique amongst 

the spectrometers in not having a sample holder for unpackaged samples – the sample is 

placed directly onto the sampling window75. This may contribute to its fast speed of analysis 

but is potentially limiting in testing non-tablet dosage forms (e.g. liquids, powders, gels) 

which cannot be tested through packaging or placed on the sample window.   

The MicroPHAZIR RX had significantly faster total time per sample than other 

devices except the NIRScan (p<0.05). The Truscan RM had the third fastest total time per 

sample but the total time per sample was not significantly different to that of the Progeny 

(p=0.514), although the median values are disparate (272.5 and 147.5 sec, respectively). 

Indeed, the range of total times per sample for the Truscan RM was greater than for the 

Progeny [(70 – 482 sec) vs (97 – 365 sec), respectively], potentially weakening the 

significance test. 

 

There was no significant difference in inspector sampling time76 between the Truscan 

RM, Progeny and MicroPHAZIR RX, as expected from their similar design and lack of need 

for sample preparation. However, the Progeny had a significantly longer inspector analysis 

                                                 

 
73 Sampling begins when inspector starts to use the device (e.g. opens bag containing tablet to begin 

sampling; touches and starts to use device), ends when the process to obtain a result is started (e.g. 

‘scan’ button is pressed; or PAD is put into the solvent) 
74 Analysing begins when the process to obtain a result is started, ends when the device returns the 

result 
75  Note that the other spectrometers (except the Progeny) do not require use of the 

supplied/constructed sample holder, but in sample set testing, inspectors tended to use these. In 

evaluation pharmacy testing, sample holders were rarely used, even for unpackaged samples. 
76 Sampling begins when inspector starts to use the device (e.g. opens bag containing tablet to begin 

sampling; touches and starts to use device), ends when the process to obtain a result is started (e.g. 

‘scan’ button is pressed; or PAD is put into the solvent) 
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and recording times77 per sample time than either the MicroPHAZIR RX or Truscan RM (p 

< 0.05, Annex 9). In questioning immediately after testing, the users noted that the Progeny 

often took a long time to return an analysis result. This may be due to the longer wavelength 

laser used compared to the Truscan RM’s laser. At this longer wavelength, the laser gives a 

weaker signal and therefore requires a longer averaging time to collect data with good signal-

to-noise ratio. Instrument specific data processing speeds for the Progeny or Truscan RM 

could also affect the time it takes for an analysis. All users used the ‘analyse’ function on the 

Progeny for the first scan of any sample. In this mode, the device searches through the whole 

of the stored reference library to find the closest matching spectrum. This is unique to the 

Progeny amongst the handheld spectrometers (for the Truscan RM, MicroPHAZIR RX, and 

NIRScan, the user first selects the reference library with which the device should compare 

the sample spectrum to), and may also contribute to the longer analysis time. In addition, 

three out of four inspectors commented that the touchscreen of the Progeny was slow to 

respond, possibly contributing to the longer recording time78 seen (Annex 9) compared to the 

NIRScan, MicroPHAZIR RX and Truscan RM (‘recording’ for the Progeny includes entering 

the sample name onto the device using the touchscreen). 

The mixed effects generalised linear regression model also showed that the inspectors 

with rudimentary training globally did not spend more time to test one sample compared to 

the inspectors with intensive training, adjusted for devices, sample set tested and clustered by 

inspectors and observers (p=0.107) 79. 

                                                 

 
77 Analysing begins when the process to obtain a result is started, ends when the device returns the 

result 
78 Interpreting and recording begins when the inspector starts looking at the result, and ends when 

the pen is put down from recording the result on the record sheet 
79 Note that the Minilab was tested only by experienced users, so no comment can be made on the effect of 

training for this device. 
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As expected, devices which require sample preparation (4500a FTIR, PADs, Minilab) 

or those which require user interpretation of the result (4500a FTIR, PADs, Minilab) took the 

inspectors significantly longer time per sample than those which do not. This is particularly 

pronounced for both the PADs and the Minilab, but it should be noted that several samples 

can be run simultaneously for these devices (three out of four inspectors ran 2-3 PADs at 

once, and all six samples were ‘spotted’ onto the same TLC plate of the Minilab for the 

sample set testing), whereas the other devices can only run one sample at once. Therefore, 

the long total times per sample given here may be offset by the ability to run more than one 

sample at once. 

 

Time to perform drug inspection 

Total times spent inspecting the evaluation pharmacy with each device are shown in 

Figure 6 and Table 57. 
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Figure 6. Time spent inspecting evaluation pharmacy, by device 
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Table 57: Time spent inspecting evaluation pharmacy, by phase. P-values indicates the test results of the comparison between evaluation 

pharmacy inspection with specified device vs initial inspection, using Wilcoxon rank sum test (times are not normally distributed) 

 
Visual inspection 

Median (range) time 

(seconds) 

p-valuea 

Sampling  

Median (range) time 

(seconds) 

p-valueb 
Recording Median 

(range) time (seconds) 
p-valuea 

Total  

Median (range) time 

(seconds) 

p-valuea 

4500a FTIR 448 (0-1,142) 0.0611 2,696 (2,558 – 2,746) 0.0022 505 (369 - 977) 0.8648 3,584 (3,058-4,652) 0.0022 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX 
155 (41-643) 

0.0064 
1,589 (1,315-2,006) 

0.0083 
377 (229-589) 

0.1255 
2,228 (1,846-2,773) 0.0269 

NIRScan 259.4 (0-580) 0.0064 1,098 (931-1,642) 0.0502 311 (176-454) 0.0215 1879 (1,268-2,095) 0.4436 

PADs 318 (0-657) 0.0064 4,014 (3,542-6,718) 0.0022 947 (360-1,303) 0.1058 5,232 (4,939-7,734) 0.0022 

Progeny 297 (0-668) 0.0064 1,581 (1,147-2,214) 0.0136 868 (587-953) 0.0083 2,812 (1,734-3,703) 0.0107 

Truscan RM 277  (0-877) 0.0135 1,576 (1,284-2,203) 0.0064 302 (191-348) 0.0064 2,188 (1,475-3,361) 0.0738 

Initial 

inspection 
994 (75-1,629)  N/A  522 (255-804)  1,516 (515-2,335)  

         
a P-value for time for evaluation pharmacy inspection with specified device vs initial inspection, using Wilcoxon rank sum test (times are not normally distributed) 
b For (visual inspection+sampling) time vs initial inspection visual inspection time, using Wilcoxon rank sum
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Inspections of the evaluation pharmacy took significantly longer to complete using all devices 

compared with the initial inspections without devices (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum) except with the 

NIRScan and Truscan RM (p=0.4436 and 0.0738, respectively).  

The time spent on visual inspection was significantly shorter when using a device than for 

initial inspections, except for the 4500a FTIR (p=0.0611). More time overall was therefore spent in 

inspecting samples, but less time in visual inspection. Selection of appropriate samples is key to 

finding poor quality medicines. Therefore, this reduction in visual inspection time may have negative 

consequences in terms of finding suspicious medicines samples – i.e. it is possible that the 

introduction of devices may be counterproductive depending on the prevalence of poor quality 

medicines that could be visually recognised as poor quality.  

During one-third of the inspections (n=11, 34%), the inspectors spent less than one minute in 

visual inspection of samples (data not shown). It seems that the inspectors chose, instead, to test a 

random sample of one packet of each medicine (i.e. one of each brand found for the selected APIs) 

with the device, taking that result to be representative of all available samples from that brand. Part 

of this may be an artefact of the experimental set-up. Indeed, when questioned about why they chose 

not to do visual inspection, the inspectors replied that they would expect samples of the same brand 

of medicine in the same pharmacy to be from the same batch of medicine, hence of identical quality. 

In our pharmacy, samples were from multiple lots and brands.  

The relative lack of visual inspection of samples could also be related to the increased 

perceived time pressure to complete an extra task within the ‘normal’ pharmacy inspection time 

(approximately 60 minutes for a pharmacy of similar size, according to medicine inspectors), hence 

leading to the inspectors’ change in behaviour on introduction of the devices. This is a potential 

important qualitative consideration when considering device introduction: is screening fewer samples 

with the devices as effective as the current practice of only visual inspection and, if not, what kind of 
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training is necessary to help the inspectors overcome the perceived time cost?  Further work is needed 

to address this. 

One disadvantage of the longer time spent in testing samples with devices might be that 

inspectors feel able to test fewer samples during an inspection, potentially reducing the effectiveness 

of the inspection. A boxplot of the number of samples tested per inspection by device is shown below 

(Figure 7).  

Figure 7. Boxplot of number of samples tested per inspection, by device  

 

From this boxplot, it does appear that devices with longer sampling time (PADs and 4500a 

FTIR) did lead to fewer samples being tested overall in the evaluation pharmacy compared to devices 

with faster sampling time. However, pairwise comparisons between all devices (Dunn test) suggests 

there is no difference between the number of samples tested in the pharmacy (data not shown, p > 

0.05).  
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COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 

With the assumption of five years’ life time for all devices (except the PADs which are single-

use disposable tests), Truscan RM has the highest fixed total cost over the 5-years, followed by 

Progeny, MicroPHAZIR RX, 4500a FTIR, NIRScan, and PADs (Table 58). Except for the PADs, 

the largest proportion of the total cost for each device was from the upfront initial cost. The PADs 

had the highest variable costs per sample, estimated at around US$ 3 per sample tested with no capital 

costs. For the other devices the variable cost per sample tested were low, at <US$0.10. 

 

Table 58. Costs of the devices included in the cost-effectiveness analysis 

Costs (US$, 2017) 
Truscan 

RM 

Micro 

PHAZI

R 

4500a 

FTIR 
Progeny 

NIRSca

n 

PAD

s 

Capital cost (up front)       

  
- Initial cost for a device*  

   (with 5-year lifetime) 
68,750 
 

52,250 
 

34,724 
 

67,449 
 

1,539 
 

0 

 

Subsequent cost       

  

- Replacement cost of the battery    

  (over 5 years) 
112 506 N/A 580 30 N/A 

     - Light bulb  N/A 300 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

     - Other material, solvent, and      

        maintenance 
N/A 300 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Shipment Cost** 138 147 358 163 126 126 

Fixed total over 5 years 69,000 53,503 35,082 68,192 1,695 126 

Variable unit cost per sample 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.04 0.04 3.06 

 

*Device costs are inclusive of Laos PDR VAT rate at 10% 

**Shipment cost was estimated from the average price of DHL Express Worldwide service from Europe (UK) and the USA to Laos 

PDR based on device weight. 
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Using the unit costs for each device, we then estimate the total budget impact of implementing 

either one of the devices within the drug inspections across the 42 districts where malaria is endemic 

in Laos. The costs were classified into two periods; the initial purchase and shipping costs for the 

device, and the annual running costs including, labour cost, consumable material, confirmation test 

with HPLC for the suspected samples, and ACTs replacements at the drug outlets. 

 

 

Table 59. Total costs under lower prevalence scenario (10% substandard and 5% falsified), 

with a 1-sample strategy across all 42 districts80 

Cost US$ (2017) Truscan 

RM 

Micro 

PHAZIR 

4500a 

FTIR 

Progeny NIRScan PADs 

Initial Cost             

  Cost of Devices*  

2,887,500  

 

2,194,500  

 

1,458,414  

 

2,832,855   64,634  0    

  Shipping Cost**  5,792   6,173   15,047   6,864   5,308   5,308  

     Total Initial Cost 2,893,292  2,200,673  1,473,461  2,839,719   69,942  5,308  

Annual Cost             

  Maintenance cost  1,176   11,613  N/A     6,090   315   N/A   

  Cost of Inspectors§  81,993   81,984   82,099   82,072   81,959   82,290  

  Cost of Consumablesß  491   474   1,050   648   423   23,917  

  Cost of Confirmatory 

analysis by HPLC†  63,532   70,592   56,473   35,296   55,190   28,237  

  Cost of Replacement of 

suspected poor quality 

ACTs∑  28,475   31,639   25,311   15,820   24,736   12,656  

 Total Annual Cost  175,667   196,302   164,934   139,925   162,623   147,099  

Total Cost (over 5-year) 3,771,629  3,182,183  2,298,131  3,539,346   883,057   740,806  
 

*Device costs are inclusive of Laos PDR VAT rate at 10%. 

** Shipping cost was estimated from the average price of DHL Express Worldwide service from Europe (UK) and the USA to Laos 

PDR based on device weight. 
§Cost of inspectors was estimated based on the total time spent for overall inspections (visual inspections) and additional time spent 

for the test by each device. 
ßCost of consumables was estimated from additional material use including reagent and cleaning wipers for the test by each device. 
†Cost of confirmation was estimated from the number of samples sent to validate with HPLC from the suspected poor quality sample 

as suggested by the device screening result. 
∑ Cost of replacement was estimated from cost of the whole batch of ACTs that required to be replaced with the genuine at the 

pharmacy outlet due to the suspected poor quality batch suggested by the device screening results.  
 

                                                 

 
80 Total costs under high prevalence are presented in Annex 11. 
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To implement the inspection with these devices under lower prevalence of substandard and 

falsified ACTs scenario with 1-sample strategy, the initial cost of the 42 devices ranged between US$ 

5,308 to 2,893,292; Truscan RM has the highest total upfront cost followed by Progeny, 

MicroPHAZIR RX, 4500a FTIR, NIRScan and PADs, respectively. The total annual costs ranged 

from US$ 139,925 to 196,302. MicroPHAZIR RX has the highest annual cost followed by Truscan 

RM, 4500a FTIR, NIRScan, PADs, and Progeny, respectively. The total cost over the five years 

ranged from US$ 740,806 to 3,771,629. Truscan RM was associated with the highest 5-year total cost 

followed by Progeny, MicroPHAZIR RX, 4500a FTIR, NIRScan, and PADs, respectively. The total 

costs under high prevalence scenario (20% substandard and 20% falsified) with a 1-sample strategy 

across all 42 districts is provided in the Annex 11. 

 

In this section, we present a head-to-head comparison of all the devices for which cost-

effectiveness estimates were made. This assumes therefore that all these devices are available for use 

in Laos and that they were deemed acceptable given other criteria. In addition to comparing the cost-

effectiveness of the devices, we compare different sampling strategies, whereby the inspectors select 

either 1,2 or 3 samples per brand of ACT for testing.  

To facilitate the comparison of multiple devices and sampling strategies we use the net-

monetary benefit (NMB) of each option, instead of the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio. The NMB 

provides a much simpler indicator of cost-effectiveness, whereby the option with the highest NMB is 

identified as optimal. NMB is calculated by multiplying the effectiveness of the intervention (in this 

instance measured in DALYs averted) by the WTP threshold and deducting from this any incremental 

costs of the device. The reason this indicator is not as widely used as the ICER is that it requires an 
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explicit incorporation of a specific WTP threshold (in this case the Laos GDP/capita), while WTP 

thresholds are difficult to define.  

The results for the high prevalence scenario (20% substandard / 20% falsified) comparing 

inspection with all the devices with visual inspection are presented below. 

The incremental costs and benefits (measured in DALYs averted) for each of the devices 

compared with a baseline of visual inspections is shown in the cost-effectiveness planes below 

(Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8. Incremental costs and effects of inspection with 1-sample strategy in high prevalence 

scenario; 20% substandard and 20% falsified compared with visual inspection [the diagonal 

line represents the Willingness to pay threshold at US$ 2,353 (Laos GDP per capita)] 
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Table 60. Country level costs and effects in high prevalence scenario for each device with a 1-

sample strategy compared with visual inspection (referred to as ACER - Average Cost-

Effectiveness Ratio) ranked by descending Net Monetary Benefit (NMB, US$)  

Name Cost DALYs 
Incremental 

Cost 

DALY 

averted 
ACER NMB 

Baseline  81,900   1,112               

NIRScan 334,541   465   252,641   647   391   1,269,333  

MicroPHAZIR RX 818,129   334   736,229   778   946   1,094,896  

4500a FTIR 623,195   445   541,295   667   811   1,028,241  

PADs 270,838   667.0   188,938   445   425   857,419  

Truscan RM 927,883   389   845,983   723   1,171   854,348  

Progeny 839,551   611   757,651   500   1,514   419,501  

 

 

In the high prevalence scenario, all of the devices are effective with a 1-sample strategy, 

averting between 445 and 778 DALY per year across the malaria endemic areas in Laos. The 

MicroPHAZIR RX is the most effective device, with 778 DALYs averted. Furthermore, all of the 

devices are cost-effective when compared with the baseline of visual inspections alone, with an 

average cost-effectiveness ratio (ACER) well below the WTP threshold (indicated by the blue line in 

Figure 8) and a positive net monetary benefit (NMB). The comparative cost-effectiveness analysis, 

which assumes that all devices are available, estimates that the NIRScan is the most cost-effective 

device by providing the highest NMB followed by the MicroPHAZIR RX, 4500a FTIR, PADs, 

Truscan RM, and Progeny, respectively (Figure 8 and Table 60). 

Comparing strategies of 1, 2, or 3-samples per drug per inspection 

 

The incremental costs and benefits (measured in DALYs averted) for each of the devices were 

compared across different sampling strategies with prevalence of poor quality medicines as in high 

prevalence scenario (20% substandard and 20% falsified). 
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Figure 9. Incremental costs and effects of all sampling strategies (1, 2, or 3-samples per drug 

per inspection) at the prevalence of substandard and falsified with high prevalence scenario 

(Willingness to pay threshold at US$ 2,353, Laos GDP per capita) 
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Table 61. Country level costs and effects in high prevalence scenario for each device with all 

possible options compared with visual inspection (referred to as ACER - Average Cost-

Effectiveness Ratio) ranked by descending Net Monetary Benefits (NMB, US$) 

High prevalence scenario 

Rank Device Strategy 

Incremental 

Cost 

DALY 

averted ACER NMB 

1 NIRScan 2-sample  521,578   814  640  1,394,582  

2 NIRScan 3-sample  816,210   914  893  1,334,537  

3 NIRScan 1-sample  252,641   645  391  1,269,333  

4 MicroPHAZIR RX 2-sample  1,038,137   945  1,099  1,185,372  

5 4500a FTIR 2-sample  804,136   815  986  1,114,185  

6 MicroPHAZIR RX 1-sample  736,229   778  946  1,094,896  

7 MicroPHAZIR RX 3-sample  1,351,730   1,028  1,314  1,067,970  

8 4500a FTIR 3-sample  1,099,001   914  1,202  1,051,844  

9 4500a FTIR 1-sample  541,295   667  811  1,028,241  

10 TruScan RM 2-sample  1,130,917   885  1,278  950,897  

11 TruScan RM 3-sample  1,439,046   979.3  1,469  865,301  

12 PADs 1-sample  188,938   445  425  857,419  

13 TruScan RM 1-sample  845,983   723  1,171  854,348  

14 PADs 2-sample  326,192   445  734  720,166  

15 PADs 3-sample  463,445   445  1,042  582,912  

16 Progeny 1-sample  757,651   500  1,514  419,501  

17 Progeny 2-sample  917,220   551  1,664  379,827  

18 Progeny 3-sample  1,098,954   598 1,838  307,997  

 

In high prevalence scenario, comparing all possible options (six devices with 1/2/3-sample 

strategy) with visual inspections, all options are cost effective compared with the baseline (Figure 

9). However, the comparative cost-effectiveness analysis suggests that the best option would be 

NIRScan with 2-sample followed by 3- and 1-sample (See Table 61). It is noteworthy that in most 

cases a 2-sample strategy outperformed a 3-sample and a single sample strategy (except in the case 

of PADs and Progeny). 
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The results for the lower prevalence scenario (10% substandard and 5% falsified) comparing 

inspection with 1-sample strategy with visual inspections assuming 3 ACTs in a pharmacy are 

presented below. 

 

The incremental costs and benefits (measured in DALYs averted) for each of the devices 

compared with a baseline of visual inspections is shown in the cost-effectiveness planes below 

(Figure 10). 

 

Figure 10. Incremental costs and effects at lower prevalence scenario; substandard 10% and 

falsified 5% compared with no inspection (Willingness to pay threshold at US$ 2,353 (Laos 

GDP per capita) 
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Table 62. Country level costs and effects in lower prevalence scenario for each device with a 1-

sample strategy compared with visual inspection (referred to as ACER - Average Cost-

Effectiveness Ratio), ranked by descending Net Monetary Benefit, (NMB, US$) 

 

Name Cost DALYs Incremental 

Cost 

DALY 

averted 

ACER NMB 

Baseline 81,900 445              

NIRScan 176,548   227   94,648   217   436  416,640  

PADs 148,161   334   66,261   111   596   195,328  

4500a FTIR 459,626   222   377,726   222   1,699   145,452  

MicroPHAZIR RX  634,114   167   552,214   278   1,987   101,759  

Truscan RM 754,091   195  672,191   250   2,687   -83,615 

Progeny 706,651   306   624,751   139   4,496   -297,765 

 

 
In lower prevalence scenario, all of the devices are effective with a 1-sample strategy, averting 

between 111 and 278 DALYs compared with the baseline. The MicroPHAZIR RX is the most 

effective device. Only four devices : the NIRScan, PADs, 4500a FTIR, and MicroPHAZIR RX are 

cost-effective with an average cost-effectiveness ratio (ACER) well below the WTP threshold 

(indicated by the blue line) and a positive net monetary benefits (NMB). The comparative cost-

effectiveness analysis suggests that the NIRScan is the most cost-effective device followed by PADs, 

4500a FTIR, and MicroPHAZIR RX, respectively (Table 62). 
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Comparing strategies of 1, 2, or 3-samples per drug per inspection 

 
 

Figure 11. Incremental costs and effects of all sampling strategies (1, 2, or 3-samples per drug 

per inspection) at the prevalence of poor quality medicine as in lower prevalence scenario 

(Willingness to pay threshold at US$ 2,353, Laos GDP per capita) 
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Table 63. Country level costs and effects in lower prevalence scenario for each device with all 

possible options compared with no inspection (referred to as ACER - Average Cost-

Effectiveness Ratio) ranked by descending Net Monetary Benefit (NMB, US$) 

 

Lower prevalence scenario 

Rank Device Strategy 
Incremental 

Cost 

DALY 

averted 
ACER NMB 

1 NIRScan 2-sample  199,405   296   673   497,626  

2 NIRScan 3-sample  318,591   346   921   495,217  

3 NIRScan 1-sample  94,648   217   436   416,640  

4 4500a FTIR 2-sample  481,535   297   1,624   216,037  

5 4500a FTIR 3-sample  601,355   346   1,739   212,478  

6 PADs 1-sample  66,261   111   596   195,328  

7 MicroPHAZIR RX 2-sample  675,210   361.3   1,869   174,955  

8 4500a FTIR 1-sample  377,726   222   1,699   145,452  

9 MicroPHAZIR RX 3-sample  804,050   403   1,995   144,211  

10 PADs 2-sample  118,805   111   1,069   142,784  

11 MicroPHAZIR RX 1-sample  552,214   278   1,987   101,759  

12 PADs 3-sample  171,349   111   1,541   90,240  

13 TruScan RM 2-sample  786,713   331   2,375   -7,395 

14 TruScan RM 3-sample  912,833   379   2,412   -22,249 

15 TruScan RM 1-sample  672,191   250   2,687  -83,615 

16 Progeny 2-sample  676,709   164   4,115   -289,775 

17 Progeny 1-sample  624,751   139   4,496   -297,765 

18 Progeny 3-sample  739,749   188   3,939   -297,863 

 

In lower prevalence scenario, comparing all possible options (six devices and 1/2/3-sample 

strategy) with visual inspection, 12 out of 18 options are cost-effective (Figure 11). However, the 

comparative cost-effectiveness analysis suggests that the three best options would be using NIRScan 

with 2-sample, 3-sample, and 1-sample, respectively (See Table 63). 

 

In summary, all the devices we evaluated were estimated to be cost-effective as compared 

with visual inspections in a scenario where falsified medicines are highly prevalent; in a head-to-head 

comparative analysis the NIRScan was the most cost-effective option. In a scenario where 

substandard medicines are more prevalent but falsified medicines are less frequent, as would be 

expected there is a clear advantage for devices that are able to detect both forms of poor quality 
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medicines. Of these devices, the NIRScan appeared to be the most cost-effective option, and while 

repeat sampling with two and three times averted more DALYs, 2-sample strategy is more cost-

effective compared with 3- and 1- sample tests per brand of medicines. 

One-way sensitivity analysis: Tornado diagram  

 

Figure 12. One-way sensitivity analysis with different plausible parameter values in lower 

prevalence scenario for NIRScan 

 

A Tornado diagram (Figure 12) showed the change in NMB when each of the key parameters 

is changed to either lower or higher than the point estimate value used in the models. The number of 

effective months when replacing the suspected poor quality ACTs with genuine ones has the most 

impact on the NMB followed by the device performance in detecting genuine ACTs. This highlights 

the importance of contextual factors such as how the inspectors react to sample readouts as compared 

with the devices’ inherent performance. Results of the one-way sensitivity analysis for all other 

devices with lower prevalence scenario are provided in Annex 12. 
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Sensitivity analysis: Implementing one device per province policy (Purchase 5 devices 

across the country) instead of one per district 

This sensitivity analysis estimates the devices’ cost-effectiveness when using one device per 

province instead of one per district (while this would clearly cut down the upfront purchase costs 

considerably, it might not be logistically feasible). The total number of devices across the country is 

reduced to 5 (from 42). In these circumstances, all devices are more cost-effective as the overall cost 

of device for the county level are much lower, especially devices with high upfront costs e.g. 4500a 

FTIR, MicroPHAZIR RX, Truscan RM, and Progeny. In this scenario, MicroPHAZIR RX is 

estimated as the most cost-effective device (Table 64). This device is associated with its best 

performance in identifying poor quality anti-malarials with the lower total costs due to fewer number 

of devices in the country. Budget impact analysis regarding the implemention of this policy is 

provided in Annex 11. 

Table 64. Country level costs and effects in sensitivity analysis when using one device per province 

instead of one per district for each device in lower prevalence scenario with a 1-sample strategy 

compared with visual inspection (referred to as ACER - Average Cost-Effectiveness Ratio) in 

descending order of Net Monetary Benefit (NMB, US$) 

Name Cost DALYs 
Incremental 

Cost 

DALY 

averted 
ACER NMB 

Baseline 81,900 445              

MicroPHAZIR RX 238,192 167 156,292 278 562 497,681 

NIRScan 164,003 227 82,103 217 378 429,185 

Truscan RM 243,491 195 161,591 250 646 426,985 

4500a FTIR 200,016 222 118,116 222 531 405,062 

Progeny 202,028 306 120,128 139 864 206,859 

PADs 147,226 334 65,326 111 588 196,263 
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OVERALL COMPARISON 

The Progeny and Truscan RM could characterize the laboratory samples with similar 

accuracies. Both devices could correctly identify the zero and wrong API samples with sensitivity 

(95% CI) of 100% (92.5-100%), but both had limited abilities to identify the 50 and 80% API samples 

[sensitivity (95% CI) for Progeny 16.7% (6.4-32.8%) and Truscan RM 22.2% (10.1-39.2%)]. No 

significant difference between the two devices were observed (p = 0.7539).  

In the field evaluation, there were no significant differences between the two devices in terms 

of accuracy of sample classification in either the evaluation pharmacy or sample set testing. There 

was also no significant difference between the two devices in total time taken to test one sample, 

although both were significantly slower than the NIRScan (p < 0.001), the fastest spectrometer. The 

Truscan RM requires the user to select the correct reference library entry for comparison with the 

sample. Inspectors selected the wrong reference library a number of times, leading to some sample 

misclassification. The Progeny has a function which does not require the user to select the reference 

library, leading to fewer observed user mistakes. Using the barcode readers that are built into the 

Truscan RM and the Progeny to select the correct reference libraries would potentially alleviate the 

user errors related to the selection of wrong reference libraries and reduce the time spent to select the 

reference library but these functions were not tested in our study. Indeed, none of the primary 

packaging of the 13 brands tested in our study had barcodes to present. 

The laboratory team felt that the Progeny was easier than the Truscan RM to set-up because 

all functionality of the instrument (including reference library creation) is controlled by the graphical 

user interface embedded in the instrument. The Truscan RM took longer to set-up because an external 

control computer is required for library generation and there are several configuration requirements 

for successful communication between the instrument and the computer. Both user interfaces were 
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simple to use in the laboratory: the Progeny feeling to the user like a smartphone system while the 

Truscan RM felt more like using an industrial machine. Medicine inspectors singled out the Progeny 

as slower in terms of analysis time than other tested devices, and the lack of responsiveness of its 

touchscreen was also perceived as time-consuming in the field. Both the Truscan RM and Progeny 

were felt to be less portable than some other spectrometers due to their greater weight. Favoured 

features of the Truscan RM include its perceived ease of use in terms of giving a pass/fail result, and 

its relatively fast speed of analysis. It should be noted that these opinions were formed in the context 

of a ‘routine’ pharmacy inspection. Use in different contexts, e.g. by manufacturers, or in a basic 

laboratory such as might be found at a provincial level, may have resulted in different user opinions.  

There were two notable issues with the lasers of each instrument. For the Progeny (1064 nm 

laser), we noticed that the sample could be damaged and burned if the sample was placed too close 

to the laser source (spacer for sample window was set to its lowest setting). Ensuring the spacer was 

set to the correct position eliminated this effect. For the Truscan RM (785 nm laser), some 

fluorescence was observed in the spectra for field-collected ACA samples. This did not affect the 

overall accuracy of sample classification in this study, but may affect detection of field-collected 

samples, substandard samples in particular. The interfering fluorescence signal could potentially 

overwhelm the signal of the API causing a lack of unique spectral features from the API and/or 

formulation that would further complicate substandard detection. Indeed, the spectral features 

between genuine and substandard medicines are minimal because the API is present in both samples. 

One example of this fluorescence problem occurring was when attempting to analyse Cavumox 1 g 

(875/125 mg amoxicillin/potassium clavulanate) as shown in Figure 13. Analysing both the tablet 

(coated tablet) and crushed powder of the tablet revealed that the Truscan RM exhibits strong 

fluorescence correlated with the sloping baseline compared to the Progeny signal. Without API and/or 

formulation specific spectral features (hidden by fluorescence signal interference), the software 

would not be able to discriminate between good and poor quality medicines.  
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The spectra in Figure 13 also shows the inherent problem with non-destructive sampling 

where the outer coating of the tablet may not accurately reflect the core contents of the tablet. In the 

Progeny spectra at the top of Figure 13, the crushed powdered sample reveals significantly more and 

stronger intensity spectral features than the coating as shown by the overlapped spectra of the internal 

contents and coating. The Truscan RM at the bottom of Figure 13 does not show difference between 

the external coating and internal contents of the tablet due to the fluorescence interference.  

 

 

 

Figure 13. Spectral comparisons of Cavumox 1 g (875 mg/125 mg: 

amoxicillin trihydrate/potassium clavulanate) between scanning an intact 

coated tablet (blue) versus scanning the tablet crushed (red). Top plot is 

spectra from the Progeny and the bottom plot if from the Truscan RM. 
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An important issue identified during this study was the apparent inability of the Raman 

devices to sample artesunate powder through the glass vial, as the spectrum of the glass vial 

dominated. The Truscan RM was thus unable to record the spectrum of artesunate powder through 

the glass vial packaging, whereas the Progeny could, as shown in Figure 14. The NIR devices 

(MicroPHAZIR RX, Neospectra 2.5, and NIRScan) could also scan through the glass vial (Figure 

15). It is thought by the laboratory team that this is due to an insufficient amount of sample in the vial 

to generate a detectable signal. Transferring the powder to a polythene bag enabled a thicker, denser 

layer of powder to be collected, and the Raman spectrum of artesunate successfully recorded. Further 

experiments with differing amounts and density of artesunate powder in the vial are needed to verify 

this hypothesis. Dosages of parenteral medicines differ; it is unclear whether other APIs powders in 

glass vials would be affected in a similar way but is an important potential limitation for the Raman 

devices. Further research and discussion with the manufacturers are needed. 

Figure 14. Spectral comparisons between scanning an empty Artesun vial (blue) 

versus scanning the artesunate through the Artesun vial (red) versus artesunate that 

was repackaged and scanned through a plastic bag (yellow). Top plot is spectra from 

the Progeny and the bottom plot is spectra from the Truscan RM. Inset image of 

Artesun® vial with correct dosage (60 mg) of artesunate inside. 
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There was no significant difference in sensitivity between any of these devices for detection 

of 0% and wrong API medicines. However, there were differences in sensitivity for detection of 50 

and 80% API samples (Annex 10). The MicroPHAZIR RX had significantly higher sensitivity than 

all spectrometers except the NIRScan (p = 0.094) for correct classification of 50% and 80% API 

concentration samples. The Neospectra 2.5 had significantly lower sensitivity than all spectrometers 

for correct classification of 50% and 80% API concentration samples, probably due to the need for 

Figure 15 . Spectral comparisons between scanning an empty Artesun vial (blue) 

versus scanning the artesunate through the Artesun vial (red). Top plot is spectra 

from the MicroPHAZIR RX, middle plot is spectra from the NIRScan, and the bottom 

plot is spectra from the Neospectra 2.5. 
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visual comparison of the sample spectra with the reference spectra, which is not optimal for 

interpretation of NIR data.  

All the NIR devices also had no problem analysing artesunate through a glass vial as shown 

in Figure 15. In Figure 15, each NIR spectrometer generates unique spectral features that correlate 

to artesunate when compared to the spectra of just the glass vial the sample alone.   

The NIRscan had difficulty distinguishing between the genuine and 0% API simulated OFLO 

samples. As shown in Figure 16, the spectral range of the NIRScan (900-1700 nm) which is different 

from the other NIR devices in this study (MicroPHAZIR RX: 1600-2400 nm; Neospectra 2.5: 1350-

Figure 16. Spectral comparisons of a simulated medicine with starch only (blue) 

versus a simulated sample of ‘genuine’ ofloxacin that contains starch as the bulk 

excipient (red). Top plot is spectra from the MicroPHAZIR RX, middle plot is spectra 

from the NIRScan, and the bottom plot is spectra from the Neospectra 2.5. 
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2500 nm) may be a contributor to the problem. Within the spectral range of the NIRscan, there was 

only one significant feature between a genuine OFLO sample (Figure 16 middle) and an excipient 

only sample which the software initially could not distinguish between the two samples. The library 

processing software can be modified to take this feature into account. The MicroPHAZIR RX and 

Neospectra 2.5 both had many significant features between the starch only tablet and the starch based 

ofloxacin tablet as shown in Figure 16 top and bottom. However, the NIRScan was perceived by the 

chemist investigators to be the most field-deployable due to its small size and lack of requirement for 

a computer. It was also singled out by medicine inspectors as well-suited to routine pharmacy 

inspection due to its small size, fast analysis time and easy-to-use smartphone application.  

Both the 4500a FTIR and Neospectra 2.5 need a computer to operate the device at the time of 

sampling. Although a phone could potentially operate the 4500a FTIR, a Windows-based operating 

system smartphone would be required, which limits the variety of phones that can be used for the 

device. The MicroPHAZIR RX and 4500a FTIR were felt to be heavier and less portable by medicine 

inspectors. The problem of non-destructive sampling and tablet coatings is a problem with the NIR 

spectrometers as shown in Figure 17. There are distinct differences between the spectral features of 

the tablet coating and crushed tablet powder suggesting that the internal contents that contain the API 

are not being interrogated when applying the spectrometer to an intact coated tablet. If the core of the 

tablet where the API(s) is (are) cannot produce specific spectral features due to the sample’s coating, 

this may limit substandard detection. 
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The MicroPHAZIR RX requires the user to select the correct reference library entry for 

comparison with the sample. Inspectors selected the wrong reference library a number of times, 

leading to some sample misclassification. The 4500a FTIR does not require the user to select the 

reference library, leading to fewer observed user mistakes. In addition, medicine inspectors liked the 

extra information given by the table of results and this was felt to increase confidence in the device 

results. However, it was specifically identified as less suitable for routine pharmacy inspection due 

to its larger size and need for sample preparation.  

Figure 17. Spectral comparisons of Cavumox 1 g (875 mg/125 mg: amoxicillin 

trihydrate/potassium clavulanate) between scanning an intact tablet’s coating (blue) 

versus scanning the tablet crushed (red). Top plot is spectra from the MicroPHAZIR 

RX, middle plot is spectra from the NIRScan, and the bottom plot is spectra from 

the Neospectra 2.5. 
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The NIRScan was significantly faster than all the other spectrometers in terms of time taken 

to analyse one sample. The 4500a FTIR was significantly slower than the other spectrometers. 

However, these time savings in sample set testing did not lead to significantly different number of 

samples being tested or scans performed in the evaluation pharmacy compared to the other 

spectrometers, though this pilot study may not have been adequately powered to identify small 

differences.  

The low-cost single-use technologies (PADs, lateral flow immunoassay dipstick RDTs) showed 

promise for the identification of medicines with no or wrong API, with sensitivities of 100% in the 

laboratory evaluation. Both devices require destruction of the sample being evaluated. Overall, 

samples for the PADs were easier to prepare than for the RDTs because the PADs require only tablet 

crushing whereas the RDTs required extractions with alcohol then two dilutions with water. At the 

current stage of development, the PADs could be used for five of the seven APIs, while the RDTs 

could detect two of the seven APIs. RDTs targeting artemether were also provided by the developers 

but they did not give the correct results in the laboratory evaluation. The use of both RDTs and PADs 

might be limited for the screening of coformulated medicines (ACTs for the RDTs; SMTM, DHAP 

and ACA for the PADs) as both devices can only detect one of the APIs81, which does not fully 

characterize the quality of the medicine. Marketing materials and instructions for all screening 

devices should clearly state the abilities of the devices to detect certain types of formulations and 

medicines in order to avoid misleading the users.  

                                                 

 
81 RDTs currently can’t screen for non-artemisinin APIs; PADs cannot detect dihydroartemisinin in DHAP, clavulanic 

acid in ACA, or trimethoprim in relatively low concentrations (such as in SMTM) 
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Even though the RDTs were claimed to be able to detect medicines with lower amounts of API 

(without any limit of detection claimed by the developers), in our study the device was only able to 

detect some of the 50% artesunate powder samples. For the RDTs, colour inconsistencies between 

tests were noted during the laboratory evaluation but it is not known if similar issues would emerge 

for end-users because the RDTs were not evaluated by medicine inspectors in the present study. For 

the PADs, there was difficulty reading and interpreting the results and this is likely to have contributed 

to the significantly higher number of samples wrongly categorised by the medicine inspectors as 

compared to other devices except the Minilab. Difficulties in interpreting the card results in the field 

were frequently raised as concerns by the medicine inspectors with regards to device usability, 

because of the high subjectivity around colour identification by users. These and issues of colour 

blindness are likely to be greatly helped by an automated smartphone interpretation software 

(Banerjee et al. 2017) facilitating use in the ‘field’.  

The C-Vue and PharmaChk both showed high sensitivity at 100 % to identify 0% and wrong 

API samples in the laboratory. The PharmaChk’s showed a crude sensitivity lower than the C-Vue’s 

to identify samples containing 50% and 80% API, as one 80% API sample of artesunate was 

incorrectly characterized as being good quality by the PharmaChk. The two devices could not be 

compared meaningfully because they were not able to test the same APIs (the C-Vue could not test 

artesunate, the only API the PharmaChk is able to test in our study). However, Fisher’s exact test 

showed no significant difference of sensitivities of the two devices to identify 0% and wrong API 

samples (p>0.05, data not shown), and 50% and 80% API samples (p=0.25, data not shown). The 

performance of the PharmaChk and C-Vue to identify genuine samples was not statistically different 

[specificities of 50.0 % (95%CI: 1.3-98.7 %) and 60.0 % (95%CI: 32.3-83.7 %), respectively, 

p>0.05]. 
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The fact that C-Vue and PharmaChk output numerical results that could be referenced to 

pharmacopeial reference ranges may have affected the specificity results of the two devices. For the 

C-Vue the simplest form of optimization was used to generate a method for this study which may 

have affected the results.  

The device that would require the least training and sample preparation would be the 

PharmaChk by a slim margin as there is still significant sample and instrument preparation to do, but 

the results are easy to interpret, and the protocols are in a step-by-step format on the external 

computer’s screen. For the C-Vue, there is slightly more training recommended to understand 

potential problems that one may encounter with liquid chromatography and data interpretation 

requires the most effort compared to the PharmaChk, because it requires the user to integrate peaks 

and generate calibration curves.   

The Minilab, the current medicines quality device used in Laos at the provincial level (in a 

laboratory setting) to screen the quality of field-collected medicines to select samples for compendial 

testing in the laboratory, was shown to be effective in this study. It could test all seven APIs with a 

high sensitivity and specificity to identify 0% and wrong API samples. The Minilab was the most 

sensitive of the field-evaluated devices to correctly identify 50% and 80% API samples, with 

significantly higher sensitivity [sensitivity (CI95%): 59.5% (43.3-74.4%)] than other devices, except 

the MicroPHAZIR RX [sensitivity (CI 95%) 50.0% (32.9-67.1%), p=0.6250] and the C-Vue. 

The primary disadvantage of the Minilab noted, compared to the other devices, was the time 

taken to complete a sample test in the field evaluation. Median (IQR) total time to test one sample 

was 2,063 (1,766-2,917) sec, more than three times as long as the next slowest device (PADs, median 

(IQR) 620 (564 – 715) sec). In addition, it is not currently used on-site for pharmacy inspections (and 
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hence was not used in evaluation pharmacy inspections in our study), and requires significant sample 

preparation, a factor cited by medicine inspectors as unfavourable in a screening device.  
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MULTI-STAKEHOLDERS MEETING 
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OVERVIEW 

The multi-stakeholder meeting was held in Vientiane, Lao PDR on 9th and 10th April 2018 with 

attendees from seven MRAs representing sections of inspection, quality control laboratory and 

regulation, from Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, Myanmar, Vietnam, Indonesia and Liberia (one attendee 

only) along with observers from the World Health Organization from the Lao Country Office, WHO 

Wester Pacific Regional Office (WPRO), South-East Asia Regional Office (SEARO) and Geneva; 

the Global Fund Lao country office; the Asian Development Bank; United Nations Development 

Programme Geneva (UNDP); the Wellcome Trust and the US Pharmacopeial Convention (USP). 

Additional staff from the Lao MRA, including from provinces, and from the Lao University of Health 

Sciences (UHS) also attended the meeting. The list of participants can be found in Annex 13. 

On the first day of the meeting, after the meeting was opened by Dr Somthavy Changvisommith 

– Director of the Lao Food and Drug Department, who welcomed the participants, Dr Klara Tisocki 

of WHO-SEARO discussed the importance of quality medicines for public health and the importance 

of screening devices to empower key actors throughout the pharmaceutical supply chain. She raised 

questions that urgently need to be answered such as how the screening devices can fit into the 

regulatory activities of MRAs.  

Dr Céline Caillet of LOMWRU/IDDO then presented an overview of the study and of the devices 

included in the different phases of the project, explaining the basis of the technologies studied. The 

main findings of the evaluation of portable devices from the current project were then presented by 

Dr Serena Vickers, of LOMWRU/IDDO, and Stephen Zambrzycki of the Georgia Institute of 

Technology. The participants were given opportunities to handle and use six of the devices included 

in the field evaluation (4500a FTIR, MicroPHAZIR RX, NIRScan, PADs, Progeny and Truscan RM) 

with explanation by the LOMWRU/IDDO team. This formed a framework for the discussions on the 

optimal use of devices by MRAs with the aim to facilitate intra- and inter-country discussions. Mr 
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Lukas Roth of USP gave an account of the parallel USP project on medicine quality screening 

devices. 

On the second day, the cost-effectiveness analysis results were presented by Dr Nantasit 

Luangasanatip and Professor Yoel Lubell of MORU. Three hours of country group discussions were 

then held, facilitated by the WHO representatives with suggestions of points to discuss developed by 

the study team. Mr Lukas Roth of USP then summarized the country group discussions and a final 

discussion, with all MRAs representatives and observers together, was held. 

SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS 

Minilab 

The Minilab, that is widely available to MRAs in the participating countries, was mentioned 

as an important device in practice. Indeed, it was described as able to provide interesting data on a 

sample quality because of its ability to assess whether the API is present or not, whereas the 

spectrometers presented at the meeting provide information on the whole formulation only. However, 

major difficulties of sourcing and the unaffordable costs associated with procurement of reference 

standards, consumables and TLC plates for Minilab were mentioned by most of the regulators of the 

countries where the Minilab is (or was) in use. In addition, as far as we are aware the Minilab is not 

used at the point of sale by medicine inspectors in these countries, but rather in an office or laboratory 

by trained technicians. 

Spectrometers 

Although most of the spectrometers were viewed as easy-to-use, and less time consuming 

than other technologies discussed, frequently mentioned issues for implementation of spectrometers 

in PMS were their high costs, the need for the creation of reference libraries and requirements for 

calibration and performance verification.  
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Overall the Raman devices tended to be preferred by the MRAs present over the other devices. 

In several countries the Truscan was already in use by regulatory authorities or the police at the time 

of the discussion, which may have played a role in this preference towards the Truscan. One 

advantage of the Progeny over the Truscan that was quoted, was that the Progeny did not require a 

specific software to export data to a computer. 

The NIRScan was perceived as the easiest to use, with smartphone capabilities that were much 

appreciated by most meeting participants. However, rather paradoxically, regulators from several 

countries agreed that its small size and less robust aspect as compared to other devices, made the 

NIRScan appear less reliable than more costly devices. In addition, the lack of calibration function 

by the user and of performance quality checks (see paragraph below) with the version evaluated in 

this study (according to the developer the newer version will have a calibration check) were perceived 

as barriers to reliable use.  

One regulator perceived the 4500a FTIR as especially reliable, with the major factor being 

the visual appearance of the device. This regulator, who also had quality control laboratory 

experience, mentioned that analysing the powdered tablets yields more reliable results than testing 

tablets intact, because the ‘core’ of the tablet is tested, thus avoiding interfering signals from any 

coatings. 

Costs 

The very limited MRA budget allocated to PMS was mentioned as a barrier to implementing 

screening technologies by the different country regulators. Calibration, maintenance (cost of battery 

replacement for example) and performance quality checks associated costs were recurring concerns 

raised by regulators towards implementation of the spectrometers in their environments.  

Regional procurement strategies to purchase substantial numbers of units of high cost devices 

from one manufacturer might significantly reduce the capital equipment costs. 
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Reference libraries 

The costs and logistical considerations associated with the creation of libraries were of 

concern, given the large number of brands available on the market. Some regulators especially 

mentioned concerns regarding the costs and time associated with making sure that the reference 

library samples are of good quality. 

There were differences of opinion regarding which entity could be responsible for creating 

the reference libraries among the different regulators. For some MRAs, the regulatory agency was 

perceived as the key actor to create reference libraries because of the privileged ‘relationship’ with 

manufacturers and procurement agencies. Indeed, some regulators believed that the provision of 

different batches of genuine samples by the manufacturers at the time of registration should be a 

requirement for marketing authorization. If any minor or major changes of formulation was to be 

made, the manufacturer should apply for new registration approval.  

In some countries one batch of all brands submitted by manufacturers for registration has to 

be tested by compendial testing before marketing authorization approval is given. This batch could 

be used for reference library creation but only one batch will not take into account inter-batch 

variability.  

Other participants suggested having one organization/institution, in a regional approach, to 

create and update reference libraries using reference medicines obtained from manufacturers directly 

or by the MRAs. 

Difficulties in collecting ‘genuine’ but unregistered medicines (highly prevalent in some 

countries according to regulators) that, ‘have not undergone evaluation and/or approval by the 

National or Regional Regulatory Authority (NRRA) for the market in which they are 

marketed/distributed or used’ (SF Medical Products Group, Essential Medicines and Health Products 

2017) were stressed as a barrier to the creation of reference libraries. Minilab was thus viewed as a 

more useful tool in this context due to its API-specific approach, the provision of reference standards 
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on purchase, the lack of ‘matrix effects’ of the excipients on the result (compared to spectrometers) 

and the fact that new APIs are being added regularly to the Minilab system, allowing for a broader 

spectrum of screening. 

If the country medicine regulatory agencies were to implement spectrometers in PMS, an 

incremental roll out of reference libraries, starting with several brands prioritized on a risk-based 

approach, was also suggested as the way forward.  

Calibration and performance verification 

Regulators were concerned about the process of the calibration, quality control of performance 

and the maintenance of the devices such as the expected lifetime of batteries, and the associated costs. 

These may be a barrier for the sustainability of the devices use. They regarded some of the costs to 

replace batteries as prohibitive in their settings.  

Concerns about the NIRScan for which no calibration was available for the version of the 

device used in our study, were raised as a potential barrier for ensuring performance quality of the 

device. According to the developer, the latest version of the device (not evaluated in this study) 

contains a calibration check to ensure the device is operating within optimal operation conditions; the 

user will scan a piece of plastic and if the device result is out of specifications, it must be sent back 

to the manufacturer for repair.  

Paper analytical devices 

 According to the Lao BFDI medicine inspectors who participated in the field evaluation of 

the project, they felt that the results produced by the PADs are too operator dependent - ‘Each person 

has a detection limit’- and were not in favour of using the PADs. When mention of a PADs 

smartphone reader was made, some still felt that a camera might not give accurate results whilst others 

believed it would help result interpretation. Evidence as to the PADs smartphone reader performance 

accuracy are required. Issues with the stability of the PADs under tropical conditions was raised as a 

potential barrier for their use. 
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Supply chain level 

Spectrometers were favoured for their use in the field, at the retailer/outlet level and at the 

borders/customs by the regulators, except the 4500a FTIR that was mentioned as potentially useful 

at checkpoints or in a laboratory setting. This device was also perceived as interesting for raw material 

analysis. The PADs were perceived by some regulators as potentially useful in a laboratory or at 

border checkpoints or, for remote health workers (e.g. village health workers) who could incorporate 

them into their work on pre-existing disease programs. Their cost was perceived as low compared to 

other devices, but still high when considering that it is a single-use device, and that it is limited to 

testing only some APIs. 

Post-marketing surveillance strategy 

With the current state of knowledge about the devices presented during the meeting, it seemed 

likely that more than one technology should be used in PMS. Multi-level testing with different 

technologies was suggested as the best option. For example, at border checkpoints, a screening 

technology that gives a fast result, operated by staff without a high level of training and no or little 

user interpretation (e.g. a spectrometer) might be preferable. From that screening, samples could be 

submitted for secondary analysis with the Minilab or PADs, for example. Finally, a subset of samples 

could be sent for confirmatory compendial testing. 

When asked about their choice of strategy as to whether to send a sample for confirmatory 

testing if the test with a device results in a ‘fail’ in the field, regulators felt that retesting the failing 

samples at least once would be a good option. However, the need for more data on device 

performances are required to refine the strategies that are perceived as device-dependent. 

Acting upon suspicious medicines - strengthening regulatory systems 

 Spectrometers were perceived by some regulators as a great benefit for public health because 

it would give immediate results to detect falsified medicines, which would reduce the time to take 

action. There seemed to be a common agreement that implementing screening technologies in PMS 
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should be part of a wider system that is highly setting dependent. Some regulators mentioned that in 

their countries there is currently no law to implement regulatory action when a medicine fails a 

screening technology. The regulators need to wait for the confirmatory analysis (it can take up to 

several weeks). On the other hand, it was mentioned that some countries where Raman spectrometers 

are currently in use, adopted an approach that medicines failing the device tests are put in quarantine 

until the confirmatory analysis is done. 

Gaps of evidence 

Spectrometers 

The lack of evidence on the ability of the spectrometers to identify substandard medicines was 

the main concern of regulators, as most mentioned the substantial problem of substandard medicines 

in their countries. Knowing the limit of detection of API content by the spectrometers used for API 

quantitation would be of great interest.  

The limit of detection in terms of API amount relatively to the weight of the whole formulation 

was also mentioned (e.g. for levothyroxine formulations containing only micrograms of API).  

Uncertainties about the abilities of the devices to accurately test coated tablets, liquid 

formulations, capsules and creams/gels were mentioned as major gaps in the evidence. In addition, 

the performances of the devices to test through packaging should be more widely investigated. 

A recurring gap addressed during the discussion was whether the spectrometers were able to 

accurately identify poor quality fixed-drug combinations with multiple APIs such as anti-tuberculosis 

medicines containing four co-formulated APIs. Minilab was viewed as a useful tool in this context 

due to its API-specific approach without the need for a lot of additional work as could be needed for 

spectrometers. Multivitamin tablets quality was mentioned as a major issue in one participating 

country, where they cannot currently be tested with the equipment available in the national quality 

control laboratory. 
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The memory capacity of the devices, in terms of the number of reference libraries that can be 

saved, in addition to the number of samples that can be tested was raised by several participants in 

the meeting. These data were thus added to the present report (see the General Information tables in 

each device-specific section of the present report). 

Worries about the level of knowledge/training required to set-up instruments were raised. 

Other questions were asked about the possibility to use the same reference libraries in different 

technologies; the number of batches needed to make a good reference library; the device 

performances in different climates; how the acceptance threshold for quality in spectrometer 

algorithms is determined and validated (e.g. for the 4500a FTIR). 

Some regulators also enquired about the differences of spectra between different brands of the 

same API/combination of APIs with spectrometers, thinking about it as a way to reduce the number 

of genuine reference samples needed to create reference libraries. 

Other comments 

Other gaps of evidence underlined by regulators were the potential abilities of devices to 

detect degraded medicine and medicines with poor dissolution.  

Some regulators acknowledged that it would be of great interest to know whether any of the 

devices discussed are already in use in any country for routine drug inspection, to build upon 

experience from other countries. 
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SUMMARY TABLE 

 

 

Main performance results, strengths and limitations, where in the supply chain the evaluated 

devices could be used and the suggestions for improvement of each devices are summarized in Table 

65.
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Table 65. Summary of the main results per device. The performances in red font are those consistent with the ability of the device as stated by the 

manufacturer/developer. Devices in orange were not tested by Lao medicine inspectors. 

 

These summary results must be interpreted with caution and in light of the caveats as discussed in the text, especially in relation to the small sample size of samples and APIs. The results cannot 

be generalized to other medicines. In this table, the most proximal point of the pharmaceutical supply chain is the raw materials manufacturer; and the most distal point is the patient. 

Device (N° 

of API 

tested in 

the study) 

Ability to 

identify 0% 

and wrong 

API 

content 

samples 

Ability to 

identify 

50% and 

80% API 

content 

samples 

Advantages Limitations 

Supply chain 

location where 

the device 

could be 

usefula 

Notes  
Suggestions for 

improvement 

4500a 

FTIR 

(All seven) 

100% (93.3-

100%) 

  

28.6% (15.7-

44.6%) 

  

No need to select specific reference library 
prior to scan 

Identification of the API with matches for 

medicines of unknown identity 

Straightforward interpretation: few user 

errors in field evaluation and results trusted 
by users (table of matches appreciated) 

Shorter total time per sample compared to 
PADs and Minilab. 

Shorter total time of analysisb compared to 

other spectrometers except MicroPHAZIR 
RX 

Inspectors found easy to use, with on screen 

step-by-step protocol 

Reference library creation needed 

Destroys sample 

Large number of steps required to perform 
analysis 

Mistakes in naming of samples tested could 
affect traceability of inspection 

Longer total testing time per sample than 

other spectrometers. Longer time spent in 

pharmacy compared to without device 
inspection 

Occasional freezing of the software 

Heavy weight 

Computer required for sample testing 

Manufacturers 

and distributors 

sites 

Border 

checkpoints or in 

a laboratory 

setting 

Multiple steps, 

weight and need 

for space  limiting 

use in pharmacy 

outlets 

Samplingc phase 

longer due to crushing 

of samples and 

cleaning device 

between samples 

To integrate a container to 

collect waste from crushed 

samplesa 

Computer screen could be 

integrated into the lid of the 

suitcase in which  the 

device is helda 

Algorithm for detected 

reduced API samples 
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C-Vue 

(Three) 

100% (82.4-

100%) 

100% (81.5-

100%) 

Correct identification of all 50 and 80% API 

medicines, with  quantitation of API 

Intuitive system for experienced analysts 

Intuitive software for data collection and 

analysis 

Intensive operation and set-up  

Two computers required to run dual detector 
set-up 

Destroys sample  

Chemicals required 

Capital and 

provincial 

laboratories by 

experienced 

analysts as 

alternative to 

formal HPLC for 

detecting falsified 

and substandard 

medicines 

High level 

screening device 

for MRAs without 

a reference 

laboratory 

  

  

  

  

Adaptation so that only one 

computer is required for 

dual detection 

Simplification of setup 

MicroPHA

ZIR RX 

(All seven) 

100% (92.5-

100%) 

50% (32.9-

67.1%) 

Averaging spectra for reference library 

creation possible to take into account 

variability between batches or within batches 

Analysis through packaging: good 

performance through blister plastic and 

replacement packaging (incl. glass vial) 

Barcode reader to 1/enhance traceability 

2/reduce analysis time spent to entering 

samples details  

Good sensitivity to identify 50% API samples 

in laboratory evaluation 

Easy to use for end user 

Initial instrument set-up straightforward 

Second fastest test time per sample 

Sample window indicator helpful and 

providing additional confidence in results 

Does not destroy sample & computer not 

needed 

Reference library creation needed 

Calibration and set-up of the device relatively 

prolonged 

Need to select reference library prior to 

analysing - subject to user errors 

Low sensitivity to identify 80% API samples 

in laboratory evaluation 

Small tablets hard to scan - might reduce the 

performances due to light interference? 

Processing of reference libraries creation and 

updating not straightforward 

Longer time spent in pharmacy compared to 

inspection without device  

Heavy weight 

Buttons hard to press 

Screening for 

falsified 

medicines 

throughout 

proximal supply 

chain 

Self-corrected user 

errors (selection of 

wrong library) has 

been observed in the 

field 

Barcode reader could 

not be tested in this 

study but its use 

would likely reduce 

library selection errors 

by users 

Device froze once in 

an Evaluation 

Pharmacy inspection 

resulting in the loss of 

records but this was 

not mentioned by 

other inspectors, nor 

by the investigator 

team and chemist 

Suggestions to improve the 

pistol grip design 

conveniencea 

Touchscreen systema 

Algorithm for detecting 

reduced API samples 
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Minilab 

 (All seven) 

100% (93.3-

100%) 

59.5% (43.3-

74.4%) 

Electricity not required 

Good sensitivity to identify 50% API samples 

in laboratory evaluation 

Possibility to run several samples of the same 

API concurrently 

Step by step protocols well described, 

illustrated and detailed 

Ability to identify the absence or presence of 

the API 

Destroys sample  

Limited sensitivity to identify 80% API 
samples in laboratory evaluation 

Longer total time per sample than any other 
devices  

Large 

Chemicals required 

Safety hazards and waste due to chemicals 

used 

 

Difficulties to source and unaffordable costs 

associated with procurement of reference 

standards, consumables and TLC plates 

 

Provincial level 

facilities with 

some laboratory 

infrastructure 

Screening in 

wholesalers 

All 50% API samples 

(n=2) wrongly 

identified as genuines 

by technicians 

Longest sampling 

(sample and reference 

solutions preparation, 

and TLC run) and 

analysis times 

Hazard guidance statements 

for chemical safety 

Neospectra 

2.5 (All 

seven) 

100% (92.5-

100%) 

5.6% (0.7-

18.7%) 

Analysis through packaging - good 

performance through blister plastic and 

replacement packaging (incl. glass vial) 

Easy to set-up 

 Small size 

Reference library creation needed 

No ability to computationally compare the 

spectra - observer dependent 

Computer required 

Limited sensitivity to identify 50% and 80% 

API samples in laboratory evaluation (except 

ART and some DHAP 50%API samples) 

Manufacturers 

and distributors 

sites for detecting 

falsified 

medicines 

  

  

  

  

Computational spectral 

comparisons 

Algorithm for detecting 

reduced API samples 

NIRScan 

(All seven) 

91.5% (79.6-

97.6%) 

30.6% (16.3-

48.1%) 

Good sensitivity to identify 50% and 80% 

SMTM samples in laboratory evaluation 

Small and light device 

Easy-to-use for end user (smartphone greatly 

appreciated) 

Fastest testing time per sample compared to 

other devices. Shortest time spent in 

pharmacy compared to other devices (not 

different than inspection without device) 

Fast analysis 

Computer not needed 

Poor sensitivity for simulated OFLO and 

AZITH 50 and 80% samples in laboratory 

evaluation 

User errors because of wrong selection of 

reference library 

Lack of capability to create and update 

reference library by end users 

Lack of ability to input identification 

information to the spectra files (sample 

details), limiting data traceability  

Lack of calibration function and performance 

quality checks by the user 

Not able to test liquids without pre-treatmente 

Screening for 

falsified 

medicines 

throughout 

proximal supply 

chain 

Self-corrected user 

errors (selection of 

wrong library) has 

been observed in the 

field 

 

Latest version f the 

device (not evaluated 

in this study) contains 

calibration check 

(with a piece of 

plastic) – statement by 

the developer 

Ability to create reference 

libraries by end users  

 

Check other APIs for issues 

similar to that encountered 

with OFLO 
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Analysis through packagingd: good 

performance through blister plastic and 

replacement packaging (incl. glass vial) 

Its small size and less robust aspect made the 

NIRScan look less reliable than other devices 

presented in the multi-stakeholders meeting 

according to regulators 

PADs  

(Fivef) 

100% (88.8-

100%) 
0% (0-11.6%) 

  

Easy to use for end user 

No electricity required  

No other chemicals than water required 

Three out of four reduced API samples 

correctly identified as failing in the field 

evaluation 

Results interpretation difficult, requires fair 

level of training and practiceg 

Potential cross-contamination of cards if 

contaminated water used for several tests 

Slower analysis time compared to other 

devices (except Minilab) 

Sample destruction/samples preparation 

Need for space 

Poor sensitivity to identify 50% and 80% API 

samples in the laboratory evaluation 

Short shelf-life 

Colour blind people and user-dependent 

reading of colours limiting the interpretation 

of results 

Instability under tropical conditions 

Screening at low 

level pharmacies 

for specific APIs  

Remote health 

workers in pre-

existing diseases 

programs 

Distal supply 

chain for 

screening for 

samples 

containing zero 

API 

Factories without 

laboratories to 

screen raw 

materials 

Laboratory, 

border 

checkpoints 

  

  

Analysis phaseb longer 

than other devices but 

several samples can be 

run at the same time 

Medicine inspectors 

were not confident in 

their abilities to 

correctly crush and 

spread the samples on 

the PADs 

An automated application 

system for reading cards 

likely to  improve results 

interpretation (development 

ongoing) 

Expansion for more APIs 

More standardized 

preparation and application 

of samples on the PADs: 

small furrow in which to 

apply the crushed samplesa  

PharmaCh

k (One) 

100% (54.1-

100%) 

83.3% (35.9-

99.6%) 

All but one reduced API% samples correctly 

identified in laboratory evaluation 

Calibration reference samples run 

simultaneously with sample being tested 

Significant reagent preparation 

  

Photographic instructions 

Genuine simulated medicine sample 

misidentified as failed 

Degradation of reagents over relatively short 

time 

Sample destruction and extraction required 

Chemicals required 

Computer required 

Capital and 

provincial 

laboratories by 

experienced 

analysts as 

alternative to 

formal HPLC for 

detecting falsified 

and substandard 

medicines, if API 

range can be 

extended 

  

  

  
  

  

Wider range of APIs 

Development plan to have 

device preloaded reagent 

solutions 
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Progeny  

(All seven) 

100% (92.5-

100%) 

16.7% (6.4-

32.8%) 

 

Simple procedure for reference library 

creation 

Using the Analyse function would avoid 

selecting wrong library 

Easy to use for end user 

Large number of in-built reference libraries 

Easy interpretation: Results trusted by users 

(return of the closest match appreciated) 

Analysis through packagingd: good 

performance through medicine packaging 

(except through glass vial) and replacement 

packaging 

Computer not needed 

No specific software needed to export data to 

a computer 

Issue to identify one brand of FC ACA (issue 
with coating?) 

No 80% API samples identified as fail in 
laboratory evaluation 

Poor sensitivity to identify 50% API samples 
(except ACA samples) 

Reference library creation :  Averaging 

spectra for reference library creation to take 

into account variability inter-batch or of 

dosage units from same batches not possible 

(spectra individually add in the library) 

Errors to select the right reference library 

using the 'Application' function/False 

positives using the 'Analyse' function because 

of similarities of spectra between brands of 
the same API 

Longest testing time per sample than other 

non destructive spectrometers except the 
Truscan RM (users mentioned slowness) 

Heavy weight, large width 

Touchscreen not very responsive increasing 
the time to record 

Different functions may be confusing for end 

users 

Tablet holder difficult to use for small tablets 

Daily calibration with chemicals (provided at 

purchase) 

Throughout 

proximal supply 

chain for 

detecting falsified 

medicines but 

might be difficult 

for pharmacy 

drug inspection 

Slow set-up and long 

time taken to record 

sample; Total testing 

time not different than 

the Truscan RM 

Self-corrected user 

errors (selection of 

wrong library) has 

been observed in the 

field 

No protocol was 

found either in the 

manual provided at 

purchase, nor on the 

website of the 

manufacturer, on 

which functions to be 

used and how to 

interpret the results for 

medicine quality 

screening. We were 

informed after the 

study by the 

manufacturer that the 

protocols are available 

on request with an 

additional cost. 

Barcode reader could 

not be tested in this 

study but its use 

would likely reduce 

library selection errors 

by users 

 

Algorithm for detecting 

reduced API samples 

Reduce the size and weighta 

In-device calibration 

Tablet holder adapted for 

small tabletsa 
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RDT 

 (Two) 

100% (73.5-

100%) 

16.7% (2.1-

48.4%) 

Easy to use 

Correct identification of all 50 and 80% API 

medicines 

Integrated quality control (control line) 

Electricity not required 

Destroys sample and sample preparation 

needed 

Interpretation can be counterintuitive (lane 

appearing at test line means sample fails) 

Limited ability to identify substandards 

Two tests (one at low and one at high 

concentration) to determine the sample as 'no 

API' or 'API present but lower amount than 

stated 

 API amount undefined 

Colours of tests sometimes not consistent 

(light pink to red) which can be confusing to 

users 

Co-formulated ACT can not totally be 

characterized 

Short shelf-life 

Chemicals required 

Distal supply 

chain for 

screening for iv 

artesunate and 

DHAPs 

containing zero 

API 

Although one 

advantage is that the 

test has a similar 

operating procedure to 

malaria rapid 

diagnosis or 

pregnancy test, the 

results can be counter-

intuitive and could 

result in 

misinterpretation 

Reversing the test line 

system so that a positive 

line indicates presence of 

API 

Wider range of APIs 

Ability to test all API of co-

formulated medicines 

Longer shelf-life 
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TruScan 

RM  

(All seven) 

100% (92.5-

100%) 

22.2% (10.1-

39.2%) 

Several batches of the same reference sample 

can be added to the reference library to take 

into account variability 

Good sensitivity to identify 80% DHAP 

samples 

Easy to use for end user, step-by-step screen 

instructions 

Analysis through packagingd: good 

performance through medicine packaging 

(except through glass vial) and replacement 

packaging 

Testing time per sample not significantly 

different as Progeny but Truscan RM slower 

than NIRScan 

When sample fails to match the selected 

reference library spectrum, the whole  library 

of spectra is searched by the device looking 

for the closest match 

Does not require computer for field use  

Reference library creation: averaging spectra 

to take into account the variability inter-batch 

or of dosage units from the same batch not 

possible (spectra individually added in the 
library) 

Poor sensitivity to identify 50% API samples 
(except AZITH, DHAP and ART samples) 

Difficulties to scroll down with buttons when 

looking for the reference library 

Tablet holder not adapted to larger or smaller  

sized tablets 

User errors because of wrong selection of 

reference library 

Initial set-up of master computer and 

software packages difficult, requiring IT 

skills 

Specific software needed to export data to a 

computer 

Bothersome to change tablet holder and cone 

Heavy 

Throughout 

proximal supply 

chain for 

detecting falsified 

medicines  

Analysis timeb faster 

than Progeny NB: 

samples with low 

intensity signal take 

longer times 

 

Barcode reader could 

not be tested in this 

study but its use 

would likely reduce 

library selection errors 

by users 

 

Search box to look for a 

specific reference librarya 

Only one accessory to scan 

both through and not 

through packaging 

  

Algorithm for detecting 

reduced API samples 

Device should be lightera 

a Medicine inspectors statements; b Analysing begins when the process to obtain a result is started, ends when the device returns; c Sampling: begins when the inspector starts to use the device (e.g. opens bag containing tablet 

to begin sampling; touches and starts to use device); d Requires specific reference library 'through packaging'; e Developers claim that the device has the potential to test liquids after pre-treatment (drying); f Clavulanic acid 

in ACA, dihydroartemisinin in DHAP and trimethoprim in SMTM can't be tested with the PADs;  g Interpreting and recording: begins when the inspector starts looking at the result, ends when the pen is put down from 

recording the result on the record sheet. For devices returning results which require interpretation (e.g. PADs, 4500a FTIR), this includes time take to interpret the result. Ends when the process to obtain a result is started 

(e.g. ‘scan’ button is pressed; or PAD is put into the solvent) the result 

EP, evaluation pharmacy; FC, field collected; SM, simulated 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 

 

We compared a total of eleven devices for their ability to identify poor quality medicines of 

seven different APIs in the laboratory and seven of these eleven devices in the evaluation pharmacy, 

mimicking a ‘field’ pharmacy inspection in Laos. The key outcome assessed in the laboratory phase 

was the ability to identify 0% and wrong API medicines (mimicking ‘falsified’ medicines). In the 

field, the focus was on usability, specifically effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction.  

In the laboratory phase, all the devices evaluated were able to successfully identify medicines 

with either the wrong API or no API when the medicines were tested out of their packaging (with the 

exception of ofloxacin for the NIRscan), with no significant differences found in sensitivity between 

the devices. There were also no significant differences in specificity between devices based on the 

pairwise analysis, except for the quantitative C-Vue, which had a significantly lower specificity than 

other devices (except for the Progeny82) due to its difficulty in characterising genuine samples within 

USP specifications.  However, the C-Vue could quantitate APIs (as could the PharmaChk, the only 

other quantitative device included in this study) and had significantly higher sensitivity than any other 

device tested for correct identification of 80 % and 50 % API simulated substandard samples.  

Of the seven field-evaluated devices, the PADs, which required user interpretation of the 

result based on a subjective comparison of physical appearance with a reference result, had lower 

accuracy in the field compared to other devices, as significantly more samples were wrongly 

categorised compared to the other devices. It is important to note that as no samples were wrongly 

categorised in inspections with the Truscan RM and MicroPHAZIR RX, Poisson regression of these 

results is less reliable.  

                                                 

 
82 Note that not all devices could test all APIs; the PharmaChk and RDTs could not be meaningfully compared to the C-

Vue as no common APIs were tested.  
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In the laboratory evaluation, although the crude performance of the NIRScan to identify of 

0% and wrong API medicines tested outside of packaging [sensitivity (95% CI) of 91.5% (79.6 – 

97.6%) and specificity of 100% (84.6-100%)] was lower than other devices, there was no statistical 

significant difference with their comparators. The NIRScan emerges as a promising option amongst 

the included devices for detecting falsified medicines. In the field evaluation, it was an effective 

device in both sample set testing and evaluation pharmacy inspection and was significantly faster to 

run a single sample test than any other field-evaluated device. It has simple operating procedure 

(intuitive smartphone application interface), speed, portability and the ease of interpretation of result 

(pass/fail) were also highlighted as favourable features. All inspectors who used the device felt that 

it would be useful to them in routine pharmacy inspection and, during focus group discussion, a 

number of inspectors felt that it could be deployed effectively at any stage in the pharmaceutical 

supply chain. The cost-effectiveness analysis also showed the NIRScan to be cost-effective for 

deployment in Laos in the context of both high and lower-prevalence poor quality ACTs. However, 

it has issues with screening ofloxacin, difficulty with maintaining records of what samples were tested 

to subsequently analyse the data, and with reference library creation that need to be addressed. 

Investigation of the causes of the ofloxacin issue are needed as well as examination as to whether this 

issue occurs with other APIs not included in this study. 

SPECTROMETERS 

 

Six spectrometers were evaluated in this study: five in both the laboratory and the field [two 

NIR (MicroPHAZIR RX and NIRScan), two Raman (Truscan RM and Progeny), one FTIR (4500a 

FTIR)] and one FT-NIR in the laboratory only (Neospectra 2.5). All spectrometers were able to test 

all seven APIs. All except the Neospectra 2.5 and 4500a FTIR give a simple ‘pass/fail’ result, a feature 

appreciated by the medicine inspectors using the Truscan RM, Progeny, MicroPHAZIR RX and the 

NIRScan. The ‘matching’ values given by the 4500a FTIR and the Progeny also gave confidence to 
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medicine inspectors in the results. The Neospectra 2.5 is the only spectrometer which requires the 

user to perform a subjective visual comparison of the collected sample spectrum to a reference 

spectrum. NIR data has low resolution and peak capacity, hence visual comparison of spectra is 

difficult. This is likely to have led to its decreased performance to identify lower API content samples 

compared to the other spectrometers in the laboratory evaluation and was the reason for not including 

the Neospectra 2.5 in the field evaluation.  

For the five field-evaluated spectrometers, there were no significant differences in sensitivity 

or specificity in the identification of zero or wrong API samples in the laboratory, and no significant 

differences found in the number of samples wrongly categorized in either pharmacy inspection or 

sample set testing. They all were able to test the seven medicines included in our study; all except the 

4500a FTIR (which requires sample preparation) were able to test tablets through the transparent 

medicines packaging tested in this study with high sensitivities83.  

All spectrometers had limited success in correctly classifying the 50% and 80% simulated 

substandard samples in the laboratory. The MicroPHAZIR RX had significantly higher sensitivity 

than all spectrometers except the NIRScan for this function.  

There were significant differences between devices in field-testing for the total time taken to 

test a sample. The NIRScan was significantly faster than all of the other spectrometers in terms of 

time taken to analyse one sample. The 4500a FTIR was significantly slower than the other 

spectrometers. However, these time savings in sample set testing did not lead to significantly different 

number of samples being tested or scans performed in the evaluation pharmacy compared to the other 

spectrometers, though this pilot study may not have been adequately powered to identify small 

differences. All of the tested spectrometers were found to be cost-effective in the model used. 

                                                 

 
83 Note that the number of samples tested through packaging were limited, hence these results should be taken with 

caution 
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However, there were significant differences in the initial purchase cost; only the NIRScan had an 

initial cost of less than US$5,000.  

COST-EFFECTIVENESS 

 

The results of the cost-effectiveness analysis suggest that in settings with a high prevalence 

of falsified medicines, all the devices can be cost-effective. It is very important to remember that cost-

effectiveness is not an integral feature of these devices (or indeed any medical intervention), as their 

cost-effectiveness will depend on the context in which the devices are implemented, and how their 

use alters pre-existing practices. For example, it was generally the case that devices with the ability 

to detect substandard medicines as well as falsified ones outperformed in terms of cost-effectiveness 

those that could detect falsified medicines alone. How big an advantage this represents in a real-life 

setting will depend mostly on the relative prevalence of substandard and falsified medicines. Thus, 

in the scenario with a high proportion of substandard and falsified medicines, all the devices would 

be considered cost-effective. However, in a context with a large percentage of substandard medicines 

but lower percentage of falsified ones, only those devices with the capacity to detect substandard 

medicines remained cost-effective. As it is increasingly apparent that medicine quality is highly 

variable through time and space, conclusions on cost-effectiveness will also be dynamic and change 

through time and space as the prevalence of poor quality medicines change and as regulatory systems, 

pharmaceutical supply chains and medicine use patterns change. 

The cost-effectiveness results were also highly dependent on the assumptions made on how 

the devices would be integrated within the medicine inspection environment - for instance the number 

of devices required per province, and how inspectors would respond to samples that fail a test. We 

assumed that for logistical reasons each district requires its own device, and that when a substandard 

or falsified medicine is detected, the benefit is that in that drug outlet that batch of medicine is replaced 

with a genuine one, with this stock lasting for one month before returning to baseline levels of 
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substandard and falsified medicines. The detection of poor quality medicines may have much wider 

benefits for public health and cost-effectiveness if the information is shared appropriately with other 

neighbouring districts, provinces and countries which would be alerted to the problem – to ensure 

detection and response. All these factors will vary considerably, therefore at a later stage if a decision 

is made to proceed with implementing these devices it will be imperative to refine the assumptions 

and parameter estimates. A refined analysis will then be more informative as to the choice of device, 

and how best to utilise them in the field. 

The approaches and parameter estimates used in the cost-effectiveness analysis were mostly 

conservative (i.e. they are more likely to underestimate rather than overestimate cost-effectiveness). 

Most importantly, we focused only on the benefits of detecting substandard and falsified antimalarial 

therapies. For some devices where the reagents are costly and drug specific this is appropriate, while 

for other devices able to detect a broad range of medicines at no added cost will offer greater potential 

health benefits than those accounted for in our analysis. 

The costs per test for each device was derived from capital purchase costs of the device, 

reagents and other consumable costs that are dependent on the number of samples tested, and 

maintenance costs that are mostly fixed (although are likely to respond to the number of tests 

performed). We assumed that the devices are used relatively infrequently - up to 180 samples per 

device per year, across a district’s 10 drug outlets. For some devices such as the PADs or those with 

high reagent costs, the cost per sample tested will scale with the frequency of testing. Other devices 

with high purchase costs but low consumable costs could be far more cost-effective than they 

appeared in the analysis if used more frequently than we assumed. It is important, however, not to 

overlook the limitations on the number of sample tests that can be performed in a single inspection, 

and the opportunity costs of using up inspection time that could be dedicated to other activities (e.g. 

visual inspections of larger volumes of samples). 
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REFERENCE LIBRARIES 

 

The difficulty of assembling quality-assured reference comparators of medicines and the need 

for frequent updating of stored spectral signatures may present a barrier to use unless the 

pharmaceutical industry efficiently and promptly provides updated samples or spectra when 

manufacturing processes change. While collecting different batches of the brands included in our 

study, we observed differences in appearance of tablet shape in batches on one occasion. It was 

decided to discard this batch from the study. Another unanticipated problem we encountered was 

obtaining genuine specimens in order to record reference library spectra. Of the eighteen brands in 

the laboratory evaluation, results from tests on seven brands had to be removed as the samples from 

which reference spectra were recorded were subsequently found to contain less API than the 

pharmacopoeial limits. Three of these brands were initially included in the evaluation pharmacy 

inspections and sample set testing. All of these specimens were procured from large-scale distributors 

or directly from manufacturers. Five out of six were within their expiry date and therefore expected 

to be good quality. Results from tests of these brands were subsequently removed from the analysis. 

Ideally, we would have waited for these reference chemistry assays before performing the device 

evaluation but the time frame of the study did not permit this.  

Many LMICs lack the capacity (laboratory and financial) to perform full pharmacopoeial 

testing. In order to construct reliable reference library entries, we believe that the samples should first 

be demonstrated to be of good chemical quality. This is likely to lead to significant delay and 

additional cost in creating new reference library entries for use in medicine inspection. Although this 

has not been evaluated as far as we are aware, if the user is unable to obtain or afford pharmacopoeial 

testing of each sample used to create reference libraries, this may lead to inclusion of poor quality 

reference library entries, with potential consequent reductions in device accuracy. There are not 

enough WHO-pre-qualified laboratories (World Health Organization 2017a) able to perform 
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medicine analysis in LMICs, but a huge number of medicines for sale globally, with 7,000 

international non-proprietary names of pharmaceutical substances (World Health Organization 

2017b). We have not included in the cost-effectiveness analysis the expenses in terms of costs and 

human capacity of such pre-reference library creation reference analysis. These issues need to be 

considered in deciding a strategy for optimal use of devices.  

Each of the spectrometers included in our study store reference spectra in different file 

formats, which may not be transferable between devices. Technologies recording different chemical 

properties, such as Raman and NIR, will not be comparable and it is unlikely that devices using 

different wavelengths of laser would be comparable. However, discussions between manufacturers 

developing similar devices on industry standards for spectra file format and transferability between 

devices using the same technology would be important.  

As far as we are aware there are no standards for the expression, storage and sharing of 

spectrometer reference library signatures and the devices we evaluated used different file formats. 

Engineering all devices so that reference signatures can be created by the user without an external 

computer, with secure cloud-based storage systems will be vital. The sharing of standardised 

reference spectra between MRAs and with the manufacturers, both innovative and generic, will also 

be vital. Ideally, all reference samples of medicines provided by manufacturers to MRAs should come 

with electronic files, cloud downloadable, for each product in the appropriate format for the devices 

being used. However, we have the impression that many MRAs struggle to obtain reference samples 

from manufacturers – if correct, this needs to be enforced. Similarly, it will be vital that these 

reference library signatures be updated when formulations are changed. If pharmaceutical 

manufacturers were able to upload NIR or Raman spectra of medicines to a secure cloud repository, 

which could be used to automatically update a country’s screening devices as formulations change or 

new products become available, there are likely to be significant public health benefits.  
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FORMULATION SPECIFICITIES 

 

The issues highlighted above particularly affect the spectrometers, which record unique 

spectral fingerprints that reflect the total chemical composition of the medicine (API and excipients). 

Any change in the overall chemistry is likely to lead to a change in these fingerprints. Spectrometers 

are therefore much more likely to be sensitive to changes in formulations between brands of 

medicines than any of the API detection-only devices. Table 66 shows the detection capabilities of 

the devices included in our study. Some can simply detect the presence or absence of the API (‘API-

detection only’). The advantages and disadvantages of these different abilities will depend on the 

question being asked – ‘is this medicine brand Z?’ or does this medicine contain API Y?’. 

Table 66: Detection capabilities of included devices. 

 

 

 Although no statistical tests were performed, in the very limited context of our field 

evaluation, the TruScan RM Raman spectrometer appeared less susceptible than the NIRScan NIR 

spectrometer to 1/selecting the wrong reference library errors (9.6% of the scans performed with the 

Truscan RM versus 35.8% with the NIRScan) and 2/ errors of classification of samples (false positive) 

because the user erroneously selected the wrong reference library (selecting the wrong brand of the 

correct API). We believe that improvement of the function to select the reference library in the 

NIRScan, or adding in-built barcode readers (featured in the Truscan RM, MicroPHAZIR RX, and 

Progeny) would greatly reduce the number of such errors in library selection (see paragraph below). 

API-detection 

only 

Chemical formulation 

screening 

PharmaChk Neospectra 2.5 

C-Vue NIRScan 

PADs 4500a FTIR 

RDTs MicroPHAZIR RX 

Minilab Progeny 

 Truscan RM 
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In addition, this finding suggests that the Raman device may be less susceptible to formulation-

specific signature variations than the NIR.  

Raman spectroscopy gives discrete peaks which can be more easily correlated to specific 

functional groups in a chemical’s structure than for the broad, complex NIR spectra, potentially 

making API identification more straightforward using Raman. The ability to screen the whole 

chemical formulation may be advantageous in detecting falsification and may be helpful in 

identifying changes in excipients or potentially dangerous additives. However, for devices which 

search through the whole reference library and identify the closest-matching stored spectrum, there 

may be confusion about how to interpret the result. This was seen for the Progeny and 4500a FTIR 

in our evaluation. The medicines manufacturer would also need to inform the user and/or provide 

samples with which to update the reference library when any changes were made to the formulation 

in order to ensure that an appropriate comparator was stored. If different batches of a genuine 

medicine with small differences in formulation were in circulation, this could also have implications 

for the effectiveness of these devices if they yielded false concern and additional MRA work about 

poor quality medicines in circulation.  

SAMPLING STRATEGIES 

 

Another issue to be addressed prior to deployment of screening devices is the sampling policy. 

As noted in the field evaluation, significantly less time was spent in the visual inspection of samples 

during pharmacy inspection with the devices compared to inspection without the devices. This may 

potentially lead to fewer poor quality samples being found if visual clues are not searched for. False 

confidence in devices may cause harm by reducing inspectors’ investment in visual inspection. One 

strategy to avoid this may be to perform visual inspection prior to using the devices, with the devices 

used only as a secondary screening step for samples thought to be suspicious by visual inspection. 

This would allow a larger number of samples to be visually inspected during pharmacy inspections, 
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and therefore potentially increase the number of poor quality medicines found. More research is 

needed to investigate this issue in different environments. Indeed, this will be highly dependent on 

the local context, what is known about the visual appearance of poor quality medicines on the market, 

how frequently new poor quality medicines appear in different supply chains and how well data are 

shared. 

In addition, standard operating procedures (SOPs) will need to be developed for devices in 

different contexts. For example, SOPs for how many tests to perform on the same sample being tested 

with a device and how to interpret the results need to be developed to optimise their screening 

potential. In this study, when a sample failed the first test of a sample, we chose to operate a ‘best of 

three’ system for overall sample classification for most of the devices in the laboratory (out of the 

three tests performed with the device on the failing samples, the most frequently occurring of ‘pass’ 

or ‘fail’ would then be the overall sample classification), in the absence of manufacturer’s guidelines. 

For the PADs which took the longest time per sample test, the failing samples were rerun only once, 

as recommended by the developer. In the field, although the same strategies were taught during 

training, for the PADs no inspector chose to repeat a failing result, presumably because of the 

perceived time pressure.  

The increase in time taken for pharmacy inspection with the devices would be exacerbated by 

repeated testing. However, repeated testing would reduce the risk of a single false negative result 

giving false reassurance about quality or a single false positive result mandating subsequent 

confirmatory testing. Accordingly, more data on inter- and intra-batch variability and the reasons for 

devices yielding different pass/fail results between tests on the same sample are needed to inform 

development of such sampling SOPs. 
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SUBSTANDARD MEDICINES 

 

Although our findings show that all the devices can accurately detect zero and wrong API 

medicines for the APIs tested, the screening of low % API remains a significant gap, as there are 

major concerns about their availability in diverse supply chains. Indeed, substandard medicines have 

been found in most of the recent large surveys (Tabernero et al. 2014, 2015; Act Consortium Drug 

Quality Project Team And The Impact Study Team 2015).  

Except the C-Vue, the PharmaChk and the RDTs, none of the devices tested in the 

configurations used in this study, were claimed to be able to identify substandard samples (either low 

or high API contents than stated). Only the C-Vue was able to successfully identify all the 50% and 

80% simulated substandard medicines tested in this study. However, it could test only three of the 

seven APIs included.   

The Minilab was the most-sensitive of the field-evaluated devices, and the MicroPHAZIR RX 

the most sensitive of the spectrometers, for correct classification of the simulated 50% and 80% API 

samples. The Minilab could correctly identify 50%API samples with high sensitivity but had reduced 

sensitivity for the correct identification of 80%API. Both the Minilab and the MicroPHAZIR RX had 

sensitivity lower than 60% for identification of 50% and 80% API samples considered together. 

In the literature, very few devices have been tested for their ability to identify substandard 

medicines with reduced %API. Most devices with the potential to assay API (semi-)quantitatively in 

finished products require consumables and are destructive, except for spectroscopic devices. Of the 

spectroscopic devices tested for quantitation in the literature (Keil et al. 2007; Sorak et al. 2012; 

Alcala et al. 2013; Bernier et al. 2016b; Le et al. 2016; Kakio et al. 2017; Tondepu et al. 2017; Wilson 

et al. 2017), none used automated methods, but required highly trained operators using complex API-

specific calibration models, and are therefore not field-ready. 
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Low %API medicines will mostly be substandard medicines and will have key negative global 

health consequences for both individual patient outcome (Caudron et al. 2008) and patient and health 

system costs and, in the case of antimicrobials, for antimicrobial resistance (White et al. 2009; Newton 

et al. 2016).  If devices with good capabilities for detecting falsified medicines, but not substandard 

medicines, are introduced into PMS it will be vital that these devices do not result in false confidence 

in the quality of marketed medicines. Globally falsified and substandard medicines are often 

sympatric, with different and variable prevalences through time and space. Devices could lead to 

harm if inspectors and regulators rely on such devices and do not enhance screening for substandard 

medicines. Until we have devices that can accurately perform quantitative API screening this issue 

must be kept in the forefront of discussions.  

Tablet dissolution plays a key part in the bioavailability of the active ingredient and therefore 

efficacy of medicines. Dissolution testing is rarely included in medicine quality surveys due to the 

need for expensive machines, high level human capacity and financial support. As far as we are aware, 

no marketed devices are currently able to evaluate dissolution, despite the likely contribution of poor 

dissolution antimicrobials to antimicrobial resistance (Newton et al. 2016). In the literature, the under-

development D-NIRS was the only portable device assessed for its ability to monitor dissolution, and 

showed promising results, albeit on a limited number of samples. The PharmaChk aims to integrate 

dissolution testing into the device, but this was not available on the prototype tested in this study.  

Further innovation is needed for the development of techniques and devices for quantitative 

screening of %API and dissolution. 

As research expands on screening devices for testing different APIs, especially those co-

formulated, care will be needed with the public release of these data in order to avoid informing those 

making poor quality medicines of information that would allow them to circumvent detection of their 

‘products’ by the screening devices. 
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QUANTITATION CAPABILITIES OF SPECTROMETERS 

 

Although not evaluated in our study, at the fundamental level quantitation using the various 

spectrometers tested (NIR, Mid-IR, and Raman) is possible through computer software and finding 

spectral features that are unique to the API in question. With the spectrometers evaluated in this study 

(4500a FTIR, MicroPHAZIR RX, NIRScan, Neospectra 2.5, Progeny, and Truscan RM), only highly 

trained users would be able to perform quantitation.  

The Truscan RM and MicroPHAZIR RX have additional software packages that can be 

downloaded to the master computer and/or the device itself to conduct quantitative analysis. The 

Progeny, NIRScan, and Neospectra 2.5 currently do not have such dedicated software for quantitative 

purposes; the raw spectral data, however, could be exported to third-party software for the user to 

conduct quantitation. The 4500a FTIR has quantitative capabilities built into its software but this 

function was not evaluated in this study.  

To conduct an accurate quantitative analysis, a set of calibration curve experiments must be 

conducted to correlate the signal intensity of a given spectral feature to the amount of API. The 

calibration samples must accurately reflect the properties of all the ingredients of the medicine 

themselves to yield a reliable signal. This calibration sample set must also encompass a concentration 

range that includes the expected concentration of API as examined from sample to sample. If the 

properties of the ingredients are not taken into consideration, effects such as background fluorescence, 

or absorption of radiation by excipients could block the signal of the API in question, as there is no 

pre-separation step used in direct read out spectroscopy experiments.  

One potential way to better utilize the spectrometers for substandard medicine detection is by 

setting tighter thresholds for the spectral comparison scores (also known as correlation coefficients). 

For many of the devices that conducted library comparisons (4500a FTIR, MicroPHAZIR RX, 

Progeny and Truscan RM), there was an observed trend between the measured correlation coefficients 
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becoming progressively lower as the concentration of API decreased (further data analysis in 

progress). Using these variations in spectral comparison scores, a spectral score threshold can be 

created to optimize the device capabilities to evaluate each medicine. To select the optimal spectral 

score threshold, a statistical diagnostic graphical plot known as a receiver operating characteristic 

curve can be constructed to find the best compromise between false positive and true positive rates 

of classification at various spectral score threshold values using the data from controlled experiments. 

One important consideration with this study is that these simulated samples may not accurately reflect 

substandard medicines found in the field and factors such as the medicine coatings may affect the 

success of the adjusted threshold due to the spectral differences that may occur caused by the factors 

mentioned.   

Another method that could further enhance the ability of these devices to detect substandard 

medicines containing incorrect amount of API(s) is by adjusting the algorithms for spectral processing 

for library comparisons. The capabilities to adjust the algorithms are apparent to the user in the 

MicroPHAZIR RX and Truscan RM. The user can select a wide variety of mathematical functions in 

the Method Generator software for the MicroPHAZIR RX and the 1st and 2nd derivative of the spectra 

can be selected for the Truscan RM. Selecting the appropriate mathematical function can help derive 

additional spectral information that may have not been apparent to the software in the original raw 

spectra. These algorithms can help simplify the spectra or derive more unique features that would 

help distinguish a good quality from a substandard medicine. With adequate training, the user can 

also place additional emphasis on certain parts of the spectral range to help distinguish between good 

and poor quality medicines. This adjustments in spectral processing algorithms can be coupled to the 

pass threshold adjustments described above to further enhance the capabilities to detect substandard 

medicines.  
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WHICH DEVICES FOR WHICH APIs? 

 

In the literature review, we observed a dire lack of information as to which medicines can be 

evaluated with each device, with focus on anti-infective medicines (especially antimalarials) and 

neglect of other medicine classes. 

The chemical structure of the API influenced the detection capabilities for some devices evaluated 

in the study. For the C-Vue, APIs which did not have conjugated or double bonds (DHA, AZITH, 

ART, AM) could not be detected because they could not absorb the UV light emitted by the mercury 

lamp of the C-Vue. The PADs cannot detect artemisinin-based APIs because the chemical tests on 

the PAD do not contain reagents that react with any of the functional groups on the API. The PADs 

primarily target a variety of amines, imines, phenols, and other highly specific functional groups that 

artemisinin-based APIs do not have. On the other hand, the antibody-based detection system used by 

the RDTs target only the artemisinin-based APIs. Both disposable devices could potentially expand 

the APIs they target; however, more reagents would need to be added or replaced for the PADs and 

new antibodies would need to be developed and synthesised to target the wide variety of APIs for the 

RDTs. The current prototype of PharmaChk is limited to artesunate. A plan to expand the range of 

APIs for the PharmaChk is currently underway.  

As mentioned (see Laboratory evaluation - NIRSCAN), the NIRScan had difficulty correctly 

identifying 0% API samples of ofloxacin. This problem was not observed with either the Neospectra 

2.5 or MicroPHAZIR RX (the other two NIR devices tested) suggesting a problem with the NIRscan 

instrument, rather than an inherent limitation with NIR spectroscopy with detecting ofloxacin. 

Chemical structures suggest a priori that some APIs will be problematic for certain devices. For 

example, nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) can only detect APIs with quadrupolar nuclei, such 

as 14N. This is present in over 80% of medicines (Barras et al. 2012), but not, for example, the 

artemisinin derivatives (Dunn et al. 2011). Similarly, some APIs, such as quinine sulphate, have 
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strong fluorescence with weak Raman scattering at 785 nm, impairing the ability of such Raman 

devices to detect poor quality products containing these APIs (Ricci et al. 2008; Hajjou et al. 2013). 

Raman scattering from medicines with relatively low amount of API(s) is also often insufficient (Assi 

2014; Degardin et al. 2017). Artemether was also shown to have little Raman signal response when 

evaluating a co-formulation with lumefantrine, suggesting that certain co-formulations may not be 

properly interrogated if one of the APIs cannot be detected. Co-formulated APIs may suffer from the 

problem that one of the APIs does provide a unique or strong enough signal due to the molecule’s 

chemical structure or the quantity of API may be too low relative to the other bulk APIs or excipients 

present in the medicine (United States Pharmacopoeial Convention 2017b).  In addition, more than 

half of pharmaceuticals are chiral compounds, with many enantiomers of racemic drugs showing 

marked differences in pharmacology (Nguyen et al. 2006; Caillet et al. 2012). No discussion was 

found in the literature on the ability of any of the reviewed devices to discriminate different 

enantiomers (Nguyen et al. 2006). Theoretically only NQR would have this capability. A review of 

the chemistry of all essential medicines, from a theoretical chemistry viewpoint, to inform which 

technologies are likely to detect different APIs would help inform these discussions. 

DOSAGE FORMS AND FORMULATIONS 

 

Apart from artesunate powder, all of the tested finished products in this study were tablets. 

Further evaluation of the ability of the devices to test topical applications, capsules and 

liquid/parenteral formulations is urgently needed.  

Certain tablet coatings will likely provide a very difficult barrier to optical spectroscopic 

examination, inhibiting the direct analysis of API content. In the field, the non-destructive techniques 

may need to become destructive for coated tablets by crushing and homogenizing the medicine to 

directly scrutinize the API. The field-collected samples of OFLO, ACA and DHAP all had an external 
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coating. However, we encountered no technology specific issues with the devices to screen for these 

medicines during the present study. 

Research on tablet coatings that would be amenable to non-destructive spectroscopic 

examination (for example, coatings which facilitate penetration of wavelengths used by the devices) 

would help to expand the utility of these devices. 

One related but vital and unaddressed issue, both in this study and in the literature, is that 

(with the exception of nuclear quadrupole resonance) it will not be possible to non-destructively 

evaluate the content of capsules unless spectroscopic techniques can be developed that allow the 

devices to ‘see through’ the capsule material. Consequently, a very sizeable proportion of registered 

oral medicines of the global medicine supply will not be amenable to simple non-destructive 

spectroscopic evaluation. For example in Laos, UK, France and USA, capsules respectively comprise 

11.4 % (Food and Drug Department ; Ministry of Health; Lao PDR 2017), 17.7% (Joint Formulary 

Committee 2017), 9.7% (Agence Nationale de Sécurité du Médicament et des Produits de Santé 2017) 

and 7.7% (United States Food and Drug Administration 2017) of the oral medicines  registered in 

these nations.  The use of transparent capsule shells to enable non-destructive infrared or Raman 

analysis of the capsule contents would greatly expand device utility. After removal of the capsule 

shells, we would expect all the devices to be able to evaluate the powder. However, optimal sampling 

of the powders for the non-destructive spectroscopic devices does not seem to have been investigated. 

In our study, artesunate powder vials contained only 60mg. Such a limited amount of powder made 

testing with Raman devices difficult.  

Table 67 summarizes the potential differences in difficulty when trying to test medicines 

formulations other than tablets with each of the devices evaluated. These classifications are based on 

how the experiments might get more difficult, or easier, and what potential chemical information can 

be extracted from these types of medicines. “Easier” means that one to several steps are eliminated 

because the medicine is in a form that the instrument can immediately analyse and get the same 
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chemical API information as for a tablet. “Same” means the same exact experimental steps would be 

followed as with a tablet and the user would get the same API chemical information as for a tablet. 

“Medium” means that additional or significant change in the experimental steps would need to be 

taken, such as performing an extraction or destroying the sample to get an equivalent amount of API 

chemical information as for a tablet. “Higher” means that additional experimental steps would be 

required and that getting the same chemical API information as a tablet would be an additional 

challenge.  

Table 67. Degree of difficulty to analyse different medicines formulations relative to the 

analysis of a tablet. These hypothetical classifications assume the API/excipient are not limiting 

factors in the detection capabilities of the devices.  

 Medicine formulation 

Instrument Capsule 
Liquid (water 

based) 
Powder Creams/Gels 

MiniLab Same Easier Easier Medium 

Progeny Medium Higher Same Higher 

Truscan RM Medium Higher Same Higher 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX 
Medium 

Higher Same Higher 

Neospectra 2.5 Medium Higher Same Higher 

NIRScan Medium Higher Same Higher 

4500a FTIR Same Higher Easier Higher 

PADs Same Medium Easier Higher 

RDTs Same Easier Easier Medium 

C-Vue Same Easier Easier Medium 

PharmaChk Same Easier Easier Medium 

 

Analysing a powder with destructive devices such as the 4500a FTIR would be easier than for 

tablets because tablets require to be crushed for analysis. The difficulties of analysing powders vs 

tablets with the spectrometers are similar. For destructive devices, capsule analysis would be on the 

same level of difficulty as for the tablets. The spectrometers would have additional difficulty 

analysing the capsules if the non-destructive capabilities of these devices were to be maintained. Due 

to the thickness of the capsules, the spectrometers may not be able to interrogate the API and the 

resulting data may only be of the capsule material itself. Destroying the capsules and analysing the 
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powder inside would potentially enhance the capabilities to discriminate between good and poor 

quality medicines based on the API(s). If there were any chemical defects of the capsule itself, they 

could potentially be picked up by the instruments. If the capsule is within good quality specifications 

and is a spectral barrier to interrogating the internal contents of the medicine, it would not be possible 

to determine if the medicine was poor quality or not. For the devices that require the API to be 

dissolved in solution, analysing liquids would be easier because this would most likely not require an 

extraction step inherent with solid samples, assuming no interference from the liquid bulk of the 

medicine in question. Additionally, devices that conduct liquid-based experiments typically require 

samples that are significantly diluted to be within the operational concentration range of the 

instrument. The spectrometers would have the most difficulties analysing liquids because the API(s) 

may not be in high enough concentration to produce a signal that would overcome the signal of the 

bulk excipient liquid. One way the Raman instruments could be enhanced for liquid analysis is by 

using a technique known as surface enhanced Raman analysis, a technique where the user adds gold 

or silver particles in the sample to boost the signal of the API; however, this would require additional 

protocol and experimental development for the devices evaluated in this study (United States 

Pharmacopoeial Convention 2017b). The PADs might have difficulties analysing liquids. Attempting 

to add the liquid medicine to the sample application line might be difficult. However, the developers 

are testing injectable antibiotics such as ceftriaxone. Applying on the swipe line was done without 

difficulties with a syringe, a pipette or a cotton swab, and promising results were obtained, with 

aqueous buffer matrix (article in press). The PADs could potentially be developed so that the entire 

PAD would be dipped in the liquid medicine instead of the cup of water and otherwise be processed 

in a similar way to tablets. Cream and gels would be the most difficult sample set to analyse with all 

the devices used in this study. Since creams and gels contain high amounts of oils and other organic 

compounds that contribute to the medicines thickness’ or viscosity, the devices that require the API 

to be dissolved in solution may need an additional liquid extraction step or else the devices may be 
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overwhelmed by the signal from the bulk excipient. Spectrometers in particular may be affected by 

the bulk excipient that may overwhelm the signal of the API(s). Due to the thickness of some creams 

and gels, it may be possible to apply the sample to the PAD application line, but this assumes that the 

sample can dissolve when the water passes through the application line during PAD processing.   

 

EFFECT OF PACKAGING 

 

We believe that, wherever possible, testing samples in a non-destructive way is preferable, as 

mentioned on different occasions by medicine inspectors. Indeed, the lack of budgets to buy the 

medicines to test, and the waste of samples for the pharmacy being inspected, was mentioned several 

times by medicine inspectors as a pitfall of destructive technologies. This recurrent cost has not been 

factored into the present cost-effectiveness analysis.  

So far, even for ‘non-destructive’ devices, testing can only be carried out through transparent 

packaging. Of the fourteen brands of medicine included in the evaluation pharmacy, ten were in 

opaque packaging and therefore had to be removed from packaging (thus ‘destroyed’) prior to 

sampling. Innovations to blister pack and tablet/capsule/powder/liquid bottle packaging could be 

encouraged to facilitate accurate spectroscopic evaluation.  

Our study has not addressed how spectroscopic device accuracy changes with different types 

of glass and plastic packaging. However, we observed that both Raman devices were not able to 

sample artesunate powder through the glass vial, whereas the NIR devices (MicroPHAZIR RX and 

NIRScan) were. 

MAINTENANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL 

 

Further key aspects that have received minimal discussion include issues of device 

maintenance and quality assurance/quality control. The marketed spectrometers (Truscan RM, 
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MicroPHAZIR RX, Progeny and 4500a FTIR) come with detailed instructions for calibration and 

performance verification in their instruction manuals. Performance verification requires a higher level 

of user training than routine calibration. Discussing with those currently using the devices and 

identifying key issues they have encountered and how these are addressed would inform long term 

sustainable maintenance plans. As far as we are aware there are no external quality assurance systems 

for the devices currently on the market and such systems, now standard practice for microbiological 

testing, will be important. 

High costs of maintenance and calibration, and the unavailability of in-country customer 

service are often quoted as barriers towards the implementation of screening technologies by 

regulators (see p.242 Multi-stakeholders meeting, Roth et al. 2018).  

COMPARING BETWEEN DEVICES 

 

In the review of the scientific literature, comparison between devices was significantly 

hindered by the heterogeneity of device evaluation methods and reporting styles. 

We also faced difficulties as to how to compare the performance of all the devices included 

in our study. Standardized guidance on how to assess and compare the performance of medicine 

quality screening devices would be of great benefit. A recent stimulus article from United States 

Pharmacopoeia addresses this (United States Pharmacopoeial Convention 2017a) but comparison 

between devices is not extensively addressed.  

In the literature review, just six out of forty-one identified devices had been field-tested. Our 

data have shown that operator errors can happen with the potential to reduce the apparent accuracy 

of the device. Wider field-evaluation with different operators in different environments would be 

beneficial to identify and minimise potential errors prior to large-scale deployment and understand 

different training needs. 
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TRAINING 

 

Medicine inspectors in our study were prospectively categorised into two groups: those who 

received only rudimentary training immediately before using the device to inspect the pharmacy, and 

those who also received a separate ‘intensive’ training session before using the device. All of the 

inspectors were able to successfully complete pharmacy inspection and sample set testing with the 

devices regardless of the training they had received. Within our very limited data set, training had no 

significant effect on the total time taken for sample analysis overall for the devices. However, 

inspectors with intensive training were more likely to correctly categorize the samples as good or 

poor quality. 

The PADs required data interpretation by the user and resulted in significantly more samples 

being wrongly classified, mainly as a result of user error. However, computational analysis of images 

using a smartphone is likely to greatly improve PAD interpretation (Banerjee et al. 2017). For the 

advantages of these devices to be realised, training schemes with user proficiency testing and 

continuing education and quality control will be necessary. 

The addition of a barcode scanner to record the identity information of the sample and for the 

instrument to automatically select the library and method for the spectrometers to compare the tested 

spectra with, is likely to be a major feature to facilitate minimizing operator errors. These barcode 

scanner capabilities are available into the Truscan RM, Progeny, and MicroPHAZIR RX but were 

not assessed in this study.  

COMBINING TECHNOLOGIES 

 

It seems unlikely, with current technology, that one device will be able to effectively monitor 

the quality of all medicines. When more information is available on the advantages and limitations of 

different devices, it will be beneficial to explore combinations of devices with different faculties. 
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Using a combination of different spectroscopic techniques in parallel may be beneficial. The literature 

suggests, for example, using a Raman spectrometer in combination with an IR spectrometer for tablets 

containing relatively low quantities of APIs may improve detection (Assi 2014; Degardin et al. 2017). 

Combining a spectroscopic tool with a visual inspection tool may also be synergistic: for example, 

combining the packaging inspection capability of the CD3+ with the formulation screening capability 

of a spectrometer. As far as we are aware there have been no evaluations of such combined 

technologies. From our results, the combination of a faster, small, non-destructive device for testing 

on-site in the distal supply chain with a quantitative, less field-usable device that requires a higher 

end-level user such as the C-Vue, in a more central location, may increase the rate of detection of 

poor quality of medicine in the supply chain and enable MRAs to respond in a timely manner.  

The synergistic combination of these devices with smartphones containing registration, batch 

number and packaging information for the country’s medicines, and alerts of poor quality medicines 

in the region and to and from the WHO, holds great promise. This would require MRAs to have the 

human and financial capacity and responsive pharmaceutical industries to develop and maintain up-

to-date registration databases.  

USE IN THE PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLY CHAIN 

 

How devices can be optimally used in different parts of the pharmaceutical supply has been 

little discussed, nor how they can be integrated into post market surveillance. There is great global 

diversity in national medicine supply systems (ACT Watch 2017). Hence, the optimal positions 

within supply chains of different devices will need to be tailored for each country.  Key health systems 

questions concerning the development of infrastructure such as increased laboratory capacity to 

provide accessible confirmatory testing and developing legislation for how to act on the results of 

screening tests, must be addressed prior to their introduction. There is a risk that their abilities may 

be over-appreciated and vital routine packaging inspection reduced. Relatively few LMIC countries 
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have accessible and functional WHO pre-qualified medicine analysis laboratories (World Health 

Organization 2017a) but if they are not present they will negate many of the potential benefits of 

devices as confirmatory testing may not be possible or samples would need to be shipped outside the 

country, thus increasing costs.  

With the current functionality of devices they are unlikely to yield evidence that would 

precipitate regulatory and legal intervention – reference laboratory analysis will still be required. 

SAFETY HAZARDS AND SHIPPING 

 

Some device components present safety hazards. Lithium ion batteries power five of the field-

evaluated devices (4500a FTIR, NIRscan, Progeny, MicroPHAZIR RX, and Truscan RM) and are 

strictly regulated by organizations such as the International Air Transport Administration and U.S. 

Federal Air Administration due to their flammable hazard potential. Lasers are also a potential safety 

and regulatory concern because of their potential to cause physical damage to the user or property. 

Lasers are used directly for sampling in Raman instruments and indirectly in instruments such as the 

FTIR for mirror calibration. The Progeny and Truscan RM both contain class IIIb lasers which are 

regulated by the United States Food and Drug Administration. Chemical hazards are present with 

technologies such as the Minilab, RDTs, PharmChk, and C-Vue because they use solvents or reagents 

that can be volatile, flammable, significantly acidic or basic, and/or reactive. None of these devices 

are currently supplied with specific safety information to meet health and safety standards such as the 

United Kingdom ‘Control of Substances Hazardous to Health’ (Health and Safety Executive). Such 

systems should be considered to facilitate transport and end user safety. 

Potential import/export duties and regulations controlling the sophisticated technology that 

some of these devices utilized will contribute to the overall cost of implementing the devices in the 

field. This was not factored into the cost-effectiveness analysis model used in this study as it is likely 

to be very location-specific. In some countries, governmental institutions may be exempted from 
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duties. Local and international regulations must be taken into further consideration by manufacturers 

and shipping firms when exporting these technologies to the desired destinations.  

CHAIN OF CUSTODY 

 

Maintaining a secure chain of custody ensures that medicines deemed to be poor quality in 

the field can be traced throughout the investigatory process from the collection site to the chemistry 

laboratory which performs the confirmatory testing. The devices that maintain the most robust chain 

of custody in our study are the Truscan RM and MicroPHAZIR RX. Both instruments require the 

operator, prior to evaluating a sample, to login to their account and input the name of the sample prior 

to scanning it with the instrument. This minimizes the potential for operator bias: the sample data is 

logged against the sample ID prior to testing and cannot be changed even if a result does not turn out 

as expected. The Progeny, Neospectra 2.5, 4500a FTIR, and C-Vue allow the operator to enter custom 

filenames prior to or after the spectra or chromatograms have been recorded. It is important to 

maintain a consistent naming system and developing international standards for this would facilitate 

communication within and between countries.  

 The addition of a barcode scanner to record the identity information of the sample and for the 

instrument to automatically select the library and method to compare the spectra should also reduce 

operator error, assuming that barcode capability is available to regulators. These barcode scanner 

capabilities are built into the Truscan RM, Progeny, and MicroPHAZIR RX.  

The NIRScan has no ability to label test results. With the current set-up, the spectra filenames 

indicate only the time the spectra were recorded. The operator must maintain thorough written notes, 

including exactly the time of recording of the sample spectrum, if they wish to retrospectively match 

a specific spectrum to a sample. The chain of custody system would be greatly improved with the 

ability to enter, on the smartphone, filenames and sample information to raw spectra files.  
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Each PAD contains a unique individual serial number that can be used for unique sample 

identification if the correct notes are maintained by the operator. The RDTs and Minilab TLC plates 

do not contain any in-built facility for unique identification. It is recommended to take photographs, 

in a standardised format, for devices that requires visual inspection to maintain a robust chain.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

 

This pilot evaluation of portable medicine quality screening devices has been the first 

investigation comparing the diagnostic accuracy and practical use of a wide diversity of portable 

medicine quality screening devices. The results suggest, with important caveats, that devices are 

available for the detection of medicines containing zero and wrong API and that these are cost-

effective in the contexts modelled. Most, but by no means all, falsified medicines probably have zero 

or wrong API and hence devices are available that could be of great use to empower medicine 

inspectors in the ‘field’ in their detection. None of the portable devices evaluated by medicine 

inspectors in our evaluation pharmacy were 100% accurate in the detection of 50-80% API samples, 

suggesting that we do not have devices currently available for detecting substandard medicines with 

these ranges of % API. There is unlikely to be one device, in the foreseeable future, that will be able 

to screen medicine content quantitatively for the vast diversity of medicines that humans use. If such 

devices are used, it will be important to recognise this issue and not to regard a pass result as meaning 

that a medicine is good quality, only that it does not have chemistry evidence of falsification. Key 

caveats (see ‘Methodology Limitations’ and Box 2) are that only seven APIs were evaluated and that 

we only included tablets and one parenteral medicine. Hence, these data cannot be generalised to their 

use in the global medicine supply and must be treated with caution. Without further objective 

validation, the use of devices must also be cautious, and their advantages and limitations clearly 

understood and further investigated. 
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Box 2: Limitations of the evaluation 

 For non-single use devices, only one unit of each device was evaluated. We therefore make 

no assessment of variability between different units of the same device. 

 Only seven APIs, all anti-microbials, and all sourced from one region, were evaluated 

 Only one parenteral formulation was investigated; all other samples were formulated as 

tablets. No testing of topical/liquid/capsule dosage forms. 

 For laboratory-created spectrometer reference libraries (does not include NIRScan, for 

which the developer created the reference library): 

o Manufacturer-set default values were used with no attempt to optimise these for 

specific medicines tested 

o Limited consideration of batch-to-batch variability for field-collected medicines 

o No consideration of batch-to-batch variability for field-collected medicines 

 Only one aspect of substandard medicines (reduced API) was investigated and dissolution 

was not tested 

 We made no investigation of effect of tablet coatings in simulated medicine evaluation 

 Laboratory protocols for Neospectra 2.5 and C-Vue were not optimised due to time 

constraints 

 Evaluation pharmacy included a very small proportion of substandard medicines (3/~110 

blisters stocked)  

 Due to limited stock, some samples included in the evaluation pharmacy had exceeded 

their expiry date. Inspectors were specifically asked to overlook important normal cues for 

visual inspection (expiry date, inclusion on national list of registered medicines, condition 

of packaging, storage conditions) during inspection of the evaluation pharmacy, limiting its 

resemblance to their standard practice. 

 One API of the seven (DHAP) had to be removed from analysis of field-device accuracy 

due to poor quality samples being used in construction of the reference libraries for the 

devices 

 The field-study team did not receive any direct training from the manufacturer and 

followed protocols in a second language. Some mistakes were made in training the 

inspectors, particularly for the 4500a FTIR.  

 Cost-effectiveness analysis contains many assumptions about eventual device use in the 

field, which may or may not be accurate and is very context specific. It considers only the 

costs and benefits if devices are deployed at final drug outlet points, but at no other point in 

the pharmaceutical supply chain. 

 Cost-effectiveness analysis considered only artemisinin-based combination therapies (two 

of the seven included APIs) and therefore likely underestimates benefits from broader 

screening. 
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The interpretation of the data from this pilot evaluation raise a larger series of issues and gaps 

that need further thought to ensure that the potential of these innovative devices for improving 

medicine quality screening is realised – see Box 3. 
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Box 3: Issues and gaps in our current understanding of the use of the devices 

 Lack of independent comparative evaluation of the majority of devices, particularly in field-

settings 

 Device performance tested on a very limited subset of available APIs, predominantly anti-

infectives 

 No field-evaluated devices could accurately quantitate API 

 Very limited testing and comment on the ability of the devices to test through packaging, and 

the type of packaging that is least obstructive to device use 

 Very limited comment on the inability of Raman or IR spectroscopy to test capsules non-

destructively, due to the opacity of capsule coating 

 Very limited testing by the devices of liquid or parenteral formulations; no data on testing of 

topical formulations 

 No studies looking at the effect of tablet coating on device performance 

 No testing or comment on the ability of the devices to distinguish between chiral enantiomers 

 Very limited guidance on how to assess and report the performance of medicine quality 

screening devices to enable comparison between technologies 

 Very limited comment on where in the pharmaceutical supply chain which devices are best 

employed 

 Little comment on training needs for accurate use of the devices 

 Role of the devices in parallel to current inspection procedures (inspection of packaging, drug 

registration, expiry date) needs to be carefully considered in order to optimise their utility  

 Careful consideration of sampling policies to determine which samples to test with devices and 

how many tests to perform with devices prior to confirmatory testing  

 Limited consideration of pharmaceutical industry role in provision of good-quality specimens 

with which to construct reference libraries 

 No consideration of external quality assurance system for marketed devices to regulate device 

accuracy and performance 

 No consideration of safety implications for widespread use of lasers and chemical hazard advice 

for devices requiring chemical handling 

 No discussion of the risks of generating false confidence in the quality of medicines through 

using devices 

 No discussion of the risks of criminals designing falsified medicines to evade detection by 

devices 

 No consideration of infrastructure changes (increased laboratory capacity; financial cost) 

necessary to accommodate likely increase in samples requiring confirmatory pharmacopoeial 

testing  

 Country-specific changes to legislation to enable swift and appropriate response to medicines 

failing screening tests need urgent discussion prior to implementation 

 Improved accuracy of cost-effectiveness will only be possible with more accurate knowledge 

of the baseline prevalence of falsified and substandard medicines and the processes and costs 

of regulatory inspection in different countries. 
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Much more work is needed to evaluate these devices for the great diversity of medicines and 

expansion of this work using a platform, independent from device manufacturers, to evaluate new 

devices using standard protocols and samples is needed. Apart from their diagnostic accuracy and 

considerations of cost effectiveness, a key and neglected aspect is how the health system that they 

will be embedded within will need to adapt to optimise their use. For example, will the pharmaceutical 

industry be willing and able to adapt capsule packaging to allow non-destructive spectroscopy of 

capsule contents and how will regulatory authorities ensure that they have systems in place for 

updated reference libraries for their registered medicines?  

However, these data suggest that there is great promise for innovation of devices that will 

allow the screening of a wide diversity of medicines and empower regulatory authorities in this key 

function to improve national and global public health. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

Based on the results of the different phases of this work, we present here general 

recommendations for policy makers about the implementation of the devices for post market 

surveillance of the pharmaceutical supply chain and for other institutions such as non-governmental 

organizations or hospital pharmacies that may benefit from medicine quality screening technologies 

in their procurement plans. These recommendations may also inform donors’ policies. 

 

With the current state of knowledge on the devices, including the results of this pilot project, 

it is not possible to endorse any specific device. The following recommendations are subject to many 

caveats (see Box 2 and 3) and should be considered with caution. 

 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 Fast identification of poor quality medicines in a PMS framework with a screening 

technology will be of minor interest if regulators cannot take action to either quarantine 

or recall products while waiting for confirmatory testing results of a suspicious sample. 

Planning regulatory actions to be implemented when a sample quality is suspicious as per 

the screening device results are of major importance (Roth et al. 2018). 

 Developing standard operating procedures (SOPs) for devices in different contexts will be 

needed.  For example, SOPs for how many tests to perform on the same sample being 

tested with a device and how to interpret the results need to be developed to optimise their 

screening potential. Until better evidence exists, re-testing a sample that fails a screening 

technology test, at least once (twice if discordant results are obtained), can lighten the 

burden on quality control laboratories by reducing the number of unnecessary 

submissions. 
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 False confidence in devices may cause harm by reducing inspectors’ investment in visual 

inspection. However, visual inspection is likely to be a key asset to select the right samples 

to test with the screening technology, especially in drug inspections of outlets where a 

large diversity of brands and batches might be available. Including visual inspection in the 

SOP, prior to the secondary use of the screening device for samples thought to be 

suspicious by visual inspection, should be considered.  

ENSURING SUSTAINABILITY OF DEVICES 

 Considering upfront costs as well as recurring costs (including maintenance, software 

updating, calibration and performance quality control costs) is essential. 

 Although the upfront costs of some of the devices are high, their use may also allow the 

testing of more medicines. In addition, using them in routine may reduce the number of 

confirmatory testing in quality control laboratories if the device has a high specificity (to 

avoid false positives samples that will be wrongly sent to confirmatory testing).  

 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY FOR THE RIGHT OBJECTIVE 

Taking into account the ability of the devices with regards to the type of poor quality 

medicines most prevalent in the country setting is key for a successful implementation. With the 

current state of knowledge, implementing different technologies could be considered as the way 

forward. For example, in countries with high prevalence of both substandard and falsified medicines, 

one option would be to use devices with high accuracy to detect falsified medicines and use other 

devices, such as the C-Vue, to test samples randomly selected among the non-suspicious samples (i.e. 

‘pass’ the screening technology test) in a provincial laboratory setting, to identify substandard 

medicines. The Minilab, that is much more widely implemented and can analyze many more APIs 
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than the C-Vue currently, could also be used in settings where substandard medicines containing less 

than 80% API are highly prevalent. 

In addition, careful consideration of the abilities of the devices with regards to the APIs 

contained in the products, and the type of formulation (e.g. tablets, creams) targeted for medicine 

screening is necessary. 

 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT DEVICE FOR THE RIGHT USERS: INITIAL SET-UP-USERS 

VERSUS END-USERS 

The level of training and expertise of the end-users and initial set-up users should be carefully 

identified prior to introduction of the devices. 

The technical process to create reference libraries requires different levels of expertise 

(medium level for the 4500a FTIR, Progeny and Truscan RM versus higher level for the 

MicroPHAZIR RX and Neospectra 2.5) but the level of training required by the end-users is rather 

low for most of the spectrometers, except for the Neospectra 2.5 that, in its current state, has no ability 

to provide ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ results.  

Technologies such as the C-Vue require a significant level of expertise for the initial set-up 

user and for the end-user who needs to prepare samples and to perform calibration before every set 

of experiments.  

For the devices that require significant interpretation of results by the end-users (Neospectra 

2.5, PADs, RDTs, Minilab), proficiency testing and continuing education and quality control should 

be considered prior to implementation. 

 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT DEVICE AT THE RIGHT LEVEL OF THE SUPPLY CHAIN 

Careful considerations as to the optimal positions within supply chains of different devices 

will need to be tailored for each country as they will arise from the considerations addressed in the 

paragraphs above. 
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Whilst handheld spectrometers might be useful at drug outlet levels and at border checkpoints, 

some screening technologies such as the more cumbersome 4500a FTIR may also be useful at border 

checkpoints, in quality control laboratories or in more central offices. The single-use PADs and RDTs 

could be useful in a laboratory, at border checkpoints, or they could be valuable for health workers 

working remotely in disease programs such as the malaria elimination programmes. 

Electricity requirements, sensitivity of the devices to environmental factors such as the heat 

and the usable life of the devices should also be considered. 

THE NEED FOR MORE EVIDENCE 

The field of evaluation of medicine quality screening devices in laboratory and in real life 

environments is in its infancy and much more research, chemical, economic, sociological and 

operational, is needed to ensure that the promise these devices hold is realised. 
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ANNEX 1. LABORATORY SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE TO 

EVALUATE THE PHYSICAL, OPERATIONAL, AND 

SOFTWARE CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH DEVICE  

Question  

Is there Potential Hardware Maintenance require? If yes, specify 

Is there any specific calibration to perform? If yes, describe how to calibrate? 

How often to calibrate? 

Are there safety hazards when using the device (normal use)? If yes, specify 

Is there any waste associated to the use of the device? If yes, specify 

Should the user clean between sampling? If yes, specify how 

What is the power supply required? (Battery or Outlet) 

What is the power consumption or battery life? 

Is there any sample preparation required? If yes, specify 

What is the time per sample analysis? 

Is a reference library required? 

What are the Internet/Bluetooth Capability Features? 

What is the data file format? 

Can data be exported for other analysis? 

Dimensions of the Device (cm) 

What is the upfront cost of the device? 

What are the languages available to the user? 

Are there any other accessories/equipment required? 

What is the level of training to create the library and software? 

What is the level of training to test a sample only? 

Are there specific requirements for exporting the technology? 

Is an accessible user manual provided? 

Is there a barcode reader? 

Can the device be used in a non-destructive manner (i.e through a blister pack/packaging) 

Additional Comments 

General opinion/feelings about the device 
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ANNEX 2. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS AND UPLC 

QUANTITATION RESULTS OF MEDICINES USED IN THE 

STUDY 
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Study Code 

 (each blister of the 

sample) 

Study 

Phase  

(PE, RL, 

SSE, 

LE) 

Brand 

name 

 

 

API                                   

name 

API 

Strength  

(mg) 

Expiry 

Date 

(mm/ 

yyyy) 

Formulatio

n 

Types 

of 

medicines 

Origin   

- 

Quality  

of  

Sample 

Mass Spectroscopy Result 

UPLC                                                             

Result 

(%) 

*B18 LE Lumartem AL 20-120 N/A Tab T FC - 0% API 
Major Components: N/A 

Minor Components: N/A 
N/A 

*B39 LE Lumartem AL 20-120 N/A Tab T FC - 0% API 
Major Components: Sucrose/Lactulose & 

Glucose/Fructose   Minor Components: N/A 
N/A 

G071 RL Sulfatrim SMTM 400-80 04/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 88¥-89¥ 

G072 RL Sulfatrim SMTM 400-80 10/2017 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 93-95 

G080 RL Vactrim SMTM 400-80 04/2016 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 93-98 

G137 RL Ofloxin OFLO 200 03/2016 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 89.9¥ 

G259 RL Ofloxacin OFLO 200 01/2017 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 94.2 

SPS20 SSE Sulfatrim SMTM 200 03/2019 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 90-92 

G275 RL Oflocee OFLO 200 04/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 
89.1 ¥ (1st test) 

96 (2nd test) 

G278 RL 
Azithroma

x 
AZITH 250 07/2017 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 102 

G281 RL Di-flo OFLO 200 02/2017 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 92.4 

G311 RL Strim-Side SMTM 200 06/2017 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 
96-93 (1st test) 

99-99 (2nd test) 

G314 RL Vactrim SMTM 250 09/2016 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 97-98 

G317 RL Oflocee OFLO 200 12/2020 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 
89.2 ¥ (1st test) 

92.3 (2nd test) 

G318 RL 
Augmenti

n 
ACA 200 03/2018 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 92-96 

EP063 PE Ofloxin OFLO 200 01/2019 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 97.4 

G324 RL 
Azithroma

x 
AZITH 250 08/2018 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 

95 (1st test) 

98 (2nd test) 

G337 RL 
Azithroma

x 
AZITH 250 06/2018 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 97 

G344 RL Di-flo OFLO 200 03/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 93.4 

G354 RL OralZicin AZITH 500 03/2018 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 107 

G388 RL 

Artemethe

r-

Lumefantr

ine 

AL 200 09/2016 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 115¥-102 

G419 RL Strim-Side SMTM 200 03/2019 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 96-98 

G426 RL Ofloxin OFLO 200 01/2019 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 94.4 

G429 RL Biseptrim SMTM 60 05/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 96-100 

G432 RL Vactrim SMTM 60 07/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 

94-135¥ (1st test) 

95-135¥ (2nd test) 

94-114¥ (3rd test) 

93-132¥ (4th test) 
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Study Code 

 (each blister of the 

sample) 

Study 

Phase  

(PE, RL, 

SSE, 

LE) 

Brand 

name 

 

 

API                                   

name 

API 

Strength  

(mg) 

Expiry 

Date 

(mm/ 

yyyy) 

Formulatio

n 

Types 

of 

medicines 

Origin   

- 

Quality  

of  

Sample 

Mass Spectroscopy Result 

UPLC                                                             

Result 

(%) 

G435 RL Ofloxacin OFLO 200 08/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 

93.9 (1st test) 

93.4 (2nd test) 

97.4 (3rd test) 

G437 RL Sulfatrim SMTM 200 09/2020 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 

80¥-81¥ (1st test) 

84¥-86¥ (2nd test) 

87¥-89¥ (3rd test) 

G429 RL D-Artepp DHAP 250 09/2017 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 90.2-99.1 

G457 LE/RL Lumartem AL 200 06/2016 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 

No UPLC 

performed (not 

enough samples) 

EP006/ 

EP007 
PE 

Augmenti

n 
ACA 200 01/2018 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 

99-102 (1st test) 

96-96 (2nd test) 

EP114 to EP119/ 

EP120/EP121 
PE Biseptrim SMTM 250 01/2019 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 98-103 

G485 RL 
Azithroma

x 
AZITH 250 03/2019 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 99 

EP008 PE 
Augmenti

n 
ACA 200 01/2018 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 99-103 

G526 RL D-Artepp DHAP 60 03/2017 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 86.9¥-101.3 

G528 LE 
Cavumox 

1G 
ACA 200 03/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 101-104 

G529 RL 
Cavumox 

1G 
ACA 250 02/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 103-102 

G530 RL 
Cavumox 

1G 
ACA 200 09/2017 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 100-100 

G533 RL 
AMK  

1000 mg 
ACA 500 07/2018 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 

100-77¥ (1st test) 

97-54¥ (2nd test) 

G534 RL 
AMK  

1000 mg 
ACA 250 04/2018 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 

99-78¥ (1st test) 

99-52¥ (2nd test) 

EP112/EP113/G563 PE/LE Biseptrim SMTM 200 08/2019 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 96-101 

EP152/SPS21 PE/SSE Sulfatrim SMTM 250 05/2021 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 90-92 

G542 RL OralZicin AZITH 500 09/2018 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 108 

EP052 PE Oflocee OFLO 200 02/2021 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 97.2 

G546 LE Di-flo OFLO 200 03/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 96.2 

G547 RL Artesun ART 60 06/2019 Vial T FC - Genuine N/A 96.7 

G548 RL Artesun ART 60 05/2019 Vial T FC - Genuine N/A 97.2 

G549 LE Artesun ART 60 05/2019 Vial T FC - Genuine N/A 98.7 

G550 RL D-Artepp DHAP 500 02/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 91.4-98.4 

G551 RL D-Artepp DHAP 40-320 12/2017 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 87.3¥-103 

EP024/G552 PE/LE D-Artepp DHAP 40-320 01/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 91.9-99.1 

EP102 to EP111 PE Strim-Side SMTM 400-80 11/2019 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 100-97 
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 (each blister of the 

sample) 

Study 

Phase  

(PE, RL, 

SSE, 

LE) 

Brand 

name 

 

 

API                                   
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API 

Strength  

(mg) 

Expiry 

Date 

(mm/ 

yyyy) 

Formulatio

n 

Types 

of 

medicines 

Origin   

- 

Quality  

of  

Sample 

Mass Spectroscopy Result 

UPLC                                                             

Result 

(%) 

EP072 to 

EP076/SPS13 
PE/SSE Di-flo OFLO 200 08/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 

95.5 (1st test) 

91.2 (2nd test) 

EP091 to EP100/G556 PE/LE Vactrim SMTM 400-80 08/2019 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 96-101 

EP053/EP054/EP057 

to 

EP059/EP061/EP062/S

PS15 

PE/SSE Ofloxacin OFLO 200 08/2019 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 98.9 

SPS16 SSE Diabeta 
Chlorpro

pamide 
250 08/2021 Tab T 

FC - wrong 

API 
N/A 

No SMTM 

detected 

EP009/EP010/G563 PE/LE 
Augmenti

n 
ACA 500-125 02/2016 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 101-97 

EP122 to EP126 PE Sulfatrim SMTM 400-80 09/2020 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 92-92 

G566 LE Di-flo OFLO 200 07/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 96.9 

EP077 to EP081 PE Di-flo OFLO 200 07/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 96.9 

EP141 to 

EP143/EP156 
PE 

Azithroma

x 
AZITH 250 09/2019 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 100 

EP082 to 

EP090/EP101 
PE Vactrim SMTM 400-80 11/2019 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 95-101 

EP044/SPS14/G569 
PE/SSE/

LE 
Oflocee OFLO 200 03/2021 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 

91.2 (1st test) 

95.5 (2nd test) 

96.2 (3rd test) 

EP055/EP056/EP060/

G570 
PE/LE Ofloxacin OFLO 200 03/2020 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 92.4 

EP129 / EP130/G571 PE/LE Sulfatrim SMTM 400-80 01/2022 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 98-99 

EP022 /EP023/ EP025 

to EP027 
PE D-Artepp DHAP 40-320 09/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 92.7-99.4 

EP012 to 

EP021/EP154/EP155/E

P159/EP160 

PE Artesun ART 60 01/2020 Vial T FC - Genuine N/A 
99 (1st test) 

100.4 (2nd test) 

EP045 to EP051 PE Oflocee OFLO 200 02/2022 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 
95.8 (1st test) 

94.9 (2nd test) 

EP136 to 140 PE 
Azithroma

x 
AZITH 250 03/2020 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 102 

EP127 to EP128 PE Sulfatrim SMTM 400-80 06/2022 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 91-92 

EP064 to 

EP071/SPS23 
PE/SSE Ofloxin OFLO 200 11/2019 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 

96.1 (1st test) 

93.2 (2nd test) 

EP001 to 

EP005/EP157 
PE 

Augmenti

n 
ACA 500-125 11/2019 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 102-99 

EP033/EP035 to 

EP038/SPS22 
PE/SSE Coartem AL 20-120 06/2015 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 88¥-96 
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Study 

Phase  

(PE, RL, 

SSE, 

LE) 

Brand 

name 
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(mg) 
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n 
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of 
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- 
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Sample 

Mass Spectroscopy Result 

UPLC                                                             

Result 

(%) 

EP028 to EP032/ 

EP039/EP040/SPS09 
PE/SSE Coartem AL 20-120 08/2017 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 91-96 

GT-K19-AD LE Coartem AL 20-120 01/2017 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 103-94 

GT-K20-AD-3 RL Coartem AL 20-120 05/2017 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 103-94 

GT-K23-AD-3 RL Coartem AL 20-120 06/2017 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 106-93 

LA 17-04 LE 
AMK 

1000 mg 
ACA 875-125 06/2018 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 

98-80¥ (1st test) 

96-64¥ (2nd test) 

LA13-02 LE 
Griseofulv

in 

Griseoful

vin 
500 08/2015 Tab T 

FC - wrong 

API 
N/A 

No SMTM 

detected 

LA16-113 RL 
Azithroma

x 
AZITH 250 06/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 97 

LA16-122 LE Ofloxin OFLO 200 12/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 
102.8 (1st test) 

102.0 (2nd test) 

EP144/LA16-150 PE/LE 
Azithroma

x 
AZITH 250 02/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 102 

EP151 PE Ofloxin OFLO 200 10/2016 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 91.8 

LA16-17 RL Strim-Side SMTM 400-80 06/2016 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 99-98 

EP145 PE 
Azithroma

x 
AZITH 250 10/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 

103 (1st test) 

104 (2nd test) 

LA16-180 RL Ofloxin OFLO 200 07/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 92.8 

EP043 PE Oflocee OFLO 200 09/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 92.0 

LA16-202 RL 
Augmenti

n 
ACA 500-125 04/2018 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 

99-102 (1st test) 

99-102 (2nd test) 

LA16-38 RL Strim-Side SMTM 400-80 05/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 100-102 

LA16-41 RL Ofloxin OFLO 200 10/2017 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 92.1 

LA16-66 RL 
Azithroma

x 
AZITH 250 10/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 100 

LA16-70 LE Strim-Side SMTM 400-80 01/2018 Tab O FC - Genuine N/A 91-92 

EP011 PE 
Augmenti

n 
ACA 500-125 02/2019 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 97-98 

LA17-03 RL 
Augmenti

n 
ACA 500-125 02/2019 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 99-103 

EP131 to 

EP135/EP158/LA17-

06 

PE/LE OralZicin AZITH 500 09/2018 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 104 

*SPS11 SSE Coartem AL 20-120 05/2011 Tab T 
FC - wrong 

API 

Major Components: Ciprofloxacin   Minor 

Components: Levamisole & Sildenafil 
N/A 

*LC15 LE Coartem AL 20-120 01/2016 Tab T FC - 0% API 

Major Components: Maltitol, Sucrose/Lactose, 

Glucose/Fructose, & Mannitol   Minor Components: 

Levamisole 

N/A 
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*LC18 LE Coartem AL 20-120 N/A Tab T FC - 0% API 
Major Components: Sucrose/Lactose & 

Glucose/Fructose   Minor Components: Levamisole 
N/A 

*LC5 LE Coartem AL 20-120 11/2015 Tab T FC - 0% API 
Major Components: Chloramphenicol   Minor 

Components: Levamisole & Sildenafil 
N/A 

*SPS10 SSE Coartem AL 20-120 05/2011 Tab T 
FC - wrong 

API 

Major Components: Chloramphenicol   Minor 

Components: Levamisole & Sildenafil (trace) 
N/A 

*LC9 LE Coartem AL 20-120 11/2015 Tab T FC - 0% API 
Major Components: Ciprofloxacin   Minor 

Components: Levamisole & Sildenafil 
N/A 

MM16-21 LE/RL 

Artemethe

r-

Lumefantr

ine 

AL 20-120 07/2017 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 101-93 

SPS06 SSE 

Artemethe

r-

Lumefantr

ine 

AL 20-120 07/2017 Tab T FC - Genuine N/A 104-98 

*N1 LE Coartem AL 20-120 01/2016 Tab T FC - 0% API 
Major Components: Mannitol, Sucrose/Lactulose, & 

Glucose/Fructose   Minor Components: Maltitol 
N/A 

*N15 LE Coartem AL 20-120 01/2016 Tab T FC - 0% API 
Major Components: Mannitol, Sucrose/Lactulose, & 

Glucose/Fructose  Minor Components: Maltitol 
N/A 

*N19 LE Coartem AL 20-120 01/2016 Tab T FC - 0% API 
Major Components: Sucrose/Lactulose, 

Glucose/Fructose, & Mannitol 
N/A 

*EP041 PE Coartem AL 20-120 11/2015 Tab T FC - 0% API 
Major Components: Sucrose/Lactulose, 

Glucose/Fructose, & Mannitol 
N/A 

*N3 LE Coartem AL 20-120 01/2016 Tab T 
FC - wrong 

API 

Major Components: Sucrose/Lactulose & 

Glucose/Fructose   Minor Components: Levamisole 
N/A 

*N34 LE Coartem AL 20-120 11/2015 Tab T 
FC - wrong 

API 

Major Components: Chloramphenicol   Minor 

Components: Sildenafil 
N/A 

*EP042 PE Coartem AL 20-120 11/2015 Tab T 
FC - wrong 

API 

Major Components: Chloramphenicol   Minor 

Components: Sildenafil 
N/A 

*N36 LE Coartem AL 20-120 11/2015 Tab T 
FC - wrong 

API 

Major Components: Ciprofloxacin  Minor 

Components: Sildenafil 
N/A 

*EP034 PE Coartem AL 20-120 01/2016 Tab T 
FC - wrong 

API 

Major Components: Ciprofloxacin   Minor 

Components: Sildenafil 
N/A 

*N5 LE Coartem AL 20-120 11/2015 Tab T 
FC - wrong 

API 

Major Components: Ciprofloxacin  Minor 

Components: Sildenafil 
N/A 

*S0043 LE 

Artemethe

r-

Lumefantr

ine 

AL 20-120 06/2016 Tab T FC - 0% API 

Major Components: Sucrose/Lactulose, 

Glucose/Fructose, Mannitol, and m/z 338   Minor 

Components: Maltitol 

N/A 
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Study Code 

 (each blister of the 

sample) 

Study 

Phase  

(PE, RL, 

SSE, 

LE) 

Brand 

name 

 

 

API                                   

name 

API 

Strength  

(mg) 

Expiry 

Date 

(mm/ 

yyyy) 

Formulatio

n 

Types 

of 

medicines 

Origin   

- 

Quality  

of  

Sample 

Mass Spectroscopy Result 

UPLC                                                             

Result 

(%) 

*SPS07 SSE 

Artemethe

r-

Lumefantr

ine 

AL 20-120 06/2016 Tab T FC - 0% API 

Major Components: Sucrose/Lactulose, 

Glucose/Fructose, Mannitol, and m/z 338   Minor 

Components: Maltitol 

N/A 

SS50-OFLO-CEL-

SPS01 
SSE N/A OFLO N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

EX-CEL-SPS02 SSE N/A None N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 0% N/A N/A 

SM-SMTM-CEL-

SPS03 
SSE N/A SMTM N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

SS50-SMTM-CEL-

SPS04 
SSE N/A SMTM N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

SM-OFLO-CEL-

SPS05 
SSE N/A OFLO N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

SM-OFLO-LAC-001 LE N/A OFLO N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

SM-OFLO-CEL-001 LE N/A OFLO N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

SM-OFLO-STR-001 LE N/A OFLO N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

SM-SMTM-LAC-001 LE N/A SMTM N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

SM-SMTM-CEL-001 LE N/A SMTM N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

SM-SMTM-STR-001 LE N/A SMTM N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

RC-ACA-001 LE N/A ACA N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

RC-DHAP-001 LE N/A DHAP N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

RC-AMLM-001 LE N/A AL N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

SM-AZITH-LAC-001 LE N/A AZITH N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

SM-AZITH-CEL-001 LE N/A AZITH N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

SM-AZITH-STR-001 LE N/A AZITH N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

SM-ART-001 LE N/A ART N/A N/A Vial N/A SM - 100% N/A N/A 

SS80-OFLO-LAC-001 LE N/A OFLO N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

SS80-OFLO-CEL-001 LE N/A OFLO N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

SS80-OFLO-STR-001 LE N/A OFLO N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

SS80-SMTM-LAC-

001 
LE N/A SMTM N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

SS80-SMTM-CEL-001 LE N/A SMTM N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

SS80-SMTM-STR-001 LE N/A SMTM N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

RC80-ACA-LAC-001 LE N/A ACA N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

RC80-ACA-CEL-001 LE N/A ACA N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

RC80-ACA-STR-001 LE N/A ACA N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

RC80-DHAP-LAC-

001 
LE N/A DHAP N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

RC80-DHAP-CEL-001 LE N/A DHAP N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

RC80-DHAP-STR-001 LE N/A DHAP N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 
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RC80-AMLM-LAC-

001 
LE N/A AL N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

RC80-AMLM-CEL-

001 
LE N/A AL N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

RC80-AMLM-STR-

001 
LE N/A AL N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

SS80-AZITH-LAC-

001 
LE N/A AZITH N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

SS80-AZITH-CEL-

001 
LE N/A AZITH N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

SS80-AZITH-STR-001 LE N/A AZITH N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

SS80-ART-LAC-001 LE N/A ART N/A N/A Vial N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

SS80-ART-CEL-001 LE N/A ART N/A N/A Vial N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

SS80-ART-STR-001 LE N/A ART N/A N/A Vial N/A SM - 80 % N/A N/A 

SS50-OFLO-LAC-001 LE N/A OFLO N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

SS50-OFLO-CEL-001 LE N/A OFLO N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

SS50-OFLO-STR-001 LE N/A OFLO N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

SS50-SMTM-LAC-

001 
LE N/A SMTM N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

SS50-SMTM-CEL-001 LE N/A SMTM N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

SS50-SMTM-STR-001 LE N/A SMTM N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

RC50-ACA-LAC-001 LE N/A ACA N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

RC50-ACA-CEL-001 LE N/A ACA N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

RC50-ACA-STR-001 LE N/A ACA N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

RC50-DHAP-LAC-

001 
LE N/A DHAP N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

RC50-DHAP-CEL-001 LE N/A DHAP N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

RC50-DHAP-STR-001 LE N/A DHAP N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

RC50-AMLM-LAC-

001 
LE N/A AL N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

RC50-AMLM-CEL-

001 
LE N/A AL N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

RC50-AMLM-STR-

001 
LE N/A AL N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

SS50-AZITH-LAC-

001 
LE N/A AZITH N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

SS50-AZITH-CEL-

001 
LE N/A AZITH N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

SS50-AZITH-STR-001 LE N/A AZITH N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

SS50-ART-LAC-001 LE N/A ART N/A N/A Vial N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

SS50-ART-CEL-001 LE N/A ART N/A N/A Vial N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 
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SS50-ART-STR-001 LE N/A ART N/A N/A Vial N/A SM - 50% N/A N/A 

EX-LAC-001 LE N/A None N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 0% N/A N/A 

EX-CEL-001 LE N/A None N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 0% N/A N/A 

EX-STR-001 LE N/A None N/A N/A Tab N/A SM - 0% N/A N/A 

SM-ACET-LAC-001 LE N/A ACET N/A N/A Tab N/A 
SM - wrong 

API 
N/A N/A 

SM-ACET-CEL-001 LE N/A ACET N/A N/A Tab N/A 
SM - wrong 

API 
N/A N/A 

SM-ACET-STR-001 LE N/A ACET N/A N/A Tab N/A 
SM - wrong 

API 
N/A N/A 

*Sample not tested by UPLC but underwent Mass spectrometry as part of another study - none of the correct API as stated on the packaging were present 

ACA: Amoxicillin-clavulanic acid; AL: Artemether-lumefantrine; API: Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient; ART: Artesunate; AZITH: Azithromycin;  

DHAP: Dihydroartemisinin-piperaquine; FC:  Field-Collected; LE: Laboratory evaluation; OFLO: Ofloxacin; PE: Pharmacy evaluation; O: Opaque packaging; RL: Reference Library; SSE: Sample Set Evaluation; 

SM: Simulated medicines SMTM: Sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim; Tab: Tablets; T: transparent packaging ; Vial: Vials (powder bottle for injection) 

¥: Out of specification according to the 90-110% range considered in the present study 

N/A: None applicable or Lack of information 
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ANNEX 3. PROTOCOL FOR MAKING SIMULATED 

MEDICINES 

Sample 

Category 
Active Ingredient 

API 

Source 

Active 

Ingredient 

(%) 

Excipient 

(%) 

Magnesium 

Stearate-

Lubricant 

(%) 

Genuine 

Ofloxacin 
TCI 

Chemical 
65 33 2 

Sulfamethoxazole/Trimethopri

m 

TCI 

Chemical 
80/16 2 2 

Azithromycin 
TCI 

Chemical 
73 25 2 

Artesunate 
TCI 

Chemical 
100 0 0 

Amoxicillin/Clavulaix Acid 
AMK 

1000mg 
100 0 0 

Dihydroartemisinin/Piperaquin

e 
D-Artepp 100 0 0 

Artemether Lumefantrine Coartem 100 0 0 

Substandar

d at 

80%API 

 

Ofloxacin 
TCI 

Chemical 
52 46 2 

Sulfamethoxazole/Trimethopri

m 

TCI 

Chemical 
64/13 21 2 

Azithromycin 
TCI 

Chemical 
58 40 2 

Artesunate 
TCI 

Chemical 
80 20 0 

Amoxicillin/Clavulaix Acid 
AMK 

1000mg 
80 18 2 

Dihydroartemisinin/Piperaquin

e 
D-Artepp 80 18 2 

Artemether Lumefantrine Coartem 80 18 2 

Substandar

d at 50% 

API 

 

Ofloxacin 
TCI 

Chemical 
33 65 2 

Sulfamethoxazole/Trimethopri

m 

TCI 

Chemical 
40/8 50 2 

Azithromycin 
TCI 

Chemical 
36 62 2 

Artesunate 
TCI 

Chemical 
50 50 0 
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Amoxicillin/Clavulaix Acid 
AMK 

1000mg 
50 48 2 

Dihydroartemisinin/Piperaquin

e 
D-Artepp 50 48 2 

Artemether Lumefantrine Coartem 50 48 2 

Falsified 

Acetaminophen 
TCI 

Chemical 
50 48 2 

Excipient Only 
TCI 

Chemical 
0 98 2 

 

 Two types of simulated medicines were developed: one set utilized pure API stocks 

purchased from TCI Chemical and the other set were derived from genuine medicines that were 

crushed and repressed. The crushed and repressed samples were necessary due to the large 

volume of simulated medicines needed as well as the high cost of pure stock made recrushing 

the samples the only choice. For the set of medicines that were derived from pure stock, the 

ratios of API to excipient were derived from the following genuine medicines: Ofloxin 200 

(OFLO), Vactrim (SMTM), Artesun (ART), and Azithromax (AZITH). Every simulated sample 

that contained excipients noted in the table above had a sample containing one of each of the 

following: cellulose, lactose, and starch. For example, there were three samples for ‘genuine’ 

OFLO, each sample contained one of the excipients mentioned previously while the ‘genuine’ 

ACA only had one sample that contained none. All pressed sampled, except for ART which is 

distributed in powder form and only the ‘genuine’ recrushed samples, also contained 2% by 

mass of magnesium stearate to help lubricate the sample when getting pressed for easier 

removal.  

 All the simulated medicines followed the same protocol for preparation except for ART 

which is distributed in powder form and is described below.  All the ingredients which include 

API, excipient, magnesium stearate, and crushed medicine powder where applicable, were 

weighed to make approximately 15 tablets/samples on a scale and placed into a small individual 

sample polyethylene bags. The bag of ingredients was thoroughly mixed by sealing the bag and 

using hands to gently massage the ingredients into a homogeneous mixture. Next, samples were 

weighed out in 100 mg increments and those increments were immediately pressed into 6 mm 

diameter tablets that were approximately 3 to 4mm tall (sample density dependent). For ART, 

samples were weighed out into 60 mg increments and placed into a 6mL clear glass scintillation 

vial and sealed with a screw top. Tablet samples were stored in a 6 mL amber glass scintillation 

vials and sealed with a screw top until read for sampling. All samples were stored in 4°C 

refrigerator until sampling.  
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ANNEX 4. REFERENCE LIBRARY CREATION 

PROTOCOLS 

 

MICROPHAZIR RX 

 For library reference creation, how many scans were taken per sample (on average, 

specify exceptions) 

o 5 scans 

 

 How many spectra per library entry? 

o 5 spectra 

 

 Were separate libraries created for samples both in and out of packaging? 

o Yes 

 

 How was the tablet positioned? (e.g. held by hand; tablet holder used etc) 

o The tablet rested on top of the sampling window, and was not held by anything 

or anyone. The sampling window was parallel to the tablet the device was resting 

on. Blistered tablets were held with the clear side exposing the tablet flush 

against the sampling window.  

 

 Was each scan of a different tablet, or the same tablet in different orientations, or another 

way? 

o The protocol for tablet sampling was the following: (Note: this was for any 

sample that had enough tablets. For tablets with fewer tablets than the specified 

protocol, tablets were repeated, but either spun around if the sample was too 

small, or a different side of the tablet was tested is large enough. If available, 

different tablets were taken from different batches of the same brand) 

 For tablets: 

 Spectra 1 = Tablet #1 Side #1 

 Spectra 2 = Tablet #1 Side #2 

 Spectra 3 = Tablet #2 Side #1 

 Spectra 4 = Tablet #2 Side #2 

 Spectra 5 = Tablet #3 Side #1 

 For tablets still in the blister packaging: 

 Spectra 1 = Tablet #1  

 Spectra 2 = Tablet #2  

 Spectra 3 = Tablet #3  

 Spectra 4 = Tablet #4  

 Spectra 5 = Tablet #5  

 

 What was the reason behind that decision? 

o To ensure sample placement on the sampling window did not affect the library. 

  

 What dictated how you created the reference library? 

o Experimental sampling strategy/decision, as described above, was assisted by 

contact with the manufacturing representative. In terms of device configuration 

for reference library creation, the MicroPHAZIR RX’s user manual was used.  
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 Any potential problems encountered that would cause a bad spectra 

(physical/experimental)? 

o Two major problems: 

 The sampling window on the MicroPHAZIR RX was very large, so for 

any tablets that were smaller than the sampling window, a cover was used 

to block ambient light from entering the device. This was not applicable 

to blistered samples. 

 Round/curved tablets could easily be moved during analysis because 

there was no tablet holder. Movement of the sample would result in bad 

spectra being collected. Due to this, the MicroPHAZIR RX was always 

placed on a table so that the sampling window was parallel to the top of 

the table and did not move.  

 

 Any potential problems with specific samples encountered? 

o None to report, besides problems mentioned in the previous question. 

 

4500a FTIR 

 

 For library reference creation, how many scans were taken per sample (on average, 

specify exceptions) 

o 1 scan 

 

 How many spectra per library entry? 

o 1 spectra 

 

 Were separate libraries created for samples both in and out of packaging? 

o No, the Agilent cannot scan through packaging 

 

 How was the tablet positioned? (e.g. held by hand; tablet holder used etc) 

o Tablets were crushed into a homogenized powder, no positioning. The crushed 

powder was then placed on the sampling window of the Agilent and pressure 

was applied to the powder with the devices sample press on the window. 

 

 Was each scan of a different tablet, or the same tablet in different orientations, or another 

way? 

o Due to the library software only allowing one spectra per library entry, the tablet 

was crushed into a homogenized powder, loading on the sampling window with 

the sample press, and then scanned. 

 

 What was the reason behind that decision? 

o Following the instruments user manual 

  

 What dictated how you created the reference library? 

o The instruments manual.  

 

 Any potential problems encountered that would cause bad spectra 

(physical/experimental)? 

o Major problems (and potential ones): 
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 When not enough pressure was applied with the sample press, little to no 

signal would be obtained. 

 The instrument and or software would occasionally freeze, requiring a 

reset of the systems.  

 If the tablet was not crushed enough to ensure a homogenous mixture, 

there is a potential for inconsistencies between spectra of the same 

medicine.   

 If the sample window and press was not cleaned properly after every 

sample with isopropanol and a delicate task wipe, there is potential cross 

contamination.  

 

 Any potential problems with specific samples encountered? 

o DHAP and ACA medicines have  thick coatings, and thus required additional 

effort in crushing to ensure a proper homogenous mixture.  

 

Progeny 

 For library reference creation, how many scans were taken per sample (on average, 

specify exceptions) 

o 3 scans for tablets  

2 scans for measurements through the blister, one for each side of a tablet (each 

side a separate tablet in the same blister pack to preserve the tablet in the blister) 

 How many spectra per library entry? 

o All reference spectra were placed in the same master library. Therefore there 

were three spectra for tablet samples and two spectra for packaged samples.  

 

 Were separate libraries created for samples both in and out of packaging? 

o All reference spectra were compiled into the same master library, tablets and 

blistered samples had their own reference spectra 

 

 How was the tablet positioned? (e.g. held by hand; tablet holder used etc) 

o The tablets were held by hand in front of and flush with the sampling cone of the 

device. We did that because the simulated medicines that we used, tend to break 

with the holder.  

 

 Was each scan of a different tablet, or the same tablet in different orientations, or another 

way? 

o The protocol for tablet sampling was the following: (Note: this was for any 

sample that had enough tablets. For tablets with fewer tablets than the specified 

protocol, tablets were repeated. If available, different tablets were taken from 

different batches of the same brand) 

 For tablets: 

 Spectra 1 = Tablet #1 Side #1 

 Spectra 2 = Tablet #1 Side #2 

 Spectra 3 = Tablet #2 Side #1 

 For tablets still in the blister packaging: 

 Spectra 1 = Tablet #1  

 Spectra 2 = Tablet #2  

 

 What was the reason behind that decision? 
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o To ensure adequate sampling, to utilize the full capabilities of the master library 

function, and to keep testing consistent between the Progeny and Truscan RM 

 

 What dictated how you created the reference library? 

o After referencing the user manual and exploring the different functions of the 

Rigaku, utilizing the master library function was deemed the simplest and fastest 

way of running experiments 

 

 Any potential problems encountered that would cause a bad spectra 

(physical/experimental)? 

o Round/curved tablets could easily be moved during analysis because the tablet 

holder was not utilized. Due to this, the Progeny was always placed on a table so 

that the sampling window was parallel to the top of the table and did not move. 

The instrument could also be used with one hand and the tablet with the other, 

avoiding direct exposition to the laser (do not focus the laser beam towards the 

face). 

o If one tablet is positioned wrong, the analysis could last long. The Progeny 

averages a series of spectra to get the final signal so if the position is not good, 

the instrument could spent 10 min or more averaging spectra until it get a signal. 

 

 Any potential problems with specific samples encountered? 

o We were not able to obtain quality spectra for artesunate samples (measurements 

through the vial). So, in order to obtain spectra we put the samples in a bag and 

collect the spectra using these container. 

 

 

Truscan RM 

 For library reference creation, how many scans were taken per sample (on average, 

specify exceptions) 

o 3 scans for tablets  

2 scans for measurements measurement through the blister, one for each side of 

the tablet (each side a separate tablet in the same blister pack to preserve the 

tablet in the blister) 

o  

 

 How many spectra per library entry? 

o Only one spectra was selected per library entry, as recommended by the 

manufacturer’s representative. 

 

 Were separate libraries created for samples both in and out of packaging? 

o Separate library entries were created for samples in and out of packaging. 

 

 How was the tablet positioned? (e.g. held by hand; tablet holder used etc) 

o We used the tablet holder since the holder did not break the samples, although 

the device allows you to hold the tablet by hand. 

 

 Was each scan of a different tablet, or the same tablet in different orientations, or another 

way? 
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o The protocol for tablet sampling was the following: (Note: this was for any 

sample that had enough tablets. For tablets with fewer tablets than the specified 

protocol, tablets were repeated. If available, different tablets were taken from 

different batches of the same brand) 

 For tablets: 

 Spectra 1 = Tablet #1 Side #1 

 Spectra 2 = Tablet #1 Side #2 

 Spectra 3 = Tablet #2 Side #1 

 For tablets still in the blister packaging: 

 Spectra 1 = Tablet #1  

 Spectra 2 = Tablet #2  

 

 What was the reason behind that decision? 

o To ensure adequate sampling, to utilize the full capabilities of the master library 

function, and to keep testing consistent between the Progeny and Truscan RM 

 

 What dictated how you created the reference library for each device? 

o Referencing the user manual and a discussion with the manufacturer’s 

representative. 

 

 Any potential problems encountered that would cause a bad spectra 

(physical/experimental)? 

o Round/curved tablets could easily be positioned wrong inside the sample holder. 

We always double checked that the tablet was centered in the holder.  

 

 Any potential problems with specific samples encountered? 

o We were not able to obtain quality spectra for Artesunate samples (vial 

measurements). Therefore, we put the samples in a plastic bag and collect the 

spectra using these container. 

 

Neospectra 2.5 

 

 For library reference creation, how many scans were taken per sample (on average, 

specify exceptions) 

o 3 scans 

 

 How many spectra per library entry? 

o 3 spectra, but due to lack of library software function, a library analysis for the 

Neospectra 2.5 is defined as opening the reference spectra and overlaying it with 

the questioned samples spectra 

 

 Were separate libraries created for samples both in and out of packaging? 

o Yes, separate libraries were created for samples in and out of packaging. 

 

 How was the tablet positioned? (e.g. held by hand; tablet holder used etc) 

o The tablet rested on top of the sampling probe, not held by anything or anyone, 

sampling probe was help by the Thor Labs probe holder and mounted to a clamp. 

A level was uses to ensure the probes surface was as flat as possible. Note, no 

cover was necessary because the sampling window was small enough to be 
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completely covered by every tablet for these experiments. Blistered tablets were 

held with the clear side exposing the tablet flush against the sampling window of 

the probe. 

 

 Was each scan of a different tablet, or the same tablet in different orientations, or another 

way? 

o The protocol for tablet sampling was the following: (Note: this was for any 

sample that had enough tablets. For tablets with fewer tablets than the specified 

protocol, tablets were repeated, but either spun around if the sample was too 

small, or a different side of the tablet was test is large enough. If available, 

different tablets were taken from different batches of the same brand) 

 For tablets: 

 Spectra 1 = Tablet #1 Side #1 

 Spectra 2 = Tablet #1 Side #2 

 Spectra 3 = Tablet #2 Side #1 

 For tablets still in the blister packaging: 

 Spectra 1 = Tablet #1  

 Spectra 2 = Tablet #2  

 Spectra 3 = Tablet #3  

 

 What was the reason behind that decision? 

o To ensure sample placement on the sampling window did not affect the library. 

  

 What dictated how you created the reference library for each device? 

o Discussing with a colleagues the best way to approach this without the library 

function software capability and to ensure ease of user interpretation/analysis of 

the data. 

 

 Any potential problems encountered that would cause a bad spectra 

(physical/experimental)? 

o Two major problems: 

 Round/curved tablets could easily be moved during analysis because 

there was no tablet holder. Due to this, the Neospectra 2.5 was always 

placed on a table so that the sampling window was parallel to the top of 

the table and did not move.  

 Since background scans are done manually by the user, a poor quality 

background scan would generate bad spectra 

 Ex. Moving the white reference tile or an unclean reference tile 

would cause a bad background scan.  

 

 Any potential problems with specific samples encountered? 

o None to report, besides problems mentioned in the previous question. 
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ANNEX 5. LABORATORY EVALUATION - EXPERIMENTAL 

PROTOCOLS 

 

4500a FTIR 

 Each medicine was crushed into a homogenous mixture if not in powder form.  

 For each stock powdered sample, three independent spectra were recorded.  

 10 mg- 15 mg samples were taken for each trial from the same stock of powder 

 The sample window and press were cleaned in between each trial. 

The result was considered as a ‘pass’ if the expected medicine appeared in the six matches 

displayed at the end of the experiment with a coefficient higher than 0.9. 

 

C-Vue  

 Each medicine was crushed if not already in powder form, extracted, and diluted at 

least once.  

 10 mg- 25 mg samples were taken for each medicine for extractions. 

 Calibration samples were prepared from a pure stock of API  

 Experiments performed on different days were prepared fresh the day or stored in a 

4°C refrigerator and tested the next day. No sample beyond a day in the refrigerator 

were tested.  

 Three trials for every calibration sample was recorded and used to construct the 

calibration curves. 

 Each sample solution was tested three times back to back.  

 Each sample was plugged into the calibration curve to determine the percentage of 

each API in the sample prepared. 

 Calibrations and samples tested with two APIs were analyzed and quantitated in 

the same chromatogram. 

 Medicines containing less than 90% and more than 110% of the manufacturer’s 

stated amount of API(s) were considered as ‘fail’ 

 For medicines with two APIs, both API must be within specifications to be 

determined as a pass 

MicroPHAZIR RX 

 Prior to scanning, the reference library of the genuine medicine reference spectra 

library must be selected.  

 Tablets and tablets in blister packaging had their own reference library to compare 

to. 

 Tablets from the same batch were scanned three times in the following way, 

o Tablet #1, First Face 

o Tablet #1, Opposite Face  

o Tablet #2, Any Face 

 Tablets in transparent blister packaging were from the same batch and were 

scanned three times in the following way, with each scan being saved 

independently: 

o Tablet #1 
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o Tablet #2 

o Tablet #3 

 Tablets that were smaller than the sampling window of the device required to use 

the sample cover to block ambient light. Blistered tablets did not require the use the 

cover 

 Artesunate samples were scanned through replacement glass vials except the field 

collected samples that were scanned through the manufacturer glass vials  

 The device output pass/fail results that were recorded in the evaluation sheet. 

Minilab 

 Each medicine was crushed if not in powder form, extracted, and diluted as per the 

protocol in the manual.  

 10 mg - 25 mg samples were taken for each medicine for extraction. 

 The reference standards were prepared from UPLC confirmed genuine medicines 

using the whole tablet as per Minilab protocol 

 Experiments performed on different days were prepared fresh samples the day of, 

or stored in a 4°C refrigerator and tested the next day. No samples beyond a day in 

the refrigerator were tested and were prepared again from the beginning.  

 The final sample dilution was tested three times on the same TLC plate 

 If results were inconsistent on a plate, the entire TLC experiment was repeated on a 

different day. This included 1 of the 3 sample tested spots being inconsistent from 

two others.  

 TLC plates that were interpreted and photographed immediately after TLC 

development and drying (where applicable).Only photographs were taken of the 

experiments that should yield confirmatory semi-quantitative API results as there 

were many checks in the protocols to confirm presence of a medicine.  

Neospectra 2.5 

 Tablets and tablets in blister packaging had their own reference library to compare 

to. 

 Tablets from the same batch were scanned three times in the following way, with 

each scan being saved independently 

o Tablet #1, First Face 

o Tablet #1, Opposite Face  

o Tablet #2, Any Face 

 Tablets in transparent blister packaging were from the same batch and were 

scanned three times in the following way, with each scan being saved 

independently: 

o Tablet #1 

o Tablet #2 

o Tablet #3 

 Artesunate samples were scanned through replacement glass vials except the field 

collected samples that were scanned through the manufacturer glass vials  

 Due to the lack of library functionality, three genuine medicine reference spectra 

were overlaid with the sample’s spectra. The data was blinded, analyzed by an 

investigator that did not conduct the physical experiments, and noted which if any 
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of the spectra were dissimilar. Dissimilar spectra were designated as poor quality 

medicines.  

NIRScan 

 Prior to scanning, the reference library of the genuine medicine reference spectra 

library must be selected.  

 Tablets and tablets in blister packaging had their own reference library to compare 

to. 

 Tablets from the same batch were scanned three times in the following way, with 

each scan being saved independently 

o Tablet #1, First Face 

o Tablet #1, Opposite Face  

o Tablet #2, Any Face 

 Tablets in transparent blister packaging were from the same batch and were 

scanned three times in the following way, with each scan being saved 

independently: 

o Tablet #1 

o Tablet #2 

o Tablet #3 

 Artesunate samples were scanned through replacement glass vials except the field 

collected samples that were scanned through the manufacturer glass vials.  

 The device outputted pass/fail results that were recorded in the evaluation sheet.  

PADs 

 Each medicine was crushed, if not in powder form, right before the experiments. 

 About 20 mg to 40 mg of sample powder was applied to each PAD 

 PADs were examined and photographed at least 3 minutes after development 

 The water used for PAD development was replaced with fresh water between each 

experiment to prevent cross-contamination 

 The same medicine would be tested once. If the experiment resulted in a ‘fail’, the 

experiment would be repeated with a new PAD to confirm the result. 

PharmaChk 

 Since the PharmaChk is only able to analyze ART, all the samples were in powder 

form and just needed to be extracted 

 Whole medicines units were used for analysis as per protocol 

 Medicines extraction occurred the same day as testing. 

 Calibration solutions were prepared as per PharmaChk protocol 

 The extraction solution of each sample was tested three times 

 Quantitative results were immediately displayed on the device’s control computer.  

 Medicines containing less than 90% and more than 110% of the manufacturer’s 

stated amount of API(s) were considered as ‘fail’ 

Progeny 

 The “Analyze” function was utilized for the Progeny, followed by the “Application 

function”. Each trial was composed of three scans (One with “Analysis” function 

follow by two with “Application” function). 
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 Tablets and tablets in blister packaging had their own reference library to compare 

to. 

 Tablets from the same batch were tested three times in the following way, with 

each scan being saved independently 

o Tablet #1, First Face 

o Tablet #1, Opposite Face  

o Tablet #2, Any Face 

 Tablets in transparent blister packaging were from the same batch and were 

scanned three times in the following way, with each scan being saved 

independently: 

o Tablet #1 

o Tablet #2 

o Tablet #3 

 Field-collected tablets were held using the tablet holder.  

 Tablets in blisters were held by the operator’s hand flush against the nose cone of 

the instrument.  

 Artesunate powder samples were scanned through polyethylene bags 

 The device outputted pass/fail results that were recorded in the evaluation sheet.  

 

The overall result for each trial was classified as follows: 

Scan 1 Scan 2 Scan 3  

Analyse Application 1 Application 2 OVERALL 

Match Pass No need to do PASS 

Match Fail Pass PASS 

Match Fail Fail Trial to be reperformed once and 

consider as fail if inconsistency occurs 

again 

No 

match 

Pass Pass PASS 

No 

match 

Pass Fail FAIL 

No 

match 

Fail Pass Trial to be reperformed once and 

consider as fail if inconsistency occurs 

again 

 

Rapid diagnostic test (lateral flow immunoassay) 

 

 Each medicine was crushed if not in powder form, extracted, and diluted once.  

 10 mg- 25 mg samples were taken for each medicine for extraction.  

 Experiments performed on different days were prepared fresh samples the day of, 

or stored in a 4°C refrigerator and tested the next day. No samples beyond a day in 

the refrigerator were tested and were prepared again from the beginning.  

 For the falsified simulated samples (containing acetaminophen or excipients only), 

the higher concentration dilution was the only solution tested on the RDT to 

simulate a worst case scenario RDT experiments. 
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 RDT experiments where the control line did not appear were discarded from 

analysis as per manufacturer’s protocol.  

 RDTs were examined and photographed after at least 5 minutes of development 

 The RDT protocol states it takes up to two RDT test per experiment to determine if 

a sample is substandard or falsified  

o If the red test line did not appear for final sample dilution, the sample is 

registered as “qualified” meaning the sample was deemed to be good 

quality, only one RDT was used and no further experiments were required 

as per protocol 

o If the red test line did appear for final sample dilution, the sample is 

registered as “falsified/substandard” meaning the sample was deemed to be 

poor quality. A second RDT experiment would be necessary using the more 

concentrated sample to distinguish the sample from registering as 

“falsified” or “substandard” 

 For the second experiment with the more concentrated sample, the 

presence of the red line registered the sample as being falsified. The 

absence of the red line registered the sample being substandard.  

Truscan RM 

 Prior to scanning, the reference library of the genuine medicine reference spectra 

library must be selected.  

 Tablets and tablets in blister packaging had their own reference library to compare 

to. 

 Tablets from the same batch were scanned three times in the following way, with 

each scan being saved independently 

o Tablet #1, First Face 

o Tablet #1, Opposite Face  

o Tablet #2, Any Face 

 Tablets in transparent blister packaging were from the same batch and were 

scanned three times in the following way, with each scan being saved 

independently: 

o Tablet #1 

o Tablet #2 

o Tablet #3 

 Tablets were analyzed with the tablet holder if they could fit.  

 Tablets that could not fit in the tablet holder and tablets that were analyzed through 

blister packs utilized the nose cone attachment 

 Artesunate samples were scanned through clear polyethylene bags. 

 The device outputted pass/fail results and they were recorded in the evaluation 

sheet.  
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ANNEX 6. TIME AND MOTION STUDY RECORDING SHEET 

Operation description Details: Observer:  

Enter pharmacy. Inspect stock. 

Locate APIs of interest. Inspect 

samples for suspicious 

medicines. Select suspicious 

samples. Record sample details. 

Exit pharmacy. 

Inspector:     Time of inspection:  

   

Date of inspection:             

           

Task 

category 

Task subcategory API  Cycle 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Preparing Inspecting stock  Start                     

 End                     

Sampling Visual inspection 

AMC Start                     

End                     

OFO Start                     

End                     

DHAP Start                     

End                     

ART Start                     

End                     

AL Start                     

End                     

SMTM Start                     

End                     

AZI Start                     

End                     

Other Start                     

 End                     

Recording 

Record sample 

details 

 Start                     

 End                     

 Cycle  21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

Record sample 

details 

 Start                     

 End                     
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ANNEX 7. FIELD EVALUATION OPINION 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

1. Could you tell us your general feelings/views about the device? 

2. Was there anything that you particularly like or dislike about the device? 

3. Was there anything that you particularly found difficult when using the device? 

4. What was your favorite device feature? 

5. Do you think the device could be used, and would be useful for routine outlets 

inspections in Laos? 

If yes, tell us more about how it could be used for routine outlets inspections in 

Laos 

If no, please specify 
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ANNEX 8. OUTLINE OF THE FOCUS GROUP 

DISCUSSIONS 

  

1. Set-up 

 The participants were ask to write their name and which devices they tested on a sticker placed in front 

of them 

Explanation that the session was to be recorded to help the investigators with note-taking  

- Consent form for recording the discussion 

- Information that all information will be anonymised, and that they are free to raise any opinion 

whether wrong or good opinion 

2. Introduction from the investigators 

 - Acknowledgments and explanation of the purpose of session 

3. Introducing themselves 

 One by one, could you please describe which device(s) you tested? 

4. Devices review: On a table, have laid out photos of the devices; each device showed one by one by the 

moderator 

 - First, inspectors who used these devices were asked to say: 

o What they liked? 

o What they didn’t like? 

o Would they use it in their routine inspection? 

o Do you have suggestions on how the device could be improved to help your drug 

inspection further? 

o Where in the supply chain do they think it would be best used? (A visual representation 

of the supply chain was printed and shown by the moderator: manufacturer  border  

distributor  outlet) 

- Invite comments from inspectors who didn’t use them  

5. Sampling strategy-Decision making: we are interested in finding out how they decided to test some 

samples and not others; and to understand on what the decision to select a sample (or not) as 

suspicious was made 

 - How did it make you feel when the device gave a ‘fail’ result? What did you do next? 

- How many times would you test the sample before deciding to treat it as suspicious? 

6. Changing behavior : How introducing the devices may change their way of doing inspections? 

 - When you went to the pharmacy without the devices, how did you decide which medicines to 

inspect? 

- When you went to the pharmacy with the device, how did you decide which medicines to test 

with the device? 
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ANNEX 9. COMPARISON OF TESTING TIMES PER 

PHASE DURING SAMPLE SET TESTING 

Table 68. Median sampling time (seconds) per sample per device in sample set testing 

P-values for comparison between devices for ln (sampling time) using mixed effects 

generalised linear regression model with device and training as independent factors, and 

clustered by inspectors. Significant differences (p < 0.05) of the total time between the 

devices are shown in red 

 NIRScan 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX 

Truscan 

RM Progeny 

4500a 

FTIR PADs Minilab 

Median sampling 

time (seconds) 50 95.5 100.5 109.5 242 229 631.7 

MicroPHAZIR RX <0.001        

Truscan RM <0.001 0.981       

Progeny <0.001 0.355 0.366      

4500a FTIR <0.001 <0.001 0.001 <0.001     

PADs <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.059    

Minilab <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 

<0.00

1 <0.001   

 

Table 69: Median analysing time (seconds) per sample per device in sample set testing. 

P-values for comparison between devices for ln (analysing time) using mixed effects 

generalised linear regression model with device and training as independent factors, and 

clustered by inspectors. Significant differences (p < 0.05) of the total time between the 

devices are shown in red 

 

 NIRScan 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX 

Truscan 

RM Progeny 

4500a 

FTIR PADs Minilab 

Median analysing 

time (seconds) 20.5 8 20 86.5 10 328.5 1134.2 

MicroPHAZIR RX <0.001        

Truscan RM <0.001 <0.001       

Progeny <0.001 <0.001 0.001      

4500a FTIR <0.001 0.948 <0.001 <0.001     

PADs <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001    

Minilab <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001   
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Table 70: Median recording time (seconds) per sample per device in sample set testing. 

P-values for comparison between devices for ln (recording time) using mixed effects 

generalised linear regression model with device and training as independent factors, and 

clustered by inspectors. Significant differences (p < 0.05) of the total time between the 

devices are shown in red 

 

 

 

 NIRScan 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX 

Truscan 

RM Progeny 

4500a 

FTIR PADs Minilab 

Median recording 

time (seconds) 14 22 19.5 44 33.5 59 364.5 

MicroPHAZIR RX 0.777       

Truscan RM <0.001 0.051      

Progeny <0.001 <0.001 0.025     

4500a FTIR <0.001 <0.001 0.029 0.385    

PADs <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.349 0.953   

Minilab <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001  
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ANNEX 10. PAIRED-WISE COMPARISONS OF THE SENSITIVITY TO  IDENTIFY 50% 

AND 80% API SAMPLES 

Paired-wise comparisons of the sensitivity [(expressed as %(95% CI) in grey] of the devices to identify 50% and 80% API samples 

tested, outside their packaging, in the laboratory evaluation P-value of the Mc Nemar tests (n=number of 50%/80% API medicines assessed 

by both devices of the pairs) are presented 

  4500a FTIR C-Vue 

MicroPHAZIR 

RX Minilab 

Neospectra 

2.5 NIRScan PADs PharmaChk Progeny RDT TruScan RM 

4500a FTIR 28.6 (15.7-44.6)                     

C-Vue 0.0005 (n=18) 100 (81.5-100)                   

MicroPHAZIR 

RX 0.0078 (n=36) 0.0039 (n=18) 50.0 (32.9-67.1)                 

Minilab 0.0005 (n=39) 0.0156 (n=18) 0.6250 (n=36) 59.5 (43.3-74.4)               

Neospectra 2.5 0.0215 (n=36) 

<0.0001 

(n=18) <0.0001 (n=36) <0.0001 (n=36) 5.6 (0.7-18.7)             

NIRScan 1 (n=36) 0.0010 (n=18) 0.0936 (n=36) 0.0352 (n=36) 

0.0117 

(n=36) 30.6 (16.3-48.1)           

PADs 0.0078 (n=30) 

<0.0001 

(n=18) 0.0001 (n=30) <0.0001 (n=30) 

0.5000 

(n=30) 0.0039 (n=30) 0 (0-11.6)         

PharmaChk 0.5000 (n=3) N/A N/A 1 (n=3) N/A N/A N/A 83.3 (35.9-99.6)       

Progeny 0.3438 (n=36) 0.0001 (n=18) 0.0005 (n=36) 0.0001 (n=36) 

0.2188 

(n=36) 0.1797 (n=36) 

0.0313 

(n=30) N/A 16.7 (6.4-32.8)     

RDT 0.5000 (n=9) N/A 0.2500 (n=6) 0.0625 (n=9) 0.5000 (n=6) 0.5000 (n=6) 1 (n=6) 0.5000 (n=3) 1 (n=6) 16.7 (2.1-48.4)   

TruScan RM 0.8036 (n=36) 

<0.0001 

(n=18) 0.0213 (n=36) 0.0018 (n=36) 

0.0313 

(n=36) 0.6072 (n=36) 

0.0078 

(n=30) N/A 0.7539 (n=36) 0.0625 (n=6) 22.2 (10.1-39.2) 

N/A, not applicable - when no samples could be tested by both devices 
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ANNEX 11. TOTAL COSTS UNDER SENSITIVITY 

ANALYSIS USING ONE DEVICE PER PROVINCE WITH 

HIGH PREVALENCE SCENARIO (20% SUBSTANDARD 

AND 20% FALSIFIED), WITH A 1-SAMPLE STRATEGY 

ACROSS THE COUNTRY 

 

Cost US$ (2017) Truscan 

RM 

Micro 

PHAZIR 

4500a 

FTIR 

Progeny NIRScan PADs 

Initial Cost             

  Cost of Device*  343,750   261,250   173,621   337,245   7,695   -    

  Shipping Cost**  690   735   1,791   817   632   632  

     Total Initial Cost  344,440   261,985   175,412   338,062   8,326   632  

Annual Cost             

  Maintenance cost  1,176   11,613   -     6,090   315   -    

  Cost of Inspectors§  81,993   81,984   82,099   82,072   81,959   82,290  

  Cost of 

Consumablesß 

 491   474   1,050   648   423   23,917  

  Cost of 

Confirmation 

analysis by HPLC† 

 63,532   70,592   56,473   35,296   55,190   28,237  

  Cost of Replacement 

of suspected poor 

quality ACTs∑ 

 28,475   31,639   25,311   15,820   24,736   12,656  

 Total Annual Cost  175,667   196,302   164,934   139,925   162,623   147,099  

Total Cost (over 5-

year) 
1,222,777  1,243,495  1,000,082  1,037,689   821,439   736,129  

*Device costs are inclusive of Laos PDR VAT rate at 10%. 

** Shipment cost was estimated from the average price of DHL Express Worldwide service from Europe (UK) and the 

USA to Laos PDR based on device weight  
§Cost of inspectors was estimated based on the total time for overall inspections (visual inspections) and additional time spent 

for the test by each device. 
ßCost of consumable was estimated from additional material use including reagent and cleaning wipers for the test by each 

device. 
†Cost of confirmation was estimated from the number of samples sent to validate with HPLC from the suspected poor quality 

sample as suggested by the device screening result. 

∑ Cost of replacement was estimated from cost of the whole batch of ACTs that required to be replaced with the genuine at 

the pharmacy outlet due to the suspected poor quality batch suggested by the device screening results. 

 

Full economic evaluation model in excel file format is available from the following link:  

https://maemod-

my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/hub_maemod_onmicrosoft_com/EQU2z_VP6ndBo__4HLQIf7kB

YDp3bwom3qWdH8wjkFJdXQ?e=0FFRaZ 

  

https://maemod-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/hub_maemod_onmicrosoft_com/EQU2z_VP6ndBo__4HLQIf7kBYDp3bwom3qWdH8wjkFJdXQ?e=0FFRaZ
https://maemod-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/hub_maemod_onmicrosoft_com/EQU2z_VP6ndBo__4HLQIf7kBYDp3bwom3qWdH8wjkFJdXQ?e=0FFRaZ
https://maemod-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/hub_maemod_onmicrosoft_com/EQU2z_VP6ndBo__4HLQIf7kBYDp3bwom3qWdH8wjkFJdXQ?e=0FFRaZ
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ANNEX 12. RESULTS OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSES 

FROM THE COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 

 

 

One-way sensitivity analysis with different plausible parameter values in low prevalence scenario for 

Truscan, MicroPHAZIR RX, 4500a FTIR, Progeny, and PADs 
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ANNEX 13. LIST OF MEETING PARTICIPANTS 

 

 
 Full Name Position Organisation Country 

1 Ms Alice Jamieson Policy Officer Wellcome Trust UK 

2 Mrs Anback Hongsivilay Inspector BFDI Lao 

3 
Ms 

Anousone 

Phengsombut 
Inspector BFDI Lao 

4 
Ms Aye Myint Khaing 

Pharmaceutical Chemistry 

Laboratory, DFDA 
MRA Myanmar 

5 
Ms Babay Asih Suliasih Regulator MoH Indonesia 

6 Dr Bounxou Keohavong Deputy Director FDD Lao 

7 
Dr Celine Caillet 

Research scientist, medicine 

quality unit 
LOMWRU Lao 

8 Dr Chansapha Pamanivong Head of Drug Quality Unit FDQCC Lao 

9 

Ms Diana Lee 

Technical Officer, 

Substandard and Falsified 

Medical Products Team, 

WHO, Geneva 

WHO USA 

10 

Dr Douglas Ball 

ADB Consultant, Results for 

Malaria Elimination and 

Communicable Diseases 

Control (RECAP) program 

ADB  India 

11 

Mr Duong Quoc Toan 
Officers of Medical Device 

and Construction Department 
MRA Vietnam 

12 
Ms Dwi Damayanti Regulator MRA Indonesia 

13 Dr Jean-Michel Caudron Head of Quality Assurance UNDP   

14 
Mr Kem Boutsamay 

Pharmacist, research assistant 

medicine quality team 
LOMWRU Lao 

15 Ms Khin Thuzar Lwin Technical staff  MRA Myanmar 

16 

Dr Klara Tisocki 

Regional Advisor, Essential 

Drugs and Other Medicines, 

South-East Asia Regional 

Office 

WHO India 

17 
Mr 

Lamngern 

Phodchanthonthavong 
Inspector BFDI Lao 

18 Mr Lok Saphy Chief of Registration Bureau MRA Cambodia 

19 Mr Lukas Roth USP Consultant USP Australia 

20 Dr Malaythone Phanavanh Head of Administration FDQCC Lao 

21 Assoc 

Prof 
Mayfong Mayxay 

Vice-Dean Depatment of 

Research 
UHS/LOMWRU Lao 
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22 
Dr Nantasit Luangasanatip 

Health economist and 

mathematical modeller 
MORU Thailand 

23 
Ms Nguyen Thi Minh Tam 

Analyst, Laboratory for Drug 

Dosage Forms 
MRA Vietnam 

24 
Mr Nhem narin 

Vice Chief of Regulation 

Bureau 
MRA Cambodia 

25 Mr Nikhom Litthideth Drug Control Division FDD Lao 

26 
Ms Ningnong Xaignavong Drug Control Division 

Curative 

Medicine - MoH 
Lao 

27 Ms Pan Yait Aung Inspection staff  MRA Myanmar 

28 Mr Pascal Verhoeven Pharmacist Global Fund Lao 

29 Prof Paul Newton Head of medicine quality unit LOMWRU Lao 

30 
Mr Phonephasith Boupha 

Pharmacist, research assistant 

medicine quality team 
LOMWRU Lao 

31   Phonexay Keoduangdee Pharmacist Mahosot Lao 

32 
Dr 

Phoudthavanh 

Inlorkham 
Drug Control Division FDD Lao 

33 Dr Phoupasong Xomphou Technical Staff DCDC - MoH Lao 

34 

Mr Prav Chheang Hor 

Pharmacist, Deputy Director 

of National Health Products 

Quality Control Center 

MRA Cambodia 

35 Mr Sathaphone Bounmala Drug quality staff FDQCC Lao 

36 
Dr 

Sengphet 

Phongphachanh 
Pharmaceuticals WHO- Lao Lao 

37 
Dr Serena Vickers 

Research scientist, medicine 

quality unit 
LOMWRU Lao 

38 

Mr Sermrat Chaiyakun 

Pharmacist, Bureau of Drug 

Control, Thai FDA 

(Inspection) 

MRA Thailand 

39 Mr Somchai Chanthapany Drug quality staff FDQCC Lao 

40 
Mr Somded Latsavong  

Pharmaceutical technologies 

teacher 
UHS Lao 

41 
Dr 

Somthavy 

Changvisommith 
Director FDD Lao 

42 Ms Sonthalee Senouttalath Inspector BFDI Lao 

43 
Mr Stephen Zambrzycki 

Lead of the laboratory 

evaluation 
GT USA 

44 

Ms Supatra Phongsri Pharmacist, Regulator 

Bureau of Drug 

Control, Thai 

FDA 

Thailand 

45 

Mr Theophilus Ndorbor 

TDR Fellow 

(WHO/LOMWRU) and 

regulator 

Liberian 

medicines 

regulatory 

authority 

Lao/Liberia 

46 
Mrs 

Thipphaphone 

Keonakhone 
Inspector BFDI Lao 
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